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Over the past decade the declining production of domes­
tic oil and natural gas has resulted in a resurgence of the 
coal mining industry. This new interest in coal has lead to 
the opening of large deposits of western surface coal. The 
western surface coal mining industry, while providing large 
tonnages of cheap, low sulfur, low BTU coal has its own 
specialized set of problems. Western coal is generally found 
in thick, shallow depth seams which are of great interest and 
value. The quality of the coal, however, is less desirable 
due to a high moisture, high ash, highly variable sulfur con­
tent and multiple and/or pitching seams.
It is to the solution of these problems that this thesis 
is directed. The author has strived to develop a Coal 
Reserve and Inventory Model along with a Mining Systems Simu­
lation Model. It is hoped that with the aid of these two 
models and their results that the mining orientation and 
mining method can be chosen.
The models developed in this thesis are tools to be 
used by mining engineers in planning and evaluating a mine 
design and its associated equipment systems. These models 
should make the tasks of mining method and equipment selec­
iii
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tion much less time consuming and more reliable in reqard 
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Since the early 196 0's the United States domestic oil 
and natural gas production has been on the decline. This 
decline coupled with a continued demand for energy, has lead 
to increased imports of foreign produced oil and natural gas. 
At present, the United States still import over half (50%) 
of the oil consumed daily. This foreign produced oil, while 
meeting the demand for energy supplies, has several inherent 
problems.
A large portion of the oil imported into this country 
is controlled by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC). Oil imported from OPEC countries is sub­
ject to two main problems:
1. questionable reliability of supply as evidenced 
by the Arab Oil Embargo in 1973,
2. and high prices that will probably increase.
There are additional problems associated with imported oil, 
such as transportation (ocean tanker & pipeline), refining, 
and environmental pollution (oil spills).
It is due to two of the aforementioned factors: high
cost, and questionable reliability of the supply of foreign 
oil, as well as, reduced supplies of Domestic oil that has 
prompted many energy consumers to look for substitute fuels. 
At the present time, and in the near future, the most viable
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substitute fuel for oil is coal. First, the United States 
is blessed with very large reserves of coal, and secondly, 
the technology already exists to locate, mine, process, and 
burn that coal. Because of the large reserves and existing 
technology, coal can be produced in large quantities at a 
relatively low cost.
Coal is quite abundant in the United States and is found 
both in the eastern and western states. Historically, most 
of the coal produced in the U.S. has been mined in the eastern 
coal fields. This was due in part to the quality of eastern 
coal, such as, high BTU content, consistant quality, and the 
nearness of the mines to the markets.. An authority has 
projected that over the next twenty years, 35 to 50% of the 
coal produced in the United States will come from western 
coal fields (JBlackmore, 1980) .
There are numerous factors in favor of western surface 
coal mining. Western coal seams are generally larger in areal 
extent and significantly thicker than their eastern counter­
parts, Also, many western coal seams lie near enough to the 
surface to be amenable to large scale, low cost surface mining 
techniques. Western coal fields also contain large deposits 
of low sulfur coal which will meet or exceed air quality 
standards for sulfur dioxide emissions as required before 
passage of the 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments (9 5th U.S. Congress, 
Clean Air Act Amendments, PL 95-95, 7 August 19 77, Section 109).
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Western surface coal mining, while being able to provide 
large tonnages of low cost, low sulfur coal, does have its 
own inherent problems.
Western coals that are amenable to surface mining 
techniques are generally lower in rank than eastern coals, 
generally ranging in rank from sub-bituminous to lignite. 
Generally, western coals are characterized by a high moisture 
content and a high ash content. The sulfur content of west­
ern coal, although generally low, tends to vary widely. In 
addition, the BTU heating value of western coal is generally 
lower than most eastern coals.
In western coal mining, the problem of complex seam 
structure is often offset by increases in coal rank. In 
areas such as Craig, Colorado and Kemmerer, Wyoming, western 
coal occurs in multiple seams where operators are faced with 
mining eight or more coal seams. In many areas the seams 
exhibit a lenticular structure producing complexities in 
geology and adding complications to the mine plan. Some 
western coal seams are also steeply pitching which only serves 
to increase the difficulties in surface mining the coal.
As a result of these problems of complex geology and/or 
lower rank coals, one of the major problems of western surface 
coal mining (a problem also faced by eastern producers) is 
maintaining a consistent, high quality product. This problem 
is complicated by contracts dealing with the sale of western 
coal. Most western coal is sold on a unit train basis with
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,payments based on the tonnage and quality. Although payment 
is on a per ton basis the customer is actually buying the 
coal on a per million BTU delivered basis. As a result, the 
higher the BTU value of the coal, the higher the dollar value 
of the coal on a per ton basis. Therefore, the tendancy is 
to contract for as high a BTU value coal as realistically 
possible and still be able to meet contract requirements. By 
purchasing a high instead of a lower BTU content coal a custo­
mer does not have to purchase as many tons of cOal to obtain a 
given amount of total BTU*s. Since the customer is saving 
shipping costs by purchasing less tons of coal he will be 
willing to pay more per ton for a higher B.TU coal.
The contract quality limit or "desired" quality is usually 
given as a range of permissable values for sulfur, moisture, 
ash content, and BTU heating value. In some areas, and depend­
ing on the use or application of the coal and the coal itself, 
there may be other considerations for the "desired" coal quality, 
such as ash characteristics. The ash characteristics of western 
coal must be considered since such characteristics as sodium 
content may affect the operation of "hot-side" precipitators.
In addition, the ash fusion temperatures influence the type 
of boilers in which coal may be burned.
Some contracts contain mandatory penalties for coal quality 
below the range of "desired" coal quality. The amount of the 
penalty is based on the particular coal quality constituent 
that fails to meet the "desired" coal Quality, and on the con-4 -
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tract wording. In most all contracts, however, there is 
a range of values for which the consumer will refuse to 
purchase the coal if the quality falls below thi*s range.
Although the quality of the coal shipped is primarily 
a function of the coal seam itself, mining practices can 
have a significant impact on the quality of the coal pro­
duced. For example, if care is not exercised in the selec­
tion of the layout or mine orientation, at some point in 
time it is entirely possible to concentrate mining activities 
in a high sulfur area. The moisture content of the coal can 
be increased by poor operating and mining practices. Allow­
ing uncovered coal to sit in water in the pit will only 
tend to increase the moisture content of the coal. By 
failing to properly clean the top of the coal seam before 
loading the coal or by digging bottom during the coal load­
ing operation, the ash content of the coal can be greatly 
increased. Also, mining into burned or partially burned 
areas can and will increase the ash content of the coal.
An increased ash or moisture content will result in a re­
duced BTU content and possibly a reduced value for the coal.
A second major problem in western surface coal mining 
is the selection of the mining method and equipment. That 
is, to select the best overall mine plan (method and equip­
ment) which will produce the highest value coal at the lowest 
possible cost. The selection process for western surface 
coal mines can be complicated by the two previously mentioned
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problems of a lower rank coal and/or the possibility of a 
more complex geologic structure, The effects of government 
regulations, both state and Federal, have to be considered in 
planning a mining operation. For example, the rules and reg­
ulations contained in the Federal Surface Mines and Reclamation 
Act of 1977, has had a significant effect in reducing surface 
coal mine productivity and equipment utilization. The effects 
of these regulations on both equipment productivity and mine 
design must be taken into consideration in the selection of the 
mining method and equipment. Any' of these factores may result 
in a more complex mine plan requiring more thoughtfuli equip­
ment selection.
The process of equipment selection reduces to one of 
selecting the size and number of the various types of equip­
ment necessary for the proposed mining method. The type of 
equipment is usually defined within limits by the proposed 
mining method, however, it is the selection of the size and 
number of machines that is involved. Idealy the equipment 
productive capacity should be balanced between the various 
operating systems to provide a consistantly advancing face.
If the operating systems are not balanced the equipment will 
work itself into either a coal-bound or a spoil-bound condi­
tion.
A coal-bound condition results when the spoil is being 
excavated faster than the coal and the mine runs out of room 
to place the spoil while waiting for the coal to be removed.
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When a coal-bound condition occurs either the overburden pro­
duction system is oversized or the coal loading equipment is 
undersized. If the overburden equipment is oversized, pro­
duction will have to be cut back resulting in increased idle 
time and unused capacity. If the coal loading system is under­
sized, either more operating shifts will have to be scheduled 
or additional equipment will have to be purchased.
A spoil-bound condition occurs when the coal face is ad­
vancing faster than the overburden face and the mine runs out 
of available coal while waiting for overburden removal. This 
occurs when either the overburden removal system is undersized 
or the coal loading system is oversized. If the coal loading 
equipment is oversized, production will have to be cut back 
resulting in increased idle time and unused capacity. If the 
overburden removal system is undersized, either more operating 
shifts will have to be scheduled or additional equipment will 
have to be purchased.
There are, however, instances where a balanced system is 
not practical nor feasible. For example, the equipment systems 
selected will have to function in areas of maximum strip ratio 
as well as areas of minimum strip ratio. In areas of maximum 
strip ratio an operation may be in a spoil-bound condition and 
in areas of minimum strip ratio the operation may result in a 
coal-bound situation. Realizing the objective is to meet 
production requirements and operate at the lowest possible cost 
such conditions may be acceptable over the short term.
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As can be seen there are many problems associated with 
western surface coal mining* This thesis is directed towards 
providing a tool which may be useful in solving two of the 
major problems, namely maintaining the coal quality and eval­
uating the mining method and equipment. The problem of main­
taining coal quality can be reduced to a great extent by select­
ing the mining orientation or mine layout that reduces as much 
as possible, the variations in coal quality, coal quantity, and 
stripping ratio. A thorough analysis of the coal reserves will 
delineate areas of high and low sulfur, ash, moisture, and BTU. 
Knowing these areas, a mining- orientation can be chosen, such 
that by effectively blending the coal when mining these varia­
tions in grade may be reduced to within the contract require­
ments. This will increase the value of the coal at the point 
of sale and increase the profitability of the operation.
Although not included in the models developed in this thesis 
the overburden analysis (presence of toxic materials) may 
effect equipment selection, equipment productivity, and the 
selection of a mining method.
Current techniques for evaluating different mining orien­
tations vary widely from computer assisted methods to hand 
methods using only maps and a planimeter. One of the better 
computer assisted techniques requires the engineer to draft 
mining units such as dragline cuts on a map and then digitize 
those units before having a computer program determine the 
quantity and quality of coal within each unit. This technique,
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while being faster than hand methods, still requires the 
engineer to redraft the cuts each time a small change in the 
pit layout occurs. The redrafting of the mining units or 
blocks is time consuming and, therefore, some possibilities 
may not be analyzed or considered. A technique is needed by 
which the mining units can be quickly and easily defined, 
located, and/or changed at program execution without any 
redrafting.
The first part of this thesis deals with the problem of 
reducing the time involved in selecting the mining orientation 
which best meets the planners criterion. This is accomplished 
by developing a Coal Reserve and Inventory Model that deter­
mines not only the total mine reserves, but also estimates the 
quality of coal in the order that>it would be removed. The 
model also produces a reserve block inventory file which 
accurately depicts the coal deposit. To produce a reserve 
block inventory that is both accurate and acceptable by industry 
the model should incorporate presently used and accepted ore 
reserve estimation techniques. The model should also be mod- 
ularly constructed so as to allow major changes or additions 
without requiring the entire package to be rewritten.
The second problem in western surface coal mining addressed 
in this thesis is to assist in evaluating the mining method and 
equipment so as to provide the most productive systems. A 
thorough analysis of the mining method and equipment is much 
more difficult and more involved than for the coal reserves.
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Nevertheless, the mining method should be throughly analyzed 
for possible problems and for compliance with existing environ­
mental and reclamation regulations. This will require the use 
of every available tool including: personal experience, cut-
spoil diagrams, simulation models, and any other technique 
that is available.
In many cases present practice calls for determining the 
required annual production of coal and then designing the coal 
loading and hauling systems based on this annual production.
Coal loading and hauling systems are usually chosen based on 
average or empirical equations and engineering design criteria. 
This selection is also tempered by experience at other mines 
and locations.
Usually the annual coal production requirements are used 
to determine the annual overburden production requirements based 
on the average stripping ratio for the property. The overburden 
removal systems are chosen based on average or empirical equa­
tions, engineering design criteria, and the yearly overburden 
production requirements. In addition, the effects of variations 
in strip ration (both maximum and minimum) must be considered 
in the selection of the overburden removal systems.
This basic method while being generally used and accepted 
suffers from several flaws. First, even though availability 
is considered in determining equipment productivity, the timing 
of failures and the effects on equipment interaction is usually 
either ignored or given only slight consideration. If the
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operating systems are not given sufficient spacing, the 
breakdown of one piece of equipment could result in a delay 
or slowdown in production of other pieces of equipment.
Secondly, even though variations in topography and 
strip ratio are considered for items such as maximum digging 
heights and reach requirements for shovels and draglines, 
the effect of variations in topography on equipment spacing 
and interaction and therefore equipment production is rarely 
considered in the equipment selection process. Most coal 
reserve models carry a detailed representation of the surface 
topography, however, this detail is lost when the production 
requirements are generated for a given planning unit (i.e., 
month, year, etc.). The equipment productive capacity of 
most mining equipment is chosen based upon the required volumes 
for each planning unit with little consideration for local 
changes in topography.
The second part of this thesis, therefore, is to develop 
a Mining Systems Simulation Model by which the performance of 
the mining systems can be evaluated. To maintain accuracy the 
model should accurately depict the coal reserve instead of 
using a uniform deposit. This is accomplished by simulating 
the mining systems over a reserve block inventory file depict­
ing the actual coal deposit. The simulation model should check 
for three important points: (1) the required production levels
from all systems; (2) the model should check for a productivity
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balance between the physical mining systems; and (3) the 
model should predict the quality of the coal as it is mined.
The selection of the mining orientation and the mining 
method and equipment are interrelated. The most desirable 
mining orientation may not be compatible with the proposed 
mining method and equipment. These problems must be solved 




As was previously stated the objective of this thesis 
is to develop two computer models. The first, a Coal Reserve 
and Inventory Model, is designed to predict the quality of 
the coal as it is produced as well as the total mine reserves. 
The second, a Mining Systems Simulation Model, is designed to 
monitor equipment interaction and productivity as well as 
predicting the quality of the coal as it is produced from a 
single or multi-seam operation. Because these two models 
cover a large area of mine design, there is a vast amount of 
literature in the areas of computers, ore reserve estimation, 
equipment selection, and simulation which is related to the 
thesis area. However, if one considers only computerized 
ore reserve estimation and mine systems simulators, the field 
narrows quickly.
Coal Reserve and Inventory Model
There have been numerous computerized ore reserve esti­
mation models written to date. Most of these ore reserve 
models follow the same general pattern. First, a grid of 
rectangular mining blocks is established over the property. 
Then quality and quantity values are assigned to each block 
or grid location based on some gridding or surface fitting 
technique. The most commonly used gridding technique is the 
weighted moving average model (WMA) or a slightly modified
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form thereof. Some models do consider other techniques such 
as geostatistics, Fourier series, or polynomials. After the 
quality and quantity parameters are assigned to each mining 
block, the total reserves (quality and quantity) are then 
calculated as a weighted average of all the mining blocks. 
The total mine reserves are reported as well as the reserves 
within each block or grid.
One ore reserve estimation model that follows this pat­
tern closely is discussed by Townsend, et. al. (1977) in a 
paper entitled, "Planning Suite Applications in Preliminary 
Coal Mine Design." This model uses a modified weighted 
moving average technique to determine the block values which 
according to the author, ", . .may predict highs and lows
more extreme than the highest and lowest data points."
The model also allows the user to enter a mining 
boundary in terms of a series of 'X' and 'Yf coordinates. 
With this information the programs will report the reserves 
within the mining boundary as well as the total reserves 
within the entire grid of mining blocks. The program will 
also report the total tons and number of blocks that fall 
within a given range or ranges of quality values.
Another computerized ore reserve estimation model which 
follows the same basic pattern was developed at Pennsylvania 
State University by Ramani, et. al. (1974). In a paper 
entitled, "An Application of a Weighted Moving Average
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Model for Calculation of Coal Resources and Coal Seam 
Characteristics", the authors discuss the development and 
applications of the model. Since the model used the 
weighted moving average technique (from, Macgillivary, 1969) 
the authors provide a program to determine the weights "a" 
and "k" from the raw data. The factors "a" and "k" are 
weighting factors used to adjust individual drill hole 
data for local and regional variability. Determination of 
the weights "a" and "k" is the major objection to the use of
the weighted moving average model. Except for this feature
this program is basically the same as all others.
Greenfield, et. al. (1977) in a paper entitled,
"Aspects of the Development and Use of a Minicomputer-Based 
Mine Planning System", Discusses the development and use of 
an coal reserve estimation model for multi-seam surface coal 
mines. The model is based on the same basic design as the 
previous models and like the others uses the weighted moving 
average gridding technique, In this particular application, 
the weighted moving average model uses weights of a=0 and
k=l which results in weighting the drill hole data by the
inverse of the distance from the drill hole to the point in 
question. The model is also limited to using only four drill 
holes, each of which is the nearest drill hole within each of 
the four orthogonal quadrants. According to the authors, the
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use of weights of a=0 and k=l and limiting the model to the 
four nearest drill holes results in, ". . .bad forecasts at 
the property edge where boreholes are sparse. .
McGiddy, et. al. (1974) described in "A Computer System 
for the Evaluation and Planning of Coal Mines (CMEPS)", the 
development and use of a series of computer programs. These 
programs were developed by Computer Science Sigma Limited 
for use in determining the reserves of mineable coal within a 
deposit. These programs follow the same basic pattern as do 
most all ore reserve estimation models except for a few addi­
tions. First CMEPS allows the user his choice of several 
gridding techniques such as: weighted moving average, simple
moving average, polynomial, Fourier series, and tangent plane 
techniques.
When using the weighted moving average technique only 
the N nearest drill holes need be used. Dummy drill holes 
are added to the actual drill holes for use on the mining 
blocks intersected by the mining boundary. The programs can 
also eliminate mining blocks from considerations based on 
several factors such as: mining boundary, width of seam,
thickness of overburden, quality parameters, or any combina­
tion of the above.
One of the ore reserve models used in the Republic of 
South Africa is described in a paper entitled, "A Computer
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Based System for the Geological Evaluation of a Surface Coal 
Mine," by McQuillin (1977). This paper discusses the 
development and use of an ore reserve estimation program that 
again follows the basic pattern. The program uses the 
weighted moving average gridding technique and geostatis­
tics for assigning quality and quantity values to the mining 
blocks. However, instead of using a gridding technique to 
determine the surface elevation of each mining block this 
program uses a digitized surface generated from a topographic 
map. In addition to reporting the total mine reserves and 
the reserves within each mining block, the program will cate­
gorize the reserves based on ". . .parameters such as depth 
of mining roof, shipping ratio, calorific value, etc."
As is seen, most, if^not all of the computerized ore 
reserve estimation techniques that are presently available 
are not designed to predict the quality of coal as it 
would be produced from mining. This is due to the basic 
block structure of the ore reserve programs. In all the 
programs discussed so far, the size, shape, and configuration 
of the mining blocks is fixed by the programming in the 
model. Because the mining blocks are fixed and not 
patterned to correspond to the mining method, there is no 
direct relationship between the mining orientation and the 
mining blocks. Therefore, the ore reserve estimation models
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developed to date cannot directly predict the quality of the 
coal as it would be mined.
There is an approach which attempts to circumvent this 
problem, but only one author has made use of this technique.
In his paper McQuillin (1977) discusses his method for deter­
mining the quality of each cut. To execute this technique the 
proposed mining cuts are manually drafted on a map and then 
the outline of the cuts are digitized. A computer program then 
overlays the digitized cuts and the grid of mining blocks 
and determines how much of which blocks lie within the cut. 
Knowing this, it is a simple matter to sum up the blocks and 
parts of blocks which lie within the cut and arrive at the 
reserves and a weighted average grade for the cut.
The method of determining which blocks lie within the 
cuts can be time consuming if the number of cuts becomes 
large. As the cuts are broken down into smaller and smaller 
parts of a cut in an attempt to determine the quality of 
each shipping unit of coal the computer processing time 
increases. This approach also results in a corresponding 
increase in the labor required to draft the cuts onto a map 
and to then digitize those cuts.
The approach McQuillian (197 7) takes to the problem of 
predicting coal quality can be modified to result in reduced
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computation, and therefore provide a significant savings in 
computer processing time. Instead of using the standard 
regular mining blocks the mining blocks could be designed 
such that they are oriented within each cut and arranged in 
the order of being mined. Coal quality and quantity data 
can be assigned to these mining blocks using the standard 
gridding techniques previously discussed. It then becomes 
a simple matter to weight average the mining blocks to arrive 
at the estimated quality of either a shipping unit, a drag­
line cut, a month's production, or the grade of the entire 
mine. Because of the significant savings in labor and com­
puter processing time, this will be the approach to the prob­
lem of predicting coal quality taken by this thesis work.
Mining Systems Simulation Model
There have been a large number of articles and papers 
published dealing with the area of equipment selection. Most 
of the articles unfortunately are either written in general­
ities or consider only one specific piece of primary equip­
ment. There have been few published works which attempt to 
consider all the major pieces of surface mining equipment 
from an equipment selection standpoint. There are, however, 
two major works which provide a fairly complete coverage of 
most of the major pieces of surface mining equipment.
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In a thesis entitled* "An Equipment Analysis and Selec­
tion Procedure for Western Surface Coal Mines", Hagood (1975) 
discusses the development and use of a graphical approach to 
the equipment selection procedure for area type stripping.
By collecting large amounts of data from active mining opera­
tions and equipment manufacturers, and by analyzing this data, 
Hagood (1975) was able to develop a series of graphs to aid 
in equipment selection. These graphs relate such factors as, 
dragline bucket capacity vs. annual production, depth of 
overburden vs. dumping reach, blasthole diameter vs. drilling 
rate, and coal loading shovel dipper capacity vs. cycle time. 
With these graphs and the many others included in the thesis, 
a preliminary equipment selection and cost analysis can be 
performed. All that is needed is the basic preliminary data 
on a property such as overburden thickness, coal thickness, 
and desired annual coal production.
A United States Energy Research and Development Adminis­
tration contract entitled, "Economics of Large-Scale Surface 
Coal Mining Using Simulation Models", follows an approach 
similar to Hagood (1975). To implement their equipment 
selection and cost analysis procedure, Fluor Utah (1977) 
decided to turn to a series of computer models. The staff 
at Fluor Utah and Bonner and Moore Associates, the sub-con­
tractor, developed a series of computer programs which
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encompass each of the major surface mining systems such as 
dragline stripping, overburden drilling and blasting, coal 
loading, and coal hauling. With the use of these programs 
and a basic knowledge of the property, a preliminary equip­
ment selection can be performed.
While the work performed by Fluor Utah (1977) follows 
the same basic approach as Hagood (1975) the project is more 
detailed and includes contour stripping and mountain top 
removal as well as area mining. Since the work was funded 
by the Federal government and performed by a large mining 
firm, the authors were able to obtain much more detailed 
data from a larger number of operating mines and manufac­
turers. For this reason the Fluor Utah (1977) report 
encompasses a larger area of equipment selection and includes 
more equipment and mining methods than Hagood's work. Also 
contained in the work is a financial analysis package that 
will provide a discounted cash flow analysis of the selected 
equipment and their support services.
Although both of these works provide a good starting 
point for equipment selection, they are by no means a com­
plete equipment selection analysis. There is at least one 
major point that is important in the selection of surface 
mining equipment that both of these works omit. Both works 
ignore the surface terrain and the geology of the coal seam,
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since neither work considers any form of a block inventory 
file to represent the coal deposit. There is, however, at 
least one published work which includes a coal reserve model.
Mooney (1979) in a paper entitled ’’Mine Planning and 
Evaluation with a Dedicated Computer Graphics System" des­
cribes a mine planning system that is similar to Hagood (1975) 
and Fluor Utah (1977) in its approach to equipment selection. 
This computer based system uses a series of computer models 
to analyze the various operating systems in a surface coal 
mine, such as overburden removal, drilling and blasting, coal 
loading and haulage, and reclamation. Each operating system 
is represented by one or more computer models that vary in 
complexity from "classical design equations" to "complex 
simulation models." Each model extracts information on the 
size, shape, location, and geology of the coal deposit from 
the coal reserve model. The computer models then use this 
data along with user supplied information such as production 
requirements to determine the size and number of the various 
pieces of mining equipment.
There are two additional points that all three pre­
viously mentioned works do not include. First, there does 
not appear to be any type of consideration or check for 
equipment interaction. If the major systems are not com- 
patable and do not provide balanced production; then the
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systems will conflict with each other and this will reduce 
their overall production. A second and very important point 
for western surface coal mining is that the three works do 
not provide any indication of the quality of the coal as it 
would be mined. Without knowledge of the quality of the 
coal as it is produced the value or worth of the coal cannot 
be accurately estimated.
Once the initial preliminary equipment selection has 
been made it then becomes necessary to analyze these pieces 
of equipment more thoroughly to determine if they will indeed 
provide the level of production necessary. There have been 
numerous attempts to develop a better technique for analyzing 
the equipment selected, and the majority of the work per­
formed to date has delt with the area of computer simulation. 
Most of the computer simulation programs that have been 
developed have considered only a single piece of surface 
mining equipment such as a dragline or a single surface 
mining system such as a loading shovel working with several 
trucks.
An example of this approach is the classic truck-shovel 
simulation program. The truck-shovel system is probably the 
simplist system in surface coal mining to model and this is 
probably the reason that so many of these programs exist 
today. Most of the major truck manufacturers such as
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Caterpillar, Terex, Wabco, Euclid, and others have truck- 
shovel simulation programs that they will gladly run for any 
potential customer.
The general function of truck-shovel simulation programs 
is to aid in the determination of the number of trucks to 
match with a given shovel and/or the dispatching strategy to 
maintain a desired production level. The degree of com­
plexity of these programs varies widely, however, a few points 
are generally common. Most of the programs are two dimen­
sional in that they assume a single loading shovel that never 
moves and therefore loads from an infinite stockpile. Few 
of the programs consider the effect of a continuously 
changing haul distance. In addition, the interactive 
influence of any of the other operating systems is almost 
always ignored.
Chatterjee, et. al. (1977) in a paper entitled, "Simula­
tion of Dragline Operations", discusses the development and 
use of a computer program designed to simulate the action of 
a dragline stripping overburden in a surface coal mine. The 
model functions basically the same as the aforementioned 
truck-shovel simulation model except that the author main­
tains a three-dimensional model of the dragline system and 
the material to be removed. Most simulation models such as 
the previously mentioned truck-shovel simulation model are
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two dimensional in that they ignore the location of the 
material to be moved. By using a three-dimensional system 
the program is able to keep track of the dragline position 
and the development of the spoil pile. With this informa­
tion the program can more accurately determine the amount of 
rehandle required to spoil the material.
Dagdelen (1979), in a paper entitled, "Equipment Selec­
tion Using Simulation of Dragline Stripping Methods", dis­
cusses the development of an extension of the three dimensional 
model used by-'Chatterjee (1977). By including time relevent 
information such as swing time curves, the author is able to 
determine cycle times for various operating positions. With 
information generated by the simulation model and some basic 
cost data the author is able to determine the mining cost for 
various combinations of machine, overburden, and digging 
pattern.
Truck-shovel and dragline simulation programs, and the 
many others that are available, provide a more refined idea 
of the production from the systems that they simulate. Even 
though there are advantages to these simulation programs they 
still suffer from a few flaws with respect to the total systems 
equipment selection and production behavior. Since most pro­
grams of this style do not use an ore inventory file there 
is no way they can begin to predict the quality of the coal
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as it is produced. Even the few that use an ore inventory 
file cannot provide coal quality data since they consider 
only one system at a time and ignore the interaction of the 
entire mine complex.
There has been at least one serious attempt to com­
posite a series of programs such as the previously mentioned 
truck-shovel and dragline simulation models into a single 
model capable of simulating the operation of an entire sur­
face coal mine. In a paper entitled, '’Application of A 
Computer Simulation Model to a Contour-Area Mine,” Phelps, 
et. al. (1978), discusses the design, application, and use of 
a surface coal mine simulation model. The model is composed 
of a series of sub-assemblies, each of which simulates one 
of the various surface coal mine operating systems. The sub- 
assemblies model such unit operations as draglines, stripping 
shovels, bucketwheel excavators, conveyors, trucks, loading 
shovels, and trains.
Although the model is designed.to simulate the various 
unit operations of a surface coal mine the program does not 
appear to have any mechanism for monitoring the interaction 
of the various unit operations such as coal loading and haul­
age with dragline stripping. Any major change in overburden 
removal capacity should have some effect on the coal loading 
and haulage operations. According to Phelps, et. al. (1978)
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the interaction of the various systems, ". . .represents
relationships that are implicit and outside the capability 
of the simulation model.1’ As far as can be determined from 
the text of the paper the model does not represent the coal 
deposit with an inventory file and, therefore, cannot 
predict coal quality.
There is another group of computer, program models that 
are designed to aid in equipment selection. For lack of a 
better terminology we will refer to these programs as pre­
liminary planning models. These programs as a group serve 
to extract valuable information from the ore reserves for use 
in preliminary equipment selection. These programs rarely, 
if ever, simulate an operation or select the type or size 
equipment, yet they do provide information necessary to the 
equipment selection process.
Greenfield, et. al. (1977) discusses a planning model 
that aids in the selection of a dragline by determining the 
volume or percent of rehandle in each mining block. With a 
basic knowledge of the dragline specifications and the coal 
seam characteristics, the rehandle volume or percent is 
determined by using mathematical relationships. These rela­
tionships were developed from two dimensional area type 
cut-spoil diagrams. Due to the presence of multiple seams 
the relationships were extended to the multiple seam problem.
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Williams, et. al. (.1978) in a paper entitled, "Detailed 
Surface Mine Planning of Coal Deposits by Use of Computer 
Block Models", discusses the development and applications of 
an ultimate pit design routine that has been modified for 
surface coal mining. A three-dimensional block representa­
tion of a multiple pitching coal seam was developed using 
standard ore reserve techniques. The three-dimensional 
matrix is fed into a computer routine which used the moving 
cone method to determine the ultimate economic pit limits.
This analysis helps define the economic limits of the deposit.
These planning models and the many others like them 
do provide important information for use in equipment selec­
tion. They are still limited in their usefulness because 
they, like simulation models and equipment selection proced­
ures, ignore one or more of three main points. It is 
important that any attempt to analyze the productivity of a 
mining system should consider:
1. The actual configuration of the coal deposit
2. The interaction of all the major operating 
systems, and
3. The quality of the coal as would be 
produced.
Because of the lack of a mining systems simulation model that 
considers all three of these points, this author felt that 
one should be developed; thus the second part of this thesis.
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COAL RESERVE AND INVENTORY MODEL
This thesis deals with the development and use of a 
series of computer models designed to aid the engineer in 
selecting the "best" mining orientation and the "best" 
mining method. For the purposes of this thesis the "best" 
mining orientation will be defined as the one that minimizes 
variations in coal quality and quantity and provides a con- 
sistant stripping ratio. The "best" mining method should 
provide the best return on the investment, minimize the 
required excess equipment capacity, provide for reasonable 
future changes in the mine plan, and provide a regular 
production of a consistent quality product. As can readily 
be seen, these two problems are interrelated. The "best" 
mining orientation may not be compatable with the "best" 
mining method.
The problem of selecting the "best" mining orientation 
requires a thorough knowledge of the quality and quantity 
of the coal and the quantity of overburden as would be pro­
duced from mining. Most, if not all, ore reserve estimation 
models either directly or indirectly are capable of providing 
this information. The second problem of selecting the "best" 
mining method requires the knowledge of the production from 
each operating system, the interaction of the various opera­
ting systems, and the quality of the coal as it would be mined 
based on a given mining method. As far as this author can
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determine there are no simulation models presently available 
that can provide all this information.
Many simulation models use an ore reserve inventory file 
to depict the ore body, however, these models cannot monitor 
the interaction of the equipment since they have no mechanism 
for locating the various mining systems. By using mining 
blocks designed and oriented such that mining progresses 
from block number one (1), to block number two (2), to block 
number three (3), etc., the mining systems can be located 
relative to the mining blocks. This type of mining block 
also provides considerable savings on both computer time and 
labor when determining the "best" mining orientation.
Since "mining blocks oriented in the order of being 
mined" are needed to select both the "best" mining orienta­
tion and method, the first part of this thesis work con­
cerns their generation. Therefore, the first part of this 
thesis work, which will be covered later in this chapter, 
consists of the design and development of a Coal Reserve 
and Inventory Model capable of generating mining blocks to 
correspond to the mining method. The second part of this 
thesis work, which will be covered in the next chapter, 
discusses the design and development of a simulation model 
that uses the mining blocks to depict the ore body. This 
simulation model also uses the mining blocks as the mechanism
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for tracking the location of the various mining systems.
The Coal Reserve and Inventory Model consists of four 
major parts which are shown on the flow chart in Figure 1. 
The first part of the model is the selection and 
generation of the mining blocks to correspond to the mining 
method. The second part of the model is the determination 
of the quality and quantity parameters for each mining 
block. The third step is the generation of the headers for 
the output reports. The fourth and final part is the 
determination of the block and total mine reserves and the 
generation of the output reports and the block inventory 
file.
Block Generation
The first step in the development of a coal reserve 
model is the selection and generation of the mining blocks. 
The mining blocks are very important to the accuracy of 
both the coal reserve model and the simulation model. The 
mining block is the basic unit of reference for which 
information such as, coal thickness, overburden thickness, 
area of the block, coal quality and quantity, and over­































































FIGURE 1: Coal Reserve and Inventory Model
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As previously stated, to estimate the quality of the 
coal as it would be mined, the mining blocks must be oriented 
such that they correspond to the mining method. It was 
decided that most of the mining methods could be modeled 
with one of three types of blocks: dragline blocks, regular
blocks, or irregular blocks.
Dragline blocks are generally used when the mining 
method calls for the use of draglines or equipment that is 
similar in operation to a dragline. This would include any 
equipment in which mining progresses from cut to cut such as 
with draglines, stripping shovels, or bucketwheel excavators. 
Since the dragline blocks line up within.the cut and are 
always the width of the cut, dragline blocks can be used for 
any equipment that mines from cut to cut.
Dragline blocks are generated by the use of a computer 
program (RLDOOl.FOR) written by the author and designed 
to break up the mineable area into dragline blocks based on 
directions from the user. See Figure two (2) for a generalized 
flow chart of the program. This program is simple to operate 
and requires a minimal amount of input data. The user is 
required to specify the mineable area, orientation of the 
first cut, cut width, block length, and the number of cuts.
Execution of the program starts by defining the mineable 
area. The mineable area refers to that part of the property
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that contains coal and is available for mining. The mine­
able area is defined in terms of a series of coordinate 
points which form a closed traverse around the area.
The closed traverse is used to exclude areas that are unmine- 
able or contain no coal. This would include areas such as 
burned, mined, or oxidized zones as well as roads, buildings, 
and any other land that the mining firm does not own or can­
not mine.
In those instances when an unmineable area exists with­
in the general boundaries of the property there are several 
options the user can employ to remove these areas. The first 
and most accurate method would be to remove the unwanted area 
by breaking the mineable area into two or more mineable 
areas, thus excluding the unmineable portion. The second 
and least accurate approach would be to add pseudo drill 
holes to the data file which would show zero (0) coal and 
zero (0) overburden in the unwanted area. Another approach 
would be to generate the dragline mining blocks, including 
the unwanted portion in the mineable area, and then later 
remove from the data file those mining blocks which cover 
the unmineable area.
The closed traverse which defines the mineable area is 
broken into two sets of points. The first set of points 



























FIGURE 2: Program RLD001.FOR Generalized Flow Chart
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These points may form a straight line or a series of line
segments which approximate a curve. The highwall may con­
tain both inside and outside curves but the line segments 
forming the box cut cannot double back on itself.
The second set of points defines the mining boundary 
which together with the box cut points defines a closed 
traverse around the mineable area. The first point of the 
mining boundary must also be the last point on the box cut 
and the last point of the mining boundary must be the first
point on the box cut.
Both the box cut and mining boundary points can be 
entered in either a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction 
around the mineable area, but both must be entered in the 
same direction to form a closed traverse. The function of 
the closed traverse is to limit the computer program to con­
sidering only the mineable area for the generation of the 
dragline cuts and blocks.
To generate the dragline blocks the entire box cut is 
translated parallel to itself a perpendicular distance equal 
to the user defined cut width. This defines the location of 
the first cut and also defines the width of the dragline 
blocks. The cut is then broken up into dragline mining 
blocks starting at the first point on the box cut and working 
towards the last box cut point.
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The length of the block is defined by the user, how­
ever, there are two points to consider in selecting the 
length of the dragline blocks. First, the length of the 
blocks should not be longer than two to three times the 
width of the cut. This is due to the various methods used 
for assigning block values. Secondly, the block length should 
be chosen such that the volume of overburden in the block is 
approximately equal to a single shift production from the 
prime mover.
This allows the simulation model to run efficiently and 
also matches the detail employed in the simulation model.
The computer program will generate as many cuts as 
requested by the user or as many cuts as are possible before 
the boundary is intersected. The program continually updates 
the coordinates for the points defining the highwall each 
time they are moved. After the requested number of cuts has 
been generated, the user may redefine both the box cut and 
boundary points and continue generating dragline mining 
blocks. The length of the blocks can be changed, however, 
the cut width must remain constant. Dragline blocks are 
generally rectangular but will become trapezoidal when the 
cut makes a change in direction.
Output from the program is in the form of a sequential 
access data file. The first record contains the block num­
ber and the number of points around the block. For dragline
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blocks generated by the computer, the number of points around 
the block will always be four, one point per record. The 
last block in each cut will always be flagged with a nega­
tive block number.
Regular blocks are probably the most versatile of all 
the mining blocks. They are all the same basic shape, 
rectangular, or the special case of a rectangle, a square. 
Regular blocks are normally used for the initial reserve 
analysis on a new property. They may also be used when 
considering the use of a moving pit mining method, a truck- 
shovel stripping system, or when for any other reason it is 
desirable to have blocks generated in a regular pattern.
Regular mining blocks are generated by a computer pro­
gram (RLD002.FOR) written by the author. See Figure three 
(3) for a generalized flow chart of the program. The com­
puter overlays a grid of regular mining blocks over user 
defined mineable areas. The mineable area is then scanned 
to determine the area of each block falling within the 
enclosed traverse. Input to this program requires: the
mineable areas, grid origin, block size, and the size of the 
grid in terms of the number of blocks in the ’X' and ?Y' 
direction.
The mineable area is defined by a series of coordinate 
points forming a closed traverse around the area being con­
sidered for mining. The mineable area for the regular
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mining blocks carries the same definition as the mineable 
area for dragline blocks except, that for regular blocks the 
mineable area may be to the 'inside' or 'outside' of the 
polygon formed by the closed traverse. This will allow the 
user to exclude unmineable areas within the boundaries of 
the mineable area. Mineable areas can be nested as many 
times as the user requires to include or exclude areas from 
consideration. The mineable areas do not necessarily have 
to be nested for the regular blocks, but the closed traverses 
which define the mineable areas must not cross one another.
Once the mineable areas have been defined, the computer 
superimposes a grid of regular mining blocks over all the 
mineable areas. The location, shape, and size of the grid 
is provided by the user. The grid origin, the lower left 
hand corner of the grid, is defined by an 'X' and 'Y' coor­
dinate of the same coordinate system as the drill hole data. 
The block size is given in terms of the dimensions of the 
block in the 'X' and 'Yf directions. The size of the block 
is dependent on the mining method being considered but a 
general rule is to size the blocks approximately equal to a 
single shift production from the prime mover. This is due to 
the detail requirements of the simulation model The user 
must also specify the size of the grid in terms of the number 



























FIGURE 3: Program RLD002.FOR Generalized Flow Chart
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that is extremely important is the grid must cover all the 
mineable areas otherwise parts of the mineable areas will not 
be included in the coal reserves.
Execution of the program (RLD002.FOR) classifies the 
regular mining blocks into one of three (3) categories. The 
mining blocks are either: entirely inside the mineable
area(s), entirely outside the mineable area(s), or the closed 
traverses defining the mineable area(s) passes through the 
mining block. The program starts execution with all the 
mining blocks having their full unmodified areas. The program 
traces each closed traverse (defining a mineable area) and as 
the line passes through a mining block the area of that block 
lying outside of the mineable area is determined. The total 
remaining mineable area of that block is reduced by the area 
of the block outside of the mineable area in question. This 
process is repeated for each closed traverse defining each 
mineable area.
After this process is completed the blocks cut by the 
traverse(s) are defined. This leaves only those blocks 
entirely outside the mineable area(s) to be determined. As 
the program traces the closed traverse and intersects an 
'X' grid line the coordinates of the crossing are 
stored. The 'X' grid crossings are then sorted and scanned 
to determine the regular mining blocks lying entirely out­
side the mineable area. Those regular blocks lying entirely
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outside the mineable area have their mineable area set to 
zero. This completes the process of determining how much of 
which regular mining blocks are inside the mineable area(s).
Output from the program is in the form of a random 
access data file containing the remaining mineable area of 
each grid block within the imaginary grid. This data file 
is then used to feed the programs for estimating the block 
volumes.
Irregular blocks are used when the proposed mining 
method and orientation will produce a block shape that can­
not be modeled by either the dragline blocks or the regular 
blocks. Situations such as contour mining or mining methods 
involving the use of scraper pits might require the use of 
irregular mining blocks.
Generation of irregular blocks is straight forward but 
slower than computer generated blocks since the blocks are 
generated by hand. The irregular blocks are drawn to scale 
on mine maps to correspond to the mining method. An elec­
tronic digitizer is then used to record the coordinates of 
each corner of the irregular mining blocks.
This type of block is probably the least used of the 
three types of mining blocks but has the versatility of con­
forming to any mining configuration. Irregular blocks, 
unlike regular or dragline blocks, can have as many corners
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as the user may require. The size of the irregular blocks, 
like dragline and regular blocks, should be sized such that 
the irregular mining block represents approximately a single 
shift production from the mining method being considered.
This size mining block will match the detail of the simula­
tion model.
The irregular mining blocks are stored on a sequential 
access data file that will be used to feed the programs for 
estimating block values. The first record for each block 
contains the block number and the number of coordinate points 
around the irregular block. The following records contain 
one coordinate point per record. This pattern is followed 
for as many blocks as the user wishes. The block number can 
be flagged with a negative sign if the user wishes to indi­
cate the last block in a sequence of blocks or the last 
block in a section of the mine.
In summary, the choice of the shape, size, and orienta­
tion of the mining blocks is based on the proposed mining 
method. The desired end result is to generate the mining 
blocks in the order of mining such that all of one block 
will be mined before the next block is started. A point of 
understanding should be added here for clarification. The 
phrase "all of one block" refers to all of the material in a 
block that is assigned to a given system for removal. For
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example; if a truck-shovel stripping system was assigned to 
remove the first forty feet of overburden, the system would 
then remove the first forty feet of overburden in one block 
before proceeding to the next block.
Block Value Estimation
The second step in the estimation of the ore reserves 
after generating the mining blocks is the determination of 
the coal quality and quantity and overburden quantity 
parameters for each mining block. The estimation of these 
block values is accomplished with the aid of a computer pro­
gram (RLD003.FOR) written by the author. See Figure four (4) 
for a generalized flow chart of the computer program. The 
program is simple to use but allows the user enough control 
to use the block value estimation technique that he prefers.
Within the mining industry there is a wide range of 
opinions concerning the selection and use of the "best" ore 
reserve estimation technique. Each mining engineer has his 
or her own ideas concerning the best method for determining 
ore reserves. At the heart of this problem is the many 
methods for assigning the block quality and quantity values. 
Because of this disparity of opinions on the "best" ore 
reserve estimation technique this author decided against 
selecting a single ore reserve estimation technique.
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Instead, it was decided that a better approach to the prob­
lem would be to include several of the major ore reserve 
estimation techniques within the program. It was also 
decided to allow an additional entry point within the block 
estimation model, to enable the user to provide his or her 
own preferred block estimation method.
Three common ore reserve estimation techniques are in­
cluded in the block estimation model as a user option and 
are discussed below. These are: (1) the weighted moving
average technique, (2) the inverse squared distance tech­
nique, (3) and a nearest points technique which approximates 
the polygonal method. To allow the user the opportunity of r 
using any other method an option was placed within the block 
estimation model to allow the user to input a matrix of 
grade values based on the user's own preferred method.
The weighted moving average technique (WMA) was 
developed in South Africa in an attempt to provide a 
simplified application of the geostatistical method of 
determining ore reserves. In a paper entitled, "The Com­
puter Mapping and Assessment of Borehole and Sampling Data 
for Stable Minerals, Particulary as Applies in Coal Mining” , 
MacGillivary, et. al. (1969) discusses the many aspects of 
the technique and compares the model to polynomial and 
Fourier series techniques.
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Where: r = estimated value of the parameter at
y coordinate point (X, Y)
r . = value of parameter at the coordinatepoint (X± , Y±)
N
di
= number of sample points
= distance between points (X, Y) and(X., Y.) v x x7
= constant, which acts as a smoothing 
factor and is a function of the magni­
tude of errors of measurement (sampling) 
and the local variability of the 
parameter
= constant, is a measure of the regional 
stability of the parameter
The weighted moving average technique assigns a value 
at a point based on a weighted average of the surrounding
x
drill holes. The weight for a given drill hole is a func­
tion of two input parameters "a" and "k" and the distance to 
the points in question. The major objection to the weighted 
moving average technique is that there is no definite method 
of determining the input parameters na'T and Mk".
Ramani, et. al. (1974) developed a heuristic approach
to determining the weights of ,:au and T’kn. This method is 
based on using.the weighted moving average technique to pre­
dict the value of a drill hole based on the surrounding
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drill holes. The difference between the actual value at the 
drill hole and the predicted value is squared. This pro­
cedure is repeated for all the drill holes and the total sum 
of the squares is determined. This procedure is again 
repeated for various values of "a" and ”k" to determine that 
pair of "a" and "k,f values which will yield the minimum total 
sum of the squares.
When using the weighted moving average technique the 
user is allowed to define an area of influence about each 
drill hole. Only those drill holes within a fixed distance 
(radius of a circle) from the center of a mining block are 
considered for use in determining the value of the mining 
block.
There are a couple of advantages in using the weighted 
moving average technique for determining block values. Due 
to the form of the gridding technique it will never produce 
extreme values in that the calculated value will fall between 
the highest and the lowest sample values. The technique 
will also honor all the sample data when determining the 
block values or can be limited to certain drill holes by 
us ing the area of influence.
There is one disadvantage to the weighted moving average 
technique that should be mentioned. Since the technique 
tends to smooth the data, sharp irregularities will be
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rounded or reduced. For example, an area of sharp surface 
relief will be smoothed over unless something is done to the 
data to prevent this occurence. To avoid this, pseudo drill 
holes could be added to the actual drill hole data to better 
define sharp surface irregularities such as broken terrain.
Another gridding technique which has been used exten­
sively in the United States is the inverse squared distance 
(ISD) technique. Because of the large number of repetitive 
calculations required, the use of this technique has paralleled 
the development and use of computers. This technique is dis­
cussed by David (1974) in his textbook entitled, "A Course 
on Geostatistical Ore Reserve Estimation."
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Where: R = estimated value of the parameter at
coordinate point (X, Y)
r. = value of parameter at the location
1 point (Xi, Yi)
N = number of sample points or boreholes
d. = distance between points (X, Y) and
X (x±, Y.)
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The inverse squared distance technique (ISD) like the 
weighted moving average technique (WMA) assigns a value at a 
point based on a weighted average of the surrounding drill 
holes. For the inverse squared distance technique, the 
weight for a given drill hole varies inversely with the 
square of the distance to the point in question. The inverse 
squared distance technique is in actuality a special case of 
the weighted moving average technique where the parameter 
"a" equals zero (0) and the parameter T'k” equals two (2).
With the values of "a” and "k" fixed, the major objection to 
the weighted moving average technique is removed. That is 
the difficulty of determining the weights for "a" and "k".
The inverse squared distance technique like the weighted 
moving average technique will limit the number of drill holes 
used in determining the block values by allowing the user to 
provide an area of influence around each drill hole. This 
feature limits the program to considering only those drill 
holes that lie within a user defined distance (radius of a 
circle) from the center of the block in question.
The inverse squared distance technique, since it is a 
special case of the weighted moving average technique has 
the same advantages that the weighted moving average tech­
nique contains. The inverse squared distance technique, 
like the weighted moving average technique, will not produce
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any extreme values in that the calculated values will fall 
between the highest and the lowest sample values. The tech­
nique will also honor all the sample data when determining 
the block values or can be limited to certain drill holes 
by using the area of influence.
The inverse squared distance technique also carries the 
same disadvantage as the weighted moving average technique 
That is, since the technique tends to smooth the data, sharp 
irregularities will be rounded or reduced. To avoid this 
problem, pseudo drill holes can be added to the actual sampl 
data.to better define sharp irregularities.
A nearest point technique is not a true gridding tech­
nique, but is modeled after the weighted moving average and 
the inverse squared distance techniques. The nearest point 
technique is very similar to the polygonal method of deter­
mining ore reserves. The method is simple and does not 
require any user interaction. The drill hole nearest the 
center of the block is located and the mining block is then 
given the quality and quantity values of the nearest drill 
hole. If any quality data or quantity data is missing from 
the nearest drill, hole the next nearest drill hole is used 
for those missing sample values.
The major advantage to this method is that it is based 
on a long established ore reserve estimation technique, the
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polygonal method. Also, the user is not required to provide 
weighting parameters or to have any specific knowledge of 
the ore body. The technique is simple to execute and compre­
hend since the drill hole influences only the areas closest 
to itself.
There are, however, a few disadvantages associated with 
this method of determining ore reserves. These are the same
comments used against the polygonal method of determining
\
ore reserves. First the nearest points technique assumes a 
somewhat unrealistic nature of coal in that coal tends to be 
continuous from point to point and changes are usually 
gradual instead of abrupt or rapid. Secondly, this tech­
nique does not allow any definite type of area of influence 
to be assigned to the drill holes.
The option referred to as an output grid in the block 
value estimation routine is not a true estimation technique. 
The output grid was included to provide an entry point for 
the user who wishes to use another block value estimation 
technique that is not included within this computer program. 
The method allows the user to provide a matrix or grid of 
values generated by an outside routine as input to the block 
value estimation model.
In addition to providing the matrix or grid of estima­
tion values the user must also locate and define the size of
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the matrix or grid. The size of the matrix or grid is 
defined by the distance in the ’X ’ and 'Y ’ direction between 
the estimated values and also by the number of values in the 
1X ’ and 'Y* directions. The grid or matrix of values is 
located in two dimensional space by the fX f and ’Y' coordi­
nates of the lower left hand value in the grid.
For regular mining blocks the grid of mining blocks is 
superimposed over the grid of values provided by the user.
The regular mining block is then assigned the values of the 
grid point falling at the center of the mining block. For 
this method to work properly for regular mining blocks two 
conditions must be met. First the mining blocks and the grid 
of values must be the same size. Secondly, the output grid 
and the regular mining blocks should be oriented such that a 
value from the output grid falls at the center of each mining 
block.
A different procedure is followed when assigning values 
to dragline or irregular blocks. For these two types of 
blocks the center of each mining block is determined and then 
the computer program determines which grid block contains 
the center of the mining block lies within. The grid values 
of the four corners of the grid block are then averaged to 
determine the grade values for the mining blocks.
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Exploration sample data that is to be used as input 
data to the Block Value Estimation model is contained in one 
of two types of data files. A sequential access data file 
is used to contain the sample data when one of the gridding 
techniques, such as weighted moving average, inverse squared 
distance, or nearest point is used to estimate the block 
values. Each data record on the sequential access data file 
will contain the necessary information for one drill hole or 
sample point.
When using drill hole data with one of the gridding 
techniques each data record must follow the same basic 
pattern. The first pair of values on each data record will 
be the ’X\ and ’Y' coordinates of the drill hole. These 
values will locate the drill hole in the horizontal plane. 
The next group of numbers will contain the quality data such 
as BTU heating value, ash content, moisture content, free 
swelling index, organic sulfur content, etc.
The last group of values for each drill hole contain 
the information necessary to determine the volume of 
overburden and coal. The first value is the elevation of 
the surface of the ground, the second is the elevation of 
the top of the coal seam, and the third and last value is 
the elevation of the bottom of the coal seam. If any sample 
data, both quality and quantity, is not available it should
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be indicated with a minus one (-1) value. This convention 
will allow the use of valid zero (0) values.
In the case of multiple coal seams a separate data file 
(drill hole data or output grid) is used for each coal seam. 
Each data file contains the coal quality and quantity data 
for that particular seam as well as the quantity information 
on the overlying overburden or parting. The reserve calcula­
tions are run separately for each seam and then composited 
for use within the simulation model.
In some areas more drill hole data may be needed to
better define such features as topography, outcrops, oxidized 
zones, or mined areas. When this is the case pseudo drill 
holes may be added to the actual drill hole data. Care 
should be taken when adding pseudo drill hole data not to 
unduly influence the actual drill hole data.
A random access data file is used to contain the matrix
or grid of values when the output grid option of the Block 
Value Estimation model is being used. The first record on 
the random access data file will contain the information 
necessary to define the size and locate the grid. The first 
pair of values will be the origin of the grid or the coordi­
nates (’X' and 'Y') of the lower left hand grid point. The 
next pair of data will be the distance (’X ’ and 'YD between 
each grid value. The last pair of values on the first
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record will be the number of grid points in the *X' and TY' 
direction.
The remaining data records will contain the grade 
values (quality and quantity) associated with each grid 
point. The form of the data on each record will be the same 
as for drill hole data except for the omission of the coordi­
nates of the sample. The grid points will be recorded 
starting with the first grid point at the origin or lower 
left hand grid point. The grid points will be stored working 
left to right, bottom to top, with one grid point per record.
Output from the Block Value Estimation model is in the 
form of a sequential access binary data file. Each data 
record in the file contains all the information on one 
mining block. The first value in each record is the block 
number which at times may be negative. A negative block 
number will indicate the end of a cut, the end of a sequence 
of blocks, or the last block within a section of the mineable 
area.
The second and third values on the data record are the 
TX' and fY f coordinates of the center of the mining block.
The coordinates of the center of the mining block are not 
necessary to the ore reserve estimation, but are used in the 
simulation of the mining operation. The next value on a 
data record is the mineable area within the mining block.
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The next group of numbers contain the coal quality data 
for the mining block. The last values on each data record 
are the coal quantity values. The first value is the eleva­
tion of the surface, the second value is the elevation of the 
top of the coal seam, and the third and last value is the 
elevation of the bottom of the coal seam.
Header Generation
The third step in the estimation of the ore reserves is 
the generation of the headers and the formats for the output 
reports. Depending on the quality of the coal and the 
intended use there may be a large number of tests run on a 
single sample of coal to obtain information on the quality. 
Because of the potentially large number of quality constitu­
ents it was decided to write a computer program (RLD005.FOR) 
to generate the reserve report formats and headers. See 
Figure five (5) for a generalized flow chart of the computer 
program.
There are other possible methods of providing the for­
mats and headers for the reserve reports and consideration 
was given to each. One possible method of providing the 
formats and headers would be to write a single header and a 
single format which would contain all possible coal quality 
constituents. This idea was quickly rejected since inclu­






















FIGURE 5: Program RLD005.FOR Generalized Flow Chart
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pages in width. Also, there would generally be only a few 
columns of numbers on any given page leaving the major part 
of each line printer page blank.
Another idea was to write a header and format for each 
possible combination of coal quality constituents. This 
would require the writing of better than a million format 
statements, and therefore, this idea was also rejected. A 
third possibility would be to have the user input the headers 
and formats with the normal data. While being a valid 
method for providing the headers and the formats the user 
would need a knowledge of the computer language, and for 
this reason the idea was also rejected.
The only plausable method of providing this many differ­
ent formats and headers was to write a computer program 
which would generate the headers and formats based on user 
input. A computer program (RLD005.FOR) was written to 
generate the formats and the headers for six (6) reserve 
reports and two (2) production reports. The program checks 
to see which if any of fifteen (15) possible coal quality 
constituents are present. The fifteen coal quality constit­
uents are as follows:
1) BTU heating value - As Reported
2) BTU heating value - Dry Basis
3) Percent Moisture - Proximate Analysis











Percent Fixed Carbon - Proximate Analysis 
Percent Ash - Proximate Analysis 
Percent Carbon - Ultimate Analysis 
Percent Hydrogen - Ultimate Analysis 
Percent Oxygen - Ultimate Analysis 
Percent Nitrogen - Ultimate Analysis 
Percent Sulfur - Ultimate Analysis 
Percent Phosphorus - Ultimate Analysis 
Free Swelling Index 
Percent Organic Sulfur 
Percent Inorganic Sulfur
Once the quality portion of the formats and the headers 
have been generated, the program continues on to finish gen­
erating the six (6) reserve report headers and the two (2) 
production report headers. The quality portion of the for­
mat and header serves as the basis of the eight report 
formats and headers. Based on the type of report, a quantity 
portion is added to a copy of the quality portion of the for­
mat and header to complete a report. This is repeated until 
all six (6) reserve report and two (2) production report 
headers and formats are generated.
If, at any time, the quality or quantity portion of the 
header would exceed the width of a line printer page, the 
format and header for the first page is written to a random 
access data file. The header and format generation then con­
tinues on with the format and header for page two. The 
finished formats and headers are then written to the random 
access file along with the number of quality constituents to 
be written on each page of the reserve and production reports
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Reserve Report Generation
The last step in the estimation of the ore reserves is 
the generation of the reserve reports and the block inven­
tory file. A computer program (RLD004.FOR) was written by 
the author to generate the reserve reports due to the large 
number of repetative calculations necessary. The program 
will produce up to six (6) reserve reports each of which 
will indicate the quality and quantity of overburden and 
coal within some size breakdown of the mineable area. The 
program will also generate a block inventory file which will 
be used as input to the simulation model. See Figure six (6) 
for a generalized flow chart of the computer program.
Execution of the program is straight forward and little 
user interaction is required. Execution of the computer 
program (RLD004.FOR) begins by defining the random access 
data file that contains the reserve report formats and 
headers. Next the block by block reserve report is gen­
erated. This is the only reserve report that the user must 
run and it must be run first. This is due to two factors, 
first the block by block reserve report uses the raw block 
values from the Block Value Estimation model as input and 
secondly produces the block inventory file which will serve 
as input to the rest of the reserve reports.
The block by block reserve report will indicate the 





































FIGURE 6: Program RLD004.FOR Generalized Flow Chart
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show the surface elevation, overburden thickness, volume of 
overburden, coal elevation, coal thickness, tonnage of coal, 
and the stripping ratio for each mining block. Input 
necessary to generate the block by block reserve report is 
the density of the coal, the recovery factor, and the block 
value data from the computer program (RLD003.FOR).
Any or all of the remaining five (5) reserve reports 
can be generated at the option of the user. The second 
reserve report that is available is the cumulative block 
by block reserve report. This report indicates the average 
coal quality beginning with the first mining block and con­
tinuing through any block in question. The report also 
indicates the total overburden, total recoverable coal, and 
the total stripping ratio at any block in the mining se­
quence. This report uses the block inventory file and a 
second recovery factor as input to generate the cumulative 
block by block reserve report. The second recovery factor is 
included to allow the use of a preparation plant recovery 
factor.
The third reserve report that can be generated is the 
cut by cut reserve report. This report is similar to the 
block by block reserve report since it is designed to indi­
cate the average coal quality over each individual dragline 
cut. The report also contains coal quantity data such as
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the total overburden, the total coal, and the stripping 
ratio for each cut.
Although this report is intended for use with dragline 
cuts it can be used with any mining method. The only stipu­
lation is that there must be negative block numbers in the 
block inventory file. The negative block number indicates 
the last block in a cut or sequence. Input necessary to 
generate the cut by cut reserve report consists of a second 
recovery factor and the block inventory file.
The cumulative cut by cut reserve report is the fourth 
reserve report that can be generated for the user. The func­
tion of this reserve report is similar in function to the 
cumulative block by block reserve report. This report is 
designed to indicate the average coal quality beginning with 
the first cut and continuing through any cut in question.
The report also indicates the total volume of overburden, 
total recoverable coal tonnage, and the cumulative stripping 
ratio through any cut in the mining sequence.
This reserve report like the cut by cut reserve report 
is intended for use with dragline cuts but can be used with 
any mining method. The only stipulation is that there must 
be negative block numbers in the block inventory file. This 
is because the report generators key off the negative block 
numbers which indicate the last block in a sequence or cut.
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Input to the reserve report generator consists of the block 
inventory file and a second recovery factor.
The fifth reserve report that can be generated by the 
user is the shipping unit reserve report. This report is 
designed to analyze each sales unit of coal that leaves the 
mine site. This report is similar to the block by block 
reserve report but instead of reporting on each mining block 
this report is based on each sales unit of coal.
The shipping unit reserve report will indicate the size 
of the shipping unit, the quality of coal within each shipping 
unit, and also which mining blocks supplied the coal. The 
report will also indicate the total overburden and the 
stripping ratio involved in producing that unit of coal.
From this information the value of each shipment of coal can 
be estimated from the coal quality. Input to the reserve 
report generator consists of the block inventory file, a 
second recovery factor, and the size in tons of the shipping 
unit.
The last report that can be generated is the monthly 
production reserve report. This report is designed to 
analyze each month's coal production. This report is very 
similar to the shipping unit reserve report but instead of 
being based on the size of each shipping unit, the report is 
based on the desired monthly coal production.
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MINING SYSTEMS SIMULATION MODEL
The second part of this thesis deals with the develop­
ment and use of a surface coal mine simulation model that is 
designed to consider three important points. First, the 
model should use a block inventory file to accurately depict 
the coal deposit. Second, the model should monitor the inter 
action of the equipment to check for production losses due 
to interference between the major pieces of equipment.
Third, the model should be able to predict the quality and 
quantity of coal produced on any given date.
Model Design
A computer program (RLD006.FOR) was written by the 
author to simulate the operation of a surface coal mine* 
Figure 7 is a flow chart of the Mining Systems Simula­
tion model (program RLD006.FOR). The program is based on 
representing the major pieces of mining equipment as groups 
of independent mining systems. Each mining system is 
defined as mining equipment which works together to perform 
a single independent function such as coal loading and haul­
age, topsoil removal, or removal of all or just a bench of 
overburden. The mining system might consist of a single 
piece of equipment such as a dragline or a single system 
such as a shovel loading a fleet of trucks. In the case of 
multiple shovels, each shovel would be considered an operat­






































FIGURE 7: Mining Systems Simulation Model
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The computer program is based on a seven (7) day work 
week with three (3) operating shifts per day. Each mining 
system is scheduled to work based on its own operating 
schedule. The operating schedule is given as the total effec­
tive operating minutes for each shift excluding time spent 
for lunch, coffee breaks, and any other activity during which 
the system is idle. All the mining systems are simulated 
one system at a time until one shift is completed. Then all 
the systems are again simulated for the second and third 
shift. This cycle is repeated for three shifts per day,
seven days per week, for as many weeks as is necessary to 
complete the simulation.
As the simulation progresses, material such as overbur­
den or coal is assigned to the various mining systems for 
removal. The volume (tonnage) and thickness of material in 
the block inventory file is reduced by the amount of material 
assigned to the mining systems. In this way the block 
inventory files represent the configuration of the orebody 
at any point in time.
A production summary and system status is compiled and 
reported at the end of the third shift for each mining 
system that operated during the day just completed. Any 
coal production is reported at the end of each shift or when 
the mine models must obtain a new assignment of coal to be
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mined. With this information the model can determine the 
monthly production levels as well as the quality and shipping 
date for each shipment of coal.
Each system to be simulated is represented within the 
computer program by a mine model. Each mine model simulates 
the operation of a single mining system. There are presently 
available twelve (12) mine models which represent four (4) 
dragline systems, two (2) truck-shovel systems, and six (6) 
scraper systems.
A generalized flow chart of the dragline mining models 
is shown in Figure eight (8). All dragline models follow 
this general structure. Mine model number one (1) simulates 
the operation of a single dragline using a straight side 
casting technique. This model assumes that the dragline can 
handle the thickness of overburden encountered within the 
block inventory file and, therefore, rehandle problems never 
occur. Mine model number two (2) is similar to mine model 
number one (1) except that when the overburden thickness 
exceeds a given user defined thickness the dragline shifts 
to the extended bench method of mining. This model assumes 
that the dragline sits on top of the overburden and, there­
fore, the rehandle is taken against the total volume of 
overburden to be removed. The rehandle (in percent) is also 



















































FIGURE 8: Dragline Model Generalized Flow Chart
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Mine model number three (3) is similar to model two (2) 
except that when the overburden thickness exceeds the given 
thickness the dragline shifts to rear chopdown. The drag­
line sits at the given thickness above the coal seam and 
chops everything above that level. The program assumes 
there is a user defined reduction in the production rate 
when executing the rear chopdown.
Mine model number five (5) is similar in operation to 
mine model number two (2) in that the model shifts to the 
extended bench when the overburden thickness exceeds a given 
thickness. The difference is that in this mine model (num­
ber five) the dragline sits at the given elevation and chops 
everything above it and executes the extended bench on the 
material below the dragline. The rehandle (user defined) 
for this model is figured only against the overburden below 
the dragline.
The production rate for the dragline mining models is 
based primarily on a stochastic cycle time for each bucket 
of material excavated. A "shift clock" keeps track of the 
elapsed time and as each bucket of material is excavated the 
cycle time is added to the shift clock. With each cycle the 
shift production is also incremented by the dragline bucket 
capacity.
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When the dragline is executing a chop cut the dragline 
cycle time is increased by a factor necessary to achieve the 
desired reduction in the production rate. The shift clock 
is also increased by any down time or walking time, and by 
any time lost to coal or overburden bound conditions. The 
shift is over when the shift clock first equals or exceeds 
the scheduled operating minutes for the shift.
A generalized flow chart of the truck-shovel mining 
models is shown in Figure nine (9). All truck-shovel models 
follow this general structure. Mine model number seventeen 
(17) simulates the operation of a single shovel loading a 
fleet of trucks of various sizes. The trucks are not allowed 
to pass at any time. Mine model number eighteen (18) is the 
same as model number seventeen (17) except that the trucks 
are allowed to pass on the haul, dump, and return cycle.
The production rate for the truck-shovel mining methods 
is based primarily on stochastic loading times and stochastic 
cycle times for the haul trucks. The loading time is the 
total time necessary to completely fill a haul truck with 
the loading shovel. The cycle time is the total time 
necessary for the just loaded truck to travel to the dumping 
location, dump its load, and return to the shovel. The cycle 
time.also includes any spotting time. A "shift clock" keeps 
track of the elapsed time and as each truck is loaded the 
loading time is added to the shift clock. As each truck is
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FIGURE 9: Truck-Shovel Model Generalized Flow Chart
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loaded the shift production is also increased by the truck 
capacity.
The truck cycle time is used to determine when each 
empty truck returns to the loading shovel. If a truck is 
not available to be loaded the shift clock is incremented by 
the shovel wait time. The shift clock is also increased by 
any shovel down time or by any time lost to coal or overbur­
den bound conditions. The shift is over when the shift 
clock first equals or exceeds the scheduled operating minutes 
for the shift.
Mine model number thirty-three (33) simulates the opera­
tion of a fleet of self-loading scrapers which are not
allowed to pass at any time during the mining cycle. Mine 
model number thirty-four (34) is the same as model number 
(33) except the scrapers are allowed to pass at any time 
during the entire mining cycle. See Figure ten (10) for a 
generalized flow chart of the scraper mining models.
Mine model number thirty-five (35) simulates the opera­
tion of a fleet of scrapers loading with dozer assist. The
scrapers are not allowed to pass and the dozers operate on a
first come first service basis for the scrapers. Mine 
model number thirty-six (36) is the same as model number 
thirty-five (35) except that the scrapers are allowed to 









































FIGURE 10: Scraper Model Generalized Flow Chart
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Mine model number thirty-seven (37) simulates the opera­
tion of a fleet of push-pull scrapers which are not allowed 
to pass at any time. Mine model number thirty-eight (38) is 
the same as model thirty-seven (37) except the scrapers are 
allowed to pass at any time during the mining cycle.
The production rate for the scraper mining models is 
based primarily on stochastic loading times and stochastic 
cycle times for the scrapers. The loading time is the total 
time necessary to completely fill each scraper. The cycle 
time is the total time necessary for the just loaded scraper 
to travel to the dumping location, dump its load, and return. 
Several 11 scraper clocks" keep track of the elapsed time for 
each scraper. As each scraper is loaded the loading time 
and cycle time is added to the respective scraper clock. As 
each scraper is loaded the shift production is incremented 
by the scraper capacity.
In the case of scrapers loading with dozer assist, a 
check is made to determine if a dozer is available for 
loading. If a dozer is not available the scraper clock is 
incremented by the scraper wait time. The scraper clocks are 
also increased by’ any time lost to coal or overburden bound 
conditions. The shift is over when any one of the scraper 
clocks first equals or exceeds the scheduled operating 
minutes for the shift.
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This is only a few1 of the many possible mining methods 
that can be incorporated into this simulation model. There 
are also an infinite variety of variations and modifications 
to the models contained within this program. Because of the 
many variations within the mine models themselves and the 
many other mining methods, the user is free to modify the 
existing models or write new models of his own design.
Execution of the program begins by determining the 
method of representing the failure for the first operating 
system. The two methods of representing the failure of the 
mining systems is either: (1) percent availability or,
(2) stochastic time between failure and stochastic repair 
time. The following probability distributions are incorpor­
ated into the simulation program: deterministic, normal,
lognormal, two parameter weibull, three parameter weibull, 
exponential, and uniform. For percent availability the 
scheduled operating minutes for each shift for each day is 
modified by the equipment systems availability.
For stochastic failure the total elapsed operating hours 
at which time the next failure will occur is checked against 
the total elapsed operating hours of the system in question. 
If failure is possible during this shift, the scheduled 
operating minutes for this shift is reduced to the required 
operating minutes till failure. At this time a stochastic
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repair time (length of time to complete the repairs) for the 
impending failure is generated.
Program execution is then transfered to the appropriate 
mine model which simulates the operation of the mining system 
until one of two conditions is reached. Either the system 
will reach the end of the partial shift and failure occurs 
or the system will become coal or overburden bound. If the 
system becomes bound, the system is shut down for the 
remaining shift and failure cannot occur until the next 
scheduled operating shift.
If the system completes the partial shift then failure
has occurred and repairs must be started. The repair time
is checked against the remaining length of the shift to 
determine if the repairs are completed this shift. If
repairs are completed this shift, system down time is set 
equal to the repair time. If repairs are not completed 
this shift, system down time is set equal to the remaining 
length of the shift. Repair time is then reduced by the 
system down time. Program execution then returns to the 
appropriate mine model to finish the remaining shift and to 
collect the shift statistics.
The repair time is reduced by eight (8) hours each 
shift until the repairs are completed regardless of whether 
or not the system is scheduled to work. This assumes
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around-the-clock maintenance work to complete the repairs. 
Once the repair time is reduced to zero (0), repairs are com­
pleted and the system can resume work. If the repairs are 
completed during a scheduled working shift, system down time 
is set equal to the remaining repair time. If the repairs 
are not completed during a scheduled working shift, system 
down time is set equal to the shift length. Execution is 
then transfered to the appropriate mine model to collect the 
shift statistics and simulate any remaining operating 
minutes.
The mine model simulates the operation of the mining 
system till one of two conditions occurs, either the 
scheduled operating minutes are completed or the model runs 
out of material to be mined. If the end of the shift is 
reached, control returns to the driver which starts the next 
mining system and checks the next mining systems mode of 
failure.
If the model is out of material, execution is transfered 
to the material assignment modules. These modules assign 
material to be removed to the mine models and checks for
interference between the mining systems. The mine model is
assigned either the remainder of the mining block it is in,
j
or all or part of the next mining block. The mine model is
never assigned more material than it can mine without inter­
fering with the other mining systems. As a result of this
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condition the modules may only assign a portion of a block 
instead of a full mining block.
For mine models assigned to coal removal the quality 
and quantity of the coal and the date produced is stored 
before any new material is assigned. If the system is bound 
execution returns to the mine model with no material.
Once the material has been assigned to the mine model, 
the block inventory file is modified to indicate the exca­
vated 'material. The mine model continues the simulation 
until it runs out of material again or reaches the end of 
the shift.
Once each mining system has been scheduled for the three 
shifts in a day the end of the day production statistics are 
generated. A daily, production summary is produced for each 
system that operated for this day. This entire process is 
then repeated for each of the seven days in a week, for all 
the weeks that are necessary to complete the simulation.
Model Input Data
Input to the computer program begins by defining the 
total number of mining systems to be simulated. The number 
of mining systems is necessary in controlling the simulation 
model.
The next piece of input data is the number of coal 
quality parameters on the block inventory file. This is
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necessary to determine the location of the various pieces of 
important ore reserve data on the block inventory file and 
also to know how many quality parameters to report on the 
output.
The next value is the width of the mining block perpen­
dicular to the direction of mining along each dragline cut 
or truck-shovel face advance. This variable is used to 
calculate the length of each individual mining block from the
mining block area. The length of each mining cut or advance 
is the sum of the lengths of the individual mining blocks
comprising the cut. The legnth of the cut is used to calcu­
late the walking time for the dragline. The cut length is 
also used in checking the spacing of the various mining sys­
tems. This variable is generally meaningless for irregular 
mining blocks.
For each mining system an operating schedule is needed. 
The operating schedule is given as the total effective 
operating minutes per shift, for three shifts per day, for 
seven days per week. The operating minutes should be the 
total time spent mining material and should exclude time 
spent for coffee breaks, cable handling, spotting, maneu­
vering, and any other activity during which the system is 
idle. The operating schedule is necessary to determine which
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system operates during a given shift and the length of the 
shift.
For each mining system the mining model number, the 
number of layers, and the starting delay in days is required. 
The "mining model number" is the numerical designation of the 
subroutine representing the mining method. Presently there 
are 12 mining methods available, and the user is encouraged 
to add to this number. The "starting delay" is the number 
of days the program simulates before a particular mining 
system starts operation. This allows different startup dates 
for the different mining systems.
The "number of layers” is the number of layers of 
material or parts of layers of material that a system is 
assigned to mine. For example, a truck-shove! system might 
be assigned the removal of 120 feet of overburden to be taken 
in three (3) lifts or layers of 40 feet each. In this case 
the mining system is assigned three (3) layers of material.
In another example a scraper system might be assigned topsoil 
removal and coal cleaning. In this case the scraper system 
is assigned two (2) layers of material.
For each layer of material that a mining system is 
assigned to remove the user must provide enough information 
to enable the program to determine how much of what material 
is to be removed and where the material is located. To
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define a given layer of material the user must provide the 
following: the portion flag, the portion, the material type,
and the block inventory file number.
The "block inventory file number" is the numerical 
designation of the block inventory file containing the 
material to be excavated. The block inventory files are 
numbered from the top down. The uppermost coal seam is 
designated number one (1) and the numbers increase downward 
for each coal seam. Each inventory file contains only a 
single coal seam and the immediately overlying waste material. 
In the case of multiple seams there will be more than one 
block inventory file, one for each coal seam.
The "material type" designation indicates whether the 
layer of material to be removed is overburden or coal. A 
flag of one (1) indicates the material is overburden while a 
flag of two (2) indicates the material is coal.
The "portion flag" and the "portion" together indicate 
what part of the material (either overburden or coal) within 
each mining block is to be removed. There are four (4) 
options available to determine what portion of the material 
in each mining block is to be removed. The first option 
(portion flag =1) indicates that all the material in the 
mining block is to be removed by this system. For this option 
the "portion" is not used. The second option (portion 
flag =2) indicates that fX' percent of the material in the
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block is to be removed. For this option the "portion" 
variable contains the percentage ’X' .
The third option (portion flag =3) indicates that the 
mining system is to remove all the material except the last 
fX' feet. For this option the "portion" input variable con­
tains the distance ’X'. The fourth option (portion flag =4) 
indicates that the mining system is to remove only the top 
1X' feet of material. For this last option the "portion" 
variable contains the distance fX'.
Next the system spacing is entered for each system.
This is the distance in feet that each system must remain 
behind the system or systems with which it interacts. The 
system.spacing is necessary in determining when and if a 
system becomes coal or burden bound.
For each operating system the user must provide the 
failure mode and the necessary descriptive data. For per­
cent availability (flag #1) the user must provide the system 
availability as a percent. For stochastic failure (flag #2) 
the user must provide the type of density functions and the 
parameters for the time between failure and the repair time.
The following probability distributions (see Table one 






4. Weibul (two parameter)
5. Weibul (three parameter)
6. Exponential
7. Uniform
Input data necessary to generate a random variate from 
these distributions consists of the distribution type flag 
and from one to three input parameters. Density function 
type number one (1) generates a deterministic variate. Input 
data necessary to generate a random variate is the desired 
output value. Density function type number two (2) generates 
a normal variate. Input data necessary to generate a normal 
variate is the sample mean and the sample standard deviation.
Density function type number three (3) generates a 
lognormal variate. Input data necessary for a lognormal dis­
tribution is the sample mean and the sample variance.
Density function type number four (4) generates a two para­
meter weibull variate from the following density function:
f(t) = 
f(t) = 0
for t>0, 3>0, «>0
elsewhere
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Input data for the two parameter weibull distribution is the
values for 'A' and 'B T.
Density function type number five (5) generates a three 
(3) parameter weibull variate from the following density 
function:
f(t) = a6(t-Y)6-1e-oc(t-Y)8 f0r y > ° ’ S>°
f(t) = 0 elsewhere
Input data for the three parameter weibull distribution are
the values 1 ' , 1 B f, and ' y ’ .
Density function type number six (6) generates an 
exponential variate. Input data for the exponential distri­
bution is the sample mean. Density function type number 
seven (7) generates a uniform variate from the following 
density function:
f(x) = -v - ■ for a<x<bb-a
f(x) = 0 elsewhere
Input data for the uniform distribution function are the 
values of 'a1 and fb T.
Next the user must provide information on the block 
inventory files. The block inventory files are numbered and 
entered from highest seam to the lowest seam with one block 
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also provide the density of the overburden and coal in 
pounds per cubic foot for each block inventory file.
The next input information is the data necessary to run 
each of the mine models that represent the operating systems 
chosen by the user. For dragline mining models (model 
numbers 1-16) the user must enter the bucket capacity in 
bank cubic yards, the walking speed in feet per second, the 
thickness check for secondary rehandle, the percent rehandle, 
and the production reduction due to chop down. To determine 
the cycle times for the dragline the user must also supply 
the type of density function and those parameters necessary 
to generate a random variate.
For truck-shovel or scraper systems (model numbers 
17-48) the haul times are based on a base haul time to the 
dump point from a given central point within or near the 
property. As the mining system moves away from this point 
the distance from this point to the mining system is calcu­
lated. For each increment away from the central point 
another haul time is given based on the increased haul 
distance.
The data is given in the following format. First, the 
central haul point is given as X and Y coordinates, next the 
incremental haul distance is given, and last the total 
number of different haul distances is given.
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Next the user must provide the number of types of 
trucks for truck-shovel systems or the number of types of 
scrapers for scraper systems. For scraper systems using 
dozer assist the number of dozers is also given. For each 
truck or scraper type the user must provide the number of 
trucks or scrapers, the capacity of the trucks in tons or 
the capacity of the scrapers in yards, and the load time 
data. The load time data is the type of density function 
and the necessary parameters to generate a random variate 
from this function.
The last information necessary is the haul time data. 
For each different haul time the user must provide the type 
of density function and the necessary parameters to generate 
a random variate from the density function.
Production Summaries
Output from the physical mine simulation model consists 
of a production report for each operating system and a data 
file containing the quality, quantity, and date of any coal 
production. The production reports are designed to indicate 
the production, location, and status of each mining system 
on any given day. The production reports also indicate the 
total production for the various systems and the total and 
percent of total scheduled operating hours the system spent 
in the various states. Any production losses due to down
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time for repairs or due to bound time from equipment inter­
action is also reported.
All the system production reports indicate the produc­
tion, block location, and date for each mining system for 
each day. The reports also classify the various activities 
of the systems in one of three states depending on the time 
involved and the status of the system. Any time the system 
spent involved in mining (overburden or coal) is classified 
as 'operating* time. This includes the walking time for 
draglines when they are dead heading back for the next cut. 
Production time lost due to equipment failure is classified 
as 'down* time. Production time lost due to the interaction 
of the various systems is classified as *bound' time. Bound 
time generally occurs only in a coal bound or overburden 
bound situation.
Besides providing information on a daily basis the 
reports also indicate the production and status of the system 
on a cumulative basis. The production reports indicate the 
total cumulative production from the system and the cumula­
tive time spent operating, down for repairs, or equipment 
bound. The reports also indicate the percent of the total 
scheduled time the system is in each of the three various 
states.
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Besides reporting the above information the dragline 
production reports also indicate the time the dragline spent 
walking. The walking time includes only the time spent 
dead heading back for the next cut and does not include time 
spent maneuvering or spotting during production. Time spent 
spotting and/or maneuvering should be considered when deter­
mining the length of the shift actually spent mining.
In addition to the basic production data the production 
reports for truck-shovel systems also indicate the shovel 
waiting time and the total truck waiting time. The shovel 
waiting time is the total time the shovel is idle while 
waiting for a truck to load. The total truck waiting time 
is the total idle time the trucks spent waiting to be loaded 
in the shovel queue. The shovel waiting time and the total 
truck waiting time is given on a daily basis and on a cumula­
tive basis for the elapsed simulation.
The production reports for the scraper systems contain 
the same basic data as for dragline and truck-shovel systems. 
In addition, the scraper production reports also contain 
information on scraper waiting time and in some cases the 
dozer waiting time. Scraper waiting time is the total time 
the scraper spent idle in the queue waiting to be loaded.
This may be time spent waiting on a dozer for assist or time 
spent waiting on other scrapers to clear the loading area.
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Dozer waiting time is the total time the dozers were idle 
while waiting for an empty scraper.
Two reports can be generated from the data file con­
taining the coal production data. The first report is the 
shipping unit production report. Based on the coal prepara­
tion recovery factor and the size in tons of each shipping 
unit the report will indicate the quality of each shipment 
of coal and the date the coal is ready for shipment. The 
second report is the monthly production report. Based on 
the coal preparation recovery factor the report will indi­
cate the total clean coal tonnage produced during each month 
and the quality of the coal.
In summary, the function of the Mining Systems Simula­
tion model is to analyze the proposed mining method and 
determine if the operating systems are indeed compatible and 
will meet their expected production levels. The simulation 
model will also determine if the quality and quantity of the 
coal produced will meet or exceed the contract requirements. 
It should be remembered that the results from this model are 
only as accurate as the ore reserve and simulation data pro­
vided as input. Also the accuracy of the mine models in 
simulating an operating system will have a strong effect on 
the accuracy of the results.
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TEST CASE EXAMPLE
The Ore Reserve and Inventory model and the Mining 
Systems Simulation model are simple to execute, however, 
their application to mining problems can become quite 
involved. For this reason, it is felt that the best method 
of illustrating the use of both models is with the aid of a 
test case example. Both models will be applied in a step 
by step analysis of a mine property. In this test case 
example the Ore Reserve and Inventory model will be used to 
evaluate two (2) of many possible orientations for a mine 
plan. The Mining Systems Simulation model will use the block 
inventory file representing one of the two above mentioned 
mining orientations in an analysis of a mining method. The 
analysis will involve examining a proposed mine plan to 
determine if the equipment will indeed provide the expected 
production levels. Once a stable mine plan has been selected, 
the model will be used to determine what changes, if any, 
need be incorporated to increase the coal production.
The purpose of this test case is to explain what the 
programs can be used for, what information they will provide, 
an how this information can be useful in the design of a 
mine plan. This chapter will not cover in detail how the pro­
grams were run nor the details of the input data. A detailed 
discussion of the procedures involved in running the programs
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and a detailed explanation of the input data would be quite 
lengthy and time consuming. Such a discussion would detract 
from the purpose of the test case which is to examine the in­
formation from the models and to explain how this information 
can be useful.
For those readers interested in the details of running 
the Ore Reserve and Inventory model and the Mining Systems 
Simulation model, all the information necessary to execute 
the programs is given in Chapters Three (3) and Four (4) and 
in the Appendices. The six programs and their associated 
subroutines which comprise the two (2) models are found in 
Appendix G. Appendix H contains the program commands and 
the input data used to execute the models to obtain the 
results contained in this test case example. The results 
from the Ore Reserve and Inventory model are found in 
Appendices A and B. The equipment performance summaries and 
the coal quality and quantity reports from the Mining Systems 
Simulation model are found in Appendices C, D, E, and F. 
Chapters Three (3) and Four (4) explain in detail the input 
data required by the computer programs.
The property description, sample data, equipment speci­
fications, and time study data used in this test case example 
are based on actual data obtained from an operating western 
surface coal mine. In accordance with the agreement providing
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the author with the basic information describing this test 
case example both the name and location of the property must 
be kept confidential. In addition, all the sample and opera­
tional data taken from the property with the intent to be 
published must be altered so as not to disclose any specific 
operating data.
To achieve this condition the actual property has been 
reduced in size and the exploration data has been simplified 
to provide a smaller more uniform coal deposit for use in 
this test case example. Both the time study data and the 
equipment specifications describing the operating systems 
used at this property have been modified so as not to truly 
represent the actual production from the equipment incorpo­
rated at this property. With these modifications it is felt 
the results from both the Ore Reserve and Inventory model and 
the Mining Systems Simulation model will not disclose the 
name or location of the property upon which this test case 
is based.
Property Description
Preliminary geology and exploration results indicate 
that the property to be analyzed contains a single seam of 
coal that is between seven (7) and nine (9) feet thick.



























general configuration of the area. The coal seam dips to 
the north at approximately two percent (2%) and outcrops on 
a line that generally runs east-west. The topography is 
generally flat lying with small rolling hills ten (10) to 
twenty (20) feet high trending northwest-southeast. There 
are approximately 270 acres of land within the block that 
are open for coal mining. There have been 135 holes drilled 
within the property to delineate the extent of the coa.1 seam.
Results of the quality analysis indicate a few quality 
trends within the coal seam. An analysis of the drill hole 
data indicates that the heating value of the coal varies from 
a low of 9,540 BTU's/lb. to a high of 10,550 BTUTs/lb. The 
heating value of the coal tends to be lowest in the southeast 
and increases to the northwest corner of the block. The ash 
content of the coal tends to vary inversely with the BTU 
heating value of the coal. The ash content varies from a low 
of 7.8 percent in the northwest to a high of 12.8 percent in 
the southeastern segment of the block. The moisture content 
of the coal is lowest near the outcrop (approximately 8.7 per­
cent) and higher down dip (approximately 15.6 percent). The 
sulfur content of the coal is fairly consistant except for 
two (2) bands of high sulfur (>1.0%) that generally run east- 























The contract dealing with the sale of coal mined from 
this property is fairly long and too detailed to quote here.
The full text of the contract would serve no useful purpose 
in this example; however, a few important generalizations 
concerning coal quality and the sale price are important.
The present contract calls for the delivery of a minimum of 
1.20 million tons of coal per year. Payment is based on the 
grade and tonnage of each unit train delivered. The sale 
price for the coal is $1,125 per million BTU's for coal 
delivered within the following quality limits:
0 % <_ ash £ 13%
5 % < moisture < 15%
0.3% <_ sulfur <_ T.0%
For coal delivered with quality values outside of these 
ranges, monetary penalties will be assessed against the sale 
price of the coal.
Mining Blocks
The first step in the analysis of a mine property is the 
selection of the initial mining method. The initial mining 
method will determine which type of mining blocks (regular, 
irregular, or dragline) are to be used in the analysis. The 
choice of mining blocks serves as a basis on which the analysis
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is built and is probably the most crucial step in the analysis. 
The mining block selection will influence which of the com­
puter programs will be used, how the coal will be mined, and 
to what degree, if any, will in-pit blending of the coal be 
required.
In this test case, dragline type mining blocks will be 
chosen for the initial investigation. The decision to use a 
dragline mining system is based on several considerations of 
geology and geography. First the property contains a single 
seam of coal which can be handled by dragline techniques 
without using a complex mining scheme containing significant 
rehandle. Secondly, even though the seam pitches to the 
north, the seam is consistant in thickness and shows no 
signs of adverse geology such as faults, sinks, or rolls 
which would complicate the use of dragline techniques. The 
overburden is fairly thin near the outcrop, making it easier 
to open a box cut, and is still well within the range of the 
medium sized draglines (45 to 70 cubic yard bucket) over most 
of the mineable area. In addition, the surface topography is 
fairly flat except for a few rolling hills which a dragline 
could chop cut if necessary. Another important reason for 
considering draglines is the relatively low cost of dragline 
excavation in relation to other methods of overburden 
removal such as truck-shovel, scrapers, or bucketwheel
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excavators. For the above reasons the initial analysis of 
the test case example property will use a dragline as the 
prime excavator and, therefore, dragline type mining blocks 
will be used.
In a mining situation such as this, where the seam out­
crops and is pitching there are two common orientations of 
the dragline cuts. Even though the dragline cuts can be laid 
out in any direction, the two most common orientations of the 
dragline cuts (when dealing with this type of coal seam) are 
to orient the cuts either parallel to the outcrop or parallel 
to the dip of the seam. The initial analysis of the test 
qase property will be based on both of these dragline cut 
orientations. Neither direction is necessarily preferable 
since they both have advantages and disadvantages.
The first dragline cut layout which will be referred to 
as the east-west orientation, will be parallel to the out­
crop. There are several advantages associated with an 
east-west orientation. One advantage is that by starting at 
or near the outcrop the overburden is thinner and spoiling 
of the box cut is easier. Also, because of the lower strip 
ratio near the outcrop, the coal is uncovered quicker and 
at a lower cost per ton of coal. This advantage provides 
larger early cash flows, which could improve the economics 
of a marginal property, however, this practice leaves the 
higher strip ratio material until later and could, therefore, 
reduce the long term prospects for the mine.
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There are, however, additional disadvantages associated 
with orienting the dragline cuts east-west. When orienting 
the cuts parallel to the outcrop and working down dip the 
spoil is less stable because of the dipping floor rock and 
tends to sluff. Also, depending on the stability of the 
spoil, some coal may be lost or may have to be left as a 
"coal fender" to stabilize the spoil. It is also harder to
clean the top of the coal seam with this type of cut since
the dragline bucket is not parallel to the top of the coal 
seam. When advancing down dip the overburden becomes thicker 
with each successive cut. This, therefore, increases costs, 
produces problems spoiling overburden due to a smaller spoil 
area, and leaves a large opening near the final highwall 
which must be backfilled.
The second dragline cut layout will be parallel to the 
dip of the coal seam, and will be referred to as the north- 
south orientation. There are several advantages associated 
with using a north-south orientation of the dragline cuts. 
With a north-south orientation the tendancy of the spoil to 
sluff is avoided since the pit floor is level in relation
to the direction of a possible spoil failure. Probably the
most important advantage is that the strip ratio is more 
consistant from dragline cut to dragline cut. Also, because
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of a consistant stripping ratio it is easier to select the 
equipment requirements.
There are, however, several disadvantages associated 
with using a north-south orientation of the dragline cuts.
For one, spoiling of the overburden becomes more difficult 
the deeper the overburden becomes. When mining down the dip 
of the coal seam the cuts are generally shorter in length 
and the coal removal operation must be more closely timed 
with the overburden removal. Also, when mining down the dip 
of the coal seam it is more difficult to keep the haul roads 
open into the deeper end of the cuts.
The dragline type mining blocks for both the east-west 
and the north-south orientations are generated by a computer 
program (RLDOOl.FOR) written by the author. The width of the 
dragline mining blocks is chosen based on the configuration 
of the dragline cuts and is equal to the width of'the drag­
line cut. For this test case example, the dragline type 
mining blocks will be one hundred twenty (120) feet wide.
The length of the dragline mining block is based on 
several considerations. First the length should not be more 
than two and one half times the block width. Secondly, for 
best results the block length should be approximately equal 
to the drill hole spacing. In this test case example the 
drill hole spacing is on the order of three to four hundred
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(300 - 400) ft. centers between drill holes. Based on 
these factors, a block length of 300 ft. will be chosen. A
shorter block length could be used, however, the shorter
block length would provide little increase in the accuracy 
of the coal reserves but would significantly increase the 
number of dragline type mining blocks. These dimensions 
also result in a dragline mining block that is approximately 
equal to two (2) shifts production from the prime excavator, 
the dragline. These dimensions will be used for both the 
east-west and the north-south dragline cut orientations.
In generating dragline type mining blocks for the east- 
west orientation the highwall or box cut will be alligned
parallel to the outcrop. See Figure 13. Boundary points
number eitht (8) through point number ten (10) and point 
number one (1) will define the starting and the ending 
points for the box cut. Points number one (1) through point 
number eight (8) will define the boundary. With this 
configuration the box cut will be located along the outcrop 
and the cuts will progress down the dip of the coal seam. 
Each cut will be excavated starting on the eastern end of 
the property arid working west.
For the north-south orientation of the dragline cuts 
the box cut or'the highwall will be aligned along the 

































number one (1) will be the starting point of the box cut and 
point number two (2) will be the ending point of the box cut. 
The boundary will be formed by points number two (2) through 
number ten (10) and with point number one (1) being the last 
point on the boundary. With this configuration the dragline 
cuts will progress from west to east and each cut will be 
excavated starting near the outcrop (south) and working down 
the dip of the coal seam (north).
Block Value Estimation
Once the dragline type mining blocks have been generated 
to represent both the east-west and the north-south orienta­
tions it becomes necessary to assign both quantity and 
quality data to the mining blocks. To be consistant in the 
assignment of the coal quality and quantity data to the drag­
line type mining blocks a computer program (RLD003.FOR) was 
us ed.
There have been one hundred thirty-five (135) core holes 
drilled on the property to delineate the quality, quantity, 
and the geometry of the coal seam. A complete listing of the 
drill holes is found in Appendix H. The sample data consists 
of the drill hole designation followed by the Tx T and ’ y ? 
coordinates of each drill hole. The quality data consists 
of the "as-received” BTU heating value of the coal, the
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moisture percent content, the ash percent content, and the 
sulfur percent content of the coal. Each sample point also 
contains the surface elevation, the elevation of the top of 
the coal, and the elevation of the bottom of the coal seam. 
Because of the rolling topography it is felt that to better 
delineate the location of the surface, the surface elevation 
of the coordinate points comprising the mineable boundary 
should be added to the data file in the form of pseudo drill 
holes. This information, both drill holes and pseudo drill 
holes, was used to assign both quantity and quality data to 
the mining blocks comprising both the east-west and the 
north-south orientation.
The inverse squared distance gridding technique (ISD) 
was used to estimate the parameter values at the center of 
each dragline mining block. An area of influence of four 
hundred (400) feet was used to limit the number of drill 
holes used to determine the value of a mining block.
Header Generation
Once the quantity and quality data has been assigned to 
the mining blocks it is necessary to composite and present 
the ore reserve data in the form of reserve reports. Before 
the reserve reports can be generated, however, the headers 
and formats for the reserve reports must be generated. The
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reserve report headers and formats was generated by a com­
puter program (RLD005.FOR) .
The computer program generates both the quantity and 
the quality headers based on the presence of the following 
quality parameters:
1. BTU as-reported
2. Moisture (proximate analysis)
3. Ash (proximate and ultimate analys is)
4. Sulfur (ultimate)
Headers and formats were generated and placed in a random 
access data file for later use in preparing the reserve 
reports. The program is run only once since the headers and 
formats are the same for both the east-west and the north- 
south orientations.
Reserve Reports
Once quality and quantity data has been assigned to the 
dragline type mining blocks and the headers and formats have 
been created, the reserve reports can be generated. Reserve 
reports were generated for both the east-west and the north- 
south orientations. There are six (6) reserve reports 
generated for dragline type mining blocks. The reports are 
the:
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1. Block by block
2. Cumulative block by block
3. Cut by cut




The reserve reports were generated by a computer program 
(RLD004.FOR) written by the author. The first reserve report 
generated is the block by block reserve report since this 
report serves as input data to generate the five remaining 
reserve reports. For this test case example, a coal density 
of eighty (80) pounds per cubic foot was used.
The first two (2) reports (the block by block and the 
cumulative block by block reserve report) are designed to 
indicate how much coal and overburden is contained within 
each block. For this reason both reports were generated 
using a 100 percent recovery factor. The four (4) remaining 
reserve reports are designed to indicate the amounts of 
material recovered during mining operations. Therefore, the 
four (4) remaining reserve reports were generated using a 
90 percent recovery rate. The shipping unit reserve report 
assumes the coal is shipped in 12,500 ton unit trains. The 
monthly production reserve report targets a monthly produc­
tion rate of 100,000 tons.
Since the desire of the test case is to compare the 
east-west orientation with the north-south orientation the
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same coal density and recovery factors were used for both 
orientations. The reserve reports for the east-west orienta 
tion are found in Appendix A. The reserve reports for the 
north-south orientation are found in Appendix B.
An examination of the cumulative cut by cut reserve 
report for the east-west orientation (Appendix A) indicates 
there are approximately 3.31 million tons of recoverable 
coal contained within twenty-five (25) dragline cuts. The 
average grades for the recoverable coal are as follows:
There are approximately 36.4 million cubic yards of overbur­
den overlying the recoverable coal yielding an overall 
stripping ratio of 11.0 cubic yards of overburden per ton of 
coal. Considering the property as a whole, the coal falls 
well within the contract specifications; however, a closer 
look should be taken to insure the quality.
An examination of the cut by cut reserve report for the 
east-west orientation (Appendix A) indicates that two (2) of 
the dragline cuts have an average sulfur grade above the one 
percent (1%) sulfur limit with four (4) additional dragline 
cuts with an average sulfur grade of 0.96 percent or above. 
The high sulfur grades of these dragline cuts indicate








possible problems with high sulfur coal shipments. An 
examination of the shipping unit reserve report further sub­
stantiates this point. Out of a total of 264 shipments of 
coal there will be approximately thirty-seven coal shipments 
at or above the one percent (1%) sulfur limit. This repre­
sents approximately fourteen percent (14%) of the total coal 
produced.
A similar problem arises with the moisture content. See 
Appendix A, cut by cut reserve report. Although the moisture 
starts low (around 9%) the last four (4) cuts are above the 
moisture limit of fifteen percent. Another point for con­
sideration is that the highest BTU coal is mined during the 
later stages of the mine life. There is one major advantage 
to this orientation, however, and that is the strip ratio 
which starts low at 6.7 Y/T and increases to 13.6 Y/T. With 
a low strip ratio early in the mine life more coal is 
uncovered earlier and at a much lower cost. This increases 
the early cash flows for the property and may even offset 
the penalties assessed for poor quality coal shipments.
Only a complete economic analysis will provide the answer.
An examination of the cumulative cut by cut reserve 
report (Appendix B) for the north-south orientation indicates 
there are approximately 3.20 million tons of recoverable coal 
contained within thirty-one dragline cuts. The difference in
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both coal tonnages and overburden volumes between the east 
west and the north-south orientations is due to the wedge 
shaped tracts of land that are left after the dragline 
mining blocks are generated* These tracts can be seen in 
Figures 13 and 14. The average grades for the recoverable 
coal are as follows:
There are approximately 35.3 million yards of overburden 
overlying the recoverable coal yielding an overall stripping 
ratio of eleven (11.0) cubic yards of overburden per ton. of 
coal. Considering the property as a whole, the coal falls 
well within the contract specifications; however, a closer 
look should be taken for completeness.
An examination of the cut by cut reserve report for the 
north-south orientation (Appendix B) indicates that the sul­
fur grade of each cut is below 0.88 percent sulfur, which is' 
well below the contract limit of one percent (1%) sulfur. A 
closer inspection of the shipping unit reserve report indi­
cates that although there are approximately seventy-three (73) 
shipments at or above 0.9 percent sulfur, there are only 
three (3) at 0.98 percent sulfur and none higher. These sul­










The previous problems of high moisture and ash have 
also been reduced. The moisture content now averages 12 
to 13% and the ash content, although starting low, still 
ends up less than 13% at 11.67 percent.
As evidenced by the previous comparison of the two (2) 
dragline cut orientations the choice of the mining orienta­
tion can have a dramatic effect on the quality of the coal 
produced. Different mining orientations effectively 
provide various degrees of in-pit blending by allowing the 
simultaneous mining of areas of both high and low quality.
By using a computer aided analysis, one or more mining 
orientations can be selected that will provide a coal 
product that is consistant enough to meet the coal sales 
agreements.
The analysis of the various mining orientations does 
not Stop with just a comparison of the respective reserve 
reports. Once one or more of the various mining orienta­
tions have evaluated and considered acceptable, it now 
becomes necessary to evaluate the proposed mining method 
associated with each mining orientation.
Simulation Model
In this test case example only the east-west dragline 
cut orientation will be evaluated with the simulation model.
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To be totally accurate in the analysis the proposed mining 
methods should be simulated over both the east-west and the 
north-south dragline cut orientations. However, the purpose 
of this test case example is to show what information the 
models can provide and how that information can be useful and 
not to develop a complete mine plan within the pages of this 
text. For this reason and also to prevent the introduction 
of too much complexity which would only tend to confuse the 
reader, only the east-west dragline cut orientation will be 
evaluated by the Mining Systems Simulation model.
There are two reasons for choosing the east-west orien­
tation of the dragline cuts for the test case example. First 
this orientation of the dragline cuts (parallel to the out­
crop) is the more common approach used in western surface 
coal mining. Secondly this is also the approach used at the 
mine which provided the test data.
The Mining Systems Simulation model will evaluate the 
east-west dragline cut orientation using a mining method 
typically employed under such conditions. The mining method 
is composed of a single dragline, a single coal loading
shovel, a fleet of scrapers, and a fleet of coal haul trucks
\
which will comprise three (3) distinct operating systems.
The first operating system (system #1) will be used to 
remove the topsoil. The second operating system (system #2)
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will remove the overburden down to the coal seam. The third 
operating system (system #3) will be used to remove the 
single seam of coal.
The first operating system (system #1) is composed of a 
fleet of four (4) scrapers, each with a capacity of thirty- 
eight (38) cubic yards. A single dozer will be used to 
assist the scrapers in loading the topsoil. The scrapers 
will be used to remove the first five (5) feet of overburden 
which is considered the extent of the topsoil and subsoil 
suitable for revegetation. The scrapers will operate five 
(5) days per week, two (2) shifts per day for 420 minutes per 
shift, with topsoil stripping planned to start on 
January 1, 1990.
The failure mode used to describe the down time for the 
scrapers will be straight availability at ninety-three (93) 
percent. The scrapers will be serviced by the dozer on a 
first-come; first-serve basis. The load time for the scrapers 
will be represented by a normal distribution having a mean of 
fifty-eight (58) seconds and a standard deviation of three 
(3) seconds. The cycle times (haul, dump, return, and spot) 
for the scrapers will be deterministic. For a one-way haul 
distance of 0 to 2,000 feet the cycle time will be 600 
seconds. For a haul distance of 2,000 to 4,000 feet the 
cycle time for the scrapers will be 1,200 seconds. A cycle
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time of 1,800 seconds or thirty (30) minutes will be used 
for a haul distance of 4,000 to 6,000 feet. A haul distance 
of 6,000 to 8,000 feet will require a cycle time of 2,400 
seconds. Any haul distance over 8,000 feet will use a 
cycle time of 2,800 seconds.
The second operating system (system #2), which will be 
used for stripping the overburden over the coal seam, will 
be a single dragline with a fifty (50) cubic yard bucket.
The dragline will use a straight side casting technique to 
spoil the overburden. Based on the size of the dragline, 
the cutting pattern, and the overburden depth, there will be 
no rehandle of the overburden during the simulation period. 
The dragline will "dead-head” back to the east to start each 
successive cut. The walking speed for the dragline will be 
assumed to be 0.146667 feet per second.
The dragline is scheduled to operate for 420 minutes 
per shift, three (3) shifts per day, seven (7) days per week, 
being down only one (1) shift per week for preventative main­
tenance. The "start-up" date for the dragline system will 
be January 11, 1990. This will provide a ten (10) day 
starting delay for the dragline to allow the scraper system 
sufficient time to clear the box cut area.
The failure model used to describe the down time for the 
dragline will be based on a straight eighty percent (80%)
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availability applied to all the scheduled operating minutes. 
The dragline cycle time (load, hoist, swing, dump, and 
return) will be assumed to be normally distributed with a 
mean cycle time of sixty (60) seconds and a standard devia­
tion of five (5) seconds. The dragline will be spaced a 
minimum of 700 feet behind the scraper system. This will 
provide the dragline with sufficient operating room and also 
allow for any necessary overburden preparation in front of 
the dragline. The dragline must also stay 200 feet behind 
the truck-shovel operation when the dragline is in the next 
cut ahead of the truck-shovel system.
The third and last mining system (system #3) will be a 
truck-shovel operation which will be used to load and haul 
the coal. There will be a single fifteen (15) cubic yard 
coal shovel, loading a fleet of four (4) coal haul trucks 
each with a capacity of one hundred (100) tons of coal.
The coal loading system is scheduled to operate for 420 min­
utes per shift, two (2) shifts per day, five (5) days per 
week. "Start-up" will begin on January 21, 1990, twenty (20) 
days after topsoil removal begins. Since the coal loading 
and hauling operation is required to stay 200 feet behind 
the dragline the twenty (20) day delay period will give the 
dragline ten (10) days to uncover sufficient coal reserves 
for the coal loading operation.
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The failure mode used to describe the down time for the 
truck-shovel system will be based on a straight ninety per­
cent (90%) availability. The availability is applied to the 
coal loading shovel with the assumption that if a truck 
breaks down another spare haul truck will replace it. If 
the loading shovel breaks down the assumption is that there 
is nothing available to replace the shovel and therefore all 
coal loading stops.
The loading time for the trucks will be assumed to be 
240 seconds (deterministic). The cycle times (haul, dump, 
return, and spot) for the coal haulers will be assumed to be 
deterministic also. For a one-way haul distance of 0 to
2.000 feet the haul cycle time will be 600 seconds. For a 
haul distance of 2,000 to 4,000 feet the haul cycle time will 
be 1,200 seconds. For a 4,000 to 6,000 foot one-way haul 
distance a cycle time of 1,800 seconds will be used. A haul 
distance of 6,000 to 8,000 feet results in a cycle time of
2,400 seconds or 40 minutes. For any haul distance over
8.000 feet (1.5 miles) the cycle time is 2,500 seconds 
(41.6 minutes).
Simulation Results
The previously described mining method was simulated 
over the east-west dragline cut orientation by using a com­
puter program (RLD006.FOR) written by the author. The mine
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plan was simulated for the first 100 days of operation. It 
is felt that this period of time is sufficient for the simu­
lation model to stablize and thus provide sufficient results 
to demonstrate the model. The results of the simulation run 
are provided in the form of a simulation report for each of 
the operating systems and a production report describing the 
composite coal production. The results of the simulation run 
for the basic mine plan are found in Appendix C.
The scraper system (See Appendix C: Scraper System #1)
has a production rate that varies between 4,000 and 11,000 
cubic yards of topsoil per day. The high production varia­
tion is due to the haul distances encountered in reaching 
the topsoil storage pile, which is located near the south­
western corner of the property. The location of the topsoil 
pile accounts for the low production levels when working on 
the eastern end of the cuts and also explains the high 
scraper production levels when working near the western edge 
of the dragline cuts.
The scraper wait time was low averaging less than one 
percent (1%) of the scheduled working hours which indicate 
sufficient access to the dozer for assist in loading. The 
dozer wait time which was expectedly high accounts for the 
low scraper wait time and is indicative of the long scraper 
haul distances. The dozer wait time averaged approximately
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forty percent (40%) of the scheduled operating time over the 
simulation period. With such a high dozer wait time there 
appears to be sufficient dozer service capacity to add addi­
tional scrapers if necessary.
The dragline (See Appendix C: Dragline System #1)
showed an average production of approximately 47,000 bank 
cubic yards of overburden per day over the ninety (90) days 
the dragline operated. Over the simulation period of 
ninety (90) days the dragline suffered no lost time due to 
interference with the scraper system. In fact the two (2) 
systems (scraper and dragline) are very well matched. The 
dragline started production ten (10) days behind the scrapers 
and after ninety (90) days of production the dragline was 
still running approximately nine (9) days behind the scrapers 
in reaching dragline mining block sixty-seven (67). The 
dragline was required to "dead-head” back for the next cut 
every sixteen (16) to eighteen (18) days. ”Dead-headn time 
is approximately seven (7) hours or 400 minutes which repre­
sents approximately two percent (2%) of the scheduled 
operating time for the dragline.
The truck-shovel system (See Appendix C: Truck-Shovel
System #1) which was delayed twenty (20) days in startup 
did not begin work until Monday the 23rd day of January,
1990, due to its scheduled five (5) day work week. The
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daily average production from the coal loading operation was 
running about 12,900 tons of coal per day. The coal loading 
shovel is spending about thirty-one percent (31%) of its 
time waiting on trucks to load while the truck wait time is 
running lower around fourteen percent (14%)'. There is no 
lost time until the middle of the second month at which time 
the truck-shovel system over takes the dragline. From that 
point on the truck-shovel system maintains constant contact 
with the dragline system.
Truck-shovel production is therefore running higher than 
necessary to balance with the dragline system. The truck- 
shovel system was spending at times up to half the shift 
waiting on the dragline system to uncover coal. This would 
indicate a fifty percent (50%) cut in the production from the 
coal loading operation or a corresponding increase in the 
overburden removal capacity. However, in certain areas of 
the western coal fields only 24 to 48 hours notice is given 
of the expected arrival of a coal unit train, therefore, a 
coal loading operation capable of producing enough coal to 
fill a unit train (12,500 tons) in at least two (2) shifts 
(less than 14 hours of operation) is‘ essential. With this 
consideration the coal-loading operation would appear to be 
properly sized to meet our coal sales agreements. Any addi­
tional short term coal production could be achieved by 
running a third shift.
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The stripping capacity of both the dragline and the 
scraper systems over the first ninety (90) days of production 
was approximately 4,630,000 cubic yards of overburden or
51.000 cubic yards per day. Based on a mine life strip ratio 
of eleven (11) the overburden removal systems can uncover 
approximately 4,700 tons of coal per day or 1.64 million tons 
per year. This indicates a monthly coal production rate of
136.000 tons per month. Based on a targeted capacity of
100.000 tons per month the overburden stripping (dragline 
and scrapers) capacity is approximately thirty-seven (37) 
percent larger than necessary. Since the short term capacity 
of the coal loading operation is at a. desirable level, the 
long term reduction in coal loading can be achieved by 
running only six (6) or seven (7) shifts loading coal 
instead of the ten (10) scheduled.
Sensitivity Analysis
The purpose of any sensitivity analysis dealing with the 
results of a computer simulation program is to determine how 
sensitive the basic mine plan is to various changes (either 
planned or unplanned) in the operating systems. Various 
changes (minor or major) in the operating systems can have 
various degrees of effect on the overall production levels 
from a mine plan. To illustrate this point three (3) indi­
vidual changes in the basic mine plan were simulated to
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observe their effects on the overall results. The first 
modification to the basic mine plan was to increase the pro­
ductive capacity of the dragline by increasing the dragline 
bucket capacity from fifty (50) to sixty (60) cubic yards. 
The second modification was to increase the size of the 
scraper fleet by adding a fifth (5th) scraper to the scraper 
system. The third modification was to increase the size of 
the truck fleet by adding a fifth (5th) haul truck to the 
truck-shovel system. Only the above mentioned changes were 
made to the basic mine plan. All other parameters were kept 
constant.
The first modification to the basic mine plan was to 
increase the bucket size of the dragline from fifty (50) to 
sixty (60) cubic yards. All other parameters associate with 
the dragline remained unchanged. The results of the simula­
tion run based on the sixty (60) yard dragline bucket are 
found in Appendix D. An examination of the simulation 
report (See Appendix D: Scraper System #1) for the scraper
system indicates that there was no change in the production 
level or performance characteristics for the scraper system. 
This was expected since there was no change in the scraper 
system and also since the scraper system is not constrained 
by any of the other two (2) mining systems.
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The dragline with a sixty (60) cubic yard bucket showed 
a slight increase in production (See Appendix D: Dragline
System #1). Dragline production increased by 2,500 cubic 
yards per day from 47,000 to 49,500. A twenty percent (20%) 
increase in the bucket size would imply a corresponding 
twenty percent (20%) increase in the production from the 
dragline, however conflicts with the scraper system limited 
the increase in dragline production to little more than 
five percent (5%).
The dragline started production ten (10) days behind the 
scraper system yet the dragline overtook the scrapers after 
seventeen (17) days of operation. Thereafter the dragline 
would overtake the scraper system on weekends at which time 
the scrapers did not operate. As a result of the conflicts 
with the scraper system the dragline bound time averaged 
approximately thirteen (13) percent. This accounts for the 
low overall increase in the dragline production.
The truck-shovel operation (See Appendix D: Truck-
Shovel System #1) like the scraper system was relatively 
unaffected by the increase in the dragline production. The 
truck-shovel system still overtook the dragline system 
except that it took the truck-shovel system seven (7) days 
longer than in the basic mine plan. The daily production 
levels from the truck-shovel system were unaffected by the
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larger dragline bucket. Coal production (See Appendix D: 
Monthly Production Report) from the truck-shovel system was 
the same for the first two (2) months of operation except 
that the higher overall dragline production resulted in a
higher coal production the third month.
The overall result from the increase in the dragline 
bucket size was an increase in dragline production that could 
not be fully utilized due to a conflict with the scraper 
system. Both the scraper and truck-shovel systems were 
relatively unaffected by the increase in the dragline produc­
tion. There was, however, a slight increase in coal 
production the third month due to the delay in overtaking the 
dragline system.
A logical solution to the problem of fully utilizing the 
increased productivity of the dragline system would be to 
increase the production from the scraper system. Therefore, 
the second modification to the basic mine plan was to increase 
the scraper fleet from four (4) to five (5) scrapers. This 
modified mine plan was simulated for 100 days of operation.
The results of the simulation run can be found in Appendix E.
An examination of the simulation results (See Appendix E: 
Scraper System #1) indicates that a twenty-five percent (25%) 
increase in the size of the scraper fleet from four (4) to 
five (5) units yields a corresponding twenty-three (23%) per­
cent increase in the scraper system production. The scraper
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production rate now varies from a low of approximately 5,000
to a high of 13,700 cubic yards of topsoil per day. The
scraper wait time of 1.4 percent represents only a slight 
increase over the previous 0.9 percent. The dozer wait time
has been reduced to approximately thirty-eight percent (38%)
from the previous forty percent (40%). This yields a two
percent (2%) decrease in the dozer wait time.
The dragline system (See Appendix E: Dragline System #1)
which starts operation ten (10) days behind the scraper sys­
tem (system #1) suffers 4.7 hours wait time after eighteen 
(18) days of operation. The initial assumption would be that 
the dragline has overtaken the scraper system, however, an 
examination of the locations of the dragline and scrapers on 
the day the delay occurred does not support this assumption.
On January 29, 1990, the day the first delay occurred the 
dragline was located in block nineteen (19) whereas the 
scrapers were in block twenty-seven (27) more than 2,000 
feet away. Since the spacing limit is only 700 feet there 
must be another reason for the delay.
The only other condition which could cause a delay in 
the dragline system is a "coal-bound11 condition caused by 
the coal loading operation. On the day the dragline delay 
occurred the truck-shovel system (See Appendix E: Truck-
Shovel System #1) was located in block six (6) in the
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previous cut. This would place the truck-shovel system 
between 1,500 to 1,800 feet into cut number one (1) where 
the dragline was between 1,200 to 1,500 feet into cut number 
two (2) . This indicates a coal bound condition does exist 
since the dragline must stay 200 feet behind the truck- 
shovel system to avoid interfering with the coal loading 
operation. Another coal bound delay occurs after thirty- 
three (33) days of dragline operation on February 13, 1990. 
Thereafter as the overburden thickness increases the dragline 
never again overtakes the truck-shovel operation.
After ninety (90) days of operation the dragline is 
running thirteen (13) days behind the scrapers and falling 
further and further behind. The dragline, no longer con­
strained by the truck-shovel system, can take full 
utilization of the increased bucket size. Production is now 
running 55,800 cubic yards per day which is an eighteen per­
cent (18%) increase over a fifty (50) cubic yard bucket.
The two percent (2%) loss of expected productivity (based on 
a 20 percent increase in bucket size) is due to the two (2) 
conflicts with the coal loading operation and to the increase 
in "dead-head" time. Although the "dead-head" time remains 
the same the time between "dead-heads" is shorter running 
thirteen (13) to fourteen (14) days compared with sixteen 
(16) to eighteen (18) days under the basic mine plan.
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The truck-shovel system (See Appendix E: Truck-Shovel
System #1) which was running thirty-seven percent (37%) 
greater productive capacity than necessary in the basic mine 
plan is now fairly well balanced with the dragline and 
scraper systems. The truck-shovel system started ten (10) 
days behind the dragline and after eighty (80) days of simu­
lation the truck-shovel system was still running ten (10) 
days behind the dragline in reaching mining block 71. With 
an increasing strip ratio down dip the truck-shovel system 
will slowly overtake the dragline.
In conclusion with a sixty (60) yard dragline bucket and 
five (5) scrapers the overall system is in better balance. 
However, the overall system coal production is significantly 
higher than the desired 100,000 tons per month called for in 
the contract. The higher than required coal production will 
provide both a safety factor against any unknown coal pro­
duction problems and also provide the ability to handle any 
"spot” sales of coal. The higher productivity could also 
justify additional long term coal sales contracts.
In the basic mine plan the average daily coal produc­
tion was running approximately 6,500 tons per shift. This 
production level barely provides sufficient production to 
fill a 12,500 ton unit train in two (2) shifts. Therefore, 
another consideration for the sensitivity analysis would be
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to add a fifth (5th) coal haul truck to increase the short 
term ability to produce coal. Appendix F contains the 
results of a 100 day simulation run based on five (5) coal 
haul trucks instead of four (4).
An examination of the simulation results (See 
Appendix F: Scraper System #1) indicates the scraper system
was relatively unaffected by the increased number of coal 
haul trucks. Production from the scraper system averaged
7,400 cubic yards of topsoil per day of operation. Also, 
there were no delays caused by the other mining systems 
(dragline or truck-shovel).
The dragline system (See Appendix F: Dragline System
#1) was also unaffected by the truck-shovel system. With 
the addition of the fifth (5th) haul truck the "coal-bound" 
condition which occurred twice with four (4) trucks was 
eliminated by the extra coal production capacity. The drag­
line production was averaging 56,300 cubic yards per day 
which is approximately a nineteen percent (19%) increase over 
the fifty (50) cubic yard bucket.
With the additional scraper and the larger dragline 
bucket the average overburden removal capacity is now 
approximately 61,600 cubic yards per day of dragline opera­
tion. Based on a strip ratio of eleven (11) cubic yards of 
overburden per ton of coal the stripping systems can uncover
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coal at a rate of 5,600 tons per day. This results in a 
yearly coal production of approximately 1.96 million tons of 
coal per year. This is sixty-three (63) percent higher than
required by the coal sales contract.
With a fifth (5th) haul truck, the truck-shovel system 
(See Appendix F: Truck-Shovel System #1) was producing from
11,200 to 19,000 tons of coal per day of operation until the 
coal loading operation caught Up with the dragline system.
Up until this time the coal loading operation was averaging 
15,500 tons per day, which compares with 12,900 tons per day 
from the basic mine plan. This production is sufficient to 
load a 12,500 unit train in two (2) shifts with additional 
capacity left over as a safety buffer.
A twenty-five (25) percent increase in the number of
coal haul trucks yields a corresponding twenty (20) percent 
increase in the daily coal production. The lack of a full 
twenty-five (25) percent increase in the coal production is 
due to the increase in truck wait time from fifteen (15) per­
cent to thirty-seven (37) percent. This results in an addi­
tional truck waiting time of over 800 minutes. The net 
result of adding the fifth (5th) haul truck was a better 
utilization of the coal loading shovel since the fifth (5th) 
haul truck effectively spent all of its time waiting. The
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better utilization of the coal loading shovel is evidenced 
by the decrease in shovel wait time from thirty-one (31) 
to eighteen (18) percent.
Based on the results of the previous sensitivity 
analysis and the required production levels of the test case 
the best combination of stripping equipment to provide for 
balanced overburden removal would appear to be a fifty 
(50) cubic yard dragline with four (4) thirty-eight (38) 
cubic yard scrapers. The additional stripping capacity 
of a sixty (60) yard dragline bucket and/or a fifty (5th) 
scraper cannot be utilized based on a monthly coal produc­
tion requirement of 100,000 tons. The addition of a fifth 
(5th) haul truck may, however, be justified based on the 
short term production requirements especially when the coal 
loading operation is operating on the eastern edge of the 
property. To reduce the total monthly coal productive 
capacity to around 100,000 tons, the coal loading operation 
should be operated five (5) days per week, one (1) shift per 
day, with a second (2) shift "on-call" to provide any 
necessary additional coal production.
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CONCLUSIONS
As was demonstrated in the previous test case example, 
both the Coal Reserve and Inventory model and the Mining 
Systems Simulation model can be quite useful in the design 
of a mine. With the use of both models the user can quickly 
and systematically evaluate and compare several different 
mining methods and mining orientations or examine the 
effects of slight changes in a given mine plan.
The function of the Coal Reserve and Inventory model is 
to quickly evaluate several different mining orientations. 
This will allow the user to select those mining orientations 
that provide both a consistant quality product and minimize 
the adverse mining conditions. By providing a consistent 
quality product the value of the coal is increased and, 
therefore, the worth of the property is increased.
Once one or more acceptable mining orientations have 
been selected the Mining Systems Simulation model is then 
used to evaluate the performance of the various operating 
systems which comprise a given mine plan. Each mine plan is 
simulated over each mining orientation which is represented 
by its respective block inventory file. The Mining Systems 
Simulation model will evaluate the production from each 
operating system, the interaction (interference) of the 
various systems, and the quality and quantity of the coal
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produced.
With an understanding of the performance of the various 
operating systems the tendency to purchase excess equipment 
capacity can be reduced. A reduced equipment capacity 
generally results in smaller equipment that is cheaper and 
easier to obtain.
In conclusion, these two models provide the user with 
the capability to quickly and inexpensively evaluate several 
different mine plans. Hopefully, this will provide the user 
with the information necessary to select the best mine plan. 
Any decision as to the best mining orientation, method, 
and/or equipment must be based on an economic analysis.
While the output from the two models developed in this thesis 
can be used to compare various mine plans the decision as 
to the best mine plan must be based on a complete economic 
analysis.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The ability of the Mining Systems Simulation model to 
analyze almost any combination of mine plan and equipment is 
directly related to the Coal Reserve and Inventory model. To 
be able to simulate a given mine plan the Ore Reserve and 
Inventory model must be capable of generating and ordering 
the mining blocks so as to accurately depict the given mine 
plan. Although the Ore Reserve and Inventory model is de­
signed to handle dragline, scraper, and/or truck-shovel 
operations, more flexibility in generating the mining blocks 
is needed to allow the models to depict other mining systems 
such as bucketwheel excavators. Increased flexibility in the 
use of the models can also be achieved by developing options 
for both reordering the blocks and also allowing for the 
mixing of different types of blocks.
The Ore Reserve and Inventory model can be improved by 
the addition of geostatistical techniques into the block 
value estimation scheme. There are additional coal quality 
parameters such as trace element analysis, ash fussion tem­
perature and others, that should be added to the reserve 
reports. Flexibility should also be added to allow for a 
quality analysis of the overburden.
The Mining Systems Simulation model which contains the 
majority of the capabilities of the system can be improved
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greatly by the addition of more mine models such as bucket- 
wheel excavators. There are an endless number of mine models 
that can be added to the equipment library by modifying the 
existing mine models. This will provide the flexibility to 
model a larger number of different mine plans.
Additional versatility can be added to the Mining Systems 
Simulation model by allowing the user to stop execution during 
the simulation run, redefine and/or update the simulation 
parameters, and then continue with the execution. This will 
allow for the inclusion of additional mining equipment 
during the life of the operation.
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APPENDIX A
COAL RESERVE REPORTS 
(EAST - WEST ORIENTATION)
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* *  BLOCK BY 8 L 0 C K  RESERVE REPORT * *
! BTU/L8! PROXIM (*) IULTI *!
BLK ( AS R E - f KOI  S- ASH I SUL-T COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S .  R «
« ( p o r t e o i TURE 1 FUR t ELEV ( FT  ) ( Y D S ) ELEV ( F T ) ( T O N S ) ( Y / T )
1 955  3 . 8 . 8 3 1 2 . 7 4 0 . 6 2 1 0 0 6 . 6 4 9 . 2 6 9 1 1 3 . 9 5 7 . 4 7 . 4 1 1 2 1 3 . 6 . 2
2 963 7 . 9 . 2 4 1 2 . 3 4 G. 66 1 0 1 1 . 1 5 5 . 3 7 3 7 8 6 . 9 5 5 . 8 8 . 6 1 2 3 8 4 . 6 . 0
3 9 6 6 4 . 9 . 0 9 1 2 . 1 9 0 . 6 2 1 0 0 7 . 6 5 1 . 1 1 3 7 7 7 . 9 5 6 . 5 8 . 6 2 5 0 4 . 5 . 5
4 9 6 9 8 . 9 .  10 1 2 . 0 6 0 . 6 1 1 0 0 9 . 0 5 2 . 5 7 0 7 5 2 . 9 5 6 . 5 8 . 6 1 2 4 7 1 . 5 . 7
5 9 7 5 5 . 9 .  12 1 1 . 7 3 0 . 6 2 1 0 1 2 . 3 5 6 . 0 7 4 6 1 1 . 9 5 6 . 4 8 . 8 1 2 6 0 6 . 5 . 9
6 9 7 9 0 . 9 . 3 0 1 1 . 5 6 0 . 6 5 1 0 1 2 . 3 5 6 . 9 7 5 8 1 0 . 9 5 5 . 5 8 . 9 1 2 7 7 3 . 5 . 9
7 9 8 3 3 . 9 . 3 5 1 1 . 3 5 0 . 6 6 1 0 0 9 . 1 5 3 . 9 1 3 2 1 4 . 9 5 5 . 3 8 . 9 2 35 0 . 5 . 6
8 9 8 7 4 . 9 .  11 1 1 . 1 4 0 . 6  2 1 0 1 1 . 9 5 5 . 5 7 4 9 1 0 . 9 5 6 . 4 8 . 8 1 2 7 7 2 . 5 . 9
9 9 9 3 2 . 9 . 0 7 1 0 . 8 2 0 . 6 3 1 0 1 6 . 6 6 0 . 1 8 0 1 5 1 . 9 5 6 . 5 8 . 3 1 1 9 4 3 . 6 . 7
10 9 9 7 7 . 8 .  82 1 0 . 5 7 G.  62 1 0 1 5 . 5 5 8 . 0  . 7 7 3 4 1 . 9 5 7 . 5 7 . 5 108 0 4 . 7 . 2
11 1 0 0 6 2 . 8 . 9 4 1 0 . 1 8 0 . 7 2 1 0 1 2 . 1 5 5 . 2 7 3 5 4 6 . 9 5 7 . 0 7 . 8 1 1 2 5 3 . 6 . 5
12 1 0 1 1 8 . 8 .  84 9 . 9 2 0 . 7 2 1 C C 8 . 6 5 1 . 2 6 8 2 6 2 . 9 5 7 . 4 7 . 9 1 1 3 4 0 . 6 . 0
13 1 0 2 1 7 . 9 . 2 9 9 . 4 4 0 . 3  0 9 9 9 . 7 4 4 . 2 5 8 9 1 3 . 955 . 5 8 . 0 1 1 4 8 1 . 5 . 1
- 1 4 1 0 2 4 0 . 9 . 2 0 9 . 3 0 0 . 3 0 9 9 2 . 9 3 6 . 9 2 4 8 1 3 . 9 5 6 . 0 7 . 1 5 1 5 1 . 4 . 8
15 9 5 4 2 . 8 . 7 2 1 2 . 7 9 0 . 6 0 1 0 0 8 . 8 5 0 . 9 7 1 6 0 0 . 9 5 7 . 9 7 . 2 1 0 8 5 7 . 6 . 6
16 96 0 8 . 9 . 2 3 1 2 . 5 0 0 . 6  7 1 0 1 4 . 6 5 8 . 8 7 8 4 2 5 . 955  . 8 8 . 4 1 2 0 2 9 . 6 . 5
17 9 6 60  • 9 . 1 2 1 2 . 2 2 0 . 6 3 1 0 1 0 . 5 5 4 . 1 2 3 8 7 1 . 9 5 6 . 4 8 . 6 4 0 9 9 . 5 . 8
18 9 6 8 1  . 9 . 0 1 1 2 . 1 0 0 . 6 0 1 0 1 0 . 0 5 3 . 0 7 1 4 3 9 . 9 5 6 . 9 8 . 6 1 2 5 0 3 . 5 . 7
19 9 7 5 4 . 9 . 2 1 1 1 . 7 3 0 . 6 3 1 0 1 2 . 5 5 6 . 6 7 5 4 5 0 . 9 5 6 . 0 8 . 7 1 2 5 5 9 . 6 . 0
20 9 7 9 7 . 9 .  44 1 1 . 5 2 0 . 6 7 1 0 1 4 . 6 5 9 . 8 7 9 6 8 9 . 9 5 4 . 8 8 . 9 1 2 8 0 0 . 6 . 2
21 9 8 3 9 . 9 . 4 8 1 1 . 3 4 0 . 6 3 1 0 1 3 . 8 5 9 . 2 1 8 1 6 3 . 9 5 4 . 6 8 . 9 2 9 5 7 . 6 .  1
22 9 8 7 9  . 9 . 1 4 1 1 . 1 1 0 . 6 2 1 0 1 3 . 9 5 7 . 7 7 7 8 6 4 . 9 5 6 . 3 8 . 8 1 2 7 8 5 . 6 .  1
23 9 9 3 8 . 9 . 2 3 1 0 . 8 0 0 . 6 5 1 0 1 8 . 1 6 2 . 4 8 3 2 1 1 . 95 5  . 7 8 . 5 1 2 2 5 7 . 6 . 8
24 9 9 7 3 . 8 .  76 1 0 . 5 9 0 . 6 1 1 0 1 5 . 2 5 7 . 5 7 6 6 4 7 . 9 5 7 . 7 7 . 4 1 0 6 5 3 . 7 . 2
25 1 0 0 6 4 . 9 . 0 8 1 0 . 1  7 0 . 7 4 1 0 1 2 . 9 5 6 . 5 7 5 3 3 2 . 9 5 6 . 4 8 . 0 1 1 5 1 6 . 6 . 5
26 1 0 1 0 9 . 8 . 8 3 9 . 9 6 0 . 7 2 10 0 9 . 1 5 1 . 7 6 8 8 6 7 . 95 7 . 4 7 . 8 1 1 2 7 0 . 6 .  1
27 1 0 2 1 6 . 9 . 2 9 9 . 4 4 0 . 8 0 1 0 0 2 . 1 4 6 . 5 620  3 8 . 955 . 5 8 . 0 1 1 5 1 4 . 5 . 4
- 2 8 1 0 2 3 1 . 9 .  24 9 . 3 5 0 .  80 9 9 8 . 0 4 2 . 2 2 8 0 8 3 . 955 . 8 7 . 4 5 3 4 2 . 5 .  3
29 95 4 4  . 8 .  77 1 2 . 7 8 0 . 6 1 1 0 0 9 .  1 5 1 . 4 7 2 2 8 3 . 9 5 7 . 7 7 . 2 1 0 9 2 4 . 6 . 6
30 9 6 0 9 . 9 . 4 0 1 2 . 5 0 0 . 7 0 1 0 1 8 . 7 6 3 . 7 8 4 9 6 9 . 9 5 5 . 0 8 . 6 1 2 3 2 1 . 6 . 9
31 9 6 4 9 . 9 . 4 3 1 2 . 2 7 0 . 6 9 1 0 1 4 . 2 5 9 . 3 3 6 3 8 4 . 954  . 8 8 . 5 5 6 1 8 . 6 . 5
32 9 6 9 7 . 9 .  29 1 2 . 0 2 0 . 6 4 1 0 1 1 . 1 5 5 . 5 7 4 7 8 1 . 9 5 5 . 6 8 . 5 1 2 3 7 0 . 6 . 0
33 9 750  . 9 . 6 1 1 1 . 7 5 0 . 6 8 10 1 3 . 5 5 9 . 6 7 9 4 2 2 . 9 5 3 . 9 8 . 6 1 2 3 2 9 . 6 . 4
34 9 8 C 1 . 9 . 6 1 1 1 . 5 0 0 . 7 0 10 1 6 . 9 6 2 . 9 8 3 9 1 3 . 954 . 0 8 . 9 1 2 8 0 3 . 6 . 6
35 9 8 5 C . 9 . 6  2 1 1 . 3 0 0 . 7 0 1C 1 6 . 0 6 2 .  1 2 2 8 3 0 . 9 5 3 . 9 9 . 0 35 6 8 . 6 . 4
36 9 8 7 8 . 9 .  49 1 1 . 1 4 0 .  68 10 1 5 . 6 6 1 . 0 8 2 4 1 9 . 954 . 6 8 . 8 1 2 8 7 6 . 6 . 4
37 9 9 5 8 . 9 . 5 9 1 0 . 7 1 0 . 7 0 1 0 2 1 . 3 6 7 . 3 8 9 6 8 0 . 9 5 4 . 0 8 . 8 1 2 6 4 1 . 7 . 1
38 9 9 99  . 9 .  30 1 0 . 4 9 0 . 7 0 1 0 1 7 . 3 6 2 . 0 8 2 7 1 6 . 9 5 5 . 2 7 . 8 1 1 1 9 7 . 7 . 4
3 9 1 0 0 6 2 . 9 .  37 1 0 . 1 9 0 .  79 1 0 1 4 . 7 5 9 . 6 794 9 4 . 955  . 1 8 . 3 1 1 9 5 3 . 6 .  7
40 1 0 1 2 9 . 9 .  11 9 . 8 7 0 . 7 5 1 0 0 9 . 6 5 3 . 4 7 1 2 4 4 . 9 5 6 . 2 8 . 1 1 1 6 6 3 . 6 . 1
4 1 10 2 1 3 . 9 . 4 0 9 . 4 6 0 . 8 1 1 0 0 4 . 8 4 9 . 8 6 6 4 2 7 . 955 . 0 8 . 2 1 1 8 3 5 . 5 . 6
- 4 2 1 0 2 4 0 . 9 . 2 7 9 . 3  0 C . 8 1 1 0 0 0 . 9 4 5 . 3 2 9 8 2 9 . 9 5 5 . 6 7 . 2 5 1 4 3 . 5 . 8
43 9 5 7 7 . 9 .  49 1 2 . 6 3 0 . 7 3 1 0 1 0 . 9 5 6 . 5 7 9 4 5 3 . 9 5 4 . 4 7 . 9 1 1 9 4 2 . 6 . 7
44 9 6 1 3 . 9 .  62 1 2 . 4 7 0 .  74 1 0 1 7 . 4 6 3 . 6 8 4 7 4 2 . 9 5 3 . 9 8 . 4 1 2 1 2 1 . 7 . 0
45 9 6 6 0 . 9 . 9 8 1 2 . 2 1 0 . 7 8 1 0 1 7 . 7 6 5 . 7 5 1 5 6 7 . 9 5 2 . 0 3 . 2 6 9 8 9 . 7 . 4
4 6 9 7 2 4 . 1 0 . 0 2 1 1 . 8 7 0 . 7 6 1 0 1 5 . 6 6 3 . 8 8 5 8 6 7 . 951  . 8 8 . 2 1 1 9 9 0 . 7 . 2
47 9 7 5 5 . 9 .  95 1 1 . 7 3 0 .  74 1 0 1 4 . 5 6 2 . 3 8 3 0 4 8 . 9 5 2 . 2 8 . 3 1 2 0 0 5 . 6 . 9
48 9 8 1 3 . 9 .  83 1 1 . 4 4 0 . 7 3 1 0 1 6 . 5 6 3 . 8 8 5 0 0 0 . 952 . 8 8 . 7 1 2 4 5 7 . 6 . 8
49 9 8 5 4  . 9 . 9 6 1 1 . 2  6 0 .  75 1 0 1 7 . 0 6 4 . 8 2 7 8 2 5 . 9 5 2 . 2 8 . 7 4 0 3 7 . 6 .  9
50 9 8 9 7 . 1 0 .  07 1 1 . 0 3 0 . 7 7 1 0 1 8 . 4 6 6 . 8 9 0 1 9 3 . 9 5 1 . 6 8 . 5 1 2 4 5 6 . 7 . 2
51 9 9 6 2 . 9 . 7 4 1 0 . 6 9 0 . 7 2 1 0 2 0 . 7 6 7 . 4 8 9 9 3 0 . 9 5 3 . 3 8 . 5 1 2 2 6 3 . 7 . 3
52 1 0 0 1 9 . 9 . 8 3 1 0 . 4 0 0 .  78 10 1 9 . 2 6 6 . 5 8 8 6 2 4 . 9 5 2 . 7 7 . 9 1 1 3 0 5 . 7 . 8
53 1 0 0 7 5 . 9 . 6 1 1 0 . 1 2 0 . 8 1 1 3 1 6 . 0 6 2 . 1 8 2 8 0 3 . 9 5 3 . 9 9 . 1 1 1 7 0 2 . 7 . 1
54 1 0 1 5 9 . 9 .  74 9 . 7 1 0 . 8 2 1 0 1 1 . 8 5 8 . 6 7 8 0 9 9 . 9 5 3 . 2 8 . 3 1 1 9 2 5 . 6 . 5
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* *  BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
I B T U / L B 1 P R 0 X IRI ( I )  I U L T I  ?!
BLK 1 AS RE-1 MOI S­ ASH ! S U L - ! COLAR
# i PORT ED I TURE ! FUR ! ELEV
55 1 0 2 1 5 . 9 . 6 1 9 . 4 5 0 . 8 2 1 0 0 6 . 3
- 5  6 1024 5 • 9 . 4 8 9 . 2 8 0 . 8 2 1 0 0 2 . 5
5 7 9 6 0 0 . 10 .  32 1 2 . 5 0 0 . 8 5 1 0 1 0 . 2
58 9 6 3 4 . 1 0 .  33 1 2 . 3 4 0 . 3 6 1 0 1 4 . 9
59 9 6 8 1 . 1 0 . 5 8 1 2 . 0 8 0 . 8 9 1 0 1 9 . 0
6 0 9 7 3 7 . 1 0 .  59 1 1 . 8 1 0 . 8 7 1 0 1 9 . 3
61 9 7 7 8 . 1 0 . 5 8 1 1 . 6 1 0 . 8 6 1 0 1 7 . 8
62 9841 . 1 0 . 6 9 1 1 . 3 1 0 . 8 8 1 0 1 6 . 9
63 9 8 7 5 . 1 0 .  73 1 1 . 1 4 0 . 8 7 1 0 1 8 . 6
64 9 9 1 9 . 1 0 .  78 1 0 . 9 2 0 . 8 8 1 0 2 0 . 8
65 9 9 8 6 . 1 0 . 7 2 1 0 . 5 7 0 . 8 8 1 0 2 0 . 8
6 6 1 0 0 4 2 . 1 0 . 5 3 1 0 . 3 0 0 . 3 8 1 0 2 0 . 5
67 1 0 1 1 7 . 1 0 . 4 5 9 . 9 1 0 . 8 9 1 0 2 0 . 0
68 1 0 1 8 7 . 1 0 .  38 9 . 5 6 0 . 8 9 1 0 1 4 . 8
69 1 0 2 3 8 . 1 0 . 2 0 9 . 3  3 0 . 8 8 1 0 0 8 . 7
- 7 0 1 0 2 7 7 . 1 0 . 1 8 9 . 1 2 0 . 8 9 1 0 0 4 . 7
71 9 6 1 0 . 1 0 .  70 1 2 . 4 5 0 . 8 8 1 0 1 0 . 5
72 9 6 4 3 . 1 0 . 6 3 1 2 . 3 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 4 . 5
73 9 6 9 0 . 1 0 . 7 2 1 2 . 0 1 0 . 9 1 1 0 1 9 . 5
74 9 7 4 0 . 1 0 . 8 0 1 1 . 8 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 2 1 . 9
75 9 7 8 2 . 10 .  82 1 1 . 5 9 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 9 . 0
76 9 8 4 3 . 1 0 .  95 1 1 . 3 2 0 .  92 1 0 1 6 . 4
77 9 8 8 3 . 1 1 . 0 2 1 1 . 0 9 0 . 9 1 1 0 1 9 . 0
78 9 9 2 5 . 1 1 . 0 0 1 0 . 9 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 2 3 . 0
79 9 9 8 3 . 1 0 .  92 1 0 . 5 7 0 . 9 1 1 0 2 0 . 3
80 1 0 0 5 3 . 1 0 .  94 1 0 . 2 5 0 . 9 2 1 0 2 0 . 9
81 1 0 1 2 9 . 10 .  69 9 . 8 5 0 . 9 2 1 0 2 0 . 6
82 1 0 1 9 5 . 1 0 .  63 9 . 5  0 0 . 9  1 1 0 1 6 . 1
83 1 0 2 4 5 . 1 0 . 5C 9 . 3 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 0 . 0
- 8 4 1 0 2 9 9 . 1 0 . 4 1 9 . 0 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 0 4 .  1
85 9 6 1 8 . 1 1 .  04 1 2 . 4  1 0 . 8 5 1 0 1 1 . 6
86 9 6 5 2 . 1 1 . 0 3 1 2 . 2 4 0 . 9 4 1 0 1 4 . 0
87 9 7 0 6 . 1 1 . 1 4 1 1 . 9 6 0 .  99 1 0 1 6 . 9
38 9 7 5 8 . 1 1 . 1 9 1 1 . 7 1 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 9 . 6
89 9 8 0 6 . 1 1 . 2 5 11 . 4  7 1 . 0 0 1021 . 6
90 9 8 6 1 . 1 1 .  32 1 1 . 2 0 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 8 . 5
91 9 9 0 6 . 1 1 . 3 9 1 0 . 9 7 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 8 . 6
92 9 9 4 9 . 1 1 . 3 7 1 0 . 7 7 1 . 0 0 1 0 2 0 . 8
93 1 0 0 1 0 . 1 1 . 3 2 1 0 . 4 5 0 . 9 9 1 0 2 1 . 6
94 100 7 6 . 11 . 2 6 1 0 . 1 3 0 . 9 9 1 0 2 0 . 9
95 1 0 1 4 7 . 1 1 .  12 9 . 7  5 1 . 0 0 1 0 2 0 . 8
96 1 0 2 1 0 . 1 1 . 0 5 9 . 4 6 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 8 . 5
97 1 0 2 6 5  • 1 0 . 9 5 9 . 1 9 1 . 0 0 10 1 3 . 0
- 9 8 1 0 3 0 8 . 1 0 .  92 8 . 9 8 1 .  00 1 0 0 7 . 9
99 962 7 . 11 .  45 1 2 . 3 7 0 . 7 8 1 0 1 3 . 3
1 0 0 9 6 5 0 . 1 1 .  32 1 2 . 2 4 0 .  92 1 0 1 4 . 3
101 9 7 1 0 . 1 1 . 4 3 1 1 . 9 5 1.  04 1 0 1 5 . 1
102 9 7 3 2 . 1 1 . 5 0 1 1 . 8 3 1 . 0 8 1 0 1 4 . 6
103 9 7 7 8 . 1 1 . 5 0 1 1 . 6 1 1 . 0 8 1 0 1 8 . 1
104 9 8 2 0 . 1 1 . 6 0 1 1 . 4 0 1 . 1 0 1 0 2 6 . 9
10 5 9 8 7 5  . 1 1 . 6 2 1 1 . 0 9 1 . 0 7 1 0 1 9 . 8
106 9 9 2 1 . 1 1 . 7 0 1 0 . 9 0 1 . 0 9 1 0 1 7 . 3
107 9 9 6 5 . 1 1 . 7 0 1 0 . 7 0 1 . 1 0 1 0 1 9 . 0
108 1 0 0 2 4 . 1 1 .  59 1 0 . 3 8 1.  06 1 0 2 3 . 7
COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S. R •
( F T ) ( Y D S ) ELEV ( FT ) ( T O N S K Y / T )
5 2 . 3 6 9 7 5 1 . 9 5 4 . 0 8 . 4 1 2 0 4 6 . 5 . 8
4 7 . 9 3 1 2 7 4 . 95 4  . 6 7 . 4 5 2 0 6 . 6 . 0
5 9 . 7 8 3 9 4 7 . 950  . 4 8 . 4 1 2 6 9 1 . 6 . 6
6 4 . 6 8 6 1 5 2 . 9 5 0 . 3 8 . 2 1 1 7 8 4 . 7 . 3
7 0 . 1 6 7 1 0 7 . 94 8 . 8 7 . 9 8 1 9 4 . 8 . 2
7 0 . 4 9 4 8 5 6 . 9 4 8 . 9 8 . 0 1 1 6 5 2 . 8 .  1
6 9 . 0 9 2 0 0 3 . 94 8 . 8 8 . 1 1 1 6 6 9 . 7 . 9
6 8 . 7 9 1 6 1 4 . 9 4 8 . 2 7 . 9 1 1 3 9 8 . 8 . 0
7 0 . 4 3 4 4 9 8 . 9 4 8 . 3 8 . 3 4 4 0 1 . 7 . 8
7 2 . 7 9 8 1 6 2 . 9 4 8 . 1 8 . 3 1 2 0 5 5 . 8 . 1
7 2 . 5 9 6 7 1 2 . 9 4 8 . 3 7 . 7 1 1 0 9 6 . 8 . 7
7 1 . 3 9 5 0 7 9 . 9 4 9 . 2 7 . 6 1 0 9 2 4 . 8 . 7
7 0 . 3 9 3 6 8 4 . 9 4 9 . 7 7 . 7 1 1 0 4 7 . 8 . 5
6 4 .  8 8 6 4 5 1 . 9 5 0 . 0 8 . 2 1 1 7 7 5 . 7 . 3
5 7 . 8 7 7 0 6 5 . 9 5 0 . 9 8 . 3 1 1 9 7 6 . 6 . 4
5 3 . 6 3 4 6 2 3 . 9 5 1 . 1 7 . 6 5 3 0 2 . 6 . 5
6 1 . 9 87 0 4 1 . 94 8 . 5 8 . 6 1 3 0 8 6 . 6 . 7
6 5 . 7 8 7 6 6 4 . 9 4 8 . 8 8 . 1 1 1 7 3 2 . 7 . 5
7 1 . 5 8 0 6 4 8 . 94 8 .  1 7 . 8 9 5 3 6 . 8 . 5
7 4 . 0 9 9 6 0 7 . 9 4 8 . 0 7 . 8 1 1 3 5 1 . 8 . 8
7 1 . 5 9 5 3 9 2 . 94 7 . 5 8 . 2 1 1 8 6 8 . 8 . 0
6 9 . 5 9 2 7 1 0 . 9 4 6 . 8 7 . 5 1 0 7 5 9 . 8 . 6
7 2 . 2 3 9 8 2 8 . 9 4 6 . 8 8 . 2 4 9 0 9 . 8 . 1
7 5 . 9 1 0 2 4 9 4 . 9 4 7 . 1 8 . 4 1 2 2 4 7 . 8 . 4
7 3 . 0 9 7 3 2 9 . 9 4 7 . 3 7 . 3 1 0 4 9 2 . 9 . 3
7 3 . 3 9 7 7 4 2 . 9 4 7 . 6 7 . 5 1 0 7 3 9 . 9 . 1
7 2 . 2 9 6 2 6 5 . 9 4 8 . 4 7 . 5 1 0 8 2 8 . 8 . 9
6 7 . 3 8 9 7 7 6 . 9 4 8 . 8 8 . 2 1 1 7 6 9 . 7 . 6
6 0 . 5 8 0 6 7 5 . 9 4 9 . 5 8 . 5 1 2 2 3 7 . 6 . 6
5 4 . 2 3 4 6 3 1 . 9 5 0 . 0 7 . 4 5 1 2 1 . 6 . 8
6 5 . 2 9 1 5 9 5 . 9 4 6 . 4 8 . 5 1 2 9 1 2 . 7 . 1
6 7 .  7 9 0 3 2 8 . 9 4 6 . 3 8 . 1 1 1 7 1 0 . 7 . 7
7 1 . 4 9 2 8 6 8 . 945 . 5 7 . 9 1 1 0 5 4 . 8 . 4
7 4 . 4 1 0 0 2 1 1 . 945  . 2 8 . 0 115  7 9 . 8 . 7
7 6 . 8 1 0 2 4 1 4 . 9 4 4 .  8 7 . 7 1 1 1 4 2 . 9 . 2
7 4 . 1 9 8 8 4 1 . 944 . 3 7 . 6 1 0 9 6 7 . 9 . 0
7 4 . 5 4 5 6 3 8 . 944  . 2 7 . 8 5 1 81  . 8 . 8
7 6 . 4 1 0 3 1 9 2 . 944 . 4 7 . 9 11 5 3 4  . 8 . 9
7 7 . 0 1 0 2 6 8 0 . 944  . 6 7 . 6 1 0 9 8 2 . 9 . 3
7 6 . 0 1 0 1 3 0 5 . 9 4 4 . 9 7 . 5 1 0 8 7 1 . 9 . 3
7 5 . 0 1 0 G 0 1 9 . 945 . 8 7 . 4 10 5 8 5  . 9 . 4
7 2 . 3 9 6 4 5 8 . 946  . 2 8 . 0 1 1 4 6 1 . 8 . 4
6 6 . 3 8 3 4 0 3 . 9 4 6 . 7 8 . 3 1 1 9 6 0 . 7 . 4
6 0 . 8 3 85 0 5 . 9 4 7 . 1 7 . 8 5 3 5 0 . 7 . 2
6 9 . 5 9 7 0 7 7 . 943 . 8 8 . 7 1 3 1 4 3 . 7 . 4
6 9 . 8 9 3 1 1 3 . 9 4 4 . 5 8 . 0 1 1 4 8 7 . 8 . 1
7 1 . 5 9 5 2 8 4 . 9 4 3 . 6 7 . 9 1 1 3 5 8 . 8 . 4
7 1 . 4 9 8 9 5 . 9 4 3 . 2 7 . 7 1 1 4 8 . 8 . 6
7 5 . 1 1 C1 1 0 6 • 9 4 3 . 0 8 . 3 1 2 0 5 1 . 8 . 4
8 4 . 3 1 1 2 4 1 8 . 942  . 6 7 . 3 1 0 5 1 9 . 1 0 .  7
7 7 . 6 1 0 3 5 1 1 . 9 4 2 . 2 7 .  7 1 1 0 8 1 . 9 .  3
7 5 . 3 5 0 7 6 7 . 9 4 2 . 0 7 . 5 54 3 2 . 9 . 3
7 6 . 9 1 0 3 8 9 1 . 9 4 2 . 1 7 . 6 1 1C 9 2 • 9 . 4
8 1 . 0 1 0 8 0 6 0 . 9 4 2 . 6 7 . 8 1 1 2 4 5 . 9 . 6
T 2098 145
* *  BLOCK 8 Y BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
! BTU/ LB!  PROXIM ( ? )  l U L T I  ?!
BLK 1 AS R E - ! MOI S­ ASH ! SUL-  I c o l a r COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S. R .
*  1 PORTED! TURE ! FUR 1 ELEV ( F T ) ( Y D S ) ELEV ( F T ) ( T O N S K Y / T )
109 1 0 0 9 2 . 1 1 . 5 4 1 0 . 0 3 1 . 0 5 1 0 2 0 . 8 7 7 . 7 1 0 3 5 3 4 . 94 3 . 1 7 . 8 1 1 1 8 7 . 9 .  3
110 10 16 1  . 1 1 . 4 8 9 . 6 7 1 . 0 5 1 0 2 0 . 9 7 7 . 3 1 0 3 0 5 3 . 9 4 3 . 6 7 . 2 1 0 3 2 9 . 1 0 . 0
111 1 0 2 2 9 . 1 1 . 4 0 9 . 4 0 1 . 0 8 1 0 2 0 . 6 7 6 . 6 1 0 2 1 7 1 . 944  . 0 7 . 9 1 1 3 4 7 . 9 . 0
112 1 0 2 8 0 . 1 1 . 3 0 9 . 1 0 1 . 1 0 1 0 1 6 . 0 7 1 . 5 9 5 3 0 8 . 9 4 4 . 5 8 . 6 1 2 3 7 5 . 7 . 7
- 1 1 3 10 329 . 1 1 . 3 0 8 . 9 0 1 . 1 0 1 0 0 9 . 1 6 4 . 1 4 0 1 4 2 . 945  . 0 7 . 8 5 2 8 5 . 7 . 6
114 9 6 2 0 . 1 1 . 6 0 1 2 . 4 0 0 . 7 0 1 0 1 5 .  C 7 2 . 0 9 3 9 5 0 . 94 3 . 0 9 . 0 1 2 6 8 3 . 7 . 4
115 9 6 6 3 . 1 1 . 5 9 1 2 . 1 8 0 . 9 1 10 1 6 . 5 7 3 . 9 9 8 5 3 6 . 9 4 2 .  6 8 . 3 1 2 0 1 8 . 8 . 2
116 9 7 1 1 . 1 1 .  70 1 1 . 9 4 0 . 9 8 1 0 1 6 . 7 7 4 . 9 9 9 8 7 2 . 9 4 1 . 8 8 . 2 1 1 7 6 5 . 8 . 5
117 9 7 4 9 . 1 1 . 8 0 1 1 . 7 5 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 6 . 4 7 5 . 4 2 2 1 8 0 . 9 4 1 . 0 7 . 9 2 5 1 4 . 8 .  8
118 9788  . 1 1 . 8 1 1 1 . 5 8 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 7 . 3 7 6 . 4 1 0 2 9 4 6 . 9 4 0 . 8 7 . 8 1 1 2 9 6 . 9 . 1
119 9 8 3 8 . 1 1 .  86 1 1 . 3 1 1 . 0 0 1 0 2 1 . 0 8 0 . 6 1 0 7 4 0 2 . 9 4 0 . 5 7 . 4 1 0 7 0 4 . 1 0 . 0
120 9 8 9 2 . 1 1 . 9 2 1 1 . 0 4 0 . 9 9 1 0 2 0 . 5 8 0 . 5 1 0 7 3 6 3 . 9 4 0 . 0 7 . 9 1 1 3 7 7 . 9 . 4
121 99 40  . 1 1 . 9 6 1 0 . 8 0 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 9 . 5 7 9 . 7 5 8 5 8 4 . 9 3 9 . 9 7 . 8 6 2 1 0 . 9 . 4
122 9 9 8 7 . 1 1 . 9 5 1 0 . 5 9 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 9 . 2 7 9 . 2 1 0 6 9 7 2 . 94 0 . 0 7 . 8 113 3 7 . 9 . 4
123 1 0 C 4 3 . 1 1 . 8 9 1 0 . 2 9 1 . 0 0 1 0 2 1 . 5 8 1 . 0 1 C 8 0 6 7 . 940  . 5 7 . 8 1 1 2 5 1 . 9 . 6
124 1 0 1 0 7 . 1 1 .  90 9 . 9 7 0 .  99 1 0 2 1 . 2 8 0 . 1 1 G 6 7 7 5 • 9 4 1 . 1 7 . 7 1 1 0 6 6 . 9 . 6
125 1 0 1 7 7 . 1 1 . 7 5 9 . 6  0 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 9 . 5 7 7 . 9 1 0 3 8 0 3 . 9 4 1 . 7 7 . 3 1 0 5 4 1 . 9 . 8
126 10 2 4 1  . 11 .  72 9 . 3 1 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 9 . 8 7 8 . 0 10  3 9 8 7 . 9 4 1 . 8 7 . 8 1 1 2 1 5 . 9 . 3
127 1 0 2 9 6 . 1 1 .  65 9 . 0 2 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 6 . 9 7 4 . 6 9 9 4 4 8 . 9 4 2 . 3 8 . 0 1 1 5 1 9 . 8 . 6
- 1 2 8 10 3 3 7 . 1 1 . 6 1 8 . 8 4 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 1 . 5 6 8 . 8 4 2 6 3 9 . 9 4 2 . 7 8 . 2 5 5 2 2 . 7 . 7
129 9 6 3 6 . 11 . 7 2 1 2 . 3 2 0 . 7  3 1 0 1 4 . 6 7 2 . 6 9 4 7 3 8 . 9 4 2 . 0 8 . 7 1 2 3 2 3 . 7 .  7
130 9 6 8 0 . 1 1 . 9 9 1 2 . 1 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 9 . 8 8 0 . 0 1 0 6 6 8  3 . 9 3 9 . 7 8 . 8 1 2 6 2 5 . 8 . 5
131 9 7 2 7 . 1 2 . 0 9 1 1 . 8 6 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 9 . 0 7 9 . 9 1 0 6 5 8 3 . 9 3 9 . 0 8 . 5 1 2 2 7 4 . 8 .  7
132 9 7 7 0 . 1 2 . 2 0 1 1 . 6 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 8 . 0 7 9 . 8 2 1 1 2 3 . 9 3 8 . 2 8 . 1 2 3 1 6 . 9 . 1
133 9 8 0 7 . 1 2 . 1 7 1 1 . 5 0 0 . 9 1 1 0 1 6 . 1 7 8 . 0 1 0 4 9 8 1 . 9 3 8 . 2 7 . 4 1 0 7 5 4 . 9 .  8
134 9 8 6 0 . 1 2 . 2 0 1 1 . 2 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 7 . 1 7 9 . 2 1 0 5 6 5 0 . 9 3 7 . 8 7 . 1 1 0 2 3 7 . 1 C . 3
135 9 9 1 0 . 1 2 . 2 8 1 1 . 0 0 0 . 9 1 1 0 2 1 . 8 8 4 . 5 1 1 2 6 6 2 . 9 3 7 . 3 8 . 4 1 2 1 3 0 . 9 . 3
136 9 9 6 0 . 1 2 .  30 1 0 . 7 0 0.  90 102 1 . 9 8 4 . 6 6 7 4 1 6 . 9 3 7 . 2 8 . 1 6 9 5 9 . 9 . 7
137 1 0 0 1 0 . 1 2 . 3 0 1 0 . 5 0 0 . 9  0 1 0 1 8 .  0 8 0 . 8 1 0 9 1 6 7 . 9 3 7 . 2 7 . 9 1 1 5 1 9 . 9 . 5
1 3 8 1 0 0 6 1  . 1 2 . 2 4 1 0 . 2 0 0 . 9 ? 1 0 1 9 . 1 8 1 . 2 1 0 8 2 1 7 . 9 3 7 . 9 7 . 8 1 1 2 0 2 . 9 . 7
139 1 0 1 3 2 . 1 2 .  18 9 . 8 5 0 . 9 0 102 1 . 9 8 3 . 6 1 1 1 4 9 9 . 9 3 8 . 3 7 . 7 1 1 0 4 1 . 1 0 .  1
140 1 0 2 0 3 . 1 2 .  16 9 . 4 7 0 . 9 0 10 1 8 . 1 7 9 . 3 105 . 707 . 9 3 8 . 8 7 . 4 1 0 7 1 2 . 9 . 9
141 1 0 2 6 4  . 1 2 . 0 9 9 . 2 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 9 . 9 8 0 . 6 1 0 7 4 6 8 . 9 39 .  3 7 . 9 1 1 3 3 7 . 9 .  5
142 10 3 1 5  . 1 2 . 1 0 8 . 9  0 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 9 . 9 8 0 . 4 1 0 7 2 3 4 . 9 3 9 . 5 7 . 2 1 0 3 8 9 . 1 0 .  3
- 1 4 3 1 0 3 6 4 . 1 2 . 0 0 8 . 7 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 2 .  1 7 2 . 0 4 4 1 8 6 . 940  . 0 8 . 9 5 8 8 2 . 7 . 5
144 9 6 6 6 . 1 2 .  16 1 2 . 1 7 0 . 7 1 1 0 1 4 . 6 7 5 . 9 9 9 0 7 8 . 9 3 8 . 7 8 . 3 1 1 7 4 8 . 8 . 4
145 9 6 9 4  . 1 2 .  13 1 2 . 0 3 0 .  84 1 0 1 8 . 0 7 9 . 2 1 0 5 5 9 5 . 938  . 8 8 . 5 1 2 2 7 9 . 8 . 6
1 4 6 9 7 4 9 . 1 2 . 3 1 1 1 . 7 5 0 . 8 3 1 0 1 8 . 9 8 1 . 5 1 0 8 7 1 7 . 9 3 7 . 3 8 . 5 1 2 2 1 3 . 8 . 9
147 9 7 8 0 . 1 2 .  35 1 1 . 5 8 0 . 8 3 1 0 1 8 . 6 8 1 . 6 1 9 1 9 5 . 9 3 7 . 0 8 . 2 2 0 7 6 . 9 . 2
148 9 8 1 9 . 1 2 . 4 1 1 1 . 4 2 0.  81 1 0 1 8 . 2 8 1 . 8 1 1C 1 9 8 • 9 3 6 . 4 7 . 7 1 1 2 2 3 . 9 .  8
149 98 70 . 1 2 . 3 7 1 1 . 1 6 0 . 8  5 1 0 1 8 . 7 8 2 . 2 1 0 9 5 6 9 . 9 3 6 . 5 7 . 4 1 0 6 3 5 . 1 0 .  3
150 9 9 3 2 ; 1 2 . 4 8 1 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 5 1 0 2 0 . 6 8 4 . 9 1 1 3 1 6 4 . 935 . 7 8 . 1 1 1 7 2 4 . 9 . 7
151 9 9 8 1 . 1 2 . 5 2 1 C . 6 1 0 . 8 1 1 0 2 0 .  8 8 5 . 3 7 3 1 5 4 . 9 3 5 . 5 8 . 0 7 4 4 5 . 9 . 8
152 1 0 0 2 9 . 1 2 . 5 0 1 0 . 3 8 0 . 8 2 1 0 1 9 . 4 8 3 . 8 1 1 3 1 3 7 . 935 . 7 7 . 9 1 1 5 1 0 . 9 . 8
153 10 G 8 3 • 1 2 . 4 8 1 0 . 1 0 0 . 8 4 1 0 1 9 . 7 8 3 . 7 1 1 1 6 2 3 . 9 3 6 . 0 7 . 9 1 1 3 5 1 . 9 . 8
154 1 0 1 4 2 . 1 2 . 4 1 9 . 8 0 0 . 8 2 1021 . 3 8 4 . 8 1 1 3 0 3 2 . 9 3 6 . 5 7 . 8 1 1 2 5 6 . 1 0 . 0
155 1 0 2 0 9 . 1 2 . 3 6 9 . 4 4 0 . 8 3 10 1 9 . 7 8 2 . 5 1 1 0 0 5 9 . 93 7  . 2 7 . 6 1 0 8 9 1 . 1 0 . 1
156 1 0 2 7 2 . 1 2 . 2 8 9 . 1 5 0 .  83 1 0 1 8 . 9 8 1 .  1 1 0 8 1 2 6 . 9 3 7 . 8 7 . 8 1 1 2 1 2 . 9 . 6
157 1 0 3 2 3 . 1 2 . 2 0 8 . 8 8 0 . 8 4 1 0 1 7 . 8 7 9 . 3 1 0 5 7 4 5 . 938 . 5 7 . 7 1 1 1 2 0 . 9 .  5
- 1 5 8 1 0 3 6 1 . 1 2 .  12 9 . 7 1 0 . 8 6 1 0 1 3 . 5 7 4 . 4 4 5 1 3 9 . 9 3 9 . 1 8 . 4 5 5 1 0 . 8 . 2
1 5 9 9 6 9 0 . 1 2 . 6 0 1 2 . 0 5 0 . 6 4 1 0 1 3 . 9 7 8 . 5 1 0 2 4 1 7 . 9 3 5 . 4 7 . 7 1 0 8 4 9 . 9 . 4
160 9 7 3 7 . 1 2 . 6 9 1 1 . 8 2 0 . 7 2 1 0 1 7 . 2 8 2 . 6 1 1 0 0 9 7 . 9 3 4 . 6 8 . 4 1 2 1 4 4 . 9 .  1
161 9 7 8 7 . 1 2 .  82 1 1 . 5 6 0 . 6 2 1 0 1 9 . 7 8 6 . 3 1 1 5 1 1 1 . 9 3 3 . 4 8 . 6 1 2 4 2 9 . 9 .  3
162 9811  . 1 2 . 8 0 1 1 . 4 4 0 . 6 5 10 2 0 . 8 8 7 . 3 1 7 9 5 5 . 9 3 3 . 4 8 . 4 18 7 2 . 9 . 6
T 2098 146
* * BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT **■
!
BLK !
BTt i / LB ! 
AS R E - l
PROX IM 
MOI S­
( ? )  1 ULT I  * !  
as h  i Su l - ! COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S. R •
*  1 PORTEO! TURE 1 FUR 1 ELEV ( F T  ) ( Y D S ) ELEV ( F T  ) ( T O N S X Y / T )
163 98 4  6 . 1 2 .  88 1 1 . 2 7 0 . 6 4 1 0 2 2 . 2 8 9 . 4 1 2 0 4 1 2 . 9 3 2 . 7 8 . 2 1 1 9 1 2 . 1 0 . 1
164 9 8 9 7  . 1 2 .  85 1 1 . 0 2 0 . 6 7 1 0 2 0 . 6 8 7 . 7 1 1 6 9 2 9 . 9 3 2 . 9 7 . 7 1 1 0 4 8 . 1 0 . 6
165 9 9 6 8 . 1 2 . 9 0 1 0 . 6 9 0 . 7 4 1 0 1 9 . 1 8 6 . 6 1 1 5 5 1 4 . 9 3 2 . 5 7 . 9 1 1 3 3 6 . 1 0 . 2
166 1 0 0 1 5 . 1 2 . 9 2 1 0 . 4 4 0 . 6 3 1 0 2 0 . 5 8 8 . 1 8 0 9 9 1 . 9 3 2 . 4 8 . 1 8 0 8 7 . 1 0 . 0
167 1 0 0 6 5 . 1 2 . 9 2 1 0 . 1 6 0 . 6 5 1 0 2 1 . 4 8 9 . 0 1 2 0 1 8 8 . 932  . 4 7 . 7 1 1 3 0 4 . 1 0 . 6
16a 1 0 1 1 5 . 1 2 . 9 1 9 . 9 5 0 . 7 3 1 0 1 9 . 0 8 6 . 4 1 1 5 2 3 4 . 9 32 . 5 8 .  3 1 1 9 1 8 . 9 . 7
16 9 1 0 1 7 6 . 1 2 . 9  1 9 . 6 2 0 . 6 3 1 0 1 9 . 1 8 6 . 4 1 1 5 1 6 9 . 9 3 2 . 7 7 . 9 1 1 4 4 7 . 1 0 .  1
17 0 1 0 2 3 5 . 1 2 . 8 3 9 . 3  2 0 . 6  3 1 0 2 2 . 1 8 8 . 8 1 1 8 3 3 4 . 9 3 3 . 4 8 . 0 1 1 5 6 6 . 1 0 . 2
171 1 0 2 9 5 . 1 2 . 7 2 9 . 0 4 0 . 6 7 1 0 1 8 . 3 8 3 . 9 1 1 1 8 6 7 . 934  . 4 7 . 8 1 1 2 9 2 . 9 . 9
172 1 0 3 4 3 . 12 .  57 8 . 8 0 0 . 6 9 1 0 1 5 . 9 8 0 . 3 1 0 7 0 4 4 . 935 . 6 8 . 0 1 1 5 4 3 . 9 . 3
- 1 7 3 10 3 8 3 . 1 2 .  69 8 . 5 9 0 . 6 7 1 0 1 4 . 9 8 0 . 2 4 8 1 7 6 . 9 3 4 . 7 8 . 0 5 2 0 3 . 9 . 3
174 9 7 0 3 . 1 2 . 8 0 1 1 . 9 9 0 . 6 0 1 0 1 3 . 2 79 • 2 1 0 3 4 1 8 . 9 3 4 . 0 7 . 5 1 0 5 1 1 . 9 . 8
175 9 7 5 4 . 1 2 . 8 8 1 1 . 7 3 0 . 7 0 1 0 1 6 . 9 8 3 . 9 1 1 1 8 8 8 . 9 33 . 0 8 . 5 1 2 2 0 4 . 9 . 2
176 9 7 9 9 . 1 2 . 9 9 1 1 . 5 0 0 . 5 2 1 0 1 9 . 9 8 7 . 8 1 1 7 1 1 5 . 9 3 2 . 1 8 . 7 1 2 5 0 3 . 9 . 4
177 9 8 3 3 . 1 3 .  08 1 1 . 3 3 0 . 6 0 1 0 2 1 . 6 9 0 . 3 1 5 9 0 7 . 9 3 1 . 2 8 . 5 1 6 2 2 . 9 . 8
178 9 8 6 1 . 1 3 . 1 0 1 1 . 2 0 0 . 6 1 1 0 2 4 . 3 9 3 . 3 1 2 5 6 5 1 . 9 3 1 . 0 8 . 6 - 1 2 4 7 2 . 1 0 .  1
1 7 9 9 9 1 6 . 1 3 . 1 2 1 0 . 9 2 0 . 5 9 1021 . 9 9 1 . 1 1 2 1 4 9 4 . 9 30 . 7 7 . 7 1 1 0 9 1 . 1 1 . 0
180 9 9 7 9 . 1 3 .  13 1 0 . 6 3 0 . 7 0 10 1 9 . 1 8 8 . 5 1 1 7 9 9 2 . 9 3 0 . 7 7 . 8 113 0 4 . 1 0 . 4
181 10 0 2 9 . 1 3 . 1 1 1 0 . 3 7 0 .  59 1 0 2 0 . 4 8 9 . 5 8 7 7 1 5 . 9 3 0 . 9 8 .  1 8 5 8 8 . 1 0 . 2
182 1 0 0 3 1  . 1 3 .  1C 1 0 . 0 7 0 . 6 1 1021 . 9 9 1 . 0 1 2 2 8 7 5 . 9 3 0 . 9 7 . 7 1 1 2 1 3 . 1 1 . 0
183 1 0 1 3 0 . 1 3 .  10 9 . 8 9 0 . 7 0 1 0 1 8 . 2 8 7 . 2 1 1 6 2 9 6 . 9 3 1 . 0 8 . 6 1 2 4 2 6 . 9 . 4
184 1 0 1 8 2 . 1 3 . 0 1 9 . 5 9 0 . 6 2 1 0 1 8 . 4 8 6 . 5 1 1 5 3 6 9 . 931 . 9 7 . 9 1 1 4 1 6 . 1 0 . 1
185 1 0 2 4 4 . 1 2 . 9 8 9 . 2 8 0 . 5 6 1 C 2 3 . 0 9 0 . 8 1 2 1 1 1 6 . 9 3 2 .  1 8 . 3 1 1 9 5 9 . 1 0 . 1
18 6 1 0 3 0 7 . 1 2 . 9 6 8 . 9 7 0 . 6 4 1 0 1 9 . 2 8 6 . 9 1 1 5 8 0 1 . 932 . 4 7 . 7 1 1 1 5 6 . 1 0 . 4
1 8 7 1 0 3 6 3 . 1 2 . 8 9 9 . 7 0 0 . 6 1 1 0 1 5 . 3 8 2 . 4 1 0 9 8 9 1 . 9 3 2 . 9 8 . 1 1 1 6 4 9 . 9 . 4
- 1 8 8 1 0 4 0 0 . 1 2 . 9 0 8 . 5 0 0 . 6 0 1 0 1 4 . 9 8 1 . 9 4 8 6 5 8 . 9 3 3 .  0 7 . 9 5 0 7 5 . 9 . 6
18 9 9 7 2 4 . 1 3 . 0 2 1 1 . 8 8 0 . 6 3 1 0 1 4 . 0 8 2 . 0 1 0 7 0 2 9 . 9 3 2 . 0 7 . 5 1 0 5 2 2 . 1 0 . 2
190 9 7 7 5 . 1 3 . 1 3 1 1 . 6 4 0 . 7 2 10 1 7 .  2 8 6 . 9 1 1 5 9 2 4 . 9 3 0 . 3 8 . 3 1 1 9 3 0 . 9 .  7
191 9 8 2 0 . 1 3 . 2 5 1 1 . 4 0 0 . 6 6 1 0 1 9 . 0 8 9 . 2 1 1 8 9 9 4 . 9 2 9 . 7 8 . 5 1 2 2 4 9 . 9 . 7
192 9 8 6 0 . 1 3 .  34 1 1 . 2  0 0 . 6 7 1 0 2 0 . 3 9 1 . 4 1 3 3 9 6 . 9 2 8 . 9 8 . 3 1 3 1 3 . 1 0 . 2
193 9 8 7 6 . 1 3 .  28 1 1 . 1 2 0 . 6 5 1 0 2 2 . 2 9 2 . 8 1 2 4 9 7 2  . 9 2 9 . 4 8 . 3 12 00 5  . 1 0 . 4
194 9 9 3 5  . 1 3 . 3 4 1 0 . 8 3 0 . 6 7 1 0 2 1 . 6 9 2 . 8 1 2 3 7 6 6 . 9 2 8 . 8 8 . 0 1 1 5 0 7 . 1 0 . 8
195 9 9 9 9  . 1 3 . 4 2 1 0 . 5 2 0 . 7 5 1 0 2 0 . 4 9 2 . 3 1 2 3 0 0 7 . 9 2 8  ,  1 8 . 0 1 1 5 0 1 . 1 0 . 7
196 1 0 0 5 1 . 1 3 . 4 6 1 0 . 2 7 0 . 7 1 1 0 2 0 . 3 9 2 . 4 9 6 2 0 1 . 9 2 7 . 9 7 . 9 88 83  . 1 0 . 8
197 1 0 1 0 0 . 1 3 . 4 3 1 0 . CO 0 .  70 1 0 2 0 . 5 9 2 . 4 1 2 4 7 7 8 . 9 2 8 . 1 8 . 0 1 1 6 4 7 . 1 0 . 7
198 1 0 1 4 8  . 1 3 . 3 1 9 . 7 8 0 . 7 3 10 1 9 . 9 9 0 . 7 1 2 0 9 4 3 . 9 2 9 . 2 8 . 1 1 1 6 3 4 . 1 0 . 4
199 1 0 2 0 6 . 1 3 . 2 9 9 . 4 8 0 . 6 9 1 0 1 9 . 6 9 0 . 2 1 2 0 2 0 9 . 929  . 4 8 . 0 1 1 4 9 7 . 1 0 . 5
20 0 1 0 2 7 1 . 1 3 . 2 7 9 . 1 4 0 . 6 3 1 0 2 0 . 7 9 1 . 1 1 2 1 4 9 0 . 929 . 6 8 . 0 1 1 4 5 4 . 1 0 . 6
201 1 0 3 2 5 . 1 3 . 2 2 8 . 8 9 0 .  71 10 1 9 . 4 8 9 . 5 1 1 9 3 9 4 . 9 2 9 . 8 7 . 8 1 1 1 7 5 . 1 0 . 7
202 1 0 3 9 2 . 1 3 . 2 4 8 . 5 5 0 . 7 1 10 15 . 4 8 5 . 9 1 1 4 5 5 3 . 9 2 9 . 5 8 . 1 1 1 6 4 9 . 9 .  8
- 2 0 3 1 0 4 1 7 . 1 3 . 1 2 9 . 4  0 0 . 6 9 1 0 1 4 . 2 8 3 . 5 4 9 0 5 0  . 9 3 0 . 7 7 . 9 5 0 2 5 . 9 . 8
204 9 7 6 5 . 1 3 . 5 1 1 1 . 6 8 0 . 7 1 10 1 5 . 6 8 8 . 2 1 1 5 C 9 7 . 92 7 . 4 7 . 4 1 0 4 4 0 . 1 1 . 0
20 5 9 8 0 3 . 1 3 . 5 5 1 1 . 5 1 0 .  84 1 0 1 8 . 6 9 2 .  1 1 2 2 7 9 1 . 9 2 6 . 5 ' 8 . 4 1 2 0 4 3 . 1 0 . 2
2 0 6 9851  . 1 3 . 6 4 1 1 . 2 5 0 . 8 4 1 0 1 7 . 7 9 1 . 6 1 2 2 1 3 4 . 9 2 6 . 1 8 . 2 1 1 8 4 3 . 10 .  3
2C7 9 8 8 3 . 1 3 . 7 7 1 1 . 0 7 0 . 8 5 1 0 1 7 . 4 9 2 . 3 1 0 8 0 7 . 925  . 1 7 . 9 9 9 9 . 1 0 . 8
2 0 8 9 9 0 9 . 1 3 . 7 3 1 0 . 9 7 0 . 3 3 10 1 8 . 4 9 3 . 0 1 2 5 2 4 4 . 925 . 4 7 . 9 1 1 5 1 1 . 1 0 . 9
20 9 9 9 7 9 . 13 .  79 1 0 . 6 1 0 .  85 1 0 2 1 . 5 9 6 . 8 1 2 9 1 0 9 . 9 2 4 . 7 8 . 2 1 1 8 1 1 . 1 0 . 9
2 1 0 1 0 0 2 7 . 1 3 . 8 4 1 0 . 3 7 G. 8 7 1022 . 9 9 8 . 4 1 3 1 1 5 6 . 9 2 4 . 5 7 . 9 113 8 2 . 1 1 . 5
211 1 0 0 7 7 . 1 3 . 8 8 1 0 . 1 5 0 . 8 6 10 20  . 5 9 6 . 4 1 0 6 2 8 6 . 924  . 2 7 . 6 9 0 5 0 . 1 1 . 7
21 2 1 0 1 2 5 . 1 3 . 8 6 9 . 9 0 0 . 8 5 1 0 1 8 . 8 9 4 . 4 1 2 7 5 6 3 . 9 2 4 . 3 8 . 3 1 2 1 2 3 . 1 0 . 5
213 1 0 1 8 2 . 1 3 . 8 1 9 . 6  1 0 . 8 3 1 0 2 0 . 6 9 6 . 0 1 2 7 9 6 5 . 924 . 6 7 . 8 1 1 1 9 3 . 1 1 . 4
214 1 0 2 4 7 . 1 3 . 7 5 9 . 2 8 0 . 8 5 10 2 0 . 1 9 4 . 7 1 2 6 2 4 4 . 9 2 5 . 4 7 . 7 1 1 1 1 3 . 1 1 . 4
215 103C8 . 1 3 . 6 8 8 . 9  7 0 . 8 5 1 0 1 7 . 6 9 1 . 7 1 2 2 2 8 9 . 925 . 9 7 . 7 1 1 0 6 3 . 1 1 . 1
2 1 6 1 0 3 6 0 . 1 3 . 6 0 3 . 7  3 0 . 8 6 1 0 1 9 . 7 9 3 . 4 1 2 4 5 9 4 . 9 2 6 . 2 7 . 7 1 1 0 3 7 . 1 1 . 3
T 2098 147
* * BLOCK 8 V’ BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
!
BLK 1
BT U/ LOI  
AS Rfi . - I
PROX IM 
MQI S-
1 CT)  I U L T I  ?!  
ASH ! S U L - ! COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S .  R .
» 1 PORTEO1 TURE 1 FUR 1 ELEV < FT ) < r o s > ELEV <FT ) C T O N S K Y / T )
2 1 7 1 0 4 1 5 . 1 3 . 5 3 8 . 4 2 0 . 8 5 1 0 1 6 . 7 9 0 . 2 1 2 0 2 8 0 . 9 2 6 . 5 8 .  1 1 1 7 1 3 . 1 0 . 3
- 2 1 8 1 0 4 5 6 . 1 3 . 5 4 3 . 1 8 0 . 8  7 1 0 1 1 . 9 8 5 . 3 4 9 5 5 4 . 9 2 6 . 6 7 . 8 4 9 0 7 . 1 0 . 1
219 9 7 7 9 . 1 3 . 7 5 1 1 . 6 1 0 . 7 1 1 0 1 6 . 3 9 1 . 0 1 1 8 7 4 6 . 9 2 5 . 4 7 . 1 1 0 0 4 0 . 1 1 . 8
220 9 8 1 0 . 1 3 .  60 1 1 . 5 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 2 0 . 0 9 4 . 4 1 2 5 8 6 8 . 9 2 5 . 6 8 . 7 1 2 5 2 6 . 1 0 . 0
221 9 8 6 2 . 1 3 . 8 2 1 1 . 1 9 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 6 . 4 9 1 . 8 1 2 2 4 4 4 . 9 2 4 . 6 8 . 2 1 1 7 6 4 . 1 0 . 4
222 9 9 0 2 . 1 3 . 9 2 10 . 9 9 0 . 9 1 1 0 1 5 . 0 9 1 . 2 7 9 7 7 . 9 2 3 . 8 7 . 6 7 1 7 . 1 1 . 1
22 3 9 9 2 6 . 1 3 .  94 1 0 . 8 8 0 . 9 2 1 0 1 6 . 9 9 3 . 3 1 2 5 6 9 7 . 9 2 3 . 5 7 . 8 1 1 3 4 7 . 1 1 . 1
22 4 9 9 9 1 . 1 3 .  92 1 0 . 5 5 0 . 9 1 1 0 2 2 . 0 9 8 . 5 1 3 1 3 5 0 . 9 2 3 . 5 8 . 4 1 2 0 7 0 . 1 0 . 9
225 10 0 4  0 . 1 4 . 0 1 1 0 . 3 0 0 . 9  t 1 0 2 4 . 7 1 0 1 . 5 1 3 5 3 5 4 . 9 2 3 . 2 7 . 8 1 1 1 6 2 . 1 2 . 1
22 6 1 0 0 8 7 . 14 .  00 1 0 . 1 0 0 . 9 0 102 C . 0 9 6 . 8 1 1 2 7 0 9 . 9 2 3 . 2 7 . 2 9 0 5 6 . 1 2 . 4
22 7 1 0 1 3 1 . 1 4 . 0 1 9 . 8 9 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 7 . 1 9 4 . 0 1 2 6 9 6 8 . 9 2 3 . 1 8 . 9 1 3 0 4 2 . 9 . 7
2 2 8 1 0 1 9 1 . 1 3 .  94 9 . 5 6 0 . 9 2 1 0 2 0 . 3 9 6 . 9 1 2 9 2 0 9 . 9 2 3 . 4 7 . 6 1 0 9 8 4 . 1 1 . 8
2 2 9 1 0 2 6 1 . 1 3 . 9 8 9 . 2  1 0 . 9 3 1 0 2 0 . 6 9 7 . 3 1 2 9 7 4 1 . 9 2 3 . 3 7 . 5 1 0 8 1 9 . 1 2 . 0
230 1 0 3 2 0 . 1 3 . 8 6 8 . 9  1 0 . 9 2 1 0 1 6 . 2 9 2 . 0 1 2 2 6 1 5 . 9 2 4 . 3 7 . 6 1 0 9 3 1 . 1 1 . 2
23 1 1 0 3 7 0 . 1 3 . 7 1 8 . 7 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 2 1 . 7 9 6 . 6 1 2 8 8 0 1 . 925 .  1 7 . 6 1 0 9 4 7 . 1 1 . 8
23 2 1 0 4 2 1 . 1 3 . 6 1 8 . 4 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 7 . 9 9 2 . 5 1 2 3 3 0 9 . 9 2 5 . 4 8 . 3 1 1 9 2 4 . 1 0 .  3
- 2 3 3 1 0 4 7 0  . 1 3 . 6 0 8 . 1 0 C . 9 0 1 0 1 0 .  1 8 4 .  1 4 8 3 0 2 . 9 2 6 . 0 7 . 8 4 8 3 9 . 1 0 . 0
234 9 7 9 0 . 1 3 . 8 5 1 1 . 5 5 0 .  71 1 0 1 6 . 2 9 1 . 8 1 1 7 5 1 9 . 9 2 4 . 5 7 . 1 9 8 7 9 . 1 1 . 9
2 35 9 8 4 2 . I  3 . 9 6 1 1 . 3 1 0 . 8 8 1 0 1 9 . 4 9 6 . 7 1 2 8 9 3 4 . 9 2 2 . 7 8 . 2 1 1 8 3 6 . 1 0 . 9
2 3 6 9 8 9 1 . 1 4 .  09 1 1 . 0 6 0 . 9 9 1 0 2 0 . 4 9 8 . 6 1 3 1 4 5 4 . 9 2 1 . 8 7 . 9 1 1 3 6 9 . 1 1 . 6
237 992  7 . 1 4 .  16 1 3 . 8  7 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 8 . 5 9 7 . 2 5 6 3 5 . 9 2 1 . 2 7 . 8 4 9 0 . 1 1 . 5
23 8 9 9 4 8 . 1 4 . 1 9 1 0 . 7 7 0 . 9 9 10 1 9 . 5 9 7 . 6 1 3 1 3 8 2 . 9 2 0 . 9 7 . 9 1 1 4 9 2 . 1 1 . 4
2 3 9 1 0 0 1 3 . 1 4 . 2 1 1 0 . 4 4 0 . 9 9 1 0 2 0 . 3 9 9 . 7 1 3 2 9 4 0 . 9 2 0 . 6 8 . 2 1 1 8 5 2 . 1 1 . 2
240 1 0 0 6 3 . 1 4 . 2 5 1 0 . 1 7 0 . 9 9 1 0 2 2 . 6 1 0 2 . 0 1 3 5 9 9 1 . 9 2 0 . 6 8 . 1 1 1 6 6 1 . 1 1 . 7
241 1 0 1 1 1 . 1 4 . 2 8 9 . 9 8 1 . 0 0 1 0 2 2 . 5 1 0 2 .  1 1 2 5 1 0 7 . 9 2 0 . 4 7 . 5 9 9 7 0 . 1 2 . 5
242 1 0 1 6 0 . 1 4 . 2 6 9 . 7 3 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 9 . 3 9 8 . 8 1 3 3 4 2 1 . 9 2 0 . 5 8 . 0 1 1 6 5 0 . 1 1 . 5
24 3 1 0 2 1 9 . 14 . 2 4 9 . 4  2 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 9 . 6 9 8 . 9 1 3 1 8 5 3 . 9 2 0 . 7 7 . 8 1 1 2 1 9 . 1 1 .  8
244 1 0 2 8 2 . 1 4 . 2 1 9 . 1 0 0 . 9 9 1 0 2 1 . 2 10 0 . 2 1 3 3 6 0 3 . 9 2 1 . 0 7 . 5 1 0 8 3 5 . 1 2 . 3
24 5 1 0 3 3 9 . 1 4 . 1 1 3 . 3  2 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 8 . 0 9 6 . 2 1 2 3 2 2 8 . 921 . 8 7 . 5 1 0 7 8 2 . 1 1 . 9
2 4 6 1 0 3 9 1 . 1 4 .  03 8 . 5 8 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 7 . 6 9 5 . 3 1 2 7 0 3 6 . 9 2 2 . 3 7 . 5 1 0 8 2 2 . 1 1 . 7
24 7 1 0 4 4 4 . 1 3 . 9 4 8 . 2  8 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 6 . 3 9 3 . 5 1 2 4 6 8 1 . 9 2 2 . 7 8 . 0 1 1 4 6 8 . 1 0 . 9
- 2 4 8 10 4 8 5 . 1 3 . 9 4 8 . 0 4 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 2 . 0 8 8 . 9 5 0 5 2 3 . 9 2 3 . 1 7 . 6 4 6 5 4 . 1 0 . 9
2 4 9 9 8 3 1 . 1 4 . 1 2 1 1 . 3 3 0 . 7 1 1 0 1 5 . 8 9 4 . 2 1 1 6 6 3 2 . 9 2 1 . 7 7 . 4 9 8 3 5 . 1 1 . 9
2 5 0 9 3 6 3 . 1 4 . 2 0 1 1 . 2 C 0 . 9  0 1 0 2 0 . 0 9 9 . 3 1 3 2 3 9 5 . 9 2 0 . 7 8 . 3 1 1 9 5 0 . 1 1 . 1
251 991 0 . 14 . 30 10 . 9  8 1 . 0 8 1 0 2 5 . 1 1 0 5 . 4 138 3 8 4 . 9 1 9 . 6 7 . 6 1 0 7 4 5 . 1 2 . 9
252 9 9 6 6 . 1 4 . 3 9 1 0 . 6 7 1 . 0 5 1 0 2 0 . 3 1 0 1 . 4 1 3 6 5 7 2 . 9 1 8 . 9 8 . 0 1 1 6 9 1 . 1 1 . 7
253 1 0 0 2 4 . 1 4 .  39 1 0 . 3 3 1 . 0 5 1 0 1 9 . 1 1 0 0 . 4 1 3 3 8 3 5 . 9 1 8 . 7 8 . 2 1 1 7 6 5 . 1 1 . 4
254 1 0 0 8 4 . 1 4 .  47 1 0 . 0 4 1.  07 1 0 2 1 . 5 1 0 3 .  1 1 3 7 4 2 7 . 9 1 8 . 4 8 . 4 1 2 0 6 4 . 1 1 . 4
255 1 0 1 3 0 . 1 4 . 5 0 9 . 9  0 1 . 1 0 1 0 2 5 . 8 1 0 7 . 8 1 3 8 7 1 2 . 9 1 8 . 0 7 . 5 1 0 4 4 0 . 1 3 . 3
2 5 6 1 0 1 8 0 . 1 4 . 5 0 9. ' 6 0 1 . 0 9 1 0 2 0 . 1 1 0 1 . 9 1 3 75  8 5 . 9 1 8 . 2 7 . 2 1045  7 . 1 3 . 2
25 7 1 0 2 3 5 . 1 4 . 4 6 9 . 3 5 1 . 0 5 1 0 1 8 . 2 9 9 . 4 1325 0 5 . 9 1 8 . 8 8 . 0 1 1 4 9 2 . 1 1 . 5
25 8 1 0 2 9 8 . 1 4 . 4 0 9 . 0 1 1 . 0 4 1 0 2 1 . 3 1 0 2 . 2 1 3 6 2 4 2 . 9 1 9 . 1 7 . 6 1 0 9 2 9 . 1 2 . 5
259 1 0 3 5 9 . 1 4 . 3 2 9 . 7 2 1 . 0 6 10 1 8 . 7 9 9 . 1 1 3 2 1 5 6 . 9 1 9 . 6 7 . 4 1 0 6 5 7 . 1 2 .  4
2 6 0 1 0 4 1 0 . 1 4 .  30 8 . 5 0 1 . 0 9 1 0 1 4 . 2 9 4 .  1 1 2 5 4 9 3 . 9 2 0 . 1 7 . 3 1 0 5 4 0 . 1 1 . 9
261 1 0 4 6 0 . 1 4 . 2 0 8 . 2 0 1 . 0 9 1 0 1 6 . 8 9 6 . 4 1 2 8 5 2 2 . 9 2 0 . 4 8 . 1 1 1 6 2 7 . 1 1 .  1
- 2 6 2 1 0 5 1 0 . 14 . 2 0 7 . 9 0 1 . 1 0 1 0 1 2 . 0 9 1 . 0 5 1 1 0 2 . 9 2 1 . 0 7 . 0 4 2 5 3 . 1 2 . 0
263 9 8 6 9  . 1 4 . 4 8 1 1 . 1 1 0 . 6 2 1 0 1 5 . 1 9 7 . 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 • 9 1 8 . 2 7 . 1 9 4 4 0 . 1 2 . 7
264 989  5 . 1 4 .  46 1 1 . 0 3 0 . 8 9 1 0 1 8 . 3 1 0 0 . 3 1 3 3 6 7 8 . 9 1 8 . 0 8 . 0 1 1 5 5 8 . 1 1 . 6
26 5 9 9 3 6 . 1 4 . 4 8 1 0 . 8 3 0 . 9 8 1 0 2 1 . 1 1 0 3 . 5 1 1 9 0 4 7 . 9 1 7 . 6 8 . 0 9 9 6 8 . 1 1 . 9
2 6 6 9 9 8 4  . 1 4 . 5 3 10 . 6 0 1 . 0 0 1 0 2 1 . 2 1 0 4 . 0 1 4 0 0 4 4 . 9 1 7 . 2 8 . 2 1 1 9 4 0 . 1 1 . 7
267 1 0 0 3 6 . 1 4 . 5 4 1 C . 3 2 1 . 0 0 102 0 . 0 1G3 . 0 1 3 7 3 4 2 . 9 1 7 . 0 8 . 1 1 1 7 0 7 . 1 1 . 7
268 1 0 1 0 2 . 14 . 6 4 9 . 9 7 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 9 . 3 1 0 3 .  1 1 3 7 4 0 0 . 9 1 6 . 3 8 . 3 1 1 9 6 7 . 1 1 . 5
2 6 9 1 0 1 5 2 . 1 4 .  67 9 . 7 6 1 . 0 0 1 0 2 2 . 9 1 0 7 . 0 1 4 4 1 5 1 . 9 1 6 . 0 7 . 6 1 1 0 5 5 . 1 3 . 0
27 0 1 0 2 0 3 . 1 4 . 6 7 9 . 5 0 1 . 0 0 1 0 2 2 . 6 1 0 6 . 4 1 4 3 7 6 4 . 9 1 6 . 1 7 . 9 1 1 5 9 3 . 1 2 . 4
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* * R LOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
i
BLK |
R T U / L B 1 
AS R E - !
PROXIM 
POI  S-
( * )  I U L T I  Z I 
ASH I S U L - ! COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S . R .
* ! PORTEO! TURE I FUR ! ELEV ( FT  3 ( YDS 3 ELE V ( F T  3 (TONS V ( Y / T  3
271 1 0 2 5 5 . 1 4 . 6 5 9 . 2 3 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 9 . 3 1 0 2 . 7 1 3 6 9 4 5 . 9 1 6 . 6 7 . 9 1 1 4 1 6 . 1 2 . 0
272 1 0 3 1 7 . 1 4 . 6 2 8 . 9 1 0 . 9 8 1 0 2 0 . 2 1 0 3 . 3 1 3 7 7 8 2 . 9 1 6 . 8 7 . 7 I l l  1 7 . 1 2 . 4
273 10 3 7 1 . 1 4 . 5 0 8 . 6 6 0 . 9 9 1 0 2 0 . 2 10 2 . 5 1 3 6 6 3 4 . 9 1 7 . 7 7 . 8 1 1 1 6 9 . 1 2 . 2
2 7 4 1 0 4 3 0 . 1 4 .  54 8 . 3 9 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 6 . 4 9 9 . 0 1 3 2 0 0 6 . 9 1 7 . 4 7 . 4 1 0 5 9 2 . 1 2 . 5
2 7 5 1 0 4 8 0 . 1 4 . 4 6 8 . 1 1 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 2 . 9 9 4 . 6 1 2 6 1 2 3 . 9 1 8 . 3 7 . 8 1 1 2 3 6 . 1 1 . 2
- 2 7 6 1 0 5 1 9 . 1 4 . 4 2 7 . 9 0 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 0 . 5 9 1 . 8 5 0 9 8 2 . 9 1 8 . 6 7 . 9 4 7 1 2 . 1 0 . 3
2 7 7 9 8 7 8 . 1 4 . 5 5 1 1 . 0 7 0 . 6 5 1C 1 5 • 0 9 7 . 5 1 2 0 8 1 6 . 9 1 7 . 5 7 . 3 9 7 1 6 . 1 2 . 4
2 7 8 9 9 2 0 . 1 4 . 6 9 1 0 . 9 0 0 . 8 9 1 0 1 6 . 2 1 0 0 . 6 1 3 4 0 6 9 . 9 1 5 . 6 7 . 9 1 1 4 0 8 . 1 1 . 8
2 7 9 9 9 6 2 . 1 4 . 7 0 1 0 . 6 9 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 9 . 2 1 0 4 . 3 1 0 3 0 4 0 . 9 1 4 . 9 8 . 3 8 8 3 3 . 1 1 . 7
29 0 1 0 0 1 2 . 1 4 .  79 1 0 . 4  8 0 . 9 1 1 0 2 2 . 5 1 0 8 .  3 1 4 5 8 4 3 . 9 1 4 . 2 8 . 6 1 2 5 7 9 . 1 1 . 6
281 1 0 0 6 5 . 1 4 .  79 1 0 . 1 8 0 . 9 2 1 0 2 0 . 7 10 6 . 7 1 4 2 2 1 9 . 9 1 4 . 0 8 .  1 1 1 6 5 7 . 1 2 . 2
282 1 0 1 2 8 . 1 4 .  86 9 . 8  5 0 . 9 1 1 0 1 6 . 7 1 0 3 . 1 1 3 7 4 5 6 . 9 1 3 . 6 8 . 5 1 2 2 1 3 . 1 1 . 3
283 1 0 1 7 8 . 14 .  89 9 . 6 1 0 . 9 1 1 0 2 1 . 9 10 8 . 5 1 4 4 6  8 2 . 9 1 3 . 3 7 . 2 1 0 3 8 3 . 1 3 . 9
284 1 0 1 9 5 . 1 4 .  84 9 . 5 4 0 . 9 3 1 0 2 3 . 6 1 0 9 . 6 8 3 0 1 . 9 1 4 . 0 7 . 9 6 4 4 . 1 2 . 9
285 1 0 2 3 0 . 1 4 .  89 9 . 4  0 0 . 9 0 1 0 2 6 . 6 1 1 3 . 2 1 5 2 9 0 7 . 9 1 3 . 4 8 . 8 1 2 8 6 5 . 1 1 . 9
2 8 6 1 0 2 8 1 . 1 4 . 8 9 9 . 0 7 0 . 9 1 1 0 2 0 . 6 1 0 7 . 0 1 4 2 6 8 5 . 9 1 3 . 6 7 . 9 1 1 4 2 0 . 1 2 . 5
2 8 7 1 0 3 3 9 . 1 4 .  86 8 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 1 0 1 9 . 0 1 0 4 . 7 1 3 9 6 6 0 . 9 1 4 . 3 7 . 8 1 1 1 7 6 . 1 2 . 5
2 8 8 1 0 3 9 7 . 1 4 .  73 8 . 5 2 0 . 9 1 1 0 2 1 . 8 1 0 7 . 0 1 4 2 6 4 8 . 9 1 4 . 8 8 . 3 1 1 9 5 5 . 1 1 . 9
2 8 9 1 0 4 5 0  . 1 4 . 8 0 8 . 3 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 7 . 0 1 0 1 . 9 1 3 5 8 3 5 . 9 15 . 1 7 . 0 1 0 1 1 9 . 1 3 . 4
2 9 0 1 0 4 9 9 . 1 4 .  79 3 . 0 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 C 9 . 3 9 3 . 9 1 2 5 1 4 1 . 9 1 5 . 4 7 . 6 1 0 9 5 7 . 1 1 . 4
- 2 9 1 1 0 5 5 0 . 1 4 .  70 7 . 8 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 0 9 . 0 9 3 . 2 5 1 1 1 7 . 915 . 8 8 . 7 5 1 5 0 . 9 . 9
292 9 9 1 1 . 1 4 . 8 3 1 0 . 9 3 0 . 7 3 1 0 1 3 . 3 9 8 . 8 1 2 2 3 5 2 . 9 1 4 . 6 8 . 1 1 0 8 8 3 . 1 1 . 2
293 9 9 3 9 . 1 4 , 8  0 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 4 1 0 1 5 . 7 1 0 1 . 4 1 3 5 2 3 8 . 9 1 4 . 3 8 . 1 1 1 7 2 9 . 1 1 . 5
2 9 4 9 9 8 0 . 1 4 . 8 1 1 0 . 6 1 0 . 8 7 1 0 1 8 . 8 1 0 5 . 0 8 6 6 4 0 . 9 1 3 . 8 8 . 3 7 3 8 1 . 1 1 . 7
2 9 5 1 0 0 2 5 . 1 4 .  89 1 0 . 4 1 0 . 8 8 1 0 2 1 . 5 1 0 8 . 5 1 4 6 1 0 0 . 9 1 3 . 0 8 . 5 1 2 4 2 0 . 1 1 . 8
2 9 6 1 0 0 7 4 . 14 .  88 1 0 . 1 5 0 . 8 9 1 0 2 0 . 6 1 0 7 . 6 14 3 5 0 8 . 9 1 2 . 9 8 . 2 1 1 7 8 8 . 1 2 . 2
2 9 7 1 0 1 3  7 . 1 4 . 9 5 9 . 8 0 0 . 8 8 1 0 1 7 . 4 1 0 5 . 1 1 4 0 0 7 8 . 9 1 2 . 4 8 . 3 1 1 9 4 2 . 1 1 . 7
2 9 8 1 0 1 8 2 . 1 4 .  96 9 . 6 0 0 . 9 0 1 0 2 0 . 4 1 0 7 . 9 1 4 3 9 1 1 . 912 . 4 7 . 6 1 0 9 4 6 . 1 3 . 1
2 99 1 0 2 1 0 . 1 4 . 9 5 9 . 4 7 0 . 8 9 1 0 2 1 . 6 1 0 9 . 3 1 4 9 7 8 . 9 1 2 . 2 7 . 9 1 1 6 7 . 1 2 . 8
300 1 0 2 6 0 . 15 .  01 9 . 2 3 0 .  85 1 0 2 3 . 0 1 1 1 . 6 1 5 0 7 7 9 . 9 1 1 . 4 8 . 3 1 2 1 5 8 . 1 2 . 4
301 1 0 3 1 0 . 1 5 .  06 8 . 9  4 0 . 8 4 1 0 2 0 . 1 1 0 8 . 9 1 4 5 1 9 7 . 9 1 1 . 2 7 . 9 1 1 3 9 2 . 1 2 . 7
302 1 0 3 6 0 . 1 5 . 0 3 8 . 7 0 0 . 8 8 1 0 1 9 . 7 1 0 7 . 6 1 4 3 4 8 2 . 9 1 2 . 0 8 . 0 11 4 6 0  . 1 2 . 5
303 1 0 4 1 0 . 1 4 . 9 3 8 . 4  7 0 .  33 10 1 9 . 7 1 0 6 . 8 1 4 2 3 4 9 . 9 1 3 . 0 8 , 2 1 1 7 5 7 . 1 2 . 1
304 1 0 4 7 4 . 1 5 .  06 3 . 1 5 0 .  35 1 0 1 9 . 0 1 0 7 . 2 1 4 2 8 7 6 . 9 1 1 . 8 7 . 3 1 0 5 3 4 . 1 3 . 6
305 1 0 4 9 9  . 1 4 . 7 9 8 . 0 2 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 0 . 8 9 5 . 8 1 2 7 6 8 3 . 9 1 5 .  1 7 . 7 110 5 7 . 1 1 . 5
- 3  0 6 1 0 5 3 8 . 1 4 . 6 8 7 . 8 4 0 . 9 2 1 G 0 6 . 5 9 0 . 3 4 02 8 7 . 9 1 6 . 2 8 . 4 4 0 2 7 . 1 0 . 0
3 0 7 9 9 3 9 . 1 5 . 1 7 1 9 . 3 0 0 . 7 0 1 0 1 0 . 3 9 9 . 1 1 2 2 7 0 7 . 9 1 1 . 2 8 . 8 1 1 7 9 1 . 1 0 . 4
308 9 9 8 7 . 1 5 .  15 1 0 . 5 9 0.  69 1 0 1 2 .  1 1 0 2 . 0 1 3 6 0 2 9 . 9 1 0 . 1 8 . 2 1 1 7 8 8 . 1 1 . 5
3 0 9 1002  7 . 1 5 . 1 6 1 0 . 3 6 0 . 7 4 1 0 1 5 . 8 1 0 6 .  1 7 0 3 0 3 . 909 . 7 8 . 4 5 9 7 8 . 1 1 . 8
31 0 1 0 0 5 8 . 1 5 . 1 6 1 0 . 2 2 0 . 8 1 10 1 8 . 8 1 0 9 . 0 1 4 6 7 6 0 • 909  . 8 8 . 5 1 2 3 9 9 . 1 1 . 8
311 1 0 1 1 1 . 1 5 .  19 9 . 9 7 0 . 8 1 1 0 1 9 . 6 1 1 0 . 2 1 4 6 9 4 7 . 9 0 9 . 4 8 . 4 1 2 1 4 4 . 1 2 . 1
312 1 0 1 7 1 . 1 5 . 2 6 9 . 6 4 0 . 7 7 1 0 1 8 . 2 1 0 9 . 6 1 4 6 1 5 1 . 9 0 8 . 6 8 . 3 1 1 9 6 9 . 1 2 . 2
313 1 0 2 0 5 . 15 . 2 6 9 . 4 8 0 . 8 2 1 0 1 7 . 0 1 0 8 . 2 1 4 4 2 0 3 . 9 0 8 . 8 7 . 7 1 1 0 7 6 . 1 3 . 0
314 1 0 2 5 5 . 1 5 . 2 1 9 . 2 5 C.  79 1 0 1 9 . 0 1 1 0 . 3 2 1 8 7 0 . 9 0 8 . 6 7 . 9 1 6 8 4 . 1 3 . 0
315 1 0 3 2 9 . 1 5 .  34 3 . 8 9 0 . 7 2 1 0 1 7 . 7 1 1 1 . 6 1 5 0 6 7 3 . 9 0 6 . 1 8 . 1 1 1 8 4 2 . 1 2 . 7
316 1 0 3 5 1 . 15 .  32 8 . 7 5 0 . 7 4 1 0 2 0 . 4 1 1 2 . 3 1 5 0 4 3 6 . 9 0 7 . 5 7 . 7 1 1 0 4 5 . 1 3 . 6
317 1 0 3 9 8  . 1 5 . 3 8 3 . 5  1 0 . 8 0 1 0 2 1 . 7 1 1 4 . 4 1 5 2 5 2 6 . 9 0 7 .  3 8 . 3 1 1 9 0 3 . 1 2 . 8
318 1 0 4 4 6 . 1 5 . 2 7 3 . 3 1 0 . 8 1 1 0 1 5 . 6 1 0 6 .  3 1 4 1 7 8 7 . 9 0 9 . 3 8 . 5 1 2 3 0 8 . 1 1 . 5
3 1 9 1 0 4 9 7 . 1 5 . 2 8 8 . 0  2 0 . 8 0 1 0 2 0 . 7 1 1 1 . 5 1 4 8 6 4 3 . 9 0 9 . 3 7 . 2 1 0 4 2 2 . 1 4 . 3
- 3 2 0 10 5 0 0 . 1 4 . 9 2 8 . 0 2 0 . 8 7 1 0 1 2 . 1 9 8 . 6 1 2 3 8 1 0 . 9 1 3 . 6 7 . 6 1 0 2 8 0 . 1 2 . 0
321 9 9 4 7 . 15 . 18 1 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 0 1 0 0 9 . 4 9 8 . 5 1 2 2 0 2 5 . 9 1 0 . 9 8 . 7 1 1 6 7 1 . 1 0 . 5
322 1 0 0 1 0 . 1 5 .  30 1 0 . 5 0 C.  60 1 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 2 . 0 1 3 6 0 1 1 . 908  . 0 8 . 0 1 1 5 2 4 . 1 1 . 8
323 10 0 5 8 . 1 5 . 3 4 1 0 . 1 8 0 . 7 1 1 0 1 5 . 0 1 0 7 . 3 5 3 6 9 4 . 90 7 . 7 8 . 4 4 5 2 9 . 1 1 . 9
324 1 0 0 7 8 . 1 5 . 3 5 1 0 . 1 0 0 . 7 5 10 1 6 . 5 10 9 . 0 1 4 6 7 9 1 . 9 0 7 . 5 8 . 6 1 2 4 4 1 . 1 1 . 8
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* *  BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
1 B T U / L B !  PROXI M C«)  I U L T I  X I
BLK ! AS R E -  ! ■KOI S- ASH 1 SUL-  I COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S . R .
*  ! PORTED! TUR E I FUR 1 ELEV ( F T ) ( Y D S ) ELEV ( F T ) ( T ONS) ( Y / T )
325 1 0 1 1 9 . 1 5 .  31 9 . 9 4 0 . 7 9 1 0 1 8 . 3 1 1 0 . 3 1 4 7 0 9 2 . 9 0 8 . 0 8 . 6 1 2 4 0 9 . 1 1 . 9
32 6 1 0 1 7 9 . 1 5 .  36 9 . 6 0 0 . 7 2 1 0 1 9 . 2 1 1 1 . 7 1 4 8 9 9 9 . 9 0 7 . 5 8 . 4 1 2 0 8 2 . 1 2 . 3
32 7 1 0 2 1 6 . 1 5 . 3 7 9 . 4 2 0 . 8 0 1 0 1 5 . 6 1 0 8 . 3 1 4 4 3 7 4 . 9 0 7 . 3 7 . 5 1 0 8 3 9 . 1 3 . 3
328 1 0 2 7 1 . 1 5 .  31 9 . 1 6 0 . 7 6 1 0 1 7 . 5 1 1 0 . 2 2 35 8 8 . 9 0 7 . 3 7 . 8 2 1 9 0 . 1 3 .  1
32 9 1 0 3 6 1 . 1 5 . 4 9 8 . 7 3 0 . 6 5 1 0 1 5 . 4 1 1 1 . 7 1 5 0 9 2 6 . 9 0 3 . 6 8 . 1 1 1 8 2 5 . 1 2 . 8
330 1 0 3 6 1  . 1 5 . 4 0 8 . 7 0 0 . 7 0 1 0 2 1 . 6 1 1 4 . 7 1 5 2 9 9 3 . 9 0 6 . 8 7 . 4 1 0 6 1 4 . 1 4 . 4
331 104 0 0 . 1 5 .  36 8 .  50 0 . 7 9 1 0 2 0 . 4 1 1 3 . 1 1 5 0 7 4 4 . 9 0 7 . 4 8 . 2 1 1 7 7 9 . 1 2 . 8
332 1 0 4 4 5 . 1 5 . 2 7 8 . 3 2 0 . 8 1 1 0 1 5 . 9 1 0 6 . 7 1 4 2 2 0 3 . 9 0 9 . 3 8 . 5 1 2 2 5 6 . 1 1 . 6
- 3 3 3 10 4 8 6 . 1 5 . 2 4 8 . 0  8 0 . 8 1 1 0 1 9 . 6 1 0 9 . 8 1 9 1 2 2 8 . 909  . 8 7 , 4 1 3 8 8 6 . 1 3 . 8
334 9 9 7 1 . 1 5 . 2 4 1 0 . 6 7 0 . 6 6 1 0 0 5 . 7 9 6 . 0 1 1 8 8 9 6 . 9 0 9 . 7 8 . 5 1 1 3 8 0 . 1 0 . 4
335 1 0 0 1 5 . 1 5 .  31 1 0 . 4 6 0 . 6 2 1 0 1 0 . 8 1 0 2 . 8 1 3 7 0 3 7 . 9 0 8 . 1 8 . 1 1 1 7 2 2 . 1 1 . 7
3 3 6 1 0 0 6 3 . 1 5 .  38 1 0 . 1 6 0 . 6 9 1 0 1 4 . 4 1 0 7 . 2 3 6 2 3 0 . 9 0 7 . 2 8 . 4 3 0 5 2 . 1 1 . 9
33 7 1 0 0 8 4 . 1 5 . 4 0 1 0 . 0 7 0 . 7 3 1 0 1 5 . 6 1 0 8 . 6 14 6 2 4 8 . 9 0 7 . 0 8 . 5 124 2 0 . 1 1 . 8
33 8 1 0 1 3 0  . 1 5 . 4 0 9 . 8  8 0 .  77 10 1 6 . 5 1 0 9 . 5 1 4 6 0 4 3 . 9 0 7 . 0 8 . 7 1 2 5 4 6 . 1 1 . 6
3 3 9 1 0 1 9 0 . 1 5 .  40 9 . 5  5 0 . 7 2 1 0 1 7 . 9 1 1 0 . 9 1 4 7 8 9 8 . 9 0 7 . 0 8 . 3 1 1 8 8 2 . 1 2 . 4
34 0 1 0 2 2 8 . 1 5 . 4 0 9 , 3 6 0 .  77 1 0 1 6 . 2 1 0 9 . 2 1 4 5 5 6 0 . 9 0 7 . 0 7 . 7 1 1 0 2 0 . 1 3 . 2
341 10 2 9 7 . 1 5 . 4 4 9 . 0 2 0 . 7 1 1 0 1 6 . 2 1 1 0 . 3 3 5 3 6 8 . 9 0 5 . 9 7 .  7 2 6 6 9  . 1 3 . 3
34 2 10 3 3 3 . 1 5 . 4 6 8 . 8 5 0 . 6 7 1 0 1 6 . 7 1 1 1 . 5 15 0 5 6 6 . 9 0 5 . 3 7 . 8 1 1 3 3 0 . 1 3 . 3
343 1 0 3 7 5 . 1 5 . 4 6 8 . 6  3 0 . 6 8 1 0 1 8 . 9 1 1 3 . 7 1 5 1 5 5 5 . 9 0 5 . 2 7 . 7 110 9 0 . 1 3 . 7
344 1 0 4 3 3 . 1 5 . 4 9 8 . 3 2 0 .  70 1 0 1 6 . 5 1 1 2 . 1 1 4 9 4 3 5 . 9 0 4 . 5 8 . 2 1 1 7 5 7 . 1 2 . 7
345 1044  6 . 1 5 .  38 8 . 2 9 0 .  76 1 0 1 5 . 9 1 0 8 . 9 1 4 5 1 3 3 . 9 0 7 . 1 8 . 5 122 0 0 , 1 1 . 9
- 3 4  6 1 0 4 7 6 . 15 . 3 0 3 . 1 4 0 . 8 0 1 0 1 8 . 1 1 0 9 .  1 9 7 4 3 3 . 9 0 9 . 0 7 . 9 7 5 9 6 . 1 2 . 8
347 9 9 8 0 . 1 5 .  2 6 1 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 4 10 0 2 . 5 9 3 . 2 1 1 5 4 6 7 . 9 0 9 . 3 8 . 4 1 1 2 1 1 . 1 0 . 3
34 8 1 0 0 3 4 . 15 .  34 10 .  34 0 . 6 4 1 0 1 2 * 0 1 0 4 . 4 1 3 9 2 4 2 . 9 0 7 . 6 8 . 2 1 1 7 5 3 . 1 1 . 8
3 4 9 1 0 C 5 2 . 1 5 . 3 7 1 0 . 2 2 0 . 6 7 1 0 1 3 . 5 1 0 6 . 2 1 8 6 2 4 . 9 0 7 . 3 8 . 3 1 5 6 8 . 1 1 . 9
35 0 1 0 0 8 6 . 1 5 . 4 0 1 0 . 0 6 0 . 7 4 1 0 1 5 . 1 1 0 8 . 1 1 4 5 5 2 6 . 9 0 7 . 0 8 . 6 1 2 4 5 4 . 1 1 . 7
351 1 0 1 3 6 . 1 5 . 4 0 9 . 8 5 0 . 7 6 1 0 1 3 . 2 1 0 6 . 2 1 4 1 5 4 0 . 9 0 7 . 0 8 . 7 1 2 5 1 2 . 1 1 . 3
352 1 0 1 9 4 . 1 5 .  40 9 . 5 3 0 .  74 1 0 1 6 . 2 1 0 9 . 2 1 4 5 5 5 5 . 9 0 7 . 0 8 .  1 1 1 7 2 7 . 1 2 . 4
353 1 0 2 5 2 . 1 5 . 4 0 9 . 2  4 0 .  76 1 0 1 6 . 2 1 0 9 . 2 1 4 5 6 1 3 . 9 0 7 . 0 7 . 5 1 0 8 5 8 . 1 3 . 4
354 1 0 2 8 8 . 15 .  40 9 . 0 6 0 .  71 1 0 1 7 . 6 1 1 0 . 6 4 2 2 3 4 . 90 7 . 0 7 . 6 3 1 2 9 , 1 3 . 5
355 1 0 3 0 2 . 1 5 .  4 0 8 . 9 9 0 . 7 0 1 0 1 7 . 9 1 1 1 . 0 1 4 9 9 7 4 . 9 0 6 . 9 7 . 6 1 1 0 9 8 . 1 3 . 5
3 5 6 1 0 3 9 1 . 1 5 . 4 9 8 . 6  0 0 . 6 5 1 0 1 7 . 0 1 1 2 . 8 1 5 0 4 2 3 . 9 0 4 . 2 7 . 8 1 1 2 3 1 . 1 3 . 4
3 5 7 1 0 4 6 8  . 1 5 . 5 9 3 . 1 1 0 . 5 1 1 0 1 3 . 9 1 1 2 . 7 1 5 0 2 3 2 . 9 0 1 . 2 8 . 2 1 1 8 1 3 . 1 2 . 7
- 3 5 8 1 0 4 6 0 . 15 . 4 6 8 . 2 0  . 0 . 7 0 1 0 1 2 . 3 1 0 7 . 4 1 4 8 0 3 0 . 9 0 4 . 9 8 . 4 1 2 4 9 2 . 1 1 . 9
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* *  C U M U L A T I V E  BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
J B T U / L B I  PR OX IM ( ? )  I U L T I  %!
BLK 1 AS R E - ! MOI S­ ASH 1 SUL-  I o v e r b u r o e n TOTAL COAL S • R a
*  t PQRTED1 TURE 1 FUR 1 ( YARDS) ( TONS) ( Y / T )
1 9 5 5 3 . 8 .  83 1 2 . 7 4 0 . 6 2 6 9 1 1 3 . 1 1 2 1 3 . 6 . 2
2 9 5 9 7 . 9 .  05 1 2 . 5 3 0 . 6 4 1 4 2 9 0 0 . 2 3 5 9 7 . 6 . 1
3 960 4 . 9 . 0 5 1 2 . 5 0 0 . 6 4 1 5 6 6 7 6 . 2 6 1 0 1 . 6 . 0
4 9 6 3 1 . 9 . 0 7 1 2 . 3 6 0 . 6 3 22 74 2 9 . 3 85 7 2 . 5 . 9
5 9 6 6 1 . 9 . 0 8 1 2 . 2 0 0 . 6 3 3 0 2 0 4 0 . 5 1 1 7 9 . 5 . 9
6 9 6 8 7 . 9 .  13 1 2 . 0 7 0 . 6 3 3 7 7 8 5 0 . 6 3 9 5 1 . 5 . 9
7 9692  . 9 . 1 3 1 2 . 0 5 0 . 6  3 39 1 0 6 3 . 6 6 3 0 1 . 5 . 9
a 97 2 2 . 9 . 1 3 1 1 . 9  0 0 . 6 3 4 6 5 9 7 3 . 790 7 3 . 5 . 9
9 9 7 4 9 . 9 .  12 1 1 . 7 6 0 . 6 3 5 4 6 1 2 4 . 9 1 0 1 6 . 6 . 0
10 9 7 7 3 . 9 .  09 1 1 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 62 3 4 6 5 . 10 18 2  0 . 6 . 1
11 9 8 02  . 9 . 0 8 I  1 . 4 9 0 .  64 69 7 0 1 1 . 1 1 3 0 7 3 . 6 . 2
1? 9 8 3 1 . 9 .  05 1 1 . 3 5 0 . 6 5 7 6 5 2 7 3 . 1 2 4 4 1 3 . 6 . 2
13 9 8 6 4 . 9 . 0 7 1 1 . 1 9 0 . 6 6 8 2 4 1 8 6 . 1 3 5 8 9 4 . 6 . 1
- 1 4 9 8 7 7 . 9 .  08 1 1 . 1 2 0 . 6 6 84 8 9 9 9 . 1 4 1 0 4 5 . 6 . 0
15 9 8 5 3 . 9 . 0 5 1 1 . 2 4 0 . 6 6 9 2 0 5 9 9 . 1 5 1 9 0 2 . 6 . 1
1 6 9 8 3 5  . 9 . 0 7 1 1 . 3 3 0 . 6 6 9 9 9 0 2 3 . 1 6 3 9 3 1 . 6 . 1
17 9 8 3 1 . 9 . 0 7 1 1 . 3  5 0 . 6 6 1 0 2 2 8 9 4 . 1 6 8 0 3 0 . 6 . 1
18 9 8 2 1 . 9 .  06 1 1 . 4 0 0 . 6 6 1 0 9 4 3 3 3 . I P 05 3 3• 6 . 1
19 9 8 1 6 . 9 . 0 7 1 1 . 4 2 0 . 6  5 1 1 6 9 7  8 2 . 1 9 3 0 9 2 . 6 .  1
2 0 9 8 1 5  . 9 . 1 0 1 1 . 4 3 0 . 6 5 1 2 4 9 4 7 1 . 2 0 5 8 9 3 . 6 . 1
21 9815  . 9 . 1 0 1 1 . 4 3 0 . 6 6 1 2 6 7 6 3 4 . 2 0 8 3 5 0 . 6 . 1
2 2 9 8 1 9 . 9 . 1 0 1 1 . 4 1 0 . 6 5 1 3 4 5 4 9 8 . 2 2 1 6 3 5 . 6 . 1
23 9 8 2 5  . 9 . 1 1 1 1 . 3 8 0 . 6 5 142 0 7 0 9 . 2 3 3 8 9 2 . 6 . 1
24 9 0 3 2 . 9 . 0 9 1 1 . 3 4 0 . 6 5 1 5 0 5 3 5 6 . 2 4 4 5 4 5 . 6 . 2
25 9 8 4 2 . 9 .  09 1 1 . 2 9 0 . 6 6 1 5 9 0 6 8 7 . 2 5 6 0 6 1 . 6 . 2
26 9 8 5 4 . 9 . 0 8 1 1 . 2 3 0 . 6 6 1 6 4 9 5 5 4 . 2 6 7 3 3 1 . 6 . 2
27 9 8 6 8 . 9 .  09 1 1 . 1 6 0 .  66 1 7 1 1 5  92 . 2 7 8 8 4 6 . 6 . 1
- 2 8 9 8 7 5  . 9 .  09 1 1 . 1 3 0 . 6 7 • 1 7 3 9 6 8 1 . 2 8 4 1 8 8 . 6 . 1
2 9 9 8 6 3 . 9 . 0 8 1 1 . 1 9 0 . 6 6 1 8 1 1 9 6 3 . 2 9 5 1 1 2 . 6 . 1
30 9 8 5 3 . 9 .  10 1 1 . 2  4 0 . 6 7 1 8 9 6 9 3 2 . 3 0 7 4 3 3 . 6 . 2
31 9 8 4 9 . 9 . 1 0 1 1 . 2 6 0 . 6 7 1 9 3 3 3 1 7 . 3 1 3 0 5 1 . 6 . 2
32 9 8 4 3  . 9 . 1 1 1 1 . 2 9 0 . 6 7 2 0 0 8 0 9 8 . 3 2 5 4 2 1 . 6 . 2
3 3 9 8 4 0 . 9 . 1 3 1 1 . 3 0 C. 67 2 0 8 7 5 2 0 . 3 3 7 7 5 1 . 6 . 2
34 9 8 3 9 . 9 . 1 4 1 1 . 3 1 0 . 6 7 2 1714  34 . 3 5 0 5 5 3 . 6 . 2
35 9 8 3 9  . 9 .  15 1 1 . 3 1 0 . 6 7 2 1 9 4 2 6 4 . 3 5 4 1 2 1 . 6 . 2
3 6 9 8 4 0 . 9 .  16 1 1 . 3 1 0 . 6 7 2 2 7 6 6 3 3 . 3 6 6 9 9 7 . 6 . 2
37 9 8 4 4 . 9 . 1 7 1 1 . 2 9 0 . 6 7 2 3 6 6 3 6 3 . 3 7 9 6 3 7 . 6 . 2
38 984 8 . 9 . 1 8 1 1 . 2 6 0 . 6 7 2 4 4 9 0 7 9 . 3 9 0 8 3 4 . 6 . 3
39 9 8 5 5 . 9 .  18 1 1 . 2 3 0 . 6 7 2 5 2 8 5 7 4 . 4 0 2 7 8 7 . 6 .  3
40 9 8 6 2 . 9 . 1 8 1 1 . 1 9 0 . 6 8 2 5 9 9 8 1 8 . 4 1 4 4 5 0 . 6 . 3
41 9 8 7 2 . 9 . 1 9 1 1 . 1 4 0 . 6 8 2 6 6 6 2 4 5 . 4 2 6 2 8 5 . 6 . 3
- 4 2 9 8 7 7 . 9 . 1 9 1 1 . 1 2 0 . 6 8 2 6 9 6 0 7 3 . 4 3 1 4 2 8 . 6 . 2
43 9 8 6 9 . 9 . 2 0 1 1 . 1 6 0 . 6 8 2 7 7 5 5 2 7 . 4 4 3 3 7 0 . 6 . 3
44 9 8 6 2 . 9 . 2 1 1 1 . 2 0 0 . 6 8 2 8 6 0 2 6 9 . 4 5 5 4 9 1 . 6 . 3
45 9 8 5 9 . 9 . 2 2 1 1 . 2 1 0 . 6 9 2 9 1 1 8 3 6 . 4 6 2 4 8 0 . 6 . 3
46 9 8 5 5 . 9 .  24 1 1 . 2 3 0 . 6 9 2 9 9 7 7 0 3 . 4 7 4 4 7 0 . 6 . 3
47 9 8 5 3  . 9 . 2 6 1 1 . 2 4 0 . 6 9 3 0 8 0 7 5 1 . 4 8 6 4 7 5 . 6 .  3
48 9 8 5 2 . 9 . 2 7 I  1 . 2 5 0 . 6 9 3 1 6 5 7 5 2 . 4 9 8 9 3 2 . 6 . 3
49 9 8 5 2 . 9 . 2 8 1 1 . 2 5 0 . 6 9 319 3 5 7 6 . 5 0 2 9 6 9 . 6 . 3
50 9 8 5 3 . 9 .  30 1 1 . 2 4 0 . 6 9 3 2 8 3 7 6 9 . 5 1 5 4 2 5 . 6 . 4
5 1 9 8 5 5  . 9 . 3 1 1 1 . 2 3 0 . 6 9 3 3 7 3 7 0 0 . 5 2 7 6 8 7 . 6 . 4
52 9 8 5 9  . 9 . 3  2 1 1 . 2 1 0 . 6 9 3 4 6 2 3 2 3 , 5 3 8 9 9 3 . 6 . 4
53 9 0 6 4 . 9 .  32 1 1 . 1 9 0 .  70 3 5 4 5 1 2 6 . 5 5 069 5 . 6 . 4
54 9 8 7 0 . 9 . 3 3 1 1 . 1 6 0 . 7 0 3 6 2 3 2 2 5 . 5 6 2 6 2 0 . 6 . 4
T 2098 151
* *  CUMULATI VE BLOCK B Y BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
! B T U / L 8 1 PROXIM C * )  I U L T I  Z l
BLK ! AS R6—! MOT S- ASH ! S U L - ! OVERBURDEN TOTAL COAL S . R .
*  ! PORTED! TURE ! FUR ! ( YARDS) ( T ONS) ( Y / T )
5 5 2 1 4 . 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 0 2 3 6 9 2 9 7 6 . 5 7 4 6 6 6 . 6 . 4
- 5  6 3 0 4 . 0 . 2 8 0 . 2 8 0 . 0 2 3 7 2 4 2 4 9 . 5 7 9 8 7  2 . 6 . 4
57 5 0 3 . 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 4 G. 04 3 8 0 8 1 9 6 . 5 9 2 5 6 3 . 6 . 4
58 6 8 1 . 0 .  69 0 . 7 7 0 . 0 6 3 8 9 4 3 4 9 . 6 0 4  34 7 . 6 . 4
59 8 0 2 . 0 . 8 2 0 . 9 2 0 . 0 7 3 9 6 1 4 5 5 . 6 1 2 5 4 1 . 6 . 5
60 96 8  . 1 . 0 1 1 . 1 3 0 . 0 9 4 0 5 6 3 1 1 . 6 2 4 1 9 3 . 6 . 5
61 1 1 3 0 . 1 .  18 1 . 3 2 0 .  10 4 1 4 8 3 1 5 . 6 3 5 8 6 2 . 6 . 5
62 1 2 8 4 . 1.  35 1 . 4 9 0 . 1 1 4 2 3 9 9 2 8 . 6 4 7 2 6 0 . 6 . 6
6 3 1 3 4 2 . 1 . 4 1 1 . 5 6 0 . 1 2 4 2 7 4 4 2 6 . 6 5 1 6 6 1 . 6 . 6
64 1 4 9 7 . 1 . 5 8 1 . 7 3 0 . 1 3 4 3 7 2 5 8 8 . 6 6 3  7 1 6 . 6 . 6
65 16 3 7 . 1 . 7 3 1 . 8 8 0 . 1 4 4 4 6 9 3 0 0 . 6 7 4 8 1 2 . 6 . 6
66 1 7 7 1 . 1 . 8 7 2 . 0 1 0.  16 4 564  3 7 9 . 6 8 5 7 3 6 . 6 . 7
67 19 0 3 . 2 . Cl 2 . 1 3 0 .  17 4 6 5 8 0 6 3 . 6 9 6 7 8 3 . 6 . 7
68 20 41  . 2 . 1 5 2 . 2  6 0 . 1 8 4 7 4 4 5 1 4 . 7 0 8 5 5 9 . 6 . 7
69 2 1 7 7 . 2 . 2 3 2 . 3  8 0 .  19 4 8 2 1 5 7 9 . 72 053 4 . 6 . 7
- 7  0 2 2 3 6 . 2 .  34 2 . 4 2 0 . 2 0 4 8 5 6 2 0 1 . 7 2 5 8 3 7 . 6 . 7
71 2 3 6 7 . 2 . 4 9 2 . 6 0 0 . 2 1 494 3 2 4 2 . 7 3 8 9 2 3 . 6 .  7
7? 2 4 8 1 . 2 . 6 1 2 . 7 5 0 . 2 2 5 0 3 0 9 0 6 . 7 5 0 6 5 5 . 6 . 7
73 2 5 7 1 . 2 . 7 2 2 . 8 7 0 . 2 3 5 1115  5 4 . 7 6 0 1 9 1 . 6 . 7
74 2 6 7 6 . 2 .  84 3 . 0 0 0 .  24 5 2 1 1 1 6 1 . 7 7 1 5 4 2 . 6 . 8
75 2 7 8 4 . 2 . 9 6 3 . 1 3 0 . 2 5 5 3 0 6 5 5 3 . 7 8 3 4 1 1 . 6 . 8
76 2 8 8 0 . 3 .  06 3 . 2  4 0 . 2 6 5 3 9 9 2 6 4 . 7 9 4 1 7 0 . 6 .  8
7 7 2 9 2 3 . 3 . 1 1 3 . 2 9 0 . 2 6 5 4 3 9 0 9 2 . 7 9 9  07 8 . 6 . 8
78 3 0 2 8 . 3 . 2 3 3 . 4 1 0 . 2 7 5 5 4 1 5 8 6 . 8 1 1 3 2 5 . 6 . 8
79 3 1 1 7 . 3 .  33 3 . 5 0 0 . 2 8 5 63 8 9 1 5 . 8 2 1 8 1 7 . 6 . 9
80 3 2 0 7 . 3 . 4 3 3 . 5 8 0 . 2 9 5 7 3 6 6 5 7 . 8 3 2 5 5 6 . 6 . 9
81 3 2 9 6 . 3 . 5 2 3 . 6 6 0 . 2 9 5 8 3 2 9 2 2 . 8 4 3 3 8 3 . 6 . 9
82 3391  . 3 .  62 3 . 7 4 0 . 3  0 5 9 2 2 6 9 8 . 8 5 5 1 5 2 . 6 . 9
83 3 4 8 7 . 3 . 7  2 3 . 8 2 0 . 3 1 6 0 0 3 3 7 2 . 8 6 7 3 8  9 . 6 . 9
- 8 4 3 5 2 7 . 3 . 7 6 3 . 8 5 C.  32 6 0 3 8 0 0 4 . 8 7 2 5 1 0 . 6 . 9
8 5 3 6 1 6  . 3 . 8 6 3 . 9 8 0 . 3 2 612 95 9 8 . 8 8 5 4 2 2 . 6 . 9
86 3695  . 3 . 9 5 4 . 0  9 0 . 3 3 6 2 1 9 9 2 6 . 8 9 7 1 3 2 . 6 . 9
8 7 3 7 6 8 . 4 .  04 4 . 1 8 0 . 3 4 6 3 1 2 7 9 4 . 9 0 8 1 8 6 . 7 . 0
88 384 3 . 4 .  13 4 . 2 8 0 .  35 6 4 1 3 0 0 5 . 9 1 9 7 6 5 . 7 . 0
8 9 3 9 1 5 . 4 . 2 2 4 . 3 6 0 . 3 5 6 5 1 5 4 1 9 . 9 3 0 9 0 7 . 7 . 0
90 3 9 8 4 . " 4 . 3 0 4 . 4 4 0 .  36 6 6 1 4 2 6 0 . 9 4 1 8 7 4 . 7 . 0
91 4 0 1 6 . 4 .  34 4 . 4 8 0 . 3 7 665  9 8 9 9 . 9 4 7 0 5 5 . 7 . 0
9 2 4 0 8 8  . 4 . 4  2 4 . 5 5 0 .  37 6 7 6 3 0 9 1 . 9 5 8 5 8 9 . 7 . 1
93 415 5 . 4 . 5  0 4 . 6 2 0 .  38 6 8 6 5 7 7 1 . 9 6 9 5 7  1 . 7 . 1
94 4 2 2 0 . 4 . 5 8 4 . 6 8 0 . 3 9 6 9 6 7 0 7 6 . 9 8 0 4 4 2 . 7 . 1
95 4 2 8 4 . 4 .  65 4 . 7 4 0 .  39 7 0 6 7 0 9 5 . 9 9 1 0 2  7 . 7 . 1
96 4 3 5 2 . 4 .  72 4 . 7 9 0 . 4 0 7 1 6 3 5 5 3 . 1 0 0 2 4 8 9 . 7 . 1
97 4 421 . 4 .  79 4 . 8 4 0 . 4 1 7 2 5 1 9 5 6 . 1 0 1 4 4 4 9 . 7 . 1
- 9 8 4 4 5 2 . 4 .  83 4 . 8 6 0 . 4 1 7 2 9 0 4 6 1 . 1 0 1 9 7 9 9 . 7 . 1
99 4 5 1 8 . 4 . 9 1 4 . 9 6 0 . 4 2 7 3 8 7 5 3 8 . 1 0 3 2 9 4 2 . 7 . 2
100 4 5 7 4  . 4 . 9 8 5 . 0 4 0 . 4 2 7 4 8 0 6 5 1 . 1 0 4 4 4 2 9 . 7 . 2
101 4 6 3 0 . 5 .  05 5 . 1 1 0 . 4 3 7 5 7 5 9 3 5 . 1 0 5 5 7 8 7 . 7 . 2
102 4 6 3 5 . 5 . 0 6 5 . 1 2 0 . 4 3 7 5 8 5 8 3 0 . 1 0 5 6 9 3 5 . 7 . 2
103 4 6 9 3 . 5 .  13 5 . 1 9 0 . 4 4 7 6 8 6 9 3 6 . 1 0 6 8 9 8 6 . 7 . 2
104 4 7 4 3 . 5 .  19 5 . 2 5 0 . 4 4 7 79 9 3 5 4 . 1 0 7 9 5 0 5 . 7 . 2
105 4 7 9 5 . 5 . 2 6 5 . 3 1 0 . 4 5 7 9 0 2 8 6 5 . 1 0 9 0 5 8 5 . 7 . 2
1 0 6 4 8 2 1 . 5 . 2 9 5 . 3 4 0 . 4 5 7 9 5 3 6 3 2 . 1 0 9 6 0 1 7 . 7 . 3
107 4 8 7 2 . 5 . 3 5 5 . 4  0 0 . 4 6 8 0 5 7 5 2 3 . 1 1 0 7 1 0 9 . 7 . 3
108 4 9 2 4 . 5 . 4 2 5 . 4  5 0 . 4 6 8 1 6 5 5 8 3 . 1 1 1 8 3 5 4 . 7 . 3
T 2098 152
* *  C U M U L A T I V E  BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *  ,
! B T U/ L R!  PROXIM ( ? )  I U L T I  X !
BLK 1 AS R E - ! » n i s - ASH ] SUL -  1 OVERBURDEN TOTAL COAL
* t PORT E 01 TURF 1 FUR 1 ( YARDS) ( TONS)
109 1 0 0 . 0 .  11 0 . 1 0 0 . 0 1 8 2 6 9 1 1 7 . 1 1 2 9 5 4 1 .
110 1 9 1 . 0 . 2 2 0 . 1 9 0 . 0 2 8 3 7 2 1 7 0 . 1 1 3 9 8 7 0 .
111 2 9 0 . 0 .  33 0 . 2 8 0 . 0 3 8 4 7 4 3 4 1 . 1 1 5 1 2 1 7 .
112 3 9 6 . C.  44 0 . 3 7 0 . 0 4 8 5 6 9 6 4 9 . 1 1 6 3 5 9 2 .
- 1 1 3 44 1 . 0 . 4 9 0 . 4 1 0 . 0  5 8 60 9 7 9 1 . 1 1 6 8 8 7 6 .
114 5 4 0 . 0 . 6 1 0 , 5  4 0 . 0 5 8 7 0 3 7 4 1 . 1 1 8 1 5 5 9 .
115 6 3 2 . 0 . 7 2 0 . 6 6 0 . 0 6 8 8 0 2 2 7 7 . 1 1 9 3 5 7 8 .
116 720 . 0 . 8 3 0 . 7 7 0 . 0 7 8 9 0 2 1 4 9 . 1 2 0 5 3 4 3 .
117 7 3 9 . 0 .  85 0 . 7 9 0 . 0 7 8 9 2 4 3 2 9 . 1 2 0 7 8 5 7 .
118 8 2 3 . 0 . 9 5 0 . 8  9 0 . 0 8 9 0 2 7 2 7 5 . 1 2 1 9 1 5 3 .
119 9 0 1 . 1 .  05 0 . 9 8 0 . 0 9 9 1 3 4 6 7 7 . 1 2 2 9 8 5 8 .
120 9 8 4 . 1 . 1 5 1 . 0 7 0 .  10 924  2 0 4 0 . 1 2 4 1 2 3 4 .
121 1 0 2 8 . 1 . 2 0 1 . 1 2 0 . 1 0 9 3 0 0 6 2 4 . 1 2 4 7 4 4 4 .
122 1 1 0 9 . 1 . 3 0 1 . 2  0 0 . 1 1 9 4 0 7 5 9 6 . 1 2 5 8 7 8 2 .
123 1 1 8 8 . 1 .  39 1 . 2 9 0 .  12 9 5 1 5 6 6 3 . 1 2 7 0 0 3 3 .
124 1 2 6 5 . 1 .  48 1.  36 0.  13 9 6 2 2 4 3 8 . 1 2 8 1 0 9 9 .
125 1 3 3 8 . 1 . 5  7 1 . 4 3 0 . 1 3 9 7 2 6 2 4 0 . 1 2 9 1 6 3 9 .
126 1 4 1 5 . 1 . 6 5 1 . 5 0 0 . 1 4 9 8 3 0 2 2 7 . 1 3 0 2 8 5 4 .
127 1 4 9 2 . 1 ,  74 1 . 5  6 0 .  15 9 9 2 9 6 7 5 . * 1 3 1 4 3 7 4 .
- 1 2 8 1 5 2 9 . 1 . 7 3 1 . 5 9 0 . 1 5 9 9 7 2 3 1 4 . 1 3 1 9 8 9 6 .
129 160 4 . 1 .  88 1 . 6 9 0 .  16 1 C 0 6 7 0 5 2 . 1 3 3 2 2 1 8 .
130 1 6 3 0 . 1 . 9 7 1 . 7 9 0 .  16 1 0 1 7 3 7 3 5 . 1 3 4 4 8 4 3 .
131 1 7 5 3 . 2 . 0 6 1 . 8 8 0 . 1 7 1 0 2 8 0 3 1 8 . 1 3 5 7 1 1 7 .
132 1 7 6 7 . 2 .  08 1 . 9  0 0 .  17 1 0 3 0 1 4 4 1 . 1 3 5 9 4 3 2 .
133 18 3 0 . 2 . 1 6 1 . 9 7 0 . 1 8 1 C 4 0 6 4 2 2 . 1 3 7 0 1 8 6 .
13 4 1 8 8 9 . 2 .  23 2 . 0 4 0 .  18 1 0 5 1 2 0 7 2 . 1 3 8 0 4 2 3 .
135 1 9 5 9 . 2 .  32 2 . 1 2 0 .  19 1 0 6 2 4 7 3 5 . 1 3 9 2 5 5 4 .
1 36 1 9 9 9 . 2 .  3 7 2 . 1 6 0 . 1 9 1 0 6 9 2 1 5 1 . 1 3 9 9 5 1 3 .
137 2 0 6 4 . 2 .  45 2 . 2 3 0 . 2 0 1 0 8 0 1 3 1 8 . 1 4 1 1 0 3 2 .
138 2 1 2 7 . 2 . 5 3 2 . 2  9 0 . 2  0 10 9 0 9 5 3 5 . 1 4 2 2 2 3 5 .
139 2 1 8  9 . 2 . 6 0 2 . 3 5 0 . 2 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 3 4 . 1 4 3 3 2 7 6 .
140 22 4  8 . 2 . 6 7 2 . 4  0 0 . 2 1 1 1 1 2 6 7 4 1 . 1 4 4 3 9 8 8 .
141 2 3 1 1 . 2 . 7  5 2 . 4 6 0 . 2 2 1 1 2 3 4 2 0 9 . 1 4 5 5 3 2 5 .
142 2 3 6 8  • 2 . 9  1 2 . 5 0 0 . 2 2 1 1 3 4 1 4 4 4 . 1 4 6 5 7 1 4 .
- 1 4 3 2 4 0 0 . 2 . 8 5 2 . 5 3 0.  23 1 1 3 8 5 6 3 0 . 14 7 1 5 9 6 .
144 2 4 5 7 . 2 .  92 2 . 6 0 0 . 2 3 1 1 4 8 4  7 0 8 . 1 4 8 3 3 4 4 .
145 2 5 1 7 . 3 .  00 2 . 6 8 0 . 2 4 1 1 5 9 0 3 0 3 . 1 4 9 5 6 2 3 .
1 4 6 2 5 7 5 . 3 . 0 7 2 . 7  5 0 . 2 4 1 1 6 9 9 0 2 0 . 1 5 0 7 8 3 6 .
147 2 5 8 5 . 3 . 0 9 2 . 7 7 0 . 2 4 1 1 7 1 8 2 1 5 . 1 5 0 9 9 1 2 .
149 2 6 3 8 . 3 .  16 2 . 8 3 0 . 2  5 1 1 8 2 8 4 1 3 . 1 5 2 1 1 3 5 .
149 2 6 8 9 . 3 . 2 2 2 . 8 9 0 . 2 5 1 1 9 3 7 9 8 2 . 15 3177  0 .
15 0 2 7 4 4 . 3 . 2 9 2 . 9 5 0 .  25 1 2 0 5 1 1 4 6 . 1 5 4 3 4 9 4 .
151 2 7 7 8 . 3 .  33 2 . 9 9 0 . 2 6 12 12 4 3 0 0 . 1550  94 0 .
152 2 8 3 2 . 3 . 4 0 3 . 0 4 0 .  26 1 2 2 3 7 4 3 7 . 1 5 6 2 4 4 9 .
153 2 8 8 4 . 3 . 4 7 3 . 0 9 0 . 2 7 1 2 3 4 9 0 6 0 . 15 7 380 0 .
15 4 2 9 3 6 . 3 . 5 3 3 . 1 4 0 . 2  7 1 2 4 6 2 0 9 2 . 1 5 8 5 0 5 7 .
155 2 9 8 5 . 3 .  5 9 3 . 1 8 0 . 2 7 1 2 5 7 2 1 5 1 . 1 5 9 5 9 4 8 ,
156 3 C 3 6 . 3 .  65 3 . 2 2 0 . 2 8 1 2 6 8 0 2 7 7 . 1 6 0 7 1 6 0 .
1 5 7 3 0 8 6 . 3 .  71 3 . 2 6 0 . 2 8 1 2 7 8 6 0 2 2 . 1 6 1 8 2 8 0 .
- 1 5 8 3 1 1 1 . 3 .  74 3 . 2  8 0 . 2 8 1 2 8 3 1 1 6 0 . 1 6 2 3 7 9 0 .
159 3 1 5 5 . 3 . 8 0 3 . 3 4 0 . 2 9 1 2 9 3 3 5 7 8 . 1 6 3 4 6 4 0 .
160 3 2 0 3 . 3 . 86 3 . 4 0 0 . 2 9 1304 3 6 7 5 , 1 6 4 6 7 8 4 .
161 3 2 5 2 . 3 . 9 3 3 . 4  6 0 . 2 9 13 15 8 7 8 6 . 1 6 5 9 2 1 3 .
162 3 2 6 0 . 3 . 9 4 3 . 4 7 0 . 2 9 1 3 1 7 6 7 4 1 . 1 6 6 1 0 8 4 .
S • R •
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* *  C U M U L A T I V E  BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT • *
1 B T U / L B i PROXIM ( ? )  I U L T I  ?!
BLK 1 AS R E - t MQI S - ASH 1 S U L - !
*  t PORTEO( TURE I FUR I
163 7 0 . 0 .  09 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 0
164 1 3 5 . 0 .  18 0 . 1 5 0 . 0 1
165 200  • 0 . 2 6 0 . 2 2 0 . 0 1
166 2 4 7 . 0 .  32 0 . 2  7 0 . 0 2
167 3 1 2 . 0 . 4 0 0 .  34 0 . 0 2
16B 3 7 9 . 0 . 4 9 0 . 4 0 0 .  03
169 4 4 4  . 0 . 5 7 0 . 4  6 0 . 0 3
170 5 0 9 . 0 . 6 5 0 . 5 2 0 . 0 3
171 5 7 1 . 0 .  73 0 . 5 8 0 . 0 4
172 6 3 5 . 0 . 3 1 0 . 6 3 0 . 0 4
- 1 7 3 6 6 3 . 0 . 8 4 0 . 6 5 0 . 0 4
174 7 1 7 . 0 . 9 1 0 . 7 2 0.  05
175 77 8 . 0 .  99 0 . 7  9 0 . 0 5
176 8 4 0 . 1 .  08 0 . 8 7 0 . 0 5
177 84 3 . 1 .  09 0 . 8 3 0 . 0 6
178 9 1 0  • 1 . 1 7 0 . 9 5 0 . 0 6
179 9 6 4 . 1 . 2 4 1 . 0 1 0 . 0 6
180 1 0 1 9 . 1 . 3 1 1 . 0 7 0 . 0 7
181 1061  . I .  37 1 . 1 1 0 . 0 7
192 1 1 1 5 . 1 .  44 1 . 1 6 0 . 0 7
183 1 1 7 4 . 1 . 5 2 1 . 2 2 0 . 0 8
184 1 2 2 9 . 1 . 5  8 I  . 2  7 0 . 0 8
185 1 2 8 5 . 1 . 6 6 1 . 3 2 0 . 0 8
186 1 3 3 8 . 1 . 7 2 1 . 3 7 0 . 0 9
187 1 3 9 2 . 1 .  79 1 . 4 1 0 . 0 9
- 1 8 8 1 4 1 6 . 1 .  92 1 . 4 3 0 . 0 9
18 9 1461  . 1 . 8 8 1 . 4 9 0 . 0 9
190 1512 . 1 . 9 5 1 . 5 5 0 .  10
191 1 5 6 3 . 2 . 0 2 1 . 61 0 . 1 0
192 1 5 6 9 . 2 . 0 3 1 . 6 2 0 .  10
193 1 6 1 9 . 2 .  09 1 . 6 7 0 . 1 0
194 1 6 6 7 . 2 .  16 1 . 7 3 0 . 1 1
195 1 7 1 5 . 2 . 2 2 1 . 7  8 0 .  11
196 1752 . 2 . 2  7 1 . 8 1 0 . 1 1
1 9 7 1800  . 2 . 3 4 1 . 8 6 0 .  12
198 194 9 . 2 . 4 0 1 . 9  1 0 .  12
199 1 8 9 5 . 2 . 4 6 1 . 9 5 0 . 1 2
2 0 0 1 9 4 1 . 2 .  52 1 . 9 9 0 . 1 3
201 1 9 8 6 . 2 . 5 8 2 . 0 3 0 .  13
202 2 0 3 3 . 2 . 6 4 2 . 0 6 0 . 1 3
- 2 0 3 2 0 5 4 . 2 .  66 2 . 0 8 0 .  13
2 0 4 2 0 9 2 . 2 .  72 2 . 1 3 0 .  14
205 2 1 3 6 . 2 . 7 8 2 . 1 8 0.  14
2 0 6 2 1 7 9 . 2 .  84 2 . 2  3 0 . 1 5
207 2 1 9 3 . 2 .  85 2 . 2 3 0 . 1 5
208 222 4 . 2 . 9 0 2 . 2 8 0 .  15
20 9 22 6 7 . 2 .  96 2 . 3  3 0.  15
21 0 2 3 0 8  . 3 . 0 2 2 . 3 7 0 . 1 6
211 2 3 4 1 . 3 .  07 2 . 4 0 0 .  16
212 2 3 9 4 . 3 . 1 3 2 . 4 4 0 . 1 6
21 3 2 4 24  . 3 .  18 2 . 4 9 0 .  17
214 246  3 . 3 . 2 4 2 . 5 ? 0 .  17
215 2 5 0 2 . 3 . 2 9 2 . 5  5 0 . 1 7
2 1 6 254 1. 3 .  34 2 . 5 8 0 . 1 8
o v e r b u r d e n t o t a l  c o a l S . R .
( YARDS) ( T ONS) ( Y / T )
1 3 2 9 7 1 5 3 . 1 6 72  9 9 6 . 7 . 9
1 3 4 1 4 0 9 2 . 1 6 8 4 0 4 5 . 8 . 0
1 3 5 2 9 5 9 6 . 1 6 9 5 3 8 0 . 8 . 0
1 3 6 1 0 5 8 8 . 1 7 0 3 4 6 7 . 8 . 0
1 3 7 3 0 7 7 5 . 1 7 1 4 7 7 1 . 8 . 0
1 3 8 4 6 0 1 0 . 1 7 2 6 6 9 0 . 8 . 0
1 3 9 6 1 1 7 8 . 1 7 3 8 1 3 6 . 8 . 0
1 4 0 7 9 5 1 3 . 1 7 4 9 7 0 2 . 8 . 0
1 4 1 9 1 3 8 0 . 1 7 6 0 9 9 4 . 8 . 1
1 4 2 9 8 4 2 3 . 1 7 7 2 5 3 7 . 8 . 1
1 4 3 4 6 5 9 9 . 1 7 7 7 7 4 0 . 8 . 1
1445 0 0 1 7 . 1 7 8 8 2 5 1 . 8 . 1
1 4 5 6 1 9 0 5 . 1 8 0 0 4 5 5 . 8 . 1
1 4 6 7 9 0 2 0 . 1 8 1 2 9 5 8 . 3 . 1
1 4 6 9 4 9 2 7 . 1 8 1 4 5 7 9 . 8 . 1
1 4 8 2 0 5 7 8 . 1 8 2 7 0 5 1 . 8 . 1
14 94 2 0 7 2 . 1 8 3 8 1 4 2 . 8 . 1
1 5 G 6 0 0 6 4 . 1 8 4 9 4 4 6 . 8 . 1
1 5 1 4 7 7 7 8 . 1 8 5 8 0 3 4 . 8 . 2
1 5 2 7 0 6 5 4 . 1 8 6 9 2 4 6 . 8 . 2
1 5 3 8 6 9 4 9 . 1 8 8 1 6 7 2 . 8 . 2
1 5 5 0 2 3 1 9 . 1 8 9 3 0 8 8 . 8 . 2
1 5 6 2 3 4 3 5 . 1 9 0 5 0 4 7 . 8 . 2
1 5 7 3 9 2 3 6 . 1 9 1 6 2 0 3 . 8 . 2
1 5 8 4 9 1 2 6 . 192 785 2 . 8 . 2
1 5 8 9 7 7 8 4 . 1 9 3 2 9 2 7 . 8 . 2
1 6 0 0 4 8 1 3 . 194  344 9 . 8 . 2
1 6 1 2 0 7 3 7 . 1 9 5 5 3 7 9 . 8 . 2
1 6 2 3 9 7 3 1 . 1 9 6 7 6 2 8 . 8 . 3
1 6 2 5 3 1 2 6 . 1 9 6 8 9 4 2 . 8 . 3
1 6 3 7 8 0 9 8 . 1 9 8 0 9 4 7 . 8 . 3
1 6 5 0 1 8 6 4 . 1 9 9 2 4 5 3 . 8 . 3
1 6 6 2 4 8 7 1 . 2 0 0 3 9 5 4 . 8 . 3
1 6 7 2 1 0 7 2 . 2 0 1 2 8 3 7 . 8 . 3
1 6 8 4 5 8 5 0 . 2 0 2 4 4 8 4 . 8 . 3
1 6 9 6 6 7 9 3 . 2 0 3 6 1 1 8 . 8 . 3
1 7 0 8 7 0 0 2 . 2 0 4 7 6 1 6 . 8 . 3
1 7 2 0 8 4 9 2 . 2 0 5 9 0 7 0 . 3 . 4
17 32 7 0 8 6 . 2 0 7 0 2 4 5 . 8 . 4
1 7 4 4 2 4 3 9 . 2 0 8 1 8 9 4 . 8 . 4
1 7 4 9 1 4 9 0 . 2 0 8 6 9 1 9 . 8 . 4
1 7 6 0 6 5 8 7 . 2 0 9 7 3 5 9 . 8 . 4
1 7 7 2 9 3 7 7 . 2 1 0 9 4 0 2 . 8 . 4
1 7 8 5 1 5 1 1 . 2 1 2 1 2 4 5 . 8 . 4
1 7 8 6 2 3 1 9 . 2 1 2 2 2 4 4 . 8 . 4
1 7 9 8 7 5 6 3 . 2 1 3 3 7 5 5 . 8 . 4
1 8 1 1 6 6 7 3 . 2 1 4 5 5 6 5 . 8 . 4
1 8 2 4 7 8 2 9 . 2 1 5 6 9 4 7 . 8 . 5
1 8 3 5 4 1 1 5 . 2 1 6 5 9 9 6 . 8 . 5
1 8 4 8 1 6 7 8 . 2 1 7 8 1 2 0 . 8 . 5
1 8 6 0 9 6 4 3 . 2 1 8 9 3 1 2 . 8 . 5
1 8 7 3 5 8 8 7 . 2 2 0 0 4 2 6 . 8 . 5
1 8 8 5 8 1 7 6 . 2 2 1 1 4 8 9 . 8 . 5
1 8 9 8 2 7 7 0 . 2 2 2 2 5 2 6 . 8 . 5
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* *  CUMULATIVE: BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * ♦
! BT U/ L B! PRDXlM ( ? )  I U L T I  ?!
BLK I AS ft6 - f MOI S­ ASH 1 SUL— f OVERBURDEN TOTAL COAL S . R .
M 1 PORTEO1 TURE 1 FUR I ( YARDS) ( TONS) ( Y / T )
2 1 7 5 5 . 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 0 1 9 1 0 3 0 5 0 . 2 2 3 4 2 3 9 . 8 . 6
- 2  I B 7 7 . 0 . 1 0 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 1 1 9 1 5  2 6 0 4 . 2 2 3 9 1 4 6 . 8 . 6
2 1 9 1 2 1 . 0 .  16 0 . 1 1 0 . 0 1 1 9 2 7 1 3 5 0 . 2 2 4 9 1 8 6 . 8 . 6
2 2 0 1 7 4 . 0 . 2 4 0 . 1 8 0 . 0 1 1 9 3 9 7 2 1 8 . 2 2 6 1 7 1 2 . 8 . 6
22 1 2 2 4 . 0 . 3 1 0 . 2  3 0 . 0 2 1 9 5 1 9 6 6 1 . 2 2 7 3 4 7 7 . 8 . 6
2 2 2 2 2 8 . 0 .  31 0 . 2 4 0 . 0 2 1 9 5 2 7 6 3 8 . 2 2 7 4 1 9 4 . 8 . 6
22 3 2 7 6 . 0 .  38 0 . 2 9 0 . 0 2 1 9 6 5 3 3 3 5 . 2 2 8 5 5 4 1 . 8 . 6
224 3 2 7 . 0 .  45 0 . 3 4 0 . 0 3 1 9 7 8 4 6 8 5 . 2 2 9 7 6 1 1 . 8 . 6
225 3 7 4 . 0 . 5 1 0 . 3 9 0 . 0 3 1 9 9 2 0 0 3 9 . 2 3 0 8 7 7 2 . 8 . 6
2 2 6 41 2 . 0 . 5 7 0 . 4 3 0 . 0 4 2 0 0 3 2 7 4 8 . 2 3 1 7 8 2 9 . 8 . 6
22 7 4 6 6 . 0 .  64 0 . 4  8 0 . 0 4 20 1 5  9 7 1 6 . 23 3  0 8 7 1 . 8 . 6
22 8 5 1 2 . 0 .  71 0 . 5 3 0 . 0 5 2 0 2 8 8 9 2 5 . 2 3 4 1 8 5 5 . 8 . 7
229 5 5 6 . G . 77 0 . 5  7 0 . 0 5 2 0 4 1 8 6 6 6 . 2 3 5 2 6 7 4 . 8 . 7
2 3 0 6 0 2 . 0 . 8 3 0 . 6 0 0 . 0 5 2 0 5 4 1 2 8 1 . 2 3 6 3 6 0 5 . 8 . 7
231 6 4 7 . 0 .  89 0 . 6 4 0 . 0 6 2 0 6 7  0 0 8 1 . 2 3 7 4 5 5 2 . 8 . 7
232 6 9 6 . 0 .  95 0 . 6  8 0 . 0 6 2 0 7 9 3 3 9 0 . 2 3 8 6 4 7 6 . 8 . 7
- 2 3 3 7 1 5 . 0 . 3 8 0 . 6 9 0.  06 20 84  1 6 9 3 . 2 3 9 1 3 1 6 . 8 . 7
234 7 5 3 . 1 . 0 3 0 . 7 4 0 . 0 7 2 0 9 5 9 2 1 2 . 2 4 0 1 1 9 5 . 8 . 7
23 5 7 9 7 . 1 .  09 0 . 7 9 0 . 0 7 2 1 0 8 8 1 4 6 . 2 4 1 3 0 3 1 . 8 . 7
2 3 6 8 4 0 . 1 .  15 0 . 8 4 0 . 0 7 2 1 2 1 9 6 0 0 . 2 4 2 4 3 9 9 . 8 . 8
2 3 7 8 4 2 . 1 . 1 6 0 . 8 4 0 . 0 7 2 1 2 2 5 2 3 5 . 2 4 2 4 8 9 0 . 8 . 8
2 3 8 835 . 1 . 2 2 9 . 8 9 0 . 0 8 2 1 3 5 6 6 1 7 . 2 4 3 6 3 8 2 . 8 . 8
2 3 9 9 2 9 . 1 . 2 8 0 . 9 3 0 . 0 8 2 1 4 8 9 5 5 7 . 2 4 4 8 2 3 3 . 8 . 8
2 4 0 9 7 2 . 1 . 3 4 G.  98 0 . 0 9 2 1 6 2 5 5 4 7 . 2 4 5 9 8 9 5 . 3 . 8
24 I 1 0 0 9 . 1 . 3 9 1 . 0 1 0 . 0 9 21 7 5  0654  • 2 4 6 9 8 6 5 . 3 . 8
24 2 1 0 5 2 . 1 . 4 5 1 . 0 6 0 . 1 0 2 1 8 8 4 0 7 5 . 2 4 8 1 5 1 4 . 8 . 8
24 3 1 0 9 3 . 1 . 5 1 1 . 0 9 0 .  10 2 2 0 1 5 9 2 8 . 2 4 9 2 7 3 3 . 8 . 8
2 4 4 1 1 3 3 . 1 . 5 7 1 . 1 3 0.  10 22 1 4 9 5 3 1 . 2 5 0 3 5 6 8 . 8 . 8
245 1 1 7 2 . 1 . 6 2 1 . 1 6 0 . 1 1 2 2 2 7 7 7 5 9 . 2 5 1 4 3 5 0 . 8 . 9
2 46 1 2 1 2 . 1 . 6 7 1 . 1 9 0 . 1 1 2 2 4 0 4  7 9 5 . 2 5 2 5 1 7 2 . 8 . 9
2 4 7 1 2 5 4 . 1 . 7 3 1 . 2 2 0 .  11 2 2 5 2 9 4 7 6 . 2 5 3 6 6 3 9 . 8 . 9
- 2 4 8 1 2 7 1 . I .  75 1 . 2 4 0 .  12 2 2 5 7 9 9 9 9 . 2 5 4 1 2 9 3 . 8 . 9
2 4 9 1304 . 1 . 8 0 1 . 2 3 0 .  12 2 2 6 9 6 6 3 1 . 2 5 5 1 1 2 8 . 8 . 9
25 0 1 344 . 1 . 8 6 1 . 3 2 0 . 1 2 2 2 8 2 9 0 2 7 . 2 5 6 3 0 7 8 . 8 . 9
251 1 3 7 9 . 1 .  91 1 . 3 6 0 .  13 2 2 9 6  7 4 1 0 . 2 5 7 3 8 2 3 . 8 . 9
252 1 4 1 8 . 1 .  96 1 . 4 0 0 .  13 2 3 1 0 3 9 8 2 . 2 5 8 5 5 1 5 . 8 . 9
253 1 4 5 7 . 2 . C2 1 . 4 5 0 . 1 3 2 3 2 3 7 8 1 3 . 2 5 9 7 2 7 9 . 8 . 9
2 5 4 1 4 9 7 . 2 .  08 1 . 4 9 0.  14 2 3 3 7 5 2 4 4 . 2 6 0 9 3 4 3 . 9 . 0
255 1531 . 2 . 1 3 1 . 5 2 0 .  14 2 3 5 1 3 9 5 6 . 2 6 1 9 7 8 3 . 9 . 0
2 5 6 1 5 6 6 . 2 .  18 1 . 5 5 0 .  15 2 3 6 5 1 5 4 1 . 2 6 3 0 2 4 0 . 9 . 0
25 7 1 6 0 3 . 2 . 2 3 1 . 5 8 0 .  15 2 3 7 8 4 0 4 7 . 2 6 4 1 7 3 2 . 9 . 0
2 5 8 1 6 3 9 . 2 . 2 3 I  . 6 2 0 . 1 5 2 3 9 2 0 2 8 9 . 2 6 5 2 6 6 1 . 9 . 0
2 5 9 1 6 7 4 . 2 .  33 1 . 6 4 0 .  16 2 4 0 5 2 4 4 4 . 2 6 6 3 3 1 8 . 9 . 0
26 0 1 7 0 9 . 2 .  33 1 . 6 7 0 . 1 6 2 4 1 7 7 9 3 7 . 2 6 7 3 8 5 8 * 9 . 0
261 1 7 4 7 . 2 . 4 3 1 . 7 0 0 . 1 7 2 4 3 0 6 4 6 0 . 2 6 8 5 4 8 5 . 9 .  1
- 2 6 2 1 7 6 0 . 2 . 4  5 1 . 7 1 0 .  17 2 4 3 5 7 5 6 2 . 2 6 8 9 7 3 9 . 9 . 1
2 6 3 1 7 9 9 . 2 .  49 1 . 7 4 0 . 1 7 2 4 4 7 7 6 6 2 . 2 6 9 9 1 7 9 . 9 . 1
2 6 4 1 8 2 3 . 2 . 5 4 1 . 7 8 0 .  17 2 4 6 1 1 3 4 1 . 2 7 1 0 7 3 6 . 9 .  1
26 5 185 3 . 2 . 5 8 1 . 8 1 0.  17 2 4 7 3 0 3 8 7 . 2 7 2 0 7 0 5 . 9 .  1
2 6 6 1 8 8 9 . 2 . 6 4 1 . 8 5 0 . 1 8 2 4 8 7 0 4 3 1 . 2 7 3 2 6 4 5 . 9 . 1
2 6 7 1 9 2 3 . 2 .  69 1 . 8 9 0 . 1 8 2 5 0 0  7 7 7 3 . 2 7 4 4 3 5 3 . 9 . 1
2 6 8 1 9 5 9 . 2 .  74 1 . 9 2 0 .  19 2 5 1 4 5 1 7 4 . 2 7 5 6 3 2 0 . 9 . 1
2 6 9 199 2 . 2 .  79 1 . 9  6 0 . 1 9 2 5 2 8 9 3 2 5 . 2 7 6 7 3 7 5 . 9 .  1
2 7 0 2 0 2 6  . 2 . 3 4 1 . 9 9 C.  19 2 5 4 3 3 0 8 9 . 2 7 7 8 9 6 7 . 9 . 2
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* *  CUMULATIVE BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
! B T U / L B 1 PROXlM ( ? )  I U L T I  X!
BLK 1 AS RE- 1 MOI S­ ASH ! SUL-  ! OVERBURDEN TOTAL COAL S . R .
*  ! PORTED! TURE I FUR ! ( YARDS) ( TONS) ( Y / T )
271 '■4 2 . 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 0 25 57 0 C-34 • 2 7 9 0 3 8 3 . 9 . 2
272 8 3 . C .  12 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 1 2 5 7 0 7 8 1 5 . 2 8 0 1 5 0 0 . 9 . 2
273 1 2 4 . 0 . 1 7 0 . 1 1 0 . 0 1 2 5 8 4 4 4 4 9 . 2 8 1 2 6 6 9 . 9 . 2
274 162 . 0 . 2 3 0 . 1 4 0 . 0 2 2 5 9 7 6 4 5 5 . 2 8 2 3 2 6 1 . 9 . 2
27 5 20 3 . 0 . 2 9 0 . 1 7 0 . 0 2 2 6 1 0 2 5 7 9 . 2 8 3 4 4 9 7 . 9 . 2
- 2  76 2 2 0 . 0 . 3 1 0 . 1 8 0 . 0 2 2 6 1 5 3 5 6 1 . 2 8 3 9 2 0 9 . 9 . 2
27 7 2 5 3 . 0 . 3 6 0 . 2  2 0 . 0 2 2 6 2 7 4 3 7 7 . 2 8 4 8 9 2 5 . 9 . 2
2 7 8 292 . 0 . 4 1 0 . 2 6 0 .  03 2 6 4 0 8 4 4 6 . 2 8 6 0 3 3 3 . 9 . 2
2 7 9 3 2 2 . 0 .  46 0 . 2 9 0 . 0 3 26 5 1 1 4 8 6 . 2 8 6 9 1 6 6 . 9 . 2
280 364 . 0 . 5 2 0 . 3 4 0 . 0 3 2 6 6 5 7 3 2 9 . 2 8 8 1 7 4 5 . 9 . 3
2 8 1 4 C 3 • 0 . 5 8 0 . 3 8 0 . 0 4 2 6 7 9 9 5 4 8 . 2 8 9 3 4 0 1 . 9 . 3
2 8 2 44 4 . 0 . 6 4 0 . 4 2 0 . 0 4 2 6 9 3 7 0 0 4 . 2 9 0 5 6 1 4 . 9 . 3
2 8 3 4 7 8 . 0 .  69 0 . 4 5 0 . 0 4 2 7 0 8 1 6 8 6 . 2 9 1 5 9 9 7 . 9 . 3
2 8 4 4 8 1 . 0 . 6 9 0 . 4 5 0 . 0 4 2 7 0 8 9 9 8 7 . 2 9 1 6 6 4 1 . 9 . 3
2 8 5 5 2 3 . 0 .  75 0 . 4 9 0 . 0  5 2 7 2 4 2 8 9 4 . 2 9 2 9 5 0 6 . 9 . 3
2 8 6 5 6 1 . 0 . 8 1 0 . 5 3 0 . 0 5 2 7 3 8 5 5 7 8 . 2 9 4 0 9 2 7 . 9 . 3
2 8 7 5 9 8 . 0 .  86 0 . 5  6 0 . 0 5 2 7 5 2 5 2 3 9 . 2 9 5 2 1 0 3 . 9 . 3
2 8 8 6 3 8 . 0 . 9 2 0 . 5 9 0 . 0 6 2 7 6 6 7 8 8 7 . 2 9 6 4 0 5 8 . 9 . 3
2 8 9 6 7 1 . 0 . 9 7 0 . 6 2 0 . 0 6 2 7 8 0 3 7 7 2 . 2 9 7 4 1 7 6 . 9 . 3
2 9 0 7 0 7 . 1 . 0 2 0 . 6 4 0 . 0 6 2 7 9 2 8 9 1 3 . 2 9 8 5 1 3 3 . 9 . 4
- 2 9 1 7 2 4 . 1 .  04 0 . 6 5 0 . 0 7 2 7 9 8 0 0 3 0 . 2 9 9 0 2 8 3 . 9 . 4
2 9 2 75 0 . 1 .  09 0 . 6 9 0 . 0 7 2 0 1 0 2 3 8 2 . 3 0 0 1 1 6 6 . 9 . 4
2 9 3 7 9 3 . 1 . 1 4 0 . 7  3 0 . 0 7 2 8 2 3 7 6 2 0 . 3 0 1 2 8 9 5 . 9 . 4
2 9 4 8 1 6 . 1 .  18 0 . 7 6 0 . 0 7 2 3 3 2 4 2 5 9 . 3 0 2 0 2 7 7 . 9 . 4
2 9 5 8 5 3 . 1 . 2 3 0 . 8 0 0 . 0  8 2 8 4 7 0 3 5 9 . 3 0 3 2 6 9 7  . 9 . 4
2 9 6 8 8 9 . 1 . 2 9 0 . 8  3 0 . 0 3 2 8 6 1 3 8 6 7 . 3 0 4 4 4 8 5 . 9 . 4
2 9 7 9 2 5 . 1 .  34 0 . 8 7 0 . 0 8 2 8 7 5 3 9 4 5 . 3 0 5 6 4 2 6 . 9 . 4
2 9 8 9 5 3 . 1 . 3 9 0 . 9 0 0 . 0 3 2 8 8 9 7 8 5 6 . 3 0 6 7 3 7 2 . 9 . 4
2 9 9 9 6 2 . 1 .  39 0 . 9 0 0 . 0 9 2 8 9 1 2 8 3 4 . 3 0 6 8 5 3 9 . 9 . 4
3 0 0 9 9 9 . 1 . 4 5 0 . 9  3 0 . 0 9 2 9 0 6 3 6 1 3 . 3C 8 0 6 9 7 • 9 . 4
301 1 0 3 3 . 1 . 50 0 . 9 6 0 . 0 9 2 9 2 0 8 8 1 0 . 3 0 9 2 0 8 9 . 9 . 4
302 1 0 6 7 . 1 .  55 0 . 9 9 0 . 0 9 2 9 3 5 2 2 9 1 . 3 1 0 3 5 4 9 . 9 . 5
303 1 1 0 3 . 1 . 6 0 1 . 0 2 0 . 1 0 2 9 4 9 4 6 4 0 . 3 1 1 5 3 0 6 . 9 . 5
304 1 1 3 4 . 1 .  64 1 . 0 4 0 .  10 2 9 6 3 7 5 1 6 . 3 1 2 5 8 4 0 . 9 . 5
305 1 1 6 7 . 1.  69 1 . 0  7 0 .  10 2 9 7 6 5 2 0 0 . 3 1 3 6 8 9 7 . 9 . 5
- 3 0 6 1 1 7 9 . 1 . 7 1 1 . 0 8 0 . 1 0 2 9 8 0 5 4 8 6 . 3 1 4 0 9 2 3 . 9 . 5
307 1 2 1 2 . 1 . 7 6 1.  11 0 .  11 2 9 9 2  8 1 9 4 . 3 1 5 2 7 1 5 . 9 . 5
308 1 2 4 5 . 1 . 0 1 1 . 1 5 0 .  11 3 0 0 6 4 2 2 3 . 3 1 6 4 5 0 3 . 9 . 5
309 1 261 . 1 . 8 3 1 . 1 7 0 .  11 30 13 45-26. . 3 1 7 0 4 8 0 . 9 . 5
310 1 2 9 5 . 1 . 8 8 1 . 2 0 0 .  11 3028  1 2 8 6 . 3 1 0 2 8 7 9 . 9 . 5
311 1 3 2 9 . 1 . 9 3 1 . 2 3 0 . 1 1 3 0 4 2 8 2 3 3 . 3 1 9 5 0 2 3 . 9 . 5
312 1362  . 1 . 9  8 1 . 2 7 0 .  12 3 0 5 7 4 3 8 4 . 3 2 0 6 9 9 2 . 9 . 5
313 1 392 . 2 .  03 1 . 2 9 0 .  12 3 0 7 1 8 5 8 7 . 3 2 1 8 0 6 7 . 9 . 5
314 1 3 9 7 . 2 . 0 4 1 . 3 0 0 . 1 2 3 0 7 4 0 4 5 7 . 3 2 1 9 7 5 2 . 9 . 5
315 1 4 3 0 . 2 . 0 0 1 . 3 3 0 .  12 3 0 8 9 1 1 3 0 . 3 2 3 1 5 9 4 . 9 . 6
3 1 6 1 4 6 0 . 2 .  13 1 . 3 5 0 .  12 3 1 0 4 1 5 6 6 . 3 2 4 2 6 3 9 . 9 . 6
317 1 4 9 3 . 2 .  18 1 . 3 8 0 .  13 3 1 1 9 4 0 9 2 . 3 2 5 4 5 4 2 . 9 . 6
318 1 5 2 7 . 2 . 2 3 1 . 4 0 0 . 1 3 3 1 3 3 5 8 7 9 . 3 2 6 6 8 5 0 . 9 . 6
319 1 555 . 2 . 2 7 1 . 4 3 0.  13 3 1 4 8 4 5 2 1 . 3 2 7 7 2 7 2 . 9 . 6
- 3 2  0 1 5 8 3 . 2 . 3  1 1 . 4 5 0 . 1 3 3 1 6 0 8 3 3 1 . 3 2 8 7 5 5 2 . 9 . 6
321 1 6 1 3 . 2 . 3 5 1 . 4 8 0 . 1 4 3 1 7 3 0 3 5 6 . 3 2 9 9 2 2 3 . 9 . 6
322 1 6 4 2 . 2 .  40 1 . 5 1 0 .  14 3 1 8 6 6 3 6 7 . 3 3 1 0 7 4 7 . 9 . 6
32 3 1653  . 2 . 4 2 1 . 5 2 0 . 1 4 3 1 9 2 0 0 6 1 . 33 1 5 2 7 6 . 9 . 6
324 1 63 5 . 2 . 4 7 1 . 5 5 0 . 1 4 3 2 0 6 6 8 5 2 . 3 3 2 7 7 1 7 . 9 . 6
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* *  CUMULATIVE BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
1 B T U / L B ! PROXIM ( t )  I U L T I  t i
BLK ! AS R6 — ! * 0 1  S- ASH I SUL-1 OVERBURDEN TOTAL COAL S . R .
*  ! PORTE Q1 TURE 1 FUR 1 ( YARDS) ( TONS) ( Y / T )
325 3 8 . 0 .  06 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 0 3 2 2 1 3 9 4 5 . 3 3 4 0 1 2 5 . 9 . 6
326 7 4 . 0 .  11 0 . 0 7 0 * 0 1 32 3 6 2 9 4 3 . 3 3 5 2 2 0 7 . 9 . 7
3 2 7 10 7 . 0 . 1 6 0 . 1 0 0 . 0 1 3 2 5 0 7 3 1 7 . 3 3 6 3 0 4 7 . 9 . 7
32 8 1 1 3 . 0 .  17 0 . 1 1 0 . 0 1 3 2 5 3 5 9 0 5 . 3 3 6 5 2 3 7 . 9 . 7
3 2 9 1 4 9 . 0 . 2 2 0 . 1 4 0 . 0 1 3 2 6 8 6 8 3 1 . 3 3 7 7 0 6 2 . 9 . 7
330 18 1 . 0 . 2 7 0 .  16 0 . 0 1 3 2 8 3 9 8 2 4 . 3 3 8 7 6 7 6 . 9 . 7
331 2 1 7 . C.  32 0 . 1 9 0 . 0 2 32 9 9 05  6 8 . 3 3 9 9 4 5 5 . 9 . 7
332 25 3 . 0 . 3 8 0 . 2 2 0 . 0  2 3 3 1 3 2 7 7 1 . 3 4 1 1 7 1 2 . 9 . 7
- 3 3 3 2 9 5 . 0 .  44 0 . 2  5 0 . 0 2 3 3 3 2 3 9 9 9 . 3 4 2 5 5 9 7 . 9 . 7
334 3 2 7 . 0 .  49 0 . 2  9 0 . 0 2 3 3 4 4 2 8 9 4 . 3 4 3 6 9 7 8 . 9 . 7
335 360 . 0 . 5 4 0 . 3 2 0 . 0  3 3 3 5 7 9 9 3 1 . 3 4 4 8 6 9 9 . 9 . 7
33 6 3 6 8 . C.  55 0 . 3 3 0 . 0 3 33 6 1 6 1 6 2 . 3 4 5 1 7 5 2 . 9 . 7
337 40 3 . 0 . 6 0 0 . 3 7 0 . 0 3 3 3 7 6 2 4 1 0 . 3 4 6 4 1 7 1 . 9 . 7
338 4 3 8 . 0 .  66 0 . 4 0 0 . 0  3 3 3 9 0 8 4 5 3 . 3 4 7 6 7 1 7 . 9 . 8
339 4 7 2 . 0 . 7 1 0 . 4  3 0 . 0 3 3 4 0 5 6 3 5 2 . 3 4 8 8 5 9 9 . 9 . 8
340 5 C 2 . 0 . 7 5 0 . 4 6 0 . 0  4 3 4 2 0 1 9 1 2 . 3 4 9 9 6 1 9 . 9 . 8
34 1 5 1 0 . 0 . 7 7 0 . 4 7 0 . 0 4 3 4 2 3 7 2 8 0 . 3 5 0 2 2 8 8 . 9 . 8
342 5 4 2 . 0 .  81 3 . 4 9 0 . 0 4 3 4 3 8 7 8 4 6 . 3 5 1 3 6 1 8 . 9 . 8
343 5 7 2 . 0 . 8 6 0 . 5 2 0 . 0 4 3 4 5 3 9 4 0 1 . 3 5 2 4 7 0 8 . 9 . 8
344 6C5 . 0 . 9 1 0 . 5  5 0 . 0 4 3 4 6 8 8 8 3 5 . 3 5 3 6 4 6 5 . 9 . 8
345 6 3 9 . 0 . 9 6 0 . 5 7 0 . 0 5 3 4 8 3 3 9 6 8 . 3 5 4 8 6 6 5 . 9 . 8
- 3 4 6 6 6 0 . 0 .  99 0 . 5 9 0 . 0 5 3 4 9 3 1 4 0 2 . 3 5 5 6 2 6 1 . 9 . 8
34 7 6 8 9 . 1 . 0 3 0 . 6 2 0 .  05 35 04 6 8 6 8 . 3 5 6 7 4 7 2 . 9 . 8
34 8 7 2 0 . 1 . 0 8 0 . 6 5 0 . 0 5 3 5 1 8 6 1 1 1 . 3 5 7 9 2 2 5 . 9 . 8
34 9 7 2 4 . 1 .  09 0 . 6 6 0 . 0 5 3 5 2 0 4 7 3 5 . 3 5 8 0 7 9 4 . 9 . 8
350 75 7 . 1 . 1 4 0 . 6 9 0 . 0 5 3 5 3 5 0 2 6 1 . 3 5 9 3 2 4 7 . 9 . 8
351 7 8 9 . 1 . 1 8 0 . 7 2 0 . 0  6 3 5 4 9 1 8 0 1 . 3 6 0 5 7 6 0 . 9 . 8
352 82 0 . 1 . 2 3 0 . 7 5 C. 06 3 5 6 3 7 3 5 5 . 3 6 1 7 4 8 6 . 9 . 9
353 8 4 8 . 1 .  27 0 . 7 7 0 . 0 6 3 5 7 8 2 9 6 8 . 3 6 2 8 3 4 4 . 9 . 9
354 85 6 . 1 . 2 9 0 . 7 8 0 . 0 6 3 5 8 2 5 2 0 2 . 3 6 3 1 4 7 4 . 9 . 9
35 5 8 8 5 . 1 . 3 3 0 . 8 1 0 . 0 6 3 5 9 7 5 1 7 6 . 3 6 4 2 5 7 2 . 9 . 9
3 5 6 9 1 4 . 1 .  37 0 . 8 3 0 . 0 6 3 6 1 2 5 5 9 9 . 3 6 5 3 8 0 3 . 9 . 9
357 94 5 . 1 .  42 0 . 8 5 0 . 0 7 3 6 2 7 5 8 3 1 . 3 6 6 5 6 1 6 . 9 . 9
- 3 5 8 9 7 7 . 1 . 4 7 0 . 8  8 0 . 0 7 3 6 4 2 3 8 6 1 . 3 6 7 8 1 0 8 . 9 . 9
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* *  CUT BY c u r  RESERVE REPORT ♦ *
I BT U/ L B!  PROXIM ( ? )  I U L T I ? !  RESERVES BY CUT
CUT I AS RE—1 * 0 1  S- ASH I SUL-  ! OVERBURDEN COAL S. R .
ft 1 POP.TEO! TUR E ! FUR ! ( Y A R D S ) ( T O N S ) ( Y / T )
1 9 R 7 7 . 9 .  OR 1 1 . 1 2 0 . 6 6 8 4 8 9 9 9 . 1 2 6 9 4 1 . 6 . 7
2 987  3 . 9 . 1 1 1 1 . 1 4 0 . 6 7 8 9 0 6 8 1 . 128  82 8 . 6 . 9
1 9 8 7 9 . 9 . 3 7 1 1 . 1 1 0 . 7 1 9 5 6 3 9 3 . 1 3 2 5 1 6 . 7 . 2
4 9?9 1 . 9 . 7 3 1 1 . 0 5 0 . 7 7 1 0 2 3 1 7 6 . 13 3 6 0 0 . 7 . 7
5 99 1 2  . 1 0 .  50 1 0 . 9 5 0 . 8 3 11319  5 2 . 1 3 1 3 6 8 . 8 . 6
6 9 9 1 6 . 1 0 .  76 1 0 . 9 2 0 . 9 1 1 1 8 1 8 0 3 . 1 3 2 0 0 6 . 9 . 0
7 9 9 31  . 1 1 . 1 7 1 0 . 8  5 0 . 9 8 1 2 5 2 4 5 7 . 1 3 2 5 5 9 . 9 . 4
8 9 9 4 3 . 1 1 . 4 9 1 0 . 7 9 1.  04 1 3 1 9 3 3 0 . 1 3 4 1 7 0 . 9 . 8
9 99 5 2  . 1 1 .  77 1 0 . 7 5 0 . 9 6 1 3 6 2 5 2 4 . 1 3 5 9 1 8  .  . 1 0 * 0
10 9971  . 1 2 . 1 3 1C .  6 6 C.  89 1 4 1 3 3 1 6 . 1 3 6 5 3 0 . 1 0 . 4
11 9 9 8 8 . 1 2 . 3 4 1 0 . 5 7 0 . 3 2 1 4 4 5 5 3 0 . 1 3 6 9 7 5 . 1 0 . 6
12 1 0 0 2 2 . 1 2 . 3 0 1 0 . 4 0 0 . 6 7 15 1 5 4  3 9 . 1 3 8 5 5 5 . 1 0 . 9
13 1 C 0 3 6 • 1 3 . 0 1 1 0 . 3 3 0 . 6 2 1 5 5 1 1 8 5 . 1 3 9 6 6 8 . 1 1 . 1
14 1 C05 8 • 1 3 .  28 1 0 . 2 2 0 . 6 9 1 5 9 3 7 0 5 . 1 3 8 5 9 2 . 1 1 . 5
15 10 091  . 1 3 .  70 1 0 . 0 6 0 . R 4 1 6 6 1 1 1 4 . 1 3 7 0 0 4 . 1 2 . 1
16 1 0 1 0 2 . 1 3 . 8 5 1 0 .  01 0 . 9 0 1 6 8 9 0 8 9 . 1 3 6 9 5 3 . 1 2 . 3
17 1012 5 . 1 4 . 1 2 9 . 8  9 0 . 9 7 1 7 3 . 83 07 . 1 3 4 9 7 9 . 1 2 . 9
18 10 14 5  . 1 4 .  35 9 . 7 9 1 . 0 3 177  7 5 6 3 . 1 3 3 6 0 1  . 1 3 . 3
19 1 0 1 7 0 . 1 4 . 5 5 9 . 6 6 0 . 9 6 1 7 9 5 9 9 9 . 1 3 4 5 2 3 . 1 3 . 4
20 1 0 1 9 6 . 1 4 .  79 9 . 5  3 0 . 3 9 1 8 2 6 4 6 9 . 1 3 5 9 6 7 . 1 3 . 4
21 1 0 2 0 9 . 1 4 . 9 2 9 . 4 6 0 . 8 6 1 8 2 5 4 5 6 . 1 3 5 5 7 6 . 1 3 . 5
22 10 2 3 5  . 1 5 .  22 9 . 3 4 0 . 7 8 1 8 0 2 8 4 5 . 1 3 1 9 6 5 . 1 3 . 7
23 1 0 2 3 4  . 1 5 . 3 3 9 . 3 4 0 . 7 4 1 7 1 5 6 6 8 . 1 2 4 2 4 1  . 1 3 . 8
24 1 0 2 3 2 . 1 5 .  19 9 . 3 5 0 .  71 16 0 7 4  0 3 . 1 1 7 5 9 7 . 1 3 . 7
25 1 0 2 2 9 . 1 5 . 4 1 9 . 3 6 0 . 6 9 1 4 9 2 4 6 C . 1 0 9 6 6 2 . 1 3 . 6
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* *  CUMULATIVE CUT AT CUT RESERVE REPORT * *
! BT U/ L B!  PROXIM ( ? )  I U L T I  ? !  CUMULATI VE MI NE RESERVES
CUT ! AS R E - ! MOI S- ASH 1 SUL-  ! OVERBURDEN COAL S . R .
0 ! PORTED! TURF ! FUR ! ( YARDS) ( T ON S ) ( Y / T  )
1 9 8 7 7 . 9 . 0 8 1 1 . 1 2 0 . 6 6 8 4 8 9 9 9 . 1 2 6 9 4 1 . 6 . 7
2 9 8 7 5 . 9 . 0 9 1 1 . 1 3 0 . 6 7 17 3 9 6 8 1 . 2 5 5 7 6 9 . 6 . 8
3 9 8 7 7 . 9 .  19 1 1 . 1 2 0 . 6 8 2 6 9 6 0 7 3 . 3 8 8 2 8 5 . 6 . 9
4 9 8 8 0 . 9 .  34 1 1 . 1 1 0 . 7 0 3 7 2 4 2 4 9 . 5 2 1 8 8 5 . 7 . 1
5 9 8 8 7 . 9 . 5  7 1 1 . 0 7 0 . 7 4 4 8 5 6 2 0 1 . 6 5 3 2 5 3 . 7 . 4
6 9 8 9 2 . 9 . 7 7 1 1 . 0 5 0 . 7 7 6 0 3 8 0 0 4 . 7 8 5 2 5 9 . 7 . 7
■7 9 8 9 7 . 9 .  97 1 1 . 0 2 0 . 3 0 72 9 0 4 6 1 . 9 1 7 8 1 9 . 7 . 9
8 9 9 0 3 . 1 0 .  17 1 0 . 9 9 0 .  83 8 6 0 9 7 9 1 . 1 0 5 1 9 8 9 . 8 . 2
9 9 9 0 9 . 1 0 . 3 5 1 0 . 9 6 0 . 8 4 9 9 7 2 3 1 4 . 1 1 8 7 9 0 6 . 8 . 4
10 9 9 1 5 . 1 0 . 5 3 1 0 . 9 3 0 . 8 5 1 1 3 8 5 6 3 0 . 1 3 2 4 4 3 6 . 8 . 6
11 99 2 2 . 1 0 . 7 0 1 0 . 9 0 0 . 8 5 1 2 8 3 1 1 6 0 . 1 4 6 1 4 1 1 . 8 . 8
12 9 9 3 1 . 1 0 . 8 9 1 0 . 8 5 0 .  33 1 4 3 4 6 5 9 9 . 15 9 9 9 6 6 . 9 . 0
13 9 9 3 9 . 11 . 0 6 1 0 . 3 1 0 . 8 1 1 5 8 9 7 7 8 4 . 1 7 3 9 6 3 5 . 9 . 1
14 9 9 4 8 . 1 1 . 2 2 1 0 . 7 7 0 . 8 0 1 7 4 9 1 4 9 0 . 1 8 7 8 2 2 7 . 9 . 3
15 995 8 . 1 1 .  39 1 0 . 7 2 0 . 8 1 1 9 1 5 2 6 0 4 . 2 0 1 5 2 3 1 . 9 . 5
16 9 9 6 7 . 1 1 . 5 4 1 0 . 6 7 0 .  81 2 0 8 4 1 6 9 3 . 2 1 5 2 1 8 4 . 9 . 7
17 9 9 7 6 . 1 1 . 7 0 1 0 . 6 3 0 . 8 2 2 2 5 7 9 9 9 9 . 2 2 8 7 1 6 4 . 9 . 9
1 8 9 9 8 5 . 11 .  84 1 0 . 5 8 0 . 8  3 2 4 3 5 7 5 6 2 . 2 4 2 0 7 6 5 . 1 0 . 1
19 9 9 9 5 . 1 1 .  99 1 0 . 5 3 0 . 8 4 2 6 1 5 3 5 6 1 . 2 5 5 5 2 8 8 . 1 0 . 2
2 0 1 0 0 0 5 . 1 2 . 1 3 1 0 . 4 8 0 .  84 2 7 9 8 0 0 3 0 . 2 6 9 1 2 5 5 . 1 0 . 4
21 1 0 0 1 5 . 1 2 .  26 1 0 . 4 3 0 . 8 4 2 9 8 0 5 4 8 6 . 2 8 2 6 8 3 1 . 1 0 . 5
2 2 1 0 0 2 5 . 1 2 . 3 9 1 0 . 3 3 0 . 8 4 3 1 6 0 8 3 3 1 . 2 9 5 8 7 9 7 . 1 0 . 7
2 3 1 0 0 3 3 . 1 2 . 5 1 1 0 . 3 4 0 . 8 4 3 3 3 2 3 9 9 9 . 3 0 8 3 0 3 8 . 1 0 . 8
24 1 0 0 4 1. 1 2 . 6 2 1 0 . 3 1 C. 83 3 4 9 3 1 4 0 2 . 3 2 0 0 6 3 5 . 1 0 . 9
25 1 0 0 4 7 . 1 2 . 7 1 1 0 . 2 7 0 . 8 3 3 6 4 2 3 8 6 1 . 3 3 1 0 2 9 7 . 1 1 . 0
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** SHIPPING UNIT RESERVE REPORT **
SHIPPING UNIT SIZE = 12,500 TONS 
RECOVERY FACTOR = 90.0%
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♦ *  S H I P P I N G  U N I T  RESERVE REPORT * *
! B T U/ L B!  PROXIM < « )  I U L T I  ?!
U N I T ! AS RE"-! MO I  S- ASH 1 SUL­ ! 0VER8UR0FN S . R . BLOCK
a f PORTEO1 TURE ! FUR ! ( Y AROS) C Y / T ) a ?
i 9 5 6 9 . 8 . 9 1 1 2 . 6 7 0 . 6 3 85 0 5 5 . 6 . 8 2 . 2 1 . 6
2 964  8 . 9 . 2 0 1 2 . 2 8 0 . 6 5 8 1 1 3 4 . 6 . 5 4 . 1 3 . 4
3 9 7 0 3 . 9 . 1 1 11 . 9 9 C . 6 1 79 5 5 5 . 6 . 4 5 . 2 4 . 5
4 9 7 6 6 . 9 .  18 1 1 . 6 7 0 . 6 3 8 2 2 7 5  . 6 . 6 6 . 3 4 . 3
5 9 8 1 6 . 9 . 2 7 1 1 . 4 3 0 .  64 8 1 4 7 9 . 6 . 5 8 . 2 4 . 6
6 9 8 9 2 . 9 .  10 1 1 . 0 4 0 . 6 2 3 5 0 6 4 . 6 . 8 9 . 3 5 . 7
7 9 9 5 2 . 8 . 9 6 1 0 . 7 1 0 . 6 3 9 5 98 8 . 7 . 7 1 0 . 5 7 . 4
8 1 0 0 3 4 . 8 . 9 0 1 0 . 3 1 0 . 6 8 9 3 6 3 6 . 7 . 5 1 1 . 8 2 . 6
9 1 0 1 1 4 . 8 . 8 7 9 . 9 4 0 . 7 2 8 4 0 9 8 . 6 * 7 1 3 . 5 . 1
10 1 0 2 2 2 . 9 . 2 7 9 . 4 1 0 . 8 0 70 32 8 . 5 . 6 1 4 . 5 8 . 1
11 9 6 5 5 . 8 . 8 3 1 2 . 2 3 0 . 6 4 8 7 6 9 5 . 7 . 0 1 6 . 7 . 3
12 9 6 1 8 . 9 . 2 1 1 2 . 4 4 0 . 6 6 8 8 6 4 7 . 7 . 1 1 7 . 6 6 . 7
13 9 6 7 9 . 9 . 0 2 1 2 . 1 1 0 . 6 0 7 9 5 1 2 . 6 . 4 1 9 . 0 . 2
14 9 7 5 8 . 9 .  23 1 1 . 7 1 0 . 6 3 8 3 7 3 5 . 6 . 7 2 0 . 1 0 . 6
15 9 8 0 5 . 9 .  45 1 1 . 4 9 0 . 6 7 8 6 2 6 0 . 6 . 9 2 1 . 8 2 . 5
1 6 98P0 • 9 . 1 6 1 1 . 1 1 0 . 6 3 8 5 0 2 4 . 6 . 8 2 3 . 4 . 8
17 9 9 4 3 . 9 .  16 1 0 . 7 7 0 . 6 4 9 5 1 9 1 . 7 . 6 2 4 . 2 0 . 8
18 1 0 0 0 9 . 8 .  88 1 0 . 4 2 0 . 6 6 96 3 6 5 . 7 . 7 2 5 . 4 7 . 4
19 1 0 0 9 0 . 8 . 9 4 1 0 . 0 5 0 . 7 3 8 7 4 7 9 . 7 . 0 2 6 . 6 9 . 5
2 0 1019 0 . 9 .  18 9 . 5 7 0 . 7  8 7 7 3 1 9 . 6 . 2 2 7 . 9 0 . 7
21 9 8 6 0 . 8 .  99 1 1 . 2 1 0 . 7 0 8 3 3 2 8 . 6 . 7 2 9 . 6 8 . 5
22 9 5 9 3 . 9 . 2 5 1 2 . 5 7 0 . 6 8 94 8 1 9 . 7 . 6 3 0 . 8 4 . 8
23 9 6 6 6 . 9 . 3 6 1 2 . 1 9 0 . 6 7 8 7 9 8 1 . 7 . 0 3 2 . 5 1 . 7
24 9 7 2 7 . 9 . 4 7 1 1 . 8 6 0 . 6 7 8 7 0 9 9 . 7 . 0 3 3 . 6 4 . 2
2 5 9 7 8 5 . 9 . 6 1 1 1 . 5 8 0 . 7 0 9 0 5 3 6 . 7 . 2 3 4 . 7 4 . 0
26 9 8 5 2 . 9 .  55 1 1 . 2 6 0 . 6 9 8 9 4 0 7 . 7 . 2 3 6 . 5 4 . 3
27 9 9 2 4  . 9 . 5 5 1 0 . 8 9 0 . 6 9 9 4 4 5 5 . 7 . 6 3 7 . 6 3 . 3
28 9985  . 9 . 4 Q 1 0 . 5 6 C.  7 0 1 0 1 2 4 6 . 8 . 1 3 8 . 8 2 . 6
2 9 1 0 0 5 4 . 9 .  36 10 . 2 3 0 . 7 8 9 3 8 0 5 . 7 . 5 3 9 . 9 9 . 9
30 1 0 1 4 2 . 9 .  16 9 . 8 0 0 .  76 8 3 74 7 . 6 . 7 4 1 . 1 8 . 7
31 10 222  . 9 . 3 6 9 . 4 1 0 . 8 1 7 8 7 5 4 . 6 . 3 4 2 . 8 3 . 0
32 9 621  . 9 . 4 9 1 2 . 4 0 0 . 7 3 9 2 0 2 4 . 7 . 4 4 4 . 8 . 9
33 9 6 2 3 * 9 . 6 9 1 2 . 4 2 0 .  75 9 8 2 0 2 . 7 . 9 4 5 . 4 0 . 7
34 9 7 0 5 . 1 0 . 0 1 1 1 . 9 7 0 . 7 7 ICO 36 4 • 8 . 0 4 6 . 81 . 3
35 9750  . 9 . 9 6 1 1 . 7 5 0 . 7 4 9 6 6 2 9 . 7 . 7 4 7 . 9 7 . 0
36 9 8 15  . 9 .  85 1 1 . 4 4 0 . 7 4 9 4 8 7 7 . 7 . 6 4 9 . 2 6 . 5
37 9 8 8 3 . 1 0 . 0 5 1 1 . 0 3 0 . 7 6 9 9 5 3 6 . 8 . 0 5 0 . 8 7 . 7
38 9 9 5 5 . 9 . 7 8 1 0 . 7 3 0 .  73 1 0 1 7 6 0 . 8 . 1 5 2 . 0 . 8
39 1 0 0 3 0 . 9 .  79 1 0 . 3 5 0 .  79 1 0 6 8 3 5 . 8 . 5 5 3 . 2 2 . 8
40 1 0 1 0 5  . 9 . 6 5 9 . 9  8 0 .  8 2 9 5 7 1 4 . 7 . 7 5 4 . 4 0 . 8
4 1 1 0 1 8 7 . 9 . 6 8 9 . 5 9 0 . 8 2 8 5 7 8 4 . 6 . 9 5 5 . 5 6 . 7
42 1 0 0 7 3 . 9 . 7 4 1 0 . 1 5 0 . 8  3 8 4 4 0 4  . 6 . 3 5 7 . 2 7 . 3
43 9 6 1 1 . 1 0 .  32 1 2 . 4 5 0 .  86 9 5 1 1 4 . 7 . 6 5 8 . 3 9 . 5
44 9 6 5 7 . 1 0 . 4 5 1 2 . 2 2 0 . 8 7 1 0 7 4 8 6 . 8 . 6 5 9 . 8 2 . 6
45 9 7 3  3 . 1 0 . 5 9 1 1 . 8 3 0 . 8 7 11 2 9 2  8 • 9 . 0 6 1 . 6 . 9
4 6 9 7 9 2 . 1 0 . 6 1 1 1 . 5 5 0 . 3 6 1 0 9 9 6 9 . 8 . 8 6 2 . 2 6 . 6
47 9 85 3 . 1 0 . 7 1 1 1 . 2  3 0 . 8 7 110 87 7 . 8 . 9 6 4 . 9 . 3
48 9933  . 10 . 76 1 0 . 8 5 0 . 8 8 1 1 4 7 8 6 . 9 . 2 6 5 . 2 6 . 6
49 1 0 0 0 9 . 1 0 . 6 4 1 0 . 4 6 0 . 8 8 1 2 0 9 8 4 . 9 . 7 6 6 . 5 2 . 6
50 1 0 0 9 9 . 1 0 . 4 3 1 0 . 0 6 0 . 8 9 1 1 8 9 3  8 . 9 . 5 6 7 . 7 8 . 8
51 1 0 1 7 5  . 1 0 .  39 9 . 6 2 0 . 8 9 1 0 4 6 3 3 . 8 . 4 6 8 . 9 8 . 1
52 10 24 2  . 1 C .  2 C 9 . 3 1 C.  83 8 9 7 4 1 . 7 . 2 7 0 . 3 1 . 8
53 9 7 8 4 . 10 .  56 1 1 . 5 8 0 . 8 9 9 1 9 4 0 . 7 . 4 71 . 7 8 . 5
54 * 9 6 3 6 . 1 0 .  64 1 2 . 3 3 0 . 9 0 1 0 1 4 7 2 . 8 . 1 7 2 . 9 4 . 4
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* *  SHI PP TNG UNI T  RESERVE REPORT * *  
! 8 T U / L B !  PROXlM ( ? )  I U L T I  ?!
U N I T ! AS R E - ! MOT S- ASH ! SUL­ ! 0 VERBURO EN S . R . BLOCK
*  ! PGP T E D ! TURE ! FUR ! ( YARDS) ( Y / T ) * Z
5 5 9 7 0 1 . 1 0 . 7 4 1 1 . 9 7 0 . 9 1 1 1 7 9 8 9 . 9 . 4 7 4 . 3 2 . 6
56 9 7 5 9 . 1 0 . 8 1 1 1 . 7 1 0 . 9 0 1 1 7 2 7 8 . 9 . 4 7 5 . 5 2 . 5
57 9 8 1 8 . 1 0 .  90 1 1 . 4 3 0 . 9 1 1 1 6 4 1 7 . 9 . 3 7 6 . 7 6 . 7
5 8 9 8 9 5 . 1 1 .  GO 1 1 . 0 4 0 . 9 1 115 6 0 6 . 9 . 2 7 8 . 5 2 . 9
5 9 9 9 5 9 . 10 . 9 5 1 0 . 7 1 0 . 9 1 1 2 3 6 0 8 . 9 . 9 7 9 . 7 7 . 4
60 1 0 C4 6 . 1 0 . 8 4 1 0 . 2 3 0 . 9 2 1 2 6 6 6 2 . 1 0 . 1 8 1 . 7 . 2
61 1 0 1 4 7 . ■10.67 9 . 7 6 0 . 9 2 1 1 8 6 3 5 . 9 . 5 8 2 . 3 2 . 6
6 2 1 0 2 1 7 . 1 0 . 5 7 9 . 4 2 0 . 9 1 9 9 7 7 6 . 8 . 0 8 3 . 4 8 . 7
6 3 1015 3• 10 . 5  6 9 . 7 5 0 . 8 9 9 3 6 8 3 . 7 .  5 8 5 . 1 9 . 3
64 9 6 2 6 . 1 1 . 0 4 1 2 . 3 7 0 . 8 7 1 0 0 6 7 5 . 8 . 1 8 6 . 2 9 . 6
65 9 6 7 4 . 1 1 .  08 1 2 . 1 2 0 . 9 6 1 1 1 0 1 8 . 8 . 9 8 7 . 5 1 . 1
6 6 9 7 3 8 . 1 1 .  17 1 1 . 8 1 0 .  99 1 1 8 6 3 4 . 9 . 5 8 8 . 7 3 . 2
67 . 9 7 9 5 . 1 1 . 2 3 1 1 . 5 3 1 . 0  0 1 2 5 9 9 7 . 1 0 . 1 8 9 . 9 6 .  8
68 9 8 6 8 . 1 1 . 3 3 1 1 . 1 6 1 . 0 0 1 2 4 7 1 4 . 1 0 . 0 9 1 . 4 9 . 6
69 9 9 4 1 . 1 1 . 3 7 1 0 . 8 1 1 . 0 0 12 389 7 . 9 . 9 9 2 . 9 7 . 8
70 1 0 0 2 1 . 1 1 . 3 1 1 0 . 3 9 0 . 9 9 1 2 9 6 7 4 . 1 0 . 4 9 4 . 2 4 . 4
71 1 0 1 0 5  . 1 1 . 2 0 9 . 9  7 1 . 0 0 1 3 0 1 6 7 . 1 0 . 4 9 5 . 5 3 . 6
72 1 0 1 8 8 . 1 1 . 0 8 9 . 5  6 1 . 0 0 1 2 1 9 6 6 . 9 . 8 9 6 . 7 8 . 3
73 1 0 2 5 6 . 1 0 . 9 7 9 . 2  3 1 . 0 0 1 0 5 2 1 0 . 8 . 4 9 7 . 9 5 . 3
74 9 9 1 5 . 1 1 . 2 3 1 0 . 9 4 0 . 8  7 1 0 1 5 7 8 . 8 . 1 9 9 . 6 0 . 7
75 9 6 4 2 - 1 1 . 3 7 1 2 .  2 9 0 . 8 7 10 8 8 6 4 . 8 . 7 1 0 0 . 7 6 . 0
76 9 6 9 8 . 1 1 . 4 1 1 2 . 0 1 1 . 0 1 115 73 2 . 9 . 3 1 0 1 . 9 8 . 0
77 9 7 7 5 . 1 1 . 5 0 1 1 . 6 3 1 . 0 8 1 1 7 8 4 5 . 9 . 4 1 0 4 . 4 . 4
78 9 8 3 5 . 1 1 . 6 1 1 1 . 3 2 1 . 0 9 1 4 3 2 9 2 . 1 1 . 5 1 0 5 . 3 4 . 6
79 9 9 0 1 . 1 1 . 6 6 1 0 - 9  9 1 . 0 8 1 2 9 7 9 9 . 1 0 . 4 1 0 7 . 1 0 . 9
80 9 9 8 2 . 1 1 . 6 7 1 0 . 6 1 1 . 0 9 1 3 1 0 6 5 . 1 0 . 5 1 0 8 . 3 5 . 6
81 1 0 0 5 7 . 1 1 . 5 6 1 0 . 2 1 1 . 0 6 1 3 1 1 1 1 . 1 0 . 5 1 0 9 . 5 9 . 4
82 1 0 1 3 8 . 1 1 . 5 0 9 . 7  9 1 . 0 5 1 3 5 2 8 9 . 10 .  8 1 1 0 . 9 0 . 5
83 1 0 2 3 0 . 1 1 . 3 9 9 . 3 8 1 . 0 8 1 2 3 9 8 1 . 9 . 9 1 1 2 . 1 2 . 6
84 1 0 2 9  1 . 1 1 . 3 0 9 . 0 6 1 . 1 0 1 0 6 6 4 5 . 8 . 5 1 1 3 . 5 8 . 2
85 9 7 3 3 . 1 1 . 5 5 1 1 . 8 4 0 . 7 6 1 0 3 2 9 8 . 8 . 3 1 1 4 . 9 2 . 1
86 9 6 6 3 . 1 1 .  60 1 2 .  18 0 . 9 0 1 1 3 3 2 9 . 9 . 1 1 1 6 . 7 . 4
87 9 7 2 0 . 1 1 .  72 1 1 . 8 9 0 . 9 8 119  0 3 3 . 9 . 5 1 1 8 . 4 . 2
88 9 7 9 9 . 11 . 8 2 1 1 . 5 2 1 . 0 0 1 2 9 4 0 1 . 1 0 . 4 1 1 9 . 2 8 . 7
89 9 8 6 3 . 1 1 .  88 1 1 . 1 9 1 . 0 0 1 3 5 6 2 4 . 1 0 . 8 1 2 0 . 5 5 . 0
9 0 9 9 3 1 . 1 1 . 9 4 1 0 . 8 5 0 . 9 9 1 3 1 0 4 8  . 1 0 . 5 1 2 2 . 2 2 . 5
91 1 0 00  7 . 11 . 9 3 1 0 . 4 8 1 . 0 0 1 3 1 9 1 3 . 1 0 . 6 1 2 3 . 4 5 . 4
92 1 0 0 7  8 . 1 1 .  84 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 9 9 1 3 3 7 4 3 . 1 0 . 7 1 2 4 . 7 0 . 0
93 1 0 1 6 0 . 1 1 . 7 6 9 . 6  9 0 . 9 9 1 3 6 0 9 9 . 1 0 . 9 1 2 6 . 0 . 2
94 1 C 2 5 2 . 1 1 . 7 1 9 . 2 5 0 . 9 9 1 2 7 0 5 1 . 1 0 . 2 1 2 7 . 2 3 . 4
95 1 0 3 1 i  • 1 1 . 6 3 8 . 9 6 1 . 0 0 1 1 5 2 8 3 . 9 . 2 1 2 8 . 9 1 . 8
96 9 6 6 2 . 1 1 .  74 1 2 . 1 9 0 . 7 6 1 0 7 6 4 5 . 8 . 6 1 3 0 . 8 . 8
97 9 6 8 8 . 1 2 . 0 1 1 2 . 0 6 0 . 9 0 1 1 7 9 2 1  .. 9 . 4 1 3 1 . 1 9 . 4
98 9 7 4 4 . 1 2 .  12 1 1 . 7 7 O'. 90 1 2 3 4 3 4 . 9 . 9 1 3 3 . 1 5 . 6
99 9 8 2 5 . 1 2 . 1 8 1 1 . 4 0 0 . 9 0 1 3 8 2 7 2 . 1 1 . 1 1 3 4 . 4 7 . 0
100 9 8 9 0 . 1 2 . 2 5 1 1 . 0 8 0 . 9  0 1 3 4 5 9 7 . 1 0 . 8 1 3 5 . 6 9 . 3
101 995 9 . 1 2 . 2 9 1 0 . 7 3 0 . 9 0 1 3 2 3 9 2 . 1 0 . 6 1 3 7 . 2 8 . 3
102 1 0 0 3 1 . 1 2 . 2 7 1 G . 3 8 0.  91 1 3 2 6 5 6 . 1 0 . 6 1 3 8 . 5 0 . 3
10 3 1 0 1 0 4 . 1 2 . 2 0 9 . 9 9 0 . 9 1 1 3 7 8 1 5 . 1 1 . 0 1 3 9 . 7 5 . 4
104 1 0 1 9 1 . 1 2 . 1 7 9 . 5  3 0 . 9 0 1 3 7 5 0 9 . 11 . 0 1 4 1 . 4 . 0
105 1 0 2 7 5 . 1 2 . 0 9 9 . 1 4 0 . 9 0 134 1 9 0 . 1 0 . 7 1 4 2 . 29 .  0
106 1 0 3 0 7 . 1 2 . 0 6 8 . 9 6 0 .  89 1 2 5 6 5 2 . 1 0 . 1 1 4 4 . 5 . 3
107 9 6 71 . 1 2 . 1 6 1 2 . 1 4 0 .  74 1 1 7 5 9 3 . 9 . 4 14 5 . 2 2 . 5
108 9 7 1 1 . 1 2 .  13 1 1 . 9 4 0 . 8  4 1 2 0 7 6 0 . 9 . 7 1 4 6 . 35 . 8
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* *  S H I P P I N G  UN I T  RESERVE REPORT * *
! B T U / L B ! PROXlM C%V I U L T I  %!
U N I T ! AS RE—I MOI S- ASH ! S U L - ! OVERBURDEN S . R . BLOCK
# ! PORTED ! TURE I FUR I CYAROS) C Y / T ) # %
109 9 7 7 4 . 1 2 .  34 1 1 . 6 3 0 . 8 2 123 0 0 1 . 1 0 . 2 1 4 8 . 3 5 . 4
110 994 3 . 1 2 .  39 1 1 . 2  9 0 . 8 3 1 3 9 5 8 7 . 1 1 . 2 1 4 9 . 6 2 . 5
111 9 9 14  . 1 2 . 4 5 1 0 . 9 5 0 . 8 5 1 3 6 6 5 3 . 1 0 . 9 1 5 0 . 84 . 4
112 9 9 9 0 . 1 2 . 5 1 1 0 . 5 6 0 . 3 2 1 3 6 1 6 9 . 1 0 . 9 1 5 2 . 4 0 . 1
113 1 0 0 5 6 . 1 2 . 4 9 1 0 . 2 4 0 . 3  3 1 3 6 5 5 2  . 1 0 . 9 1 5 3 . 6 1 . 6
114 1 0 1 2 4 . 1 2 . 4 3 9 . 9  0 0 . 8 2 1 3 8 5 6 1 . 1 1 . 1 1 5 4 . 8 4 . 7
115 10 20 7 . 1 2 . 3 6 9 . 4  6 0 . 8 3 1 3 9 6 5 5  . 1 1 . 2 1 5 6 . 1 1 . 4
116 1 0 2 8 7 . 1 2 . 2 6 9 . 0 7 0 . 9 4 1 3 3 4 0 6 . 1 0 . 7 1 5 7 . 3 5 . 5
117 1 0 2 9 3 . 1 2 . 2 0 9 . 0 9 0 . 8 3 1 2 4 7 3 2 . 1 0 . 0 1 5 9 . 1 1 . 1
118 9 7 0 5 . 1 2 . 6 3 11 . 9  8 0 . 6 6 1 2 9 5 2 1 . 1 0 . 4 1 6 0 . 3 5 . 0
119 9 7 5 8 . 1 2 .  75 1 1 . 7 1 0 . 6 7 1 2 7 C 8 8 . 1 0 . 2 1 6 1 . 4 8 . 2
120 9 9 1 4 . 1 2 .  84 1 1 . 4 3 0 . 6 3 1 3 3 9 8 1 . 1 0 . 7 1 6 3 . 4 6 . 9
121 9 8 7 4 . 1 2 .  86 1 1 . 1 4 0 . 6 6 1 4 3 9 8 7 . 1 1 . 5 1 6 4 . 6 8 . 4
122 9 9 5 0 . 1 2 . 8 9 1 0 . 7 8 0 . 7 2 1 4 2 9 0 6 . 1 1 . 4 1 6 5 . 9 1 . 7
1 2 3 1 0 0 2 9 . 1 2 . 9 2 1 0 . 3 6 0 . 6 5 1 4 2 2 6 6 . 11 . 4 1 6 7 . 4 3 . 0
124 1 0 0 9 2 . 1 2 . 9 1 1 0 . 0 5 0 . 6 9 1 4 0 4 8 9 . 1 1 . 2 1 6 8 . 6 2 . 5
125 1 0 1 5 7 . 1 2 . 9 1 9 . 7 3 0 . 6 6 1 3 7 9 8 6 . 1 1 . 0 1 6 9 . 8 2 . 3
1 2 6 1 0 2 2 9 . 1 2 . 8 4 9 . 3 6 0 . 6 3 1 4 1 6 5 8 . 1 1 . 3 1 7 1 . 2 . 6
127 1 0 3 0 5 . 1 2 .  69 8 . 9 9 0 . 6 8 1 3 5 7 6 4 . 1 0 . 9 1 7 2 . 2 5 . 1
128 1 0 3 5 6 . 1 2 . 6 1 8 . 7 3 0 . 6 3 1 2 8 7 4 3 . 1 0 . 3 1 7 4 . 0 . 4
129 9 7 1 5 . 1 2 .  82 1 1 . 9 2 0 . 6 3 1 3 4 3 6 6 . 1 0 . 7 1 7 5 . 2 8 . 0
130 9 7 7 0 . 1 2 . 9 2 1 1 . 6 5 0 . 6 3 1 2 8 3 5 1 . 1 0 . 3 1 7 6 . 4 0 . 8
131 9 8 2 5  . 1 3 . 0 4 1 1 . 3 8 0 . 5 6 1 3 4 2 5 8 . 1 0 . 7 1 7 8 . 3 9 . 0
132 9 8 8 6 . 1 3 . 1 1 1 1 . 0 7 0 . 6 0 14 5 45 1 . 1 1 . 6 1 7 9 . 5 6 . 6
133 9 9 5 7 . 1 3 . 1 3 1 0 . 7 3 0 . 6 6 1 4 7 4 5 9  . 1 1 . 3 1 3 0 . 8 0 . 3
134 1 0 0 3 3 . 1 3 . 1 1 1 0 . 3 4 0 . 6 1 1 4 4 6 5 1 . 1 1 . 6 1 8 2 . 2 7 . 4
135 1 0 1 0 2 . 1 3 . 1 0 1 0 . 0 0 C • 65 1 4 3 0 0 2 . 1 1 . 4 1 8 3 . 4 6 . 3
136 1 0 1 5 7 . 1 3 . 0 5 9 . 7 4 0 . 6 6 135 3 7 8 . 1 0 . 8 1 9 4 . 63  . 2
137 1 0 2 2 5 . 1 2 . 9 9 9 . 3 7 0 . 5 8 1 4 0 5 7 0 . 1 1 . 2 1 3 5 . 8 1 . 0
138 1 0 2 9 3 . 1 2 . 9 6 9 . 0 2 0 . 6  3 1 4 3 1 5 8 . 1 1 . 5 1 9 7 . 4 . 0
1 39 1 0 3 7 0 . 1 2 . 8 9 3 . 6 7 0 . 6 1 1 3 1 4 3 3 . 1 0 . 5 1 8 8 . 5 3 . 3
140 9 8 4 3 . 1 3 . 0 1 1 1 . 2 9 0 . 6 3 13 944  0 . 1 1 . 2 1 9 0 . 8 . 3
141 9 7 8 4 . 1 3 . 2 0 1 1 . 5 9 0 . 7 1 134 94 8 . 1 0 . 9 i 9 1 . 2 4 . 1
142 9 8 3 7 . 13 .  26 1 1 . 3 2 0 .  66 1 3 7 8 4 4 . 1 1 . 0 1 9 3 . 2 7 .  3
143 989 8 . 1 3 . 3 0 1 1 . 0 1 0 . 6 6 1 4 6 3 7 2  . 1 1 . 7 1 9 4 . 44 . 9
144 9 9 7 0 . 1 3 . 3 9 10 . 6 6 0 .  72 1 4 8 9 3 0  . 1 1 . 9 1 9 5 . 6 5 . 6
145 10 0 4 0 . 1 3 .  44 1 0 . 3 2 0 .  72 1 4 9 7 5 9 . 1 2 . 0 1 9 7 . 9 . 0
146 1 0 1 1 2 . 1 3 . 4 0 9 . 9 5 0 . 7 1 1 4 7 7 5 0 . 1 1 . 8 1 9 8 . 2 3 . 3
147 1 0 1 7 1 . 1 3 . 3 0 9 . 6 6 0 .  72 1 4 4 7 1 4 . 1 1 . 6 1 9 9 . 4 8 . 3
148 1 0 2 4 3 . 1 3 . 2 8 9 . 2 9 0 . 6 9 1 4 6 4 1 4 . 1 1 . 7 2 0 0 . 6 9 . 3
149 1. 0311 . 1 3 . 2 3 3 . 9  5 0 . 7 0 143 1 1 6 . 1 1 . 8 201  . 9 2 . 8
150 1 0 3 9 0 . 1 3 . 2 2 8 . 5 6 C.  71 137 1 5 5 . 1 1 . 0 2 0 3 . 2 3 . 6
15 1 9 9 3 3 . 1 3 . 4 1 1 0 . 8 4 0 . 7 1 1 4 8 5 8 9 . 1 1 . 9 2 0 4 . 9 8 . 7
152 980  9 . 1 3 . 5 6 1 1 . 4 8 0 . 8 4 1 4 1 9 2 6 . 1 1 . 4 20 6 . 1 4 . 4
153 9 86 5 . 1 3 . 6 7 1 1 . 1 8 0 .  84 1 4 5 3 0 6 . 1 1 . 6 2 0 8 . 2 3 . 9
154 9 9 35  . 1 3 . 7 5 1 0 . 3 4 0 .  34 1 5 1 3 8 0 . 1 2 . 1 2 0 9 . 4 3 . 5
1 5 5 1 0 0 0 4  . 1 3 . 8 2 1 0 . 4 9 0 . 8 6 1 5 6 0 9 6 . 1 2 . 5 2 1 0 . 6 3 . 4
1 5 6 1 0 0 6 4 . 1 3 . 8 7 1 0 . 2 0 0 . 8 6 1 6 1 3 8 1 . 1 2 . 9 2 1 2 . 5 . 5
157 1 0 1 3 5 . 1 3 . 85 9 . 8  5 0 . 8 6 148 3 5 9 . 1 1 . 9 2 1 3 . 2 1 . 8
1 5 8 10 20 6 . 1 3 .  79 9 . 4 9 0 .  87 1 5 8 4 1 5 . 1 2 . 7 2 1 4 . 4 6 . 2
159 10 2 8 2  . 1 3 .  71 9 . 1 0 0 . 8 5 1 5 5 3 5 1 . 1 2 . 4 2 1 5 . 7 1 . 5
160 1 0 3 4 8 . 1 3 .  62 9 .  79 0 . 8 6 156 04 7 . 1 2 . 5 2 1 6 . 9 7 . 2
161 1 0 4 2 0 . 1 3 . 5 3 8 . 4 0 0 . 8 6 1 4 2 6 1 7 . 1 1 . 4 2 1 8 . 3 8 . 2
162 992 9 . 1 3 . 7 0 1 0 . 8 5 0 .  76 1 5 7 5 7 0 . 1 2 . 6 2 2 0 . 6 . 5
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* *  S H I P P I N G  U N I T  RESERVE REPORT * ♦
! B T U / L B !  P R O X I M  C X )  I U L T I  X !
UNI T ! AS R E - ! MOIS­ ASH ! SUL­ t o v e r b u r d e n S . R . BLOCK
* ! PORTEO t TURE ! FUR \ CYARDS) C Y /  T > * %
163 9 8 1 8 . 1 3 . 6 3 1 1 . 4  5 0 . 9 0 1 4 0 3 4 4  . 1 1 . 2 2 2 1 . 1 8 . 5
164 9 88 1 . 13 .  85 1 1 . 1 0 0 . 9 1 1 4 7 4 6 9 . 1 1 . 8 2 2 3 . 3 1 . 6
165 9 9 5 4 . 1 3 . 9 3 1 3 . 7 4 0 . 9 1 1 5 2 6 5 9 . 1 2 . 2 2 2 4 . 5 0 . 8
166 1 0 9 1 9 . 1 3 . 9 7 1 0 . 4 1 C . 9 1 1 6 1C3Q. 1 2 . 9 2 2 5 . 7 1 . 2
167 1 0 0 3 1 . 1 4 . 0 0 1 0 . 1 2 0 .  90 1 6 7 4 4 9 . 1 3 . 4 22 7 . 1 2 . 4
168 1 0 1 4 2 . 1 4 . 0 0 9 . 8  3 0 . 9 1 1 4 0 2 0 6 . 1 1 . 2 2 2 8 . 2 2 . 4
169 102 1 8 . 1 3 .  96 9 . 4 ? 0 . 9 2 1 6 4 6 0 3 . 1 3 . 2 2 2 9 . 4 9 . 6
170 1 0 2 9 7 . 1 3 . 9 1 9 . 0  3 0 . 9 2 16 C 0 1 6 • 1 2 . 8 2 3 0 . 7 7 . 2
171 10 3 6 3 . 1 3 . 7 3 3 . 7 2 0 . 9 1 1 6 1 4 1 3 . 1 2 . 9 2 3 2 . 3 . 8
17? 1 0 4 2 9 . 1 3 . 6 1 3 . 3 4 0 . 9 0 1 4 2 7 5 4  . 1 1 . 4 2 3 3 . 49 . 9
173 9 9 1 5 . 1 3 . 8 2 I 9 . 9  2 0 . 7 7 1 5 89 3  1 . 1 2 . 7 235  . 1 3 . 4
174 98 5 5 . 1 3 .  99 1 1 . 2 5 0 .  91 1 5 3 7 3 6 . 1 2 . 3 2 3 6 . 32 . 0
174 9 9 1 5  . 14 .  1 3 1 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 9 1-59*24 . 1 2 . 3 2 3 8 . 4 9 . 3
1 76 9 9 8 6 . 14 . 20 1 3 . 5 8 0 . 9 9 1 5 7 C 4 5 • 1 2 . 6 2 3 9 . 6 8 . 0
177 1 0 0 4 9 . 14 . 24 1 0 . 2 5 0 .  99 1 6 C 2 8 4 . 1 2 . 8 2 4 0 . 8 6 . 6
178 1 0 1 1 4 . 1 4 . 2 7 9 . 5 6 1 . 0 0 1 7 0 3 1 5 . 1 3 . 6 2 4 2 . 2 0 . 2
179 10 13 0 . 14 .  26 9 . 6 3 0 .  99 1 6 C 4 4 6 . 1 2 . 3 2 4 3 . 4 1 . 0
18 0 1 0 2 5 2 . 14 . 22 9 . 2  5 0 . 9 9 16 74 3  4 . 1 3 . 4 2 4 4  . 6 7 . 1
18 1 1 0 3 2 4 , 1 4 . 1 3 3 . 8 9 1 . 0 0 1 6 6 7 4 2 . 1 3 . 3 2 4 5 . 9 5 . 7
182 1 0 3 9 9 . 1 4 . 0 2 9 . 5 3 1 . 0 0 160 85 1 . 1 2 . 9 2 4 7 . 22 .  7
183 1 0 4 4 1 . 1 3 . 9 4 3 . 2  3 0 .  99 1 5 1 3 0 3 . 1 2 . 1 2 4 9 . 3 . 9
184 9841  . 1 4 . 1 4 1 1 . 2 9 0 .  77 1 6 1 2 5 5 . 1 2 . 9 250  . 3 7 . 1
195 9 8 8 5 . 1 4 . 2 5 1 1 . 1 0 0 . 9 8 1 6 5 3 3 1 . 1 3 . 2 2 5 1 . 5 9 . 2
1 8 6 9 9 4 8 . 1 4 . 3 6 1 0 . 7 7 1 . 0 6 1 6 7 4 8 5 . 1 3 . 4 252  . 8 1 . 3
187 1 0 0 1 5  . 14 .  39 1 0 . 4 3 I .  05 1 5 8 6 6 5 . 1 2 . 7 2 5 3 . 9 9 .  5
188 10 0 9 0 . 1 4 . 4 7 1 0 .  0 3 1 . 0 7 16 1 5 7 C • 1 2 . 9 2 5 5 . 1 6 . 9
189 1 0 1 4 9 . 1 4 . 5 0 9 . 7 9 1 . 0 9 18 3 8 6 5 . 1 4 . 7 2 5 6 . 4 9 . 9
190 1 0 2 1 4 . 1 4 .  4 7 9 . 4 5 1 . 0 7 168 66 3 . 1 3 . 5 2 5 7 . 7 5 . 3
191 1 0 2 3 6 . 1 4 . 4 1 9 . 0 3 1 . 0 5 1 7 0 4 6 7 . 1 3 . 6 2 5 9 . 1 . 1
19? 10 3 7 1 . 1 4 . 3 2 8 . 6 7 1 . 0 7 1 7 0 5 7 8 . 1 3 . 6 2 6 0 . 3 1 . 8
193 1 0 4 3 4 . 1 4 . 2 5 3 . 3 5 1.  09 159 65 6 . 1 2 . R 261 . 5 7 . 6
194 102 75 . 1 4 . 2 9 9 . 0 9 0 . 9 3 1 6 5 4 6 2 . 1 3 . 2 2 6 3 . 4 9 . 8
195 9 3 3 6  . 1 4 . 4 7 1 1 . 0 6 0 .  30 166 1 1 3 . 1 3 . 3 2 6 4 . 7 9 . 2
196 9 9 34  . 1 4 . 4 8 1 0 . 3 4 0 . 9 6 164 63 9 . 1 3 . 2 2 6 6 . 1 2 . 7
197 9997 . 1 4 . 5 3 1 0 . 5 3 1 . 0 0 1 6 2 9 0 6  . 1 3 . 0 2 6 7 . 2 9 . 6
198 10 0 6 3 . 1 4 . 5 8 1 C . 1 8 I . 00 1 6 1 5 2 1 . 1 2 . 9 2 6 8 . 4 7 . 2
199 1 0 1 2 9 . 14 . 66 9 . 8 6 ! .  00 1 7 1 2 5 6 . 1 3 . 7 2 6 9 . 6 8 . 5
200 10 1 9 0 . 1 4 . 6 7 9 . 5  7 1 . 0 0 1 7 4 4 6 6 . 1 4 . 0 2 7 0 . 89 . 7
201 10 2 5 6 . 14 . 64 9 . 2 2 1 . 0 0 1 6 7 6 0 1 . 1 3 . 4 2 7 2 . 1 1 . 5
20 2 10 3 3 3 . 1 4 . 5 3 9 . 3 4 G. 99 1 7 1 4 9 1 . 1 3 . 7 2 7 3 . 3 6 . 3
203 1 0 3 9 9  . 1 4 . 5 2 9 . 5  3 0.  99 1 7 1 4 6 5 . 1 3 . 7 2 7 4 . 6 4 . 0
2 C 4 1 0 4 6 6 , 1 4 . 4 8 3 . 1 9 0.  99 1 6 0 6 2 3 . 1 2 . 3 2 7 5 . 8 9 . 6
205 1C 146 . 1 4 . 5 0 9 . 7 5 0 .  79 1 6 3 6 8 9 * 1 3 . 1 2 7 7 . 8 2 . 5
2 0 6 9 9 1 8 . 1 4 . 6 8 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 8 6 1 6 4 3 2 3 . 1 3 . 1 2 7 9 . 8 . 8
2 0 7 993 3 . 1 4 . 7 4 1 0 . 6 0 0 . 9 1 1 6 1 6 0 1 . 1 2 . 9 2eo. 4 6 . 4
20 8 1 0 0 3 9 . 14 . 79 1 0 . 3 3 0 . 9 1 1 6 5 3 6 4 . 1 3 . 2 281 . 6 1 . 3
2 0 9 10 1 0 8 . 1 4 .  84 9 . 9 6 0 . 9 2 16 C 5 8 8 . 1 2 . 8 282  . 7 6 . 8
2 1 0 10 1 6 9 . 14 . P8 9 . 6 6 0 . 9 1 1 8 5 2 1 1 . 1 4 . 8 2 0 5 . 0 . 2
21 I 1 C 2 3 4 . 1 4 .  89 9 . 3  7 0.  90 1 6 5 7 1 0 . 1 3 . 3 2 8 6 . 9 . 2
212 1 0 2 9 6 . 1 4 . 8 8 9 . 0 G 0 . 9 1 1 7 3 5 3 4 . 1 3 . 9 2 8 7 . 3 1 . 5
213 10 3 6 5 . 14 . 80 3 . 6 8 0 . 9 2 1 7 C 0 4 7 . 1 3 . 6 2 8 8 . 5 2 . 1
214 10 4 2 8 - 1 4 .  77 9 . 3 9 0 . 9 1 1 77 94 8 . 1 4 . 2 2 8 9 . 8 0 . 7
215 1 0 4 9 6  . 14 . 78 3 . 0  3 0 . 9 0 16109  1 . 1 2 . 9 2 9 1 . 1 9 . C
216 1 0 1 0 3  . I 4 . 79 9 . 9 9 0 . 78 15 0 6 5  3 . 1 2 . 1 2 9 2 . 8 9 . 3
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* *  S H I P P I N G  UNI T  RESERVE REPORT * *
! BT U/ L B!  PROXIM ( ? )  I U L T I  t l
U N I T ! AS R E - ! MOI S­ ASH 1 SUL­ ! OVERBURDEN S . R . BLOCK
* ! PORTED! TURE 1 FUR I CYAROS) ( Y / T ) n X
217 9 9 4 0 . 1 4 . 8 1 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 3 1 6 0 0 0 9 . 1 2 . 8 2 9 4 . 1 3 . 5
218 1 0 0 0 4 . 14 .  85 1 0 . 5 0 0 . 8 8 1 6 3 2 1 2 . 1 3 . 1 2 9 5 . 6 0 . 4
219 1 0 0 5 6 . 1 4 . 8 8 1 0 . 2 4 0 . 8 9 1 6 7 0 6 6 . 1 3 . 4 2 9 6 . 7 6 . 1
2 2 0 1 0 1 2 5 . 1 4 . 9 4 9 . 8 7 0 . 8 8 1 6 4 1 7 0 . 1 3 . 1 2 9 7 . 9 2 . 7
221 1 0 1 8 7 . 1 4 . 9 7 9 . 5 9 0 . 8 9 1 8 0 3 3 3 . 1 4 . 4 3 0 0 . 7 . 4
222 1 0 2 7 0 . 1 5 .  C2 9 . 1 7 0 .  85 1 7 3 1 4 9 . 1 3 . 9 3 0 1 . 2 3 . 1
223 1 0 3 2 8 . 1 5 . 0 5 8 . 8 5 0 . 8 6 1 7 5 8 6 7 . 1 4 . 1 3 0 2 . 44 . 8
22 4 1 0 3 3 7 . 1 4 . 9 7 8 . 5 7 0 . 8 8 1 7 0 7 6 8 . 1 3 . 7 3 0 3 . 6 4 . 3
225 1 0 4 5 5 . I 5 . C 2 8 . 2 4 0 . 8 6 1 8 2 2 7 C. 1 4 . 6 3 0 4 . 9 2 . 0
2 2 6 1 0 5 0 3 . 1 4 . 7 9 8 . 0 0 0 . 9 0 1 5 9 0 1 1 . 1 2 . 7 3 0 6 . 4 9 . 5
2 2 7 1 0 0 2 7 . 1 5 .  10 1 0 . 3 7 0 . 7 3 1 4 3 7 9 1 . 1 1 . 5 3 0 8 . 0 . 5
2 2 8 999 3 . 1 5 . 1 5 1 0 . 5  5 0 . 7 0 1 6 0 7 5 4 . 1 2 . 9 3 0 9 . 3 6 . 2
229 1 0 0 5 0 . 1 5 .  16 1 0 . 2 6 0 . 7 9 1 6 4 1 0 8 . 1 3 . 1 3 1 0 . 8 1 . 3
2 3 0 1 0 1 0 2 . 1 5 .  19 1 0 . 0 1 0 - 8 1 1 6 7 4 5 2 . 1 3 . 4 3 1 1 . 9 5 . 2
231 1 0 1 7 2 . 15 . 2 6 9 . 6 4 0 . 7 7 1 7 0 6 1 5 . 1 3 . 6 3 1 3 . 1 2 . 1
23 2 1 0 2 3 3 . 1 5 . 2 7 9 . 3  4 0 . 9 0 18 003 8 . 1 4 . 4 3 1 5 . 2 0 . 9
233 10 3 3 6 . 1 5 . 3 3 9 . 3 4 0 . 7 2 1 8 0 7 6 4 . 1 4 . 5 3 1 6 . 4 0 . 9
2 34 10 3 7 6 . 1 5 .  35 9 . 6 2 0 .  77 1 8 3 2 3 5 . 1 4 . 7 3 1 7 . 6 1 . 8
2 3 5 1 0 4 3 0 . 1 5 . 3 1 8 . 3  8 0 . 8 0 1 6 5 8 7 9 . 1 3 . 3 3 1 8 . 7 5 . 9
2 36 1 0 4 8 6 . 1 5 . 2 6 8 . 0 8 0 . 8 1 1 8 8 8 4 6 . 1 5 . 1 3 2 0 . 4 . 9
2 3 7 1 0 3 3 6 . 1 5 . 0 0 3 . 8  3 0 .  92 160 7 4 1 . 1 2 . 9 3 2 1 . 3 5 . 3
2 3 8 9 9 7 6 .  . 1 5 . 2 3 1 0 . 6 5 0 . 6 6 1 5 3 7 4 2 . 1 2 . 3 3 2 2 . 5 5 . 0
23 9 I  0 0 4 6 - 1 5 . 3 3 1 0 . 2 8 0 . 6 8 1 6 4 1 5 2 . 1 3 . 1 3 2 4 . 3 3 . 5
2 4 0 1 0 0 9 4 . 1 5 .  34 1 0 . 0 4 0 . 7 7 1 6 4 1 8 5 . 1 3 . 1 3 2 5 . 4 5 . 3
241 1 0 1 5 0 . 1 5 .  34 9 . 7 7 0 . 7 6 1 6 8 0 3 4 . 1 3 . 4 3 2 6 . 5 8 . 7
242 1 0 2 0 3 . 15 .  37 9 . 4 8 0 .  77 1 8 0 0 7 1 . 1 4 . 4 3 2 7 . 8 2 .  1
24 3 10 3 2 6 . 1 5 . 4 5 8 . 9 0 0 . 6 9 1 7 8 9 7 6 . 1 4 . 3 3 2 9 . 82 . 6
2 4 4 1 0 3 6 4 . 1 5 . 4 1 8 . 6 8 0 .  70 1 9 4 8 3 0  . 1 5 . 6 3 3 1 . 1 0 . 3
2 4 5 1 0 4 1 1 . 1 5 .  34 8 . 4  5 0 . 7 9 17 3 7 7 1 . 1 3 . 9 3 3 2 . 2 7 . 1
2 4 6 1 0 4 6 0 . 1 5 . 2 6 8 . 2 3 0 .  31 1 7 1 8 9 2 . 1 3 . 8 3 3 3 . 3 5 . 7
247 1 0 3 G 2 . 1 5 . 2 4 9 . 0 1 0 . 7 6 1 7 4 7 9 2 . 1 4 . 0 3 3 4 . 4 3 . 6
24 8 9 9 9 4 . 1 5 . 2 8 1 0 . 5 5 0 . 6 4 15 4 3 8 9 . 1 2 . 4 3 3 5 . 6 3 . 7
2 4 9 1 0 0 5 9 . 1 5 . 3 7 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 6 9 1 6 3 4 7 5 . 1 3 . 1 337 . 5 3 . 0
250 101- 11 . 1 5 . 4 0 9 . 9  6 0 .  76 1 6 2 4 6 2 . 1 3 . 0 3 3 8 . 6 4 . 2
25 1 1 0 1 7 1 . 1 5 . 4 0 9 . 6 6 0 .  74 1 6 9 2 5 4 . 1 3 . 5 3 3 9 . 7 9 . 1
252 1 0 2 2 3 . 15 . 4 0 9 . 3 9 0 . 7 6 1 8 1 5 7  9 . 1 4 . 5 341 . 1 4 . 3
2 5 3 1 0 3 2 8 . 1 5 .  45 8 . 8 7 0 . 6 8 1 8 4 5 8 6 . 1 4 . 8 3 4 3 . 2 . 4
25 4 1 0 3 8 8 . 1 5 .  46 8 . 5 6 0 . 6 8 1 8 6 8 6 9 . 1 4 . 9 3 4 4 . 2 6 . 1
255 1 0 4 3 8 . 15 .  44 8 . 3 1 0 . 7 2 1 7 2 3 0 1 . 1 3 . 8 3 4 5 . 4 2 . 6
2 5 6 1 0 4 6 1 . 1 5 .  34 8 . 2 2 0 . 7 8 1 7 1 6 3 7 . 1 3 . 7 3 4 6 . 9 0 . 7
2 5 7 1 0 0 1 3 . 1 5 . 2 7 1 0 . 4 6 0 . 6 5 1 4 7 8 8 3 . 1 1 . 9 3 4 6 . 1 6 . 9
2 5 B 1 0 0 4 6 . 1 5 .  35 1 0 . 2 7 0 .  66 1 6 4 1 7 5 . 1 3 . 1 35 0 . 2 0 . 4
2 5 9 1 0 1 0 0 . 15 . 40 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 7 5 1 6 0 8 1 2 . . 1 2 . 9 3 5 1 . 3 1 . 9
2 60 1 0 1 5 8 . 1 5 . 4 0 9 . 7 3 0 . 7 5 1 6 3 C 0 0 . 1 3 . 0 3 5 2 . 4 5 . 6
261 1 0 2 2 6 . 1 5 . 4 0 9 . 3 7 0 . 7 5 1 7 9 8 9 4  . 1 4 . 4 3 5 3 . 6 9 . 2
262 1 0 2 8 7 . 1 5 .  4C 9 . 0 7 0 . 7 2 1 8 7 2 9 5  . 1 5 . 0 3 5 5 . 66 . 8
26 3 1 0 3 6 0 . 1 5 . 4 7 8 . 7 0 0 . 6 7 1 3 6 4 6 0 . 1 4 . 9 3 5 6 . 9 0 . 9
264 1C461 . 1 5 . 5 8 8 . 1 6 0 . 6 2 1 7 6 4 1 6 . 1 4 . 1 3 5 8 . 8 . 4
T 2098 165
** MONTHLY PRODUCTION RESERVE REPORT **
MONTHLY PRODUCTION TARGET = 100,000 TONS 
RECOVERY FACTOR = 90.0%
T 2098 166
* * KO&T HL Y PRODUCT ION RESERVE REPORT * *
KONTM! B T O / L 3 ! P R 0 X I M < 4 3 ! li L T I X !
t  ! AS R E - ! PHI  S- ASH | SUL­ ! OVERBURDEN S . R . BLOCK
T f  AR 1 P O P I E O ! I U3  E I FUR I ( Y A R D S ) C Y / T ) X
2 / 9  0 9 7 9 8 . 9 .  08 1 1 . 5 1 0 .  64 6 8 4 1 8 6 . 6 . 8 1 1 . 9 2 . 6
3 / 9 0 9 8 4 1  . 9 . 1 3 1 1 . 3 0 0 . 6 7 6 6 5 2 9 8 . 6 . 7 2 3 . 4 . 8
4 / 9 0 9 8 8 5 . 9 .  15 1 1 . 0 3 0 . 6 9 7 0 9 5 8 1 . 7 . 1 3 3 . 6 4 . 2
S / 9 0 9 9 4 8 . 9 . 4  3 1 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 3 72 3 9 7 4  . 7 . 2 44 . 8 . 9
f t / 9 0 9 8 5 9 . 9 .  P5 U  . 2 1 0 . 7 6 7 9 39 1  8 . 7 . 9 5 4 . 4 0 . 8
7 / 9 0 9 P 5 ft . 1 0 .  36 1 1 . 2 3 C . 8 6 8 2 1 3 4 9 . 8 . 2 65 . 2 6 . 6
8 / 9  0 9 9 2 4 . 1 0 . 5 f t 1 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 9 8 6 2 9 7 3 . 8 . 6 7 5 . 5 2 . 5
9 / 9  0 9 9 8 3 . 1 0 .  82 1 0 . 5 9 C.  90 8 9 5 0 6 3 . 9 . 0 8 6 . 2 9 . 6
1 0 / 9 0 9 9 1 f t . 1 1 . 2 ? 1 0 . 9 2 0 . 9 9 9 8 6 2 6 6 . 9 . 9 9 6 . 7 8 . 3
1 1 / 9 C 9 8 7 5 . 1 1 . 4 3 1 1 . 1 3 1 . 0 1 9 5 3 3 7 4 . 9 . 5 1 0 8 . 3 5 . 6
1 2 / 9  0 9 9 5 4 . 1 1 .  56 1 0 . 7 3 0 .  99 9 6 2 0 8 6 . 9 . 6 1 1 9 . 2 8 . 7
1 / 9 1 1 0 0 3 3 . 1 1 . 8 1 1 0 .  34 0 .  96 1 0 1 6 4 0 6 . 1 0 . 2 1 3 0 . 8 . 9
2 / 9 1 9 9 2 9 . 1 2 . 1 9 1 0 . 8 7 0 . 9 0 1 0 5 4 5 9 4  . 1 0 . 5 14 1. 4 . 0
3 / 9 1 9 9 3 6 . 1 2 . 2 7 1 0 . 8  3 0 .  84 1 0 3 8 6 0 5 . 1 0 . 4 1 5 2 . 4 0 . 1
4 / 9 1 1 0 0 2 9 . 1 2 . 5 0 1 0 . 3 6 0 . 7 6 1 0 6  3 4 9 6 . 1 0 . 6 1 6 3 . 4 6 . 9
5 / 9 1 1 0 1 2 4 . 1 2 .  83 9 . 8 9 0 .  67 1 1 1 3 7 9 9 . 1 1 . 1 1 7 4 . 0 . 4
6 / 9 1 9 9 3 1 . 1 3 .  C4 1 0 . 8 5 0 . 6 3 1 1 1 2 9 1 7 . 1 1 . 1 18 4  . 6 3 . 2
7 / 9 1 1 0 0 2 8 . 1 3 . 1 2 1 0 . 3 7 0 . 6 5 1 1 2 2 6 9 6 . 1 1 . 2 1 9 5 . 6 5 . 6
8 / 9 1 1 0 1 2 6 . 1 3 .  36 9 . 8 8 0 .  72 1 1 6 4 4 2  3 . 1 1 . 6 2 0 6 . 1 4 . 4
9 / 9 1 1 0 1 0 5 . 1 3 .  76 9 . 9 9 0 .  85 12 3 2 3 3 6 . 1 2 . 3 2 1 6 . 9 7 . 2
1 0 / 9 1 1 0 0 3 1  - 1 3 . 8 3 1 0 . 3 6 0 . 8 9 1 2 0 9  34 3 . 1 2 . 1 2 28 . 2 2 . 4
1 1 / 9 1 1 C 1 2 2 . 1 3 . 9 2 9 . 9 0 0 . 9 1 1 2 5 8  3 7 3 . 1 2 . 6 2 3 9 . 6 8 . 0
1 2 / 9 1 1 0 2 0 0 . 1 4 .  15 9 . 5 1 0 . 9 7 1 2 9 8 6 3 1  . 1 3 . 0 2 5 0 . 3 7 . 1
1 / 9 2 1 0 1 2 0 . 1 4 .  40 9 . 9 1 1 . 0 5 1 3 4 6 6 2 3 . 1 3 . 5 2 6 0 . 3 1 . 3
2 / 9 2 1 C l  1 4 . 1 4 . 4 9 9 . 9 4 0 . 9 7 1 3 2 6 0 2 5  . 1 3 . 3 2 7 0 . 3 9 . 7
3 / 9 2 1 0 1 9 3 . 1 4 . 6 2 9 . 5 5 0 . 9  3 1 3 2 6 1 5 7 . 1 3 . 3 281  . 6 1 . 3
4 / 9 2 1 0 2 7 5 . 1 4 .  e3 9 . 1  3 0 . 8 9 1 3 4 4 7 8 1 . 1 3 . 4 2 9 2 . 0 9 .  3
5 / 9 2 1 0 1 6 2 - 1 4 .  94 9 . 7 0 0 .  3 7 1 3 5 4 5 7 5 . 1 3 . 5 3 0 3 . 6 4 . 3
6 / 9 2 1 0 1 9 2  . 1 5 . 1 2 9 . 5 5 0 . 8 0 1 3 2 8 0  39 . 1 3 . 3 3 1 5 . 2 0 . 9
7 / 9 2 1 0 2 6  0 . 1 5 . 2 7 9 . 2  1 0 .  75 1 3 6 1 5 4  5 . 1 3 . 6 3 2 5 . 4 5 . 3
8 / 9 2 1 C 2 7 6 . 1 5 . 3 3 9 .  14 0 . 7 4 1 3 9 6 7 5 6 . 1 4 . 0 3 3 5 . 6 3 . 7
9 / 9  2 1 0 2 7 2 . 1 5 . 4 1 9 .  15 0 .  73 1 3 9 2 1 6 4 . 1 3 . 9 3 4 6  . 9 0 . 7
1 0 / 9 2 1 0 2 0 6 . 1 5 . 4 1 9 . 4  7 0 . 6 9 1 3 6 5  92 7 . 1 3 . 7 3 5 8 . 8 . 4
APPENDIX B
COAL RESERVE REPORTS 
(NORTH-SOUTH ORIENTATION)
T 2098 16 8
*  * B LOCK BY’ BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
f
BLK 1
8 T U / L 8 I  
AS RE - !
PROXIM 
MQI S-
( * )  I U L T I  t !  
ASH ! S D L - ! COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S.R .
*  1 PORTED! TURE ! FUR ! ELEV ( FT  3 ( Y D S ) ELEV ( F T ) ( T O N S K Y / T  )
I 10 2 4 0 . 9 . 2 0 9 . 3 0 0 . 8 0 9 9 5 . 3 3 9 . 3 5 1 5 4 1 . 9 5 6 . 0 7 . 1 1 0 0 6 7 . 5 .  1
2 1 0 2 5 0 . 9 . 6 1 9 . 2 6 0 . 8 3 1 0 0 3 . 1 4 9 .  1 65 5 2 4 . 9 5 3 . 9 7 . 5 1 0 7 5 9 . 6 . 1
3 1 0 3 0 2 . 1 0 . 6 7 9 . 0 0 0 . 9 5 1 0 0 6 . 3 5 7 . 9 7 7 1 4 2 . 9 4 8 . 4 7 . 7 1 1 0 4 1 . 7 . 0
4 1 0 3 4 4 . 1 1 .  72 3 . 8 1 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 1 . 8 6 9 . 9 9 3 1 8 3 . 9 4 1 . 9 8 . 4 1 2 1 1 4 . 7 .  7
5 1 0 3 7 7 . 1 2 . 5 0 3 . 6 2 C.  74 1 0 1 4 . 8 7 8 . 6 1 0 4 8 2 9 . 9 3 6 . 1 8 . 1 1 1 6 8 8 . 9 .  C
6 1 0 4 2 3 . 1 3 .  19 3 . 3 7 0 . 7 2 1 0 1 3 . 9 8 3 . 9 1 1 1 8 3 5 . 9 3 0 . 0 7 . 9 1 1 4 0 5 . 9 .  8
7 1 0 4 7 3 . 1 3 . 7 4 8 . 0 9 0 . 9 5 1 0 1 1 . 3 8 6 . 5 1 1 5 3 7 7 . 9 2 4 . 8 7 . 7 1 1 1 0 2 . 1 0 . 4
8 1 0 5 2 5 . 1 4 . 4 9 7 . 8 8 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 0 .  1 9 2 . 1 1 2 2 8 2 5 . 9 1 7 . 9 8 . 1 1 1 6 1 3 . 1C • 6
- 9 1 0 5 3 8 . 1 4 . 6 7 7 . 3 4 0 . 9 2 1 0 0 6 . 2 9 0 .  1 5 7 1 8 0 . 9 1 6 . 2 8 . 4 5 74 5 . 1 0 . 0
10 1 0 2 2 7 . 9 . 2 5 9 . 3 8 0 . 8 0 9 9 9 . 2 4 3 . 5 5 7 0 6 2 . 955  . 7 7 . 6 1C 75 9 • 5 . 3
11 1 0 2 4 1 . 9 . 5 4 9 . 3 1 0 . 3 2 1 0 0 3 . 3 4 9 . 0 6 5 3 9 4 . 9 5 4 . 3 7 . 6 1 0 9 2 6 . 6 . 0
12 1 0 2 7 8 . 1 0 .  75 9 . 1 3 0 . 9 7 10 0 9 . 5 6 1 . 5 8 1 9 8 8 . 9 4 8 . 0 8 . 1 1 1 6 4 0 . 7 . 0
13 1 0 3 1 5 . 1 1 .  69 8 . 9 4 0 . 9 8 1 0 1 5 . 0 7 2 . 8 9 7 1 2 2 . 9 4 2 . 1 8 . 1 1 1 7 1 7 . 8 . 3
14 1 0 3 6 5 . 1 2 .  54 8 . 6 8 0 . 7 1 1 0 1 5 . 4 7 9 . 6 1 0 6 1 5 2 . 935  . 8 8 . 0 1 1 5 1 2 . 9 . 2
1 5 1 0 4 1 C • 1 3 . 2 0 8 . 4 5 0 .  71 10 1 4 . 4 8 4 . 5 1 1 2 6 0 9 . 9 2 9 .  9 8 . 0 1 1 5 6 2 . 9 . 7
16 1 0 4 5 3 . 1 3 . 8 0 8 . 2 2 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 4 . 8 9 0 . 8 1 2 1 0 4 4 . 924  . 0 7 . 9 1 1 3 4 1 . 1 0 . 7
17 1 0 4 9 7 . 1 4 . 4 8 3 . 0 3 0 . 9 8 1 0 1 1 . 6 9 3 . 6 1 2 4 7 3 9 . 9 1 8 . 1 7 . 9 1 1 3 4 4 . 1 1 . 0
- 1 8 1 0 5 1 2 . 14 .  82 7 . 9 6 0 . 8 9 1 0 0 9 .  1 9 4 . 4 9 2 0 1 3 . 914  . 8 7 . 9 8 2 9 7 . 1 1 . 1
19 1 0 2 1 7 . 9 . 2 9 9 . 4 4 0 . 8 0 1 0 0 1 . 5 4 5 . 9 6 0 3 1 6 . 9 5 5 . 5 8 . 0 1 1 3 2 3 . 5 .  3
20 1 0 2 1 7 . 9 .  68 9 . 4  4 0 . 3 3 1 0 0 6 . 6 5 3 . 0 7 0 6 7 9 . 9 5 3 . 6 8 . 4 1 2 0 5 2 . 5 . 9
21 1 0 2 5 5 . 1 0 . 7 2 9 . 2 5 0 . 9 5 1 0 1 1 . 6 6 3 . 5 8 4 6 3 5 . 9 4 8 .  1 8 . 4 1 2 0 3 6 . 7 . 0
22 1 0 3 0 1 . 1 1 .  77 8 . 9 9 0 . 9 7 10 1 7 . 7 7 6 . 1 1 0 1 4 8 7 . 941  . 6 7 . 8 1 1 2 3 3 . 9 . 0
23 10 3 3 6 . 1 2 . 4 8 3 . 8 3 0 . 7 2 1 0 1 6 . 4 8 0 .  1 1 0 6 8 0 3 . 9 3 6 .  3 8 . 0 1 1 4 4 9 . 9 . 3
24 1 0 3 9 3 . 1 3 . 2 8 8 . 5  5 0 . 7 3 1 0 1 5 . 7 8 6 .  7 1 1 5 5 4 5 . 9 2 9 . 1 8 . 1 11 66 4  . 9 . 9
25 1 0 4 3 0 . 1 3 . 7 6 8 . 3 5 0 . 9 5 1 0 1 7 . 2 9 2 . 9 1 2 3 8 8 7 . 924  . 3 8 . 1 1 1 6 5 2 . 1 0 . 6
26 1 0 4 8 3 . 14 .  54 8 . 0 9 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 2 . 0 9 4 . 5 1 2 5 9 8 4 . 9 1 7 . 5 7 . 7 1 1 1 3 8 . 1 1 . 3
- 2  7 104 9 9 . 1 4 . 9 1 8 . 0 2 0 . 8 7 1 0 1 2 . 2 9 8 . 5 1 2 9 4 8 1 . 9 1 3 . 7 7 . 6 1 0 7 3 2 . 1 2 .  1
28 1 0 1 7 6 . 9 . 1 6 9 . 6 4 0 . 7 7 1 0 0 6 . 2 5 0 . 1 6 5 7 6 1 . 9 5 6 . 1 8 . 2 1 1 5 7 2 . 5 . 7
29 1 0 1 9 4 . 9 .  54 9 . 5 7 0 . 8 1 1 0 0 7 . 6 5 3 . 4 7 1 1 5 4 . 954  . 3 8 . 7 12 59 4  . 5 . 6
30 1 0 2 3 4 . 1 0 .  77 9 . 3 4 0 . 9 6 1 0 1 4 . 1 6 6 . 3 8 8 3 6 2 . 9 4 7 . 8 8 . 3 1 1 9 0 3 . 7 . 4
31 1C 2 7 3 • 1 1 . 7 4 9 . 1 4 0 . 9 8 1 0 1 9 . 1 7 7 . 3 1 0 3 1 1 6 . 9 4 1 . 7 7 . 8 1 1 2 3 8 . 9 . 1
32 1 0 3 2 0 . 1 2 .  66 3 . 9  3 0 . 6 5 1 0 1 6 . 5 8 1 . 7 1 0 8 9 1 2 . 934  . 9 8 . 0 1 1 5 3 9 . 9 . 4
33 1 0 3 5 8 . 1 3 . 2 0 9 . 7 3 0 . 6 9 1 0 1 7 . 4 8 7 . 5 1 1 6 7 2 1 . 9 2 9 . 9 8 . 0 11 56 5  . 1 0 .  1
34 1 0 4 1 2 . 1 3 .  86 8 . 4 5 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 7 . 7 9 4 . 1 1 2 5 4 6 9 . 9 2 3 . 6 7 . 8 1 1 2 6 7 . 1 1 .  1
3 5 1 0 4 5 8 . 1 4 . 5 7 8 . 2  3 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 4 . 4 9 7 . 1 1 2 9 5 2 7 . 9 1 7 . 3 7 . 5 1 0 8 2 8 . 1 2 . 0
36 1 0 4 9 0 . 1 5 . 1 1 8 . 0 6 0 . 8 4 1 0 1 8 . 0 1 0 6 . 6 1 4 2 0 8 4 . 9 1 1 . 4 7 . 2 1 0 4 1 6 . 1 3 . 6
- 3 7 1 0 4 8 9 . 1 5 . 1 9 8 . 0 7 0 . 8 2 1 0 2 0 .  1 1 0 9 . 8 3 5 2 8 7 . 9 1 0 . 3 7 . 2 2 4 8 4 . 1 4 . 2
38 1 0 1 2 8 . 8 . 9 2 9 . 3 7 0 . 7 3 1 0 0 9 . 4 5 1 . 3 6 7 3 6 6 . 9 5 7 . 1 8 . 0 1 1 3 9 9 . 5 . 9
39 1 018 I . 9 . 8 3 9 . 6 1 0 . 8 3 1 0 1 1 . 0 5 8 . 2 7 7 5 5 1 . 952 . 8 8 . 4 1 2 1 3 9 . 6 . 4
4 0 1 0 2 0 6 . 1 0 . 8 4 9 . 4 6 0 . 9 5 1 0 1 7 . 0 6 9 . 6 9 2 7 3 5 . 9 4 7 . 5 8 . 1 11661  . 8 . 0
41 1C 25 1 . 1 1 . 8 1 9 . 2 6 0 . 9  7 1 0 1 9 . 8 7 8 . 5 1 0 4 7 2 7 . 941 . 2 7 . 8 1 1 2 6 4 . 9 . 3
42 1 0 2 9 8 . 1 2 . 6 1 9 . 0 3 0 .  69 1 0 1 7 . 4 8 2 .  1 1 0 9 5 0 2 . 935 . 3 7 . 9 1 1 3 7 6 . 9 . 6
43 1 0 3 4 0 . 1 3 . 2 9 9 . 8 2 0 .  74 1 0 1 8 . 7 8 9 . 5 1 1 9 3 2 1 . 929  . 2 7 . 8 1 1 2 2 9 . 1 0 . 6
44 10 3 8 1  . 1 3 . 8 4 3 . 6 4 0 . 9 5 10 1 9 . 7 9 5 . 8 12 7 6 8 6 . 9 2 3 . 9 7 . 6 1 0 9 5 8 . 1 1 . 7
45 104 3 7 . 1 4 .  60 8 . 3 5 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 6 . 4 9 9 . 5 1 3 2 7 2 7 . 9 1 6 . 9 7 . 3 1 0 5 3 1 . 1 2 . 6
46 1 0 4 9 9 . 1 5 . 2 9 8 . 0 0 0 . 8 0 1 0 2 0 . 9 1 1 1 . 9 1 4 9 1 4 6 . 909  . 1 7 . 2 1 0 3 7 8 . 1 4 . 4
- 4  7 10 43 5  . 1 5 .  30 8 . 0 9 0 . 8 0 1 0 1 9 . 2 1 1 0 . 2 7 2 9 0 6 . 909  . 0 7 . 6 5 4 3 4 . 1 3 . 4
48 1 0 1 0 2 . 8 . 7 5 9 . 9 9 0 . 7 1 1 0 0 9 . 1 5 1 . 3 6 7 3 7 8 . 9 5 7 . 8 7 . 7 1 0 8 8 4 . 6 . 2
49 1 0 1 4 2 . 9 .  78 9 . 7 9 0 . 8 2 1 0 1 3 . 4 6 0 . 4 8 0 5 9 0 . 953 . 0 8 . 1 1 1 6 9 8 . 6 . 9
50 1 0 1 8 5 . 1 0 .  P.9 9 . 5 7 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 8 . 8 7 1 . 6 9 5 4 8 6 . 9 4 7 . 2 7 . 8 1 1 2 7 0 . 8 . 5
51 1 0 2 3 0 . 11 . 8 0 9 . 3 5 0 . 9 8 1 0 1 9 . 6 7 8 . 2 1 0 4 2 2 5 . 941 . 4 7 . 6 1 1 0 1 2 . 9 . 5
52 1 0 2 7 7 . 1 2 . 6 9 9 . 1 1 0 . 7 2 10 1 9 . 4 8 4 . 8 1 1 3 0 2 8 . 934  . 6 7 . 7 1 1 1 0 6 . 1 0 . 2
53 1 0 3 1 1 . 1 3 . 2 3 8 . 9 5 0 . 7 2 1 0 2 0 . 2 9 0 . 3 1 2 0 4 4 6 . 9 2 9 . 9 7 . 6 1 0 9 7 0 . 1 1 . 0
54 1 0 3 6 6 . 13 .  93 8 . 7  0 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 7 . 7 9 4 .  4 1 2 5 8 3 1 . 9 2 3 . 3 7 . 6 1 0 8 9 4 . 1 1 . 6
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* ♦  BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *  
! B T U/ L B!  PROXIM CS)  ! U L T I  «!
RLK ! AS RE- . I MOTS- ASH 1 SUL-  I COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S . R .
I  ! PORTED I TUR E 1 FUR 1 ELEV ( F T ) ( Y D S ) ELEV ( F T ) ( T O N S X Y / T )
55 1042  0 . 1 4 . 5 8 8 . 4 3 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 7 . 6 1 0 0 . 6 1 3 4 1 3 6 . 91 6  . 9 7 . 5 1 0 8 0 8 . 1 2 . 4
56 1 0 4 7 3 . 1 5 . 1 6 8 . 1 5 0 . 8 3 1 0 1 9 . 8 1 0 9 . 3 1 4 5 7 1 1 . 9 1 0 . 5 7 . 6 1 0 8 9 9 . 1 3 . 4
- 5 7 1 0 4 7 2 . 1 5 .  30 8 . 1 7 0 . 8 0 1 0 1 7 . 6 1 0 8 . 6 1 0 8 7 5 3 . 9 0 9 . 0 8 . 0 8 6 1 8 . 1 2 . 6
53 1 0 0 9 6 . 3 . 7  8 1 0 . 0 2 0 . 7 1 1 0 0 9 . 7 5 2 . 0 6 3 2 6 0 . 9 5 7 . 7 7 . 7 1 0 9 0 1 . 6 . 3
59 1 0 1 1 5 . 9 . 8 5 9 . 9  2 0 . 8 3 10 1 5 . 7 6 3 . 0 8 4 0 1 9 . 9 5 2 . 7 8 . 0 1 1 4 9 4 . 7 . 3
60 1 0 1 5 0 . 1 0 .  84 9 . 7 4 0 . 9 5 1 0 2 0 . 3 7 2 . 8 9 7 C 3 6 . 9 4 7 . 5 7 . 5 1 0 8 3 3 . 9 . 0
6 1 1 0 1 9 9 . 1 1 .  88 9 . 4 9 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 8 . 7 7 7 . 8 1 0 3 6 9 4 . 94 0  . 9 7 . 4 1 0 6 6 7 . 9 . 7
62 1 0 2 5 5 . 1 2 .  66 9 . 2 2 0 .  73 1 0 2 0 . 2 8 5 . 4 1 1 3 8 6 4 . 934  . 8 7 . 7 1 1 0 4 9 . 1 0 . 3
63 10 2 9 9  . 1 3 . 3 1 9 . 0 1 0 . 7 3 1 0 1 9 . 9 9 0 . 7 1 2 0 9 3 2 . 9 2 9 . 2 7 . 7 1 1 1 2 0 . 1 0 . 9
64 10 3 3 3 . 13 . 9 3 8 . 8 4 0 . 9 5 1 0 1 6 . 3 9 2 . 8 1 2 3 6 9 0 . 9 2 3 . 5 7 . 5 1 0 8 3 3 . 1 1 . 4
65 1 0 3 9 0 . 1 4 .  57 8 . 5 6 0 . 9 7 1 0 2 0 . 3 1 0 3 . 6 1 3 8 0 7 1 . 9 1 6 . 7 7 . 9 1 1 3 3 0 . 1 2 . 2
66 1 0 4 4 1 . 1 5 . 1 2 8 . 3 2 0 . 8 3 1 0 1 7 . 8 1 0 6 . 9 1 4 2 4 7 7 . 9 1 0 . 9 8 . 2 1 1 8 6 4 . 1 2 . 0
- 6 7 1 0 4 6 2  . 15 . 3 0 9 . 2 3 0 . 8 0 10 1 6 . 5 10 7 . 5 1 4 4 1 2 8 . 9 09 .  0 8 . 3 1 1 9 6 1 . 1 2 . 0
68 1 0 0 6 4 . 9 .  02 1C.  17 0 . 7 3 1 0 1 2 . 6 5 6 . 0 7 3 4 6 3 . 9 5 6 . 6 7 . 9 1 1 2 4 2  . 6 . 5
69 1 0 0 8 7 . 9 .  77 1 0 . 0 7 0 . 8 3 1 0 1 6 . 6 6 3 . 5 8 4 6 5 4 . 9 5 3 . 1 8 . 0 1 1 5 8 5 . 7 .  3
70 1 0 1 3 7 . 10 .  95 9 . 8 1 0 . 9  7 1 0 2 1 . 2 7 4 . 3 9 9 0 4 7 . 9 4 6 . 9 7 . 4 1 0 6 4 6 . 9 . 3
71 1 0 1 8 4  . 1 1 . 9 1 9 . 5 7 0 . 9 8 10 1 9 .  1 7 8 . 4 1 0 4 5 6 3 . 9 4 0 . 6 7 . 3 1 0 5 5 6 . 9 . 9
72 1 0 2 2 7 . 1 2 .  74 9 . 3 6 0 . 6 7 1 0 2 1 . 5 8 7 . 4 1 1 6 5 3 8 . 934  . 1 7 . 9 1 1 3 8 4 . 1 0 . 2
73 1 0 2 7 3 . 1 3 . 3 2 9 . 1 4 0 .  70 1 0 2 0 . 2 9 1 . 1 1 2 1 4 3 4 . 9 2 9 .  1 7 . 9 1 1 42  6 . 1 0 .  6
74 1 0 3 2 6 . 1 4 .  01 8 . 8 8 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 7 . 3 9 4 . 5 1 2 5 9 4 6 . 9 2 2 . 9 7 . 5 1 0 7 8 8 . 1 1 . 7
75 10 374  . 1 4 .  59 9 . 6 4 0 . 9 7 1 0 2 0 . 5 1 0 3 . 8 1 3 8 3 5 0 . 9 1 6 . 7 7 . 8 1 1 2 8 9 . 1 2 . 3
76 1 0 4 3 3 . 1 5 .  19 8 . 3 7 0 . 8 2 1 0 1 7 . 2 1 0 7 . 0 1 4 2 7 1 2 . 9 1 0 i  1 8 . 4 1 2 1 3 9 . 1 1 . 8
77 1 0 4 4 6 . 1 5 .  40 8 . 2 8 0 . 7 5 1 0 1 4 . 8 1 0 8 . 3 1 4 4 4 1 0 . 9 0 6 . 5 8 . 4 1 2 1 4 6 . 1 1 . 9
- 7 3 1 0 4 7 0 . 1 5 . 6 0 8 . 1 0 0 . 6 0 1 0 1 0 . 5 1 0 9 . 5 3 8 0 6 9 . 9 0 1 . 0 8 . 2 3 0 8 0 . 1 2 . 4
79 1 0 C 3 7 . 9 .  05 1 0 . 3 0 0 .  72 1 0 1 4 . 0 5 7 . 5 7 5 4 5 7 . 9 5 6 . 5 7 . 9 1 1 2 0 3 . 6 .  7
80 1 0 0 6 4 . 9 .  87 1 C .  18 0 . 8 2 1 0 1 8 . 0 6 5 . 4 8 7 1 9 8 . 9 5 2 . 6 7 . 9 1 1 3 5 5 . 7 .  7
81 1 0 0 9 5 . 1 0 .  92 1 0 . 0 3 0 .  95 1 0 2 2 . 8 7 5 . 7 1 0 0 8 9 9 . 9 4 7 . 1 7 . 3 1 0 5 0 3 . 9 . 6
82 1 0 1 4 7 . 1 1 . 9 0 9 . 7 7 0 . 9  7 1 0 2 0 . 6 8 0 . 2 1 0 6 8 7 0 . 9 4 0 . 5 7 . 3 1 0 5 0 4 . 1 0 . 2
83 1 0 2 0 6 . 1 2 . 7 1 9 . 4 7 0 .  68 1 0 2 1 . 7 8 7 . 4 1 1 6 5 8 5 . 9 3 4 . 3 7 . 9 1 1 4 2 3 . 1 0 . 2
84 1 0 2 5 2 . 1 3 .  37 9 . 2 4 0 .  70 1 0 2 0 . 0 9 1 . 2 1 2 1 6 1 6 . 9 2 8 . 8 7 . 9 1 1 4 2 3 . 1 0 . 6
85 1 0 2 9 2 . 1 4 . 0 1 9 . 0  5 0 .  95 1 0 1 8 . 1 9 5 . 0 1 2 6 7 0 3 . 9 2 3 . 0 7 . 6 1 0 8 9 9 . 1 1 . 6
86 10 344 . 1 4 . 6 5 9 . 7  8 0 . 9 8 1 0 2 0 . 6 1 0 4 .  1 1 3 3 7 8 5 . 9 1 6 . 5 7 .  7 1 1 0 7 6 . 1 2 . 5
87 1 C 3 9 7 . 1 5 .  12 8 . 5 3 0 . 3 5 1 0 1 3 . 8 1 0 7 . 9 1 4 3 8 9 0 . 910  . 9 8 . 2 1 1 8 5 8 . 1 2 . 1
88 1 0 4 4 6 . 1 5 .  46 8 . 2  6 0 . 7 1 1 0 1 5 . 0 1 1 0 . 2 1 4 6 8 8 7 . 904  . 8 8 . 3 1 2 0 0 6 . 1 2 . 2
- 8 9 1 0 4 7 0 . 1 5 . 6 0 3 . 1 0 0 . 6 0 1 0 1 0 . 3 1 0 9 . 3 6 9 5 3 3 . 9 0 1 . 0 8 . 2 5 6 3 4 . 1 2 . 3
90 5 9 8 3  . 8 . 8 7 1 0 . 5 5 0 . 6 4 10 1 5 . 5 5 8 . 2 7 6 4 0 6 . 957  . 3 7 . 6 1 0 7 4 1 . 7 . 1
91 1 0 0 4 2 . 9 . 9 8 1 0 . 2 9 0 . 8 1 1 0 1 9 . 4 6 7 . 4 8 9 8 7 2 . 952 . 0 7 . 8 1 1 2 0 3 . 8 • C
92 100 8 5 . 1 1 .  02 1 0 . 0 8 0 . 9 7 1 0 2 1 . 5 7 5 . 0 1 0 0 0 3 3 . 9 4 6 . 5 7 . 4 1 0 6 6 9 . 9 . 4
93 1 0 1 3 4 . 11 . 9 4 9 . 8  3 0 . 9 8 1 0 2 1 . 0 8 0 . 8 1 0 7 7 7 4 . 9 4 0 . 2 7 . 5 1 0 7 7 6 . 10 .  0
94 1 0 174 . 1 2 .  77 9 . 6 4 0 . 6 8 1 0 2 0 . 4 8 6 . 7 1155 8 9 . 933 . 7 7 . 9 1 1 4 3 6 . 1 0 . 1
9 5 1 0 2 2 4 . 1 3 .  39 9 . 3 9 0 . 7 2 1 0 1 9 . 3 9 0 . 7 1 2 0 9 9 9 . 928  . 6 7 . 9 1 1 4 3 9 . 1 0 . 6
9 6 1 0 2 8 3 . 1 4 .  07 9 . 0 9 0 . 9 7 1 0 2 0 . 1 9 7 . 6 1 3 0 1 5 2 . 922 . 5 7 . 5 1 0 8 3 3 . 1 2 . 0
97 1 0 3 3 5 . 1 4 .  68 9 . 8 2 0 . 9 7 1 0 2 0 . 0 1 0 3 . 9 1 3 8 5 2 9 . 9 1 6 . 1 7 . 7 11 1 0 6  . 1 2 . 5
98 10 3 9 0 . 1 5 . 2 9 8 . 5 5 0 . 8 2 1 0 2 0 . 7 1 1 2 . 1 1 4 9 4 3 5 . 908  . 6 8 . 2 1 1 7 4 3 . 1 2 . 7
99 1 0 4 3 9 . 1 5 .  50 8 . 2 9 0 . 6 8 10 1 5 . 9 1 1 1 . 9 1 4 9 1 7 1 . 904  . 0 8 . 2 1 1 7 7 6 . 1 2 . 7
- 1 0 0 1 0 4 7 0 . 1 5 . 6 0 8 . 1 0 0 . 6 0 10 1 2 . 7 1 1 1 . 7 8 0 2 5 8 . 9 0 1 . 0 8 . 2 6 3 6 2  . 1 2 . 6
101 9970  . 8 .  70 1 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 1 0 1 5 . 0 5 7 . 0 7 4 8 5 9 . 9 5 8 . 0 7.  3 1 0 3 5 6 . 7 . 2
102 1 0 0 0 8 . 1 0 .  C2 1 0 . 4 6 0 . 7 9 1 0 1 9 . 8 6 7 . 9 9 0 5 9 5 . 9 5 1 . 8 7 . 8 1 1 3 0 0 . 8 . 0
103 1 0 0 4 5 . 1 1 .  02 1 0 . 3 0 0 . 9 6 1 0 2 0 . 1 7 3 . 5 9 7 9 7 8 . 9 4 6 . 6 7 . 5 1 0 8 6 6 . 9 . 0
104 1 0 0 9 6 . 1 1 .  92 1 0 . 0 3 0 . 9 7 1 0 2 2 . 2 8 2 . 0 1 0 9 2 8 2 . 9 4 0 . 2 7 . 9 1 1 3 2 3 . 9 . 7
105 1015  6 . 1 2 .  76 9 . 7 3 0 . 7 0 10 1 9 . 8 8 6 . 0 1 1 4 6 6 4 . 9 3 3 . 8 8 . 0 1 1 4 7 4 . 1 0 . 0
1 0 6 1 0 1 9 9 . 1 3 . 4 1 9 . 5 2 0 . 7 4 1 0 2 0 . 0 9 1 . 6 1 2 2 1 3 8 . 9 2 8 . 3 7 . 9 1 1 4 1 9 . 1 0 . 7
107 1 0 2 4 5 . 14 .  04 9 . 3 0 0 .  95 1 0 2 2 . 9 1 0 0 . 2 1 3 3 6 2 5 . 9 2 2 . 7 7 . 5 10 7 8 1 . 1 2 . 4
108 1 0 3 0 5 . 1 4 .  70 8 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 10 1 8 . 9 1 0 2 . 9 1 3 7 2 2 9 . 9 1 5 . 9 7 . 7 1 1 0 8 8 . 1 2 . 4
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* *  RLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *  
! P T U / L S I  PROXIM ( ? )  l U L T f  Z !
BLK ! AS RF-1 m nr  s - ASH ! SUL-  ! COL4R COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S. R .
M ! PORTE 0 ! TIIR E 1 FUR | ELEV ( FT ) CYOS) ELEV ( F T  ) ( T Q N S ) ( Y / T )
109 1 0 3 8 0 . 15 . 29 9 . 6 0 0 . 8 2 1 0 2 1 . 1 1 1 2 . 5 1 5 0 0 3 5 . 908 . 6 8 . 1 1165 3 . 1 2 . 9
110 1 0 4 2 5 . 1 5 . 5 0 8 . 3  5 C.  68 1 0 1 7 .  0 1 1 2 . 9 1 5 0 5 0 2 . 904 .  1 8 . 0 1 1 5 5 2 . 1 3 . 0
- 1 1 1 1 0 4 7 0 . 1 5 . 6 0 3 . 1 0 0 . 6 0 10 1 2 . 6 1 1 1 . 6 7 2 0 5 7 . 9 0 1 . 0 8 . 2 5721  . 1 2 . 6
112 99 53  . 8 .  96 1 0 . 6 8 0 . 6 3 1 0 1 6 . 7 5 9 .  8 7 8 4 6 0 . 9 5 6 . 9 7 . 8 1 1 1 2 7 . 7 .  1
113 9 9 82  . 9 . 9 4 1 0 . 5 9 0 .  76 1 0 2 0 . 9 6 8 . 6 9 1 4 9 5 . 9 5 2  . 3 8 . 2 1 1 8 2 7 . 7 . 7
114 100 34 . 1 1 . 0 9 1 0 . 3 4 0 . 9 7 1 0 2 0 . 5 7 4 . 4 9 9 1 3 4 . 94 6 . 1 7 . 6 1 0 9 1 4 . 9 . 1
115 1 0 0 8 3 . 1 1 . 9 3 1 0 . 1 0 0 . 9 8 1 0 2 2 . 1 8 2 . 0 1 0 9 3 0 7 . 9 4 0 . 1 7 . 9 1 1 3 4 2 . 9 . 6
116 1012 4 . 1 2 .  79 9 . 9 0 0 .  74 10 1 9 . 5 8 6 .  0 1 1 4 6 6 8 . 9 3 3 . 5 8 . 1 1 1 6 7 6 . 9 . 8
117 1 0 1 7 1 . 1 3 . 4 0 9 . 6  7 0 .  76 1 0 1 9 . 9 9 1 . 6 1 2 2 1 1 5 . 928  .  3 8 . 0 1 1 4 7 0 . 1 0 . 6
l l f l 102 3 7 .  . 1 4 . 0 9 9 . 3  4 0 . 9  7 1 0 2 1 . 9 9 9 . 7 1 3 2 9 0 2 . 922 . 2 7 . 6 109 19 . 1 2 . 2
119 10 2 9 4  . 1 4 . 7 1 9 . 0 3 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 8 . 3 1 0 2 . 9 1 3 7 2 5 1 . 9 1 5 . 9 7 . 8 1 1 1 6 9 . 1 2 . 3
120 1 0 3 5 3 . 1 5 .  22 8 . 7  3 0 .  79 1 0 1 9 . 7 1 1 0 . 6 1 4 7 4 7 4 . 9 0 9 .  1 7 . 8 1 1 2 5 1 . 1 3 . 1
121 1 0 3 9 6 . 1 5 . 4 8 3 . 5 ? 0 . 6 8 1 0 1 8 . 5 1 1 3 . 9 15 1 8 3 8 . 9 0 4 . 7 7 . 8 1 1 2 8 9 . 1 3 . 5
- 1 2 2 104 3 9 . 1 5 . 5 4 9 . 2  7 0 . 6 3 1 0 1 4 . 1 1 1 1 . 4 6 3 8 9 2 . 902  . 7 7 . 9 4 9 2 4 . 1 3 .  C
123 9 9 3 3 . 9 .  17 1 0 . 3 2 0 . 6 4 1 0 1 7 . 4 6 1 . 4 8 0 6 0 1 . 9 5 6 . C 8 . 4 1 1975 . 6 .  7
124 9 9 6 2 . 9 . 9 2 1 0 . 6 9 0 . 7 5 1 0 2 0 . 5 6 3 . 1 9 0 7 5 4  . 952  . 4 8 . 3 1 2 0 0 0 . 7 . 6
125 999 3 . 1 1 . 1 1 10 . 5 2 0 . 9 6 1 0 2 1 . 0 7 4 . 9 998  3 7 . 9 4 6 . 1 7 . 4 1 0 7 2 0 . 9 .  3
126 1 0 0 4 6 . 1 1 . 9 8 1 0 . 2 7 0 . 9 3 1 0 2 0 . 8 8 1 . 0 1 0 7 9 3 9 . 9 3 9 . 8 7 . 8 1 1 2 1 6 . 9 . 6
127 1 0 1 0 4 . 1 2 . 7 3 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 7 5 1 0 1 9 . 3 85 .  8 1 1 4 3 4 9 . 9 3 3 . 6 8 . 1 1 1 6 4 4 . 9 . 8
128 10 15 0 . 1 3 .  42 9 . 7 7 0 .  76 1 0 2 0 .  C 9 1 . 8 1 2 2 4 2 4 . 928  . 2 8 . 0 1 1 5 5 0 . 1 0 . 6
129 1 0 198  . 14 • 06 9 . 5 2 0 . 9 6 1 0 1 9 . 8 9 7 . 5 1 3 0 0 4 7 . 9 2 2 . 3 7 . 7 1 1 0 6 7 . 1 1 . 8
130 10 25 6 . 14 . 6 9 9 . 2 2 0 .  9 8 1 0 1 9 . 9 1 0 3 . 8 1 3 3 4 6 5 . 9 1 6 . 1 7 . 9 1 1 4 4 2 . 1 2 .  1
131 1 0 3 4 0 . 15 . 27 8 . 8  0 0 . 7 6 102 0 . 0 1 1 1 . 8 1 4 9 0 2 3 . 908  . 2 7 . 8 11 24 3 . 1 3 . 3
132 1 0 3 7 3 . 1 5 . 4 7 8 . 6 4 0 . 6 7 10 18 .  3 1 1 3 . 4 1 5 1 1 6 1 . 905  . 0 7 . 7 1 1 1 4 7 . 1 3 . 6
- 1 3 3 1 0 3 7 3 . 1 5 . 4 9 8 . 6 3 0 . 66 1 9 1 6 . 8 1 1 2 . 4 5 6 3 3 5 . 904  . 4 7 . 8 4 2 3 0 . 13 .  3
134 9 8 9 0 . 9 .  07 1 1 . 0 5 0 . 6 1 1 0 1 4 . 6 5 8 . 0 7 6 0 9 6 . 9 5 6 . 6 8 . 7 1 2 2 9 6 . 6 . 2
135 9 9 4 2 . 1 0 . 1 3 1 C .  9 0 0 . 7 8 10 1 9 . 6 6 8 . 2 9 0 9 4 8 . 951 . 4 8 . 2 1 1 8 6 6 . 7 .  7
136 9 9 8 6 . 1 1 . 2 0 1 0 . 5 7 0 . 9 7 1021 . 3 7 5 . 8 1 0 1 1 2 4 . 945 . 4 7 . 6 1 0 9 0 5 . 9 . 3
137 1 C0 34 . 12 . GO 1 0 . 3 4 0 . 9 7 1 0 2 0 . 1 8 0 . 4 1 0 7 2 4 6 . 9 3 9 . 7 7 . 9 1 1 1 6 5 . 9 . 6
138 10 0 3 0 . 1 2 . 8 0 1 0 . 1 0 0 . 7 2 1 0 2 0 . 4 8 7 . 0 1 1 6 0 5 4 . 9 3 3 . 4 7 . 8 1 1 2 8 0 . 10 .  3
139 1 0 1 2 9 . 1 3 . 4 5 9 . 8  6 0 .  74 1 0 2 0 . 6 9 2 . 7 1 2 3 6 6 1 . 9 2 7 . 9 7 . 9 1 1 4 0 3 . 1 0 . 8
140 1 0 1 3 9 . 1 4 .  11 9 . 5  7 0 . 9 7 10 1 9 . 2 9 7 . 3 1 2 9 6 7 8 . 921 . 9 7 . 8 1 1275 . 1 1 . 5
141 1 0 2 4 5 . 1 4 . 7 1 9 . 2 7 0 . 9 8 1 0 2 0 . 8 1 0 4 . 9 139 8 7 1 . 9 1 5 . 9 8 . 0 1 1 4 9 4 . 12 .  2
142 10 3 4 1 . 15 . 32 8 . 8  1 0 .  72 1018 . 0 1 1 1 . 4 1 4 9 5 2 0 . 9C6 . 6 8 . 0 11 56 5  . 1 2 . 8
143 1 0 3 5 7 . 1 5 . 4 9 8 . 7 4 0 . 6 6 10 1 6 . 6 1 1 2 . 2 1 4 9 6 0 1 . 9 0 4 . 4 7 . 8 1 1 25 4  . 1 3 . 3
- 1 4 4 1 0 3 2 6 . 1 5 . 4 4 8 . 8 9 0 .  68 10 1 7 . 6 1 1 1 . 7 4 7 8 7 1 . 905  . 9 7 . 7 3555 . 1 3 . 5
14 5 985 1 . 9 . 0 3 1 1 . 1 0 0 . 6 0 10 1 4 . 0 5 7 .  1 7 4 9 9 9 . 9 5 6 . 9 8 . 7 12 351 . 6 .  1
1 4 6 9 9 1 1 . 1 0 . 1 9 1 0 . 9 6 0 . 7 3 10 1 9 . 1 6 9 . 0 9 0 6 5 2 . 9 5 1 . 1 8 . 4 1 2 1 1 5 . 7 . 5
147 9 9 4 4  . 1 1 .  19 1 0 . 8  0 0 . 9 6 1 C 2 1 .  7 7 6 .  1 1014 1 0 . 945  . 6 8 . 0 115 3 7 . 8 . 8
148 9 9 9 6 . 1 2 . Cl 1 9 . 5 5 0 . 9 9 1 0 1 9 . 2 7 9 . 7 1 0 6 2 6 1 . 93 9  . 5 7 . 8 112 2 6 . 9 . 5
149 1 0 0 6 2 . 12 .  84 1 0 . 1 8 0 . 6 9 1 0 2 1 . 0 8 7 . 9 1 1 7 2 0 7 . 9 3 3 . 0 7 . 8 1 1 1 6 2 . 1 0 . 5
150 1 0 1 0 7 . 1 3 . 4 7 9 . 9 6 0 . 7 2 1 0 2 0 . 3 9 2 . 6 12 3 4 3 2 . 9 2 7 . 8 3 . 0 1 1 4 9 6 . 1 0 . 7
151 1 0 1 5 0  . 1 4 . 1 3 9 . 7 9 0 . 9 6 1 0 1 8 . 3 9 6 . 5 1 2 8 6 7 8 . 921 . 8 8 . 3 1 1 9 4 0 . 1 0 . 8
152 102 1 1 . 1 4 .  70 9 . 4  7 0 . 9 8 1 0 2 2 . 9 1 0 7 . 2 1 4 2 8 8 5 . 915 . 7 8 . 1 1 1 6 4 0 . 1 2 . 3
153 1 0 3 1 8 . 1 5 . 2 7 8 . 9 4 0 . 7 4 10 1 8 . 9 1 1 1 . 7 1 4 3 9 3 2 . 907 . 2 8 . 2 1 1 7 9 3 . 1 2 . 6
154 1 0 3 3 2 . 1 5 . 4 5 9 . 8 5 0 . 6 7 1 0 1 6 . 9 1 1 1 . 5 1 4 8 6 5 3 . 9 0 5 . 4 7 . 8 1 1 1 6 6 . 13 .  3
- 1 5 5 1 C 3 0 5 • 1 5 . 4 1 8 . 9 3 0 . 6 9 1 0 1 7 . 7 1 1 1 . 0 3 9 5 5 6 . 9 0 6 . 7 7 . 6 2 9 4 0 . 1 3 . 5
156 9 8 61  . 9 . 2 9 1 1 . 2 2 0 . 6  5 1 0 1 2 . 8 5 7 . 3 7 5 1 7 7 . 9 5 5 . 5 8 . 8 1 2 5 2 9 . 6 . 0
157 9 8 7 9 . 1 0 . 1 3 1 1 . 1 3 0.  78 10 1 8 . 1 6 6 . 8 8 9 0 4 5 . 9 5 1 . 4 8 . 6 1 2 3 6 6 . 7 . 2
158 9 9 3 7 . 1 1 . 2 6 1 0 . 3 3 0 . 9 7 1 0 2 1 .  0 7 5 . 8 1 0 1 1 2 2 . 945 .  1 8 . 0 - 1 1 5 7 1 . 8 .  7
159 9 9 8 6 . 1 2 . C4 1 0 . 6 0 0 . 9 7 1 0 1 9 .  1 7 9 . 8 1 0 6 3 5 9 . 9 3 9 . 3 7 . 8 1 1 2 5 2 . 9 . 5
160 10 0 3 5 . 1 2 .  83 1 0 . 3 3 0 . 6 7 1 0 2 0 . 7 8 7 . 6 1 1 6 7 5 9 . 9 33 . 1 8 . 0 1 1 5 1 0 . 1 0 . 1
161 10 0 8 6 . 1 3 . 5 1 1 0 . 0 9 C.  72 1 0 2 0 . 0 9 2 . 5 1 2 3 3 0 8 . 927  . 4 8 . 0 1 1 5 7 8 . 1 0 . 7
162 10 14  1 . 1 4 . 1 6 9 . 8  3 0 . 9 7 10 1 8 . 9 9 7 . 3 1 2 9 7 C 8 . 9 2 1 . 6 8 . 2 1 1 7 5 4 . 11 .  0
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!U L TI ?! 
1 SUL-! COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S.R .
« I P O R T E D ! TURE 1 FUR ! ELEV CFT) (YDS) ELEV (FT) ( T 0 N S ) ( Y / T )
163 1C201. 16. 72 9.5 2 0.97 1023.6 108.2 144223. 915.5 8.1 11608. 12.4
166 1C274. 15. 16 9.15 0.80 1020.4 111.2 149313. 909.2 8.1 11611. 12.8
165 1010 7. 15.63 8.97 0 .69 1016.8 110.8 147675. 9 06. 1 7.7 11088. 13.3
-166 1 0 3 0 0 . 15.60 9.0 0 0.7 0 1018.0 111.0 31520. 907.0 7.6 2331. 13.5
16 7 9<>37 . 9.66 11.36 0.67 10 12.7 57.9 77503. 954 .8 8.9 12884. 6.0
168 9 85 8. 10. 18 11.26 0. 78 1017.7 66.5 88712. 9 51.1 8.6 12416. 7. 1
169 990 3. 11.29 10.99 0.97 1019.1 74.2 98913. 944.9 8.0 11458. 8.6
170 9950 . 1 2 .05 10.76 0.97 1020.0 80.8 107696. 939.2 7.9 11368. 9.5
171 10020. 12.90 10.61 0.63 1020.7 88.2 1175 67. 932 .6 8.2 11813. 10. 0
17? 10063. 13. 5 3 10.20 0.73 10 2 0.3 93.0 123970. 927 .3 7.9 11447. 10.8
173 10112. 16.21 9 .97 0.97 1021.2 100.2 133569. 921.0 7.6 10909. 12.2
176 1G168 . 16.71 9.68 0.97 1022.9 107.6 143477. 915.3 7.6 10920. 13.1
175 10223. 15.12 5.60 0.86 10 19.2 109. 1 145504. 910.1 7.9 11354. 12.8
176 10 293. 15.63 9.05 0.71 1016.2 110.2 146899. 906.0 7.7 11068. 13.3
-177 10300. 15.60 9.00 0.70 1018. 0 111.0 23484. 907.0 7.6 1737. 13.5
178 9 807. 9.66 11.68 0.69 1013.5 58.8 79278. 954.7 8.9 12964. 6.1
179 9863. 10. 19 11.30 0. 7 9 1017.4 66.4 88521. 951.0 8.5 12263. 7.2
180 9891. 11. 26 11.05 0.97 10 18.6 73.5 98020. 945 .1 7.9 11395. 8.6
181 9939. 12.05 10.81 0.97 1020.4 91.2 108317. 939. 1 7.9 11437. 9.5
192 9989. 12. 85 10.59 0. 72 1019.8 86.9 115842. 9 32.9 8.0 115 30. 10.0
183 10061. 13.56 10.32 0. 76 1020.1' 92.9 123897. 927.2 7.9 11309. 11.0
186 10100. 16. 19 10.02 0.97 1021.8 100.5 134030. 921.2 7.5 10 805. 12.4
185 1015 7. 16. 73 9.7? 0.97 1022.2 10 7.0 142627. 915.2 7.6 10919. 13.1
186 10201 . 1 5 . 17 9.50 0.8 5 10 17.8 10 7.9 14 3834. 909.9 7.7 11066. 13.0
187 10266. 15.60 9.2 7 0. 77 1016.0 109. 0 14 5 2 9 1. 9 07.0 7.5 10846. 13.4
-188 10268. 15.60 9.16 0.74 1016.8 10 9.8 2 097 3. 907.0 7.6 1559. 13.4
189 9783 . 9.28 11 .59 0.6 5 1013.6 5 6.0 78164. 955.6 8. 9 12887. 6. 1
19 0 9812. 10. C3 11.65 0. 76 10 16.3 64 . 6 86120. 95 1.8 8.4 12167. 7.1
191 9857. 11.26 11.23 C .97 10 18.0 73.0 97377. 945 .0 7.6 10918. 8.9
192 9905. 12.06 10.99 0.97 102 1.0 82.0 10 92 68. 939.0 8.0 1 1560. 9.5
193 99 77. 12.91 10.65 0.71 1019.3 86. 9 115878. 932.4 7 . 9 11335. 10.2
196 10016. 13.51 1 9.66 0 . 77 1020 .8 93.3 1244 35. 927.4 7.8 11275. 11.0
195 10070. 16.21 10.15 0.97 1022.9 101.8 1 35768. 921 .1 7.9 11340. 12.0
196 10128. 16.75 9.85 0.97 10 19.1 104.0 138650. 915.1 9.2 11879. 11.7
197 10 19 9. 15.26 9.5 0 0. 82 10 16.3 107.6 143416. 908.7 7.7 11 152 . 12.9
199 10210. 15.60 9.4 5 0.78 1 C 16 . ? 109.2 145602. 907.0 7.7 11146. 13. 1
-199 10 22 C . 15.60 9.60 0.80 10 15.0 108.0 20270. 907.0 7.5 1520. 13.3
200 976 1. 9. C2 11.70 0.60 10 12.1 55.2 74396. 956.9 8.8 12803. 5.8
201 9 79 8. 10. 16 11.52 0.78 1015. 9 64. 3 86369. 951.1 8.3 11894. 7.3
202 9862 . 11.17 11.31 0.96 1017.8 72.5 96653. 945 . 3 7.5 10751. 9. 0
20 3 989 1 . 12.03 1 1.06 0.96 1021.0 81.8 1 C9033. 939 .2 8.0 11520. 9.5
206 9966 . 12 . 80 10.81 0.77 1C19.7 86.4 115158. 933.3 7.9 11412. 10.1
205 9999. 13. 52 10.5 1 0. 79 1020.9 9 3.6 124789. 92 7.3 8.0 11520. 10. 8
206 10055. 16. 17 10.22 0.96 1023.3 101.8 135735. 921.5 8.0 11483. 11.8
207 10116. 16 . 72 9.9 1 0.97 1018.2 102.9 137180. 915.3 8.4 12129. 11.3
208 10173. 15.13 9.63 0.82 10 17.2 107.5 14 3353. 909.7 8.1 11642. 12.3
209 10201. 15.60 9.69 0.75 1C17.4 110.4 147155 . 907.0 8.0 11481. 12.8
-210 10200 . 15 .60 9.50 0.75 1017.4 110.4 20365. 9 0 7.0 8.0 1591. 12. 8
211 9 755 . 9. 16 11.73 0.62 1012.4 56.2 75 737. 956.2 8.7 12722. 6.0
212 9 769. 10.13 1 1.66 0.77 1015.5 64.2 85644. 951 .2 8.3 11887. 7.2
213 9810. 11.17 11.65 0. 98 1020.1 74.8 99796. 945 .2 7.7 11124. 9.0
216 985 7. 11 .99 1 1 .27 0.97 102 0.1 8C.7 107575. 939.4 7.5 10836. 9.9
215 992 7. 12.81 10.88 0 . 74 1019.6 86.6 115415. 933.0 7.9 11343. 10.2
216 9972 . 11.62 10.65 0. 75 1020.7 92.6 123481. 928.1 9.2 11759. 10.5
T 209*8 172





P R n X I X 
MOIS­
: C S V  
ASH
! U L T I * ! 
! SUL- ! COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S.R.
a ! PORTED! TURE i ruR i ELEV (FT) (YDS ) ELEV (FT) (TONS)(Y / T )
?17 1C 02 9. 14.15 10.36 0.97 1021.9 100.6 134123. 921.3 8 . 3 11917. 11.3
218 1008 3, 14.68 10.06 0.97 1018.3 102.9 137189. 915.4 8.2 11858. 11.6
219 10163, 15.22 9.68 0.78 1018.4 109.3 1 4 5 6 P 5 • 909.1 8.3 12010. 12. 1
220 10190 . 15 . 40 9.55 0.72 10 17.6 110.6 147415. 907.0 8.3 11882. 12.4
-221 10 180. 15. 40 9.60 0.70 10 15.3 108.3 19605. 907.0 8.5 1662. 11.8
222 9725. 9.26 11.87 0.63 1011.1 55.4 74 594. 955 .7 8.6 12516. 6.0
223 974 A. 9.92 11.77 0.73 10 14.0 61.6 82154. 952.4 8.4 12028. 6. 8
224 9792. 11 * 05 11.54 0.95 10 2 0.3 74.3 99092. 946 .0 7.9 11447. 8.7
22 5 984 3. 11.97 1 1 .29 0.96 1019.4 79.8 106371. 939.6 7.4 10611. 10.0
226 9892. 12. 76 11.05 0.71 102C.1 86.5 115 370. 9 33.5 7.7 11035. 10.5
22 7 996 0. 13.48 10-71 0.74 1021.5 93.9 125263. 927.5 8.1 11631. 10.8
228 10013. 14.09 10.44 0.96 1021.7 99.9 133210. 921 .8 8.4 12094. 11.0
229 1C 0 7 0 . 14.65 1 0 . 1 2 0.96 1018.7 1C3.2 137561. 915 .6 8.1 11693. 11.8
230 10133. 15. 15 9.33 0 . 80 1019.3 109.4 145842. 909 .9 8.4 1 2066. 12.1
231 10162 . 15 .40 9.70 0.7 3 1017.2 110.2 146991. 907.0 8.6 12351. 11.9
-2 3 2 10180. 15.40 9.6 0 0.70 1013.5 106.5 18940. 9 07.0 8.5 1632 . 11.6
233 9694. 9.11 12.03 0.61 1010.1 53.7 72315. 956.5 8.6 12496. 5.8
2 34 9736. 10. C4 11.82 C. 76 10 15.2 63.4 84589. 951.7 8.3 11927. 7. 1
2 3 5 9766. 11.08 1 1 .67 0.97 1020.2 74.3 99053. 945 .9 7.9 11446. 8.7
2 3 6 9911. 11.95 11.4 7 0.97 10 17.8 78. 1 104109. 939.7 7.5 10767. 9. 7
237 9831 . 12. 84 11 . 1 C C . 65 1020.7 87.7 I 16980. 933.0 7.5 10823 . 10.8
238 9929. 13.40 10.87 0.6 8 1021.8 93.5 124681. 923.3 7.9 11417. 10.9
239 998 A. 14. 12 10.6C 0. 98 1019.5 97.9 130588. 921 .5 8.1 11707. 11.2
2 4 C 10 041. 14 . 65 10.30 0.98 1020.6 104.9 139847. 915 .7 8.1 11626. 12.0
241 1010 8 . 15.13 9.93 0.82 10 19.9 109.8 146440. 910.0 8.3 12024. 12.2
242 10140. 15.40 9.8 3 0. 76 1015.9 108.9 145183. 907.0 8.7 12489. 11.6
-243 10143. 15.40 9.81 0.75 1012. 3 105.3 18169. 907.0 8.7 1614. 11.3
244 9631 . 9.02 12.09 0.60 1009.8 52.9 71323. 956,9 8.6 12508. 5. 7
?45 9725 . 10. 18 11.87 0.79 1016.8 65.7 87665. 951.0 8.2 11753. 7.5
246 9752. 11.06 11.74 0.96 1020.4 74.3 9900 7. 946.1 7.9 11371. 8.7
247 9798. 11.95 11.54 0.96 1016.7 76.9 102570. 939.7 7.5 10863. 9.4
248 9 84 3 . 12 . 74 11.27 C. 68 1020.6 8 6.8 115721. 9 3 3.8 7.8 11216. 10. 3
249 9914. 1 3. 45 10.94 0.71 1021 .2 93.3 124351 . 9 2 7.9 8.0 11483. 10.8
250 9967. 14. 08 10.69 0.96 10 18.4 96.4 123522. 922.0 8.0 11458. 11.2
25 1 10030. 14. 65 10. 38 0.96 1021.7 106.0 141297. 915.7 8.1 11613. 12.2
252 10088. 15.16 10.09 0.82 1019.7 110.0 146627. 909.7 8.5 122 16. 12. 0
25 3 10115 . 15.40 9.96 0.77 1016.1 109.1 145447. 907.0 8.7 12530. 11.6
-254 10110. 15. 40 10.00 0.80 10 12.3 105.3 15272. 907.0 8 . 8 1378. 11.1
25 5 9666. 9. 08 12.18 0.62 10 C 9 • 7 53. 1 72721. 956,6 8.6 12723. 5.7
25 6 9688. 10.13 12.05 0.80 1017.4 66. 1 88148. 951 .3 8.1 117 3 3. 7.5
257 9727. 11.09 11.86 0.9 8 10 18.3 72.5 96635. 945 .9 7.9 11365. 8.5
258 9772. 11 . 96 11.64 0.97 1016.7 76.8 102438. 939.9 7.9 11349. 9. C
259 9835. 12. 80 11.32 0.67 1021.4 88.1 1 17421. 933 .4 8.2 11803. 9.9
260 9879. L 3. 39 11.11 0 .69 1020.9 92.4 123202. 928.5 8.2 11761. 10.5
261 9939. 14.08 10.31 0.97 1017.8 95. 7 127534. 922.1 7.9 11313. 11.3
26 2 10005. 14.64 10.50 0.93 1021.9 105.9 141166. 915.9 8.3 11967. 11.8
263 10069. 15. 15 10.19 0. 82 10 19.8 109.8 146445. 9 0 9 .9 8.5 12309. 11.9
264 10 09 7. 15.40 10.03 0.77 1015.9 108.9 145265. 907.0 8.7 12490. 11.6
-265 10 093. 15.40 1 0 .04 0.76 10 13.8 106.8 10351. 9 0 7.0 8.6 903 . 11.5
2 66 9638. 9.24 12.34 0.66 1012.0 56.2 7 72 1 5 . 955 .8 8.6 12765. 6 • C
267 9660. 10.07 12.21 0. 80 1018.1 66.5 88659. 951.6 9.2 11815. 7.5
268 9704 . 10 .98 1 I .96 0.9 6 1019.1 7 1.6 95432. 946.5 7.8 11265. 8.5
269 9754 . 11.91 11.72 0.96 1C 16.9 76.7 102257. 940.2 8.0 11495 . 8.9
27 0 98C5 . 12.71 11.47 0.69 1C20 . 3 86. 1 114804 . 934.2 8.4 12027. 9.5
T 2098 173
* ♦  BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
! BTU/LBt PROXIM <T> fULTI ?!
BLK ! AS RE-! MOI S- ASH ! SUL- I COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S.R.
* I P O R T E O ! TURE ! FUR 1 ELEV CFT > CYOS3 ELEV CFT) CTONS 3CY/T 3
271 9967. 13. 39 11 .17 0.69 1020.1 91.6 122137. 928.5 8.2 11346. 10.3
2 72 9913. 14.00 10.94 0.95 1016.1 93.2 124215. 922.9 7.7 11024. 11.3
273 9983. 14.59 10.61 0.98 1021 .7 105.2 140318. 916.5 8.3 11984. 11.7
2 74 10044. 15. 08 10.29 0.82 1019.4 108.6 144821. 910.7 8.5 12272. 11.8
2 75 10032. 15.40 10.07 0.73 1015.4 108.4 144591. 907.0 8.5 12267. 11.8
-2 7 6 1008 7. 15.40 10.06 0.74 1014.7 107.7 10103. 907.0 8.6 868. 11.6
277 9605. 9. 19 12.51 0.66 1013.8 57.8 79470. 956.0 8.3 12278. 6.5
278 9626. 9. 84 12.40 0.77 1017.9 65.1 867 84. 952.8 8.4 12125. 7.2
279 968 ). 10 .99 12.08 0.97 1016. 1 69.6 92840. 946.5 7.9 11423. 8. 1
280 9 72 7. 11.81 11.85 0.98 1017.3 76.3 1 Cl 75 0• 941.0 8.2 11803. 8.6
281 9786 . 12.74 11.56 0.66 1019.8 85.8 114416. 934 .0 8.6 12364. 9.3
282 9833. 13. 30 11.34 0.6 7 1018.9 89.6 119410. 929.3 8.4 12119. 9.9
283 9 895 . 14. 00 11.04 0.96 1018.2 95.4 127178. 922.8 7.8 11294. 11. 3
284 9957. 14. 54 10.73 0.99 1021.0 104.0 138619. 917 .0 8.1 11723. 11.8
2 85 10028. 15. 10 10.36 0.79 1017.4 106.9 142595. 910.5 8.5 12186. 11.7
286 1C067. 15. 39 10. 14 0.70 1014.7 107.6 143464. 907.1 8.4 12084. 11.9
-287 10070 . 15.40 10.10 0.70 1015.0 108.0 10760. 907.0 8.4 904. 11.9
288 9572. 9.02 12.66 0.65 1011.5 54.8 75358. 956.6 7.8 11541. 6.5
289 9616. 9.82 12.44 0.77 1016.2 63.3 84407. 952.9 8.3 11957. 7.1
290 9660. 10. 89 12.20 0.95 1014.6 67.5 89944. 947.2 8.1 11592. 7.8
291 9708. 11.33 11.95 0.95 1017.6 76.7 102287. 94 0.9 8.4 12054. 8.5
292 9757. 12.60 11.71 0.72 1018.9 83.7 111651. 935.2 8.6 12405. 9.0
293 9820. 13.30 1 1.40 0.71 1018.5 89.4 119142. 929.2 8.5 12206. 9.8
.294 9871. 13. 91 11.16 0.94 1017.9 94.3 125693. 923.6 8.1 11635. 10.8
295 9937. 14.5 1 10 .83 0.97 1021.0 103.9 1 3 84 87. 917.2 8.1 11597. 11.9
296 9996. 15. 00 10.53 0.79 1016.2 104.6 139434. 911.6 8.3 11907. 11.7
297 10045. 15.36 10.27 0.66 1012.9 105.5 140643. 907.4 8.2 11854. 11.9
-298 10044. 15. 36 10.27 0.66 1012.8 105.4 11120. 907.4 8.2 937. 11.9
299 9548. 8.78 12.77 0.61 1008.8 51.1 70229. 957.7 7.3 10780. 6. 5
300 9598. 9.79 12.53 0.77 1012.9 59.9 79928. 953.0 8.2 11778. 6. 8
301 964 4. 10.90 12.28 0.93 1013.6 66.4 88594. 9 47.1 8.2 11758. 7.5
302 9687. 11. 72 12.05 0.94 1017.1 75.4 100517. 941 .7 8.4 12026. 8.4
303 9 745. 12.64 11.77 0.74 1017.9 83.0 110600. 9 34.9 8.5 12300. 9. 0
304 9797. 13.24 11.53 0.74 1018.1 88.4 117914. 929.7 8.6 12342. 9.6
305 9853. 13.89 11.25 0.92 1018.9 95.4 127145. 923.6 8.2 11752. 10.8
306 9913. 14. 46 10.94 0.94 1019.8 101.9 135848. 917.9 7.9 11424. 11.9
307 9980. 15. 03 1C.62 0.76 1014.3 102.8 137044. 911.5 8.3 11882. 11.5
308 10014 . 15 .31 10.46 0.63 1010.0 101.9 135889. 908 .1 8.1 11725. 11.6
-309 10034. 15.34 10.34 0.64 1008.8 101.2 11272. 907.6 8.2 981. 11.5
310 9540. 8. 7 0 12.80 0.60 1008.2 50.2 55539. 958.0 7.1 8491. 6.5
311 9586. 9.73 12.58 0.77 1011.2 57.9 77205. 953.3 8.1 11635. 6. 6
31? 9621 . 10.83 12.40 0.90 1011.4 63.7 84951. 947.7 8.5 12181. 7.0
313 9668. 11. 74 12.16 0.90 1017.6 76.0 101344. 941.6 8.5 12256. 8.3
314 9727. 12.58 11.87 0. 74 1017.5 82.0 109384. 935.5 8.4 12138. 9.0
315 9779. 13.23 11 .62 0.74 1017.4 87.6 116843. 929.7 8.3 11931. 9.8
316 9 826. 13. 77 11.41 0.89 1019.7 95.4 127139. 924.3 8 .4 12110. 10.5
317 9 899. 14.50 1 1 .0 1 0.89 1017.9 100.3 133690. 917.6 8.0 11522. 11.6
318 9953. 15.03 10.75 0. 76 1012.7 100.7 134275. 912 .0 8.3 12019. 11.2
319 10005. 15.29 10.51 0.63 10 0 8.9 100.5 134062. 908.4 8.2 11785. 11.4
-320 10010. 15. 30 10.50 0.60 1004.5 96.5 11312. 908 .0 8.0 1013. 11.2
321 9552. 9.06 12.74 0.66 1008.0 51.6 37850. 956.3 7.4 5896. 6.4
322 9 602. 10. 38 12.49 0. 86 1010.2 60.0 80045. 950.2 8.4 12084. 6.6
323 9636. 11.27 12.32 0.87 1013.5 68.6 91495. 944.9 8.2 11823. 7.7
324 9674 . 11.98 12. 13 0.84 1017.6 77.7 103615. 9 39.9 8.6 12392. 8.4
T 2098 174
** BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT **
! BTU/LBI PROXIM (t) IULTI % I
BLK 1 AS RE-! MOI S- ASH 1 SUL-I COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL COAL S.R •
# ! PORTEOJ TURE 1 FUR 1 ELEV (FT ) ( Y 0 S > ELEV (FT) ( T O N S X Y / T  )
325 9707. 12.77 11.96 0.63 1014.0 79.8 106400. 9 34 .2 7.7 11028. 9.6
326 9794 . 13. 57 11.55 0. 80 1017.6 91.0 121360. 926.5 8.0 11574. 10.5
327 9849. 14. 11 11.26 0.84 1018.5 96.9 129217. 921.5 7.9 11435. 11.3
328 9909. 14.67 10.95 0 . 82 1015.7 99.6 132843. 916.0 7.9 11359. 11.7
32 9 9945. 15.19 10.78 0.70 1009.9 99.0 131985. 910 .9 8.8 12629. 10.5
-330 998 1. 15. 26 10.62 0.64 1003.9 94.6 87274. 909.2 8 .4 8339. 10.5
T 2098 175
* *  C U M U L A T I V E  BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
! B T U / L 8 !  PROXIM ( ? )  I U L T I  ?!
BLK ! AS RE-1 MOIS­ ASH ! S U L - ! OVERBURDEN TOTAL COAL S.R.
* ! P O R T E D ! TURE 1 FUR I (YAROS) (TONS) CY/T)
1 10240. 9.20 9.30 0.8 0 51541. 1006 7. 5.1
2 10245. 9.41 9.2 8 0.82 117066. 20826. 5.6
3 10265. 9.85 9.18 0.86 194207. 31867. 6 .1
4 102 87. 10. 36 9.0 8 0.89 287390. 43981. 6.5
5 10306. 10.81 8.98 0.86 392219. 55669. 7.0
6 10325. 11.22 8*88 0.84 504054. 67074. 7.5
7 10 346. 11.58 8.7 7 0.85 619431. 78176. 7.9
8 10370. 11.95 3.65 0.87 742256. 89789. 8.3
-9 10 380. 12. 12 8.60 0.87 799436. 95534i 8.4
10 10364. 11.83 8.6 8 0.86 856498. 10629 3. 8.1
11 10353. 11 .61 3.74 0.86 921892. 117219. 7.9
12 10 346. 11. 54 8.78 0.87 100 3880. 128859. 7.8
13 10 343. 11.55 8.79 0. 88 1101002. 140577. 7.3
14 10 345. 11.62 8.78 0.87 120 7153. 152089. 7.9
15 10350. 11.73 8.76 0.86 1319762. 163651. 8.1
16 10 356. 11.87 8.7 2 0.86 1440806. 174991. 8.2
17 10 365. 12.03 8.68 0.87 156 5 545. 18633 5. 8.4
-18 10-371. 12.15 8.65 0.87 1657558. 194632. 8.5
19 10363. 11. 99 8.69 0.8 7 1717874. 205955. 8.3
20 10 355. 11. 86 8.73 0.86 1788554. 218007. 8.2
21 10349. 1 1.80 8.76 0.87 1873188. 230042. 8. 1
22 10 34 7. 11 .80 8.77 0.87 1974675. 241276. 8.2
23 10347. 11. 83 8.77 0.87 2 0814 78. 252724. 8.2
24 10349. 11.90 3.76 0.96 219 7023. 264389. 8.3
25 10 35 2. 1 1.97 8.75 0.96 2320909. 2 7604 0. 8.4
2 6 10357. 12.07 8.-72 0.87 2446893. 287179. 8.5
-2 7 10362. 12.18 8.70 0.87 2576374. 297911. 8.6
28 10355. 12.06 8.73 0.87 2642135. 309483. 8.5
29 10349. 11.96 8.76 0.86 2713290. 322077. 8.4
30 10345. 11 .92 8.7 8 0.87 2801652. 333980. 8.4
31 1034 3. 11.92 8.80 0.87 2904768. 345268. 8.4
32 10342. 11. 94 3.8 0 0.86 3 0136 80. 356807. 8.4
33 10 342. 1 1 .98 8.8 0 0.86 3130400. 368372. 8.5
34 10344. 12.04 9.79 C. 86 3255869. 379639. 8.6
35 10 348. 12.11 8.77 0.86 3385396. 390467. 8.7
36 10351. 12. 18 8.75 0. 86 3527480. 400883. 8.8
-3 7 10352 . 12. 20 9.75 0. 86 3562767. 403367. 8. 8
38 10 346 . 12. 11 9.78 0.86 3630133. 414765. 8.8
39 10341. 12.05 8*80 0.86 3 70 7684. 426904. 8.7
40 10338. 12.01 3.82 0.86 3800420. 438566. 8.7
41 10335 . 12. 01 9.8 3 0. 86 3905146. 449829. 8.7
42 10335. 12. 02 8.84 0.86 4014648. 461205. 8.7
43 10335. 12.05 8.84 0.8 6 4133969. 472434. 8.8
44 10336. 12. 10 8.33 0.86 4 261655. 483391. 8.8
45 10338. 12. 15 3.92 0. 86 4394382. 493922. 8.9
46 10 341. 12.21 3.81 0.86 4543528. 504300. 9.0
-47 10343. 12.25 8.8 0 0.86 4616434. 509734. 9.1
48 10 333. 12.17 8.82 0.96 4683812. 520619. 9.0
49 10333. 12. 12 8.84 0. 86 4764401. 532316. 9.0
50 10330. 12. 10 8 .8 6 0.86 4859887. 543586. 8.9
51 10328. 12.09 8.87 0.86 4964113. 554598. 9.0
52 10327. 12. 10 8.87 0.86 5077140. 565704. 9.0
5 3 10327. 12. 12 8.33 0.85 5197586. 576674. 9.0
54 10 328. 12.16 8.87 0.36 5323417. 587568. 9.1
T 2098 176
** CUMULATIVE: 8LUCK QY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT **
I BTU/LB! PROXIM (*> !U L TI «!
BLK f AS RE-1 MOT S- ASM I SUL- ! OVERBURDEN TOTAL COAL S.R.
* t P U R T E D ! T UR € ! FUR ! (YARDS) (TONS) ( Y / T )
55 18 9. C.26 0.15 0.02 545 755 3. 598376. 9.1
56 372. 0 .53 0.30 0.03 560 3264. 609275. 9.2
-5 7 513. G. 74 0.41 0.04 5712017. 617913. 9.2
5 8 679. 0. 88 0.5 7 0.05 5780277. 628814. 9.2
59 84 9 . 1 . 04 0 .74 0.07 5864297. 640308. 9.2
6 0 1004 . 1.20 0.89 0. 08 5961333. 651142. 9.2
6 1 1152 . 1 . 37 1.03 0.10 606 50 27. 661809. 9.2
6 2 1 30 1 . 1.5 4 1.16 0.11 617 8891. 672858. 9.2
63 1448. 1. 75 1.2 9 0. 12 6299824. 683978. 9.2
64 1596 . I . 94 1 .41 0.13 642 351 3 . 694811. 9.2
65 1 72 7. 2. 14 1.52 0. 14 6 561584. 706141. 9.3
6 6 1871 . 2 . 36 1.64 0. 16 6704062. 718005. 9. 3
-6 7 2012. 2 .57 1.74 0.17 6 848190 . 729966. - 9.4
68 2134. 2 . 6 7 1.87 0. 17 692 1653 . 741208. 9.3
69 2257. 2. 77 2.00 0.18 7006306. 752793. 9. 3
70 2367 . 2 . 89 2.11 0. 20 7105353. 763439. 9. 3
71 2473. 3.01 2.21 0.21 7209916. 773994. 9.3
72 2586. 3.15 2.31 0.21 7326454. 785378. 9.3
73 2696. 3. 30 2.4 1 0.22 7447888. 796804. 9.3
74 2 798. 3 . 44 2.5 0 C.23 7573834. 807592. 9.4
75 2902. 3. 60 2.5 8 0.24 7712184. 818880. 9.4
76 3012. 3. 76 2.67 0.25 7854896. 83102 0. 9.5
77 3 119. 3.93 2.75 0.26 7999306. 843165. 9.5
-78 3146 . 3.97 2.77 0.26 8037375. 84624 5. 9.5
79 3236. 4 . 04 2.36 0.26 8112833. 857449. 9.5
80 3325. 4.12 2.96 0.27 8 200031. 868803. 9.4
8 1 3406. 4. 20 3.04 0.28 8300930. 879306. 9.4
82 3486. 4 . 29 3.12 0.2 9 8407800. 889810. 9.4
83 3571 . 4.40 3.20 0.29 8524385 . 901233. 9.5
84 3654. 4.51 3.29 0. 3 0 8 64 6 CO 1 • 912656. 9.5
85 3733. 4.62 3.35 0. 30 8772704. 92 3556. 9.5
86 3811. 4.74 3.41 0. 31 8911489. 934632. 9.5
8 7 3894 . 4 . 07 3.43 0. 32 9 055379. 946489 . 9.6
9 3 3976. 5 . CO 3.5 4 0.32 9202266. 9 5 8495. 9.6
-89 4014 . 5. 06 3.56 0.33 9271798. 964129. 9.6
90 4 G 79 . 5.11 3.6 4 0. 33 9 34 82C4. 974870. 9.6
9 1 4 14 7. 5 . 16 3.72 0 .33 943R076. 986073. 9.6
92 4211. 5. 22 3.78 0. 34 9 53 8108. 99674 1 . 9.6
93 4274. 5. 30 3.85 0.35 9645882. 100751 7 . 9.6
94 4 34 0 . 5. 38 3.91 0. 35 9761471. 1018952. 9.6
95 4406 . 5.4 7 3.9 7 0.36 9882470. 1030392. 9.6
96 4467 . 5.56 4.0 3 0 . 36 10012622. 1 0 4 1 2 2 4. 9.6
97 452 9. 5.65 4.0 3 0. 37 1015 1151. 1052330. 9.6
98 4593 . 5. 76 4.13 0. 37 10 30 C 5 85 • 106407 3. 9.7
99 465 7. 5.8 7 4.17 0. 38 10449757. 1075849. 9.7
-10C 4692 . 5. 92 4.20 0.39 10530015. 1082211. 9.7
101 474 2 . 5.95 4.26 0. 39 10604874. 1092566. 9.7
102 4795 . 5 . 99 4.32 0. 39 10695469. 1103866. 9.7
103 4847. 6. 04 4.38 0. 39 10793448. . 1 1 14732. 9.7
104 4899 . 6.10 4.43 0.40 10902 729. 1126055. 9.7
105 4952 . 6.17 4.49 0. 40 11017393. 1137529. 9.7
106 5005 . 6 . 24 4.54 0. 40 1113 9 5 31. 1 14 894 8. 9.7
10 7 5 0 5 3 . 6 . 31 4.58 0.41 11273156. 1159730. 9.7
108 5 103. 6. 39 4.62 0.4 1 11410385. 1170817. 9.7
T 2098 177
♦ *  C U M U L A T I V E  BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
1 BfU/'tB! PROXIM (%) IULTI 1(
BLK 1 AS RE-1 MO I S— ASH 1 SUL- 1 0VER8UR0EN TOTAL COAL S.R.
* ! PORTED 1 tUR E 1 FUR I (YARDS) (TONS) (Y/T)
109 102. 0. 15 0.0 8 0.01 11560420. 118247 0. 9.8
110 202. 0. 30 0.16 0.01 11710923. 1194022. 9.8
-111 251. 0. 37 0.2 0 0.02 11782980. 1199742. 9.8
112 340. 0. 45 ' 0.30 0.02 11861440. 1210870. 9.8
113 434. 0. 54 0.40 0.03 11952935. 1222697. 9.8
114 519. 0.64 0.4 9 0.04 12 05 2 069. 1233611. 9.8
115 60 6. 0.74 0.57 0.0 5 12161376. 1244953. 9.8
116 694. 0. 85 0.66 0.05 12276044. 1256629. 9.8
117 780. 0. 96 C.7 4 0.06 12 398159. 1268099. 9.8
118 861 . 1 .08 0.82 0.07 12531061. 1279018. 9.8
119 942. 1. 19 0.89 0.03 12668312. 129018 7. 9.8
120 1024. 1.32 0.95 0.03 12815786. 1301438. 9.8
121 1104. 1. 44 1.0 2 0.09 12 967624. 1312727. 9.9
-122 1139. 1.49 1.05 0.09 13031516. 1317651. 9.9
123 1218. 1 .56 1.13 0.09 13112117. 1329626. 9.9
124 1296. 1.63 1.22 0.10 13202870. 134162 5. 9.8
125 136 5. 1.71 1.29 0. 11 13302707. 1352345. 9.8
126 1437. 1 .79 1.37 0.11 13410646. 1363561. 9.8
127 15 10. 1.89 1.44 0. 12 13524995. 1375205. 9.8
128 1582. 1.98 1.51 0.12 13647420. 1386754. 9.8
129 1650. 2.08 1.5? 0. 13 13777467. 1397821. 9.9
130 172 0. 2. 18 1.64 0. 14 13915932. 1409263. 9.9
131 1788. 2.28 1 .69 0.14 14064956. 1420506. 9.9
132 1855. 2. 39 1.75 0.15 14216117. 1431653. 9.9
-133 1880. 2.43 1.7 7 0 . 15 14272452. 1435883. 9.9
134 1948. 2.48 I .85 0.15 14348548. 1448179. 9.9
135 2013. 2.54 1.9 2 0.16 14439496. 1460045. 9.9
136 2072. 2.61 1.98 0.16 14540619. 1470950. 9.9
137 2132. 2.68 2.05 0. 17 14647865. 1482115. 9.9
138 2192. '2. 76 2.11 0.17 14 763919. 1493394. 9.9
139 225 3 . 2. 84 2.16 0.18 14887581. 1504797. 9.9
140 2312. 2. 92 2.22 0.18 15 017259. 1516072. 9.9
141 2371. 3. Cl 2.27 C. 19 15157130. 1527566. 9.9
142 2431 . 3.10 2.3 2 0.19 15305650. 153913 1. 9.9
143 2 4 89. 3. 19 2.3 7 0.2 0 1545 5251. 1550385. 10.0
-14 4 2 5 0 7. 3. 22 2.33 C.20 15503122. 1553940. 10.0
145 2565. 3.27 2.45 0.20 15578 121. 1566291. 9.9
146 2621. 3.32 2.5? 0.21 15 668774. 1578405. 9.9
147 26 74 . 3.38 2.58 0.21 15770184. 1589942. 9.9
148 2726. 3. 44 2.63 C.22 15876445. 1601168. 9.9
149 2 7 76. 3. 5 0 2.69 0.22 15993651. 1612330. 9.9
150 2928. 3.57 2.74 0.22 16117083. 1623826. 9.9
151 2 88 2. 3.65 2.79 0.2 3 16245762. 1635766. 9.9
15 2 2934. 3.73 2.84 0.23 16388647. 1647406. 9.9
153 2986. 3. 81 2.88 0.24 16537578. 1659189. 10.0
154 3035. 3.89 2.92 0.24 16686232. 1670355. 10.0
-155 304 3. 3.91 2.93 0.24 16725787. 1673295. 10.0
156 3099. 3. 95 2.99 0.24 16800964. 1685824. 10.0
157 314 8. 3. 99 3.05 0.25 16890010.. 1698190. 9.9
15 9 3194. 4.04 3.10 0.25 16991131. 1709762. 9.9
15 9 3238. 4.09 1.15 0.26 17097490. 1721014. 9.9
160 328 3. 4. 15 3.20 0.26 17214249. 1732524. 9.9
161 3329. 4.21 3.2-5 0.26 17337638. 1744102. 9.9
162 3374. 4.28 3.29 0.27 17467345. 1755856. 9.9
T 20 98 178
* *  CU MU L A T I V E  BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT * *
1 B T U / L B ! PROXIM (?) ! U L TI 11
BLK ! AS R E - ! POIS- ASH ! SUL- I OVERBURDEN TOTAL COAL S.R.
* ! PORTED! TUR6 I FUR 1 (YARDS) (TONS) (Y/T)
16 3 67. C. 10 0.06 0.01 17611569. 1767464. 10.0
164 134. 0. 20 0. 12 0.01 17759882. 1779075. 10.0
16*: 197. 0.29 0.18 0.02 17907557. 1790163. 10.0
-166 210. 0.31 0.19 0.02 17939077. 1792493. 10.0
167 278. 0.37 0.2 7 0.02 18 016579. 1805378. 10.0
168 344. 0.44 0.34 0.03 18105291. 1817794. 10.0
169 404 • 0.51 0.4 1 0.0 3 18204204. 1829252. 10.0
170 463. 0.58 0.47 0.04 18311900. 1840621. 9.9
171 524. 0.66 0.54 0.04 18429468. 1852433. 9.9
172 5 8 2. C. 74 0.60 0.05 1855 34 37. 1863881. 10.0
173 638 . 0.82 0.65 0.05 18687007. 1874789. 10.0
174 69 3. 0.90 0.70 0.06 18830484. 1885710. 10.0
175 750. 0.98 0.75 0.0 6 18975988. 1897064. 10.0
176 80 5. 1. 07 0.8 0 0.07 19122896. 1908132. 10.0
-177 814. 1.08 0.81 0.07 19 146370. 1909869. 10.0
178 875. 1.14 0.88 0.07 19225649. 1922833. 10.0
179 931. 1.19 0.95 0.07 19314170. 1935096. 10.0
180 984. 1.25 1.01 0.08 19412190. 1946491. 10.0
181 1036. 1.31 1.06 0. 09 19520507. 1957928. 10.0
132 1089. 1.38 1.12 0.09 19636349. 1969458. 10.0
183 1140. I. 45 1.17 0.09 19760246. 1980767. 10.0
184 1188. 1.52 1.22 0.10 19894276. 1991572. 10.0
185 1237. 1 .59 1.27 0. 10 20036903. 2002491. 10.0
186 1286. 1.67 1.31 0.11 20180737. 2013556. 10.0
187 1 334. 1.74 I .36 0.11 20326029. 2024403. 10.0
-188 1341. 1. 75 1.36 0.11 20347002. 2025962. 10.0
189 1395 . 1.80 1.43 0. 11 20425166. 203 885 0. 10.0
190 144 5 . 1 .85 1 .49 0.12 20511286. 2051016. 10.0
191 1489. 1. 90 1.54 0. 12 20608663. 2061934. 10.0
192 1536. 1 . 95 1.59 0.13 20717931. 2073495. 10.0
193 1582 . 2.01 1 .64 0. 13 20833809. 2084830. 10.0
194 1627. 2 . 08 1.6 9 0. 13 20958243. 2096105. 10.0
195 1673. 2 . 14 1.7 3 0.14 21094011. 2107444. 10.0
196 1720. 2.21 1.7 9 0. 14 2123 2661. 21 1932 3. 10.0
197 1765. 2.28 1.82 0. 15 21376078. 2130476. 1 0.0
198 1809. 2.35 1.86 0.15 21521680. 2141622. 10.0
-199 1815. 2. 36 1.86 0. 15 21541950. 2143142. 10.1
200 1862. 2.40 1 .92 0.15 21616347. 2155 945. 10.0
201 1905. 2 .44 1 .97 0. 16 21702715. 2167829. 10.0
202 1944. 2.4 8 2.02 0. 16 21799368. 2178580. 10.0
203 1 986. 2.53 2.0 7 0.16 21908402. 2190100. 10.0
204 2027. 2.59 2.11 0. 17 2202 3559. 2201513. 10.0
205 2 069. 2.64 2.16 0.17 22148348. 2213033. 10.0
20 6 2110. 2. 70 2.20 0.17 22284084. 2224515. 10.0
207 2154. 2.77 2.24 0. 18 2242 1264. 2236644. 10.0
208 2195. 2. 83 2.29 0.18 22564616. 224 8286. 10.0
20 9 2236. 2.90 2.31 0. 19 22711771. 2259768. 10. 1
-210 224 l. 2.90 2.3 2 0. 19 22732135. 2261359. 10.1
211 2283. 2. 94 2.37 0.19 22807872. 2274081. 10.0
212 2322. 2. 98 2.42 0.19 22893516. 2285967. 10.0
213 2 359. 3. C2 2.46 0.19 22993312. 2297091. 10.0
214 2394 . 3.06 2.51 0.20 23100888. 2307927. 10.0
215 2431. 3.11 2.55 0.2 0 23216303. 2319270. 10.0
216 2469. 3. 16 2.59 0.20 23339784. 2331023. 10.0
T 2098 179
* *  C U M U L A T I V E  BLOCK b y  BLOCK R E S E R V E  REPORT * *
1 B T U / L B ! PROX IM (?) !ULTI %\
BLK 1 AS R E - ! m o t  s- ASH ! SUL- !
# I PORTEO! TURE 1 FUR !
217 51 . 0.07 0.05 0.00
218 102. 0. 15 0.10 0. 01
219 153. 0. 22 0.15 0.01
220 203. 0. 30 0.20 0.02
-2 21 210. 0.31 0.21 0.02
222 259. 0. 36 0.27 0.02
223 307. 0. 40 0.32 0.02
224 352. 0.45 0.38 0.03
225 393. 0.50 0.42 0.03
22 6 436. 0.56 0.4 7 0.04
227 482. 0.62 0.52 0.04
228 528. 0.69 0.57 0.04
? 29 573. 0. 75 0.62 0.05
230 620 . 0.82 0.66 0.05
231 667. 0. 89 0.70 0.06
-232 673. 0. 90 0.71 0.06
23 3 718. 0.95 0.77 0.06
234 761. 0. 99 0.82 0. 06
.235 801 . 1.03 0.87 0.0 7
236 840. 1.08 0.91 0.0 7
237 878. 1.13 0.96 0.07
238 918. 1.13 1.00 0.07
239 959. 1.24 1.04 0.08
240 1000. 1 . 30 1.08 0.08
241 1042. 1 . 37 1 .13 0.09
24 2 1085. 1.43 1.17 0.09
-243 1091. 1 . 44 1.17 0.09
244 1132. 1.48 1.22 0.09
245 1170. 1.52 .1.27 0.10
246 1297. 1 .56 1.32 0.10
247 1242. 1. 60 1.36 0.10
248 1278. 1.65 1.40 0. 11
249 1315. 1 . 70 1.44 0.11
250 1352. 1. 75 1.48 0.11
251 1 389. 1 . 81 1.52 0.12
252 1428. 1. 87 1.56 0. 12
253 1463 . 1.93 1.60 C. 12
-254 1472 . 1.93 1.60 0.12
255 1510. 1. 97 1.65 0.12
256 1545. 2.00 1 .69 0.13
257 15 78 . 2.04 1 .73 0.13
258 1612. 2. oe 1.77 0. 13
25 9 1646. 2.12 1.82 0.14
260 1681. 2. 17 1.85 0. 14
26 1 1714 . 2. 22 1.89 0. 14
262 1 749. 2.27 t .93 0.15
263 1 785. 2.33 1.96 0. 15
264 1321. 2.39 2.00 0. 15
-265 1824 . 2. 39 2 .00 0.15
266 1 859. 2.42 2.05 0.15
267 1891. 2.45 2.0 9 0. 16
268 19? 1. 2.48 2.13 0. 16
269 1952. 2.52 2.16 0.16
270 1985. 2. 56 2.20 0.16






2392 3801. 2380357. 10.1
23998395. 2392873. 10.0
24080549. 24 04 901. 10.0
24179641. 2416348. 10.0
24286012. 2426959. 10.0
2440 1382• 2437994. 10.0
24526645. 2449625. 10.0
2465 9855. 2461719. 10.0
24797415. 2473412. 10.0
2494 3258. 2485478. 10.0
25090249. 2497829. 10.0
25 109198. 2499461. 10.0
25181503. 2511957. 10.0
25266092. 2523885. 10.0












2665 1 707. 2664292. 10.0
26767428. 2675508. 10.0
26891779. 2686991. 10. 0
27020301. 2698449. 10.0
27 161598. 2710067. 10.0
27308225. 2722283. 10.0
2 7 45 3 6 72. 2734813. 10.0
27468944. 2736192. 10.0
27541665. 2 748915. 10.0
27629813. 2760648. 10.0
27726448. 2772013. 10.0
2782 8886. 2 7 8 3 363. 10.0
27946307. 2795166. 10.0
28069509. 2806927. 10.0




28 64 0 320. 28559C9. 10.0
28717535. 2868674. 10.0
29806194. 2880489. 10.0
2890 16? 7. 289 1754. 10.0
2900 3884. 2903249. 10.0
29118687. 2915276. 10.0
T 2098 180
** CUMULATIVE BLOCK ar b l o c k RESERVE REPORT **
! B T U / L B ! PRDXIM (?) 1ULTI ?l
BLK I AS RE-l MO I S.- ASH 1 SUL- 1 OVERBUROEN TOTAL COAL S.R.
H ! P O R T E D ! TUPE ! FUR I (YARDS) (TONS) (Y/T)
271 4 0. 0.05 0.05 0.00 29240824. 2927122. 10.0
272 77. 0.11 0 .09 0.01 29365039. 2938146. 10.0
273 117. 0.17 0.13 0.01 29505358. 2950130. 10.0
274 158. 0.23 0.17 0.01 29650179. 2962402. 10.0
275 199. 0.29 0.21 0.02 29794770. 2974668. 10.0
-276 2C2. 0.29 C.21 0.02 29804874. 2975536. 10.0
277 241. 0.33 0.27 0.02 29884343. 2987815. 10.0
278 2 79. 0. 37 0.31 0.02 29971127. 2999940. 10.0
2 79 314. 0.41 0.36 0.03 30063967. 3011363. 10.0
28 0 351. 0 .45 0 .40 0.0 3 30165717. 3023166. 10.0
281 390. 0.50 0.45 0.03 30280133. 3035530. 10.0
292 427. C. 55 0.4 9 0.03 30399542. 304 765 0. 10.0
283 46 2. 0.60 0.53 0.04 30526720. 3058943. 10.0
284 49 8. C. 66 0.5 7 0.04 3 C665340. 3070667. 10.0
2R5 536. 0.71 0.61 0.04 30807935. 3082852. 10.0
236 573. 0. 77 0.6 5 0.05 30951399. 3094937. 10.0
-2 8 7 576. 0.78 0.65 0.05 30962159. 3095840. 10.0
288 609. 0.81 9 .69 0.05 31037517. 3107381. 10.0
289 644. 0. 84 0.74 0.05 3112 1924. 3119338. 10.0
290 67 7. 0.88 0.7 8 0.06 31211869. 3130930. 10.0
291 712. 0.92 0.3 2 0. 06 31314155. 3142984. 10.0
292 747. 0.97 0.8 7 0. 06 31425806. 3155388. 10.0
293 782. 1.01 0.91 0.06 31544948. 3167594. 10.0
294 816. 1. 06 0.94 0.07 31670640. 3179230. 10.0
295 849. 1.11 0.98 0.3)7 31809127. 3190826. 10.0
296 883. 1. 16 1.02 0.07 31948561. 3202734. 10.0
297 917. 1.21 1.05 0. 08 32089204. 3214588. 10.0
-298 919. 1. 22 1.05 0.08 32100324. 3215525. 10.0
299 948 . 1 .24 1.09 0.08 32170553. 3226306. 10.0
300 980. 1.27 1.13 0.08 32250481. 3238084. 10.0
301 1011. 1-31 1.17 0.08 32339075. 3249842. 10.0
302 1043. 1. 35 1.2 1 0.09 32439592. 3261869. 9.9
303 1076. 1. 39 1.25 0.09 32550192. 3274169. 9.9
304 11C 9 . 1.43 1.29 0.09 32668 106. 3286510. 9.9
305 1140. 1.48 1.3 3 0. 09 32795251. 3298263. 9.9
306 1 170. 1 . 52 1.36 0.10 32931099. 3309687. 9.9
307 1201 . 1.57 1.3 9 0. 10 33068143. 3321569. 10.0
308 1232. 1.62 1.43 0. 10 33204C32. 3333295. 10.0
-309 1235. 1 .62 1.43 0.10 33215304. 3334276. 10.0
310 1256. 1. 64 1.46 0. 10 33270843. 3342766. 10.0
311 1235 . 1.67 1.50 0.11 3 3 34 8047. 3354401. 9.9
312 1315. 1 . 70 1 .54 0.11 33432999. 3366582. 9.9
313 1345. 1. 74 1.57 0. 11 335)4343. 3378838. 9.9
314 1 375 . 1.78 1.61 0.11 33643727. 3390976. 9.9
315 1405 . 1.82 1.65 C. 12 33760571. 3402906. 9.9
316 1435 . 1. 86 1.68 0. 12 3388 7710. 3415016. 9.9
317 1463. 1.90 1.71 0.1? 34021399. 3426538. 9.9
318 1493. 1. 95 1.74 0. 12 34155675. 3438558. 9.9
319 1522. 2. 00 1.77 0.12 34289737. 3450343. 9.9
-320 1524. 2.00 1.78 0.12 34301048. 3451355. 9.9
321 1538. 2. Cl 1.79 0. 13 34338898. 3457251. 9.9
322 1566. 2.04 1.83 0.13 34418943. 3469335. 9.9
323 1594. 2 . 07 1.37 0. 13 34510437. 3481158. 9.9
324 162? . 2. 11 1.90 0. 13 34614052. 3493549. 9.9
T 2098 181
** CUMULATIVE BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT **
1 8 TU/Lri! PROXIM C?) tULTI ?!
BLK ! AS Rfc— ! MU I S- ASH 1 SUL- ! OVERO UROEN TOTAL COAL S.R.
tt ! PORTED! TURE 1 FUR 1 (YARDS) (TONS) (Y/T)
325 31. 0. 04 0.04 0.00 34720453. 3504577. 9.9
326 63. 0. 08 0.08 0.00 34841813. 3516152. 9.9
327 94 . 0. 13 0.11 0.01 34971C30. 352758 7. 9.9
328 126. 0.13 0.15 0.01 35103873. 35 38946. 9.9
329 161. 0.2 3 C. 18 0. 01 35235858. 3551574. 9.9
-3 3 0 184 . 0.27 0.2 1 0. 01 35323132. 3559913. 9.9
T 2098 182
** CUMULATIVE CUT ar cur RESERVE REPORT **
1 BTU/LB! PROXIM (?) IULTI ?! CUMULATIVE MINE RESERVES
CUT 1 AS RE- I M 0 I S — ASH ! SUL-I OV ERBURDEN COAL S.R.
* ! PORTED ! TUR E FUR ! (YARD S) (T O N S ) (Y/T)
1 10380. 12. 12 8 .60 0.87 799436. 85980. 9.3
2 10371 . 12.15 8.65 0.87 16 57558. 175169. 9.5
3 10362. 12. 18 8.70 0.8 7 25 76 3 74. 268120. 9.6
4 10352. 12. 20 8.75 0.86 3562767. 36 3 C 30• 9.8
5 10 343. 12.25 8.80 0.3 6 4616434. 458761. 10.1
6 10334. 12.30 8.84 0.86 5712017. 556122. 10.3
7 10325. 12. 35 8.88 0.36 6848190. 656970. 10.4
8 10317. 12.42 8.9 3 0. 85 8037375. 761620. 10.6
9 10 30 8. 12.47 8.9 7 0.85 9271798. 867716. 10.7
10 10299. 12.52 9.0 1 0.84 10530015. 973989. 10.8
1 1 10289. 12. 56 9.06 0.84 11782980. 1079768. 10.9
12 102 79. 12.59 9.11 0. 84 13031516. 1185886. 11.0
13 10268 . 12.61 9.17 0.94 14272452. 1292295. 11.0
14 10257. 12. 63 9.22 0.93 155C3122. 1398546. 11.1
15 10245. 12.65 9.28 0.83 16725787. 1505966. 11.1
16 10 234 . 12. 66 9 .34 0.83 17939077. 1613244. 11. 1
17 10222. 12. 67 9.40 0.83 19146370. 1718882. 11.1
13 10210. 12.68 9.46 0.83 20347002. 1823366. 11.2
19 10198. 12. 69 9.52 Q.83 21541950. 1928828. 11.2
20 10187. 12. 70 9.57 0. 83 227 32 135. 2035223. 11.2
21 10175. 12. 70 9.6 3 0.83 23923801. 2142322. 11.2
22 10 164. 12.71 9.69 C . 33 25109188. 22495 15 . 11.2
23 10153. 12. 71 9.74 0.83 26291141. 2356018. 1 1 .2
24 10142. 12.72 9.80 0. 83 27463944. 2462573. 11.2
25 10130. 12.72 9.86 0.83 28640320. 25 703 18. 11.1
26 10119. 12.72 9.91 0.83 29804874. 2677983. 11 . 1
2 7 10107. 12. 72 9.9 7 0.83 30962159. 2786256. 11.1
28 10096. 12.72 10.03 0.83 32100324. 2893973. 11.1
29 10 0 3 5. 12.7? 10.09 0.83 33215304. 30C0848. 11.1
30 100 74. 12. 71 10.14 0. 9? 34301048. 31C6220. 11 . 0
31 10065. 12.72 10.13 0.82 35323 132. 3203922. 11.0
T 2098 183
** CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT **
I B TU/LB 1 PRQXIM (?) IULTI ?! RESERVES BY CUT
CUT I AS RE-! MOIS­ ASH ! SUL-1 □V ERBURDEN COAL S.R.
* ! PORTED! TURE I FUR ! (YAROS) (TONS) (Y/T)
1 10380. 12. 12 8.60 0.87 7994 36. 85980. 9.3
2 10363. 12.18 8.6 9 0.8 7 858122. 89189. 9.6
3 10345. 12.23 8.79 0.37 918816. 92951. 9.9
4 10323. 12.28 8.90 0.85 986393. 94910. 10.4
5 10307. 12.41 8.98 0.84 1053667. 95 731 . 11.0
6 10293. 12.53 9.05 0.85 1095583. 97361. 11.3
7 10277. 12.67 9.12 0.85 1136172. 100848. 11.3
8 10264. 12.81 9.13 0. 83 1189186. 104651. 11.4
9 10243. 12.88 9.28 0.82 1234423. 106095. 11.6
10 10226. 12.95 9.36 0.81 1258217. 106273. 11.8
11 10200. 12 . 92 9.50 0.81 1252965. 105779. 11.8
12 10174. 12.87 9.63 0.81 1248536. 106118. 11.8
13 10142. 12.85 9.79 0.81 12409 36. 106409. 11.7
14 1012 4. 12. 88 9.89 0.81 1230670. 106251. 11.6
15 10095. 12. 86 10.04 0.81 1222666. 107420. 11.4
16 10072. 12.8 5 10.16 0.81 1213289. 107278. 11.3
17 1004 1. 12.84 10.31 0.8? 1207293. 105638. 11.4
ifl 10018. 12.82 10.42 0.84 1200632. 104484 . 11.5
19 9995. 12.83 10.53 0.84 1194949. 105462. 11.3
20 998 0. 12.82 10.61 0.83 1190185. 106395. 11.2
21 9959. 12.85 10 .70 0.82 1191665. 107099. 11.1
22 9939. 12.81 10.81 0.81 1185388. 107194. 11.1
23 9914. 12.81 10.94 0.81 1181953. 106503. 11.1
24 9896. 12. 81 11.03 0. 82 1177803. 106554. 11.1
25 9871. 12.80 11.16 0.32 1171375. 107746. 10.9
26 9847. 12.75 1 1.2 6 0.82 1164554. 107664. 10.8
27 9822. 12.70 11.39 0.81 1157286. 108274. 10.7
28 9 800. 12.65 11.51 0.81 1138165. 107716. 10.6
29 9781. 12.63 1 1 .60 0.80 11149 81. 106875. 10. 4
30 9 768. 12.67 11.67 0. 78 1085745. 105 372. 10.3
31 9770. 12.94 11.66 0. 7 8 10220 83. 97702. 10.5
T 2098 184
** SHIPPING UNIT RESERVE REPORT **
SHIPPING UNIT SIZE = 12,500 TONS 
RECOVERY FACTOR = 90.0%
T 2098 185
* *  S H I P P I N G  U N I T  RESERVE REPORT * *
! BTU/IB! PROXIM C?) IULTI ?!
UNIT! AS RE-! MOTS- ASH ! S U L - !OVERBURQEN S*R. BLOCK
# ! PQRTEO! TURE ! FUR 1 C Y A R O S ) CY/T) * ?
1 10243. 9.31 9.29 0.81 74819. 6.0 2. 35.5
2 10276. 10. 14 9.13 0.89 90 819. 7.3 3. 63.0
3 10332. 11.41 8.86 0.96 103949. 8.3 4 • 80.9
4 10371. 12. 37 8.65 0.78 121615. 9.7 5. 99.0
5 10431. 13.28 8.33 0.76 137490. 11.0 7. 21.4
6 10492. 14. 02 8.01 0.96 145286. 11.6 8. 44 .4
7 10494. 13.93 8.05 0.9 3 134412. 10.8 10. 15.7
8 10232. 9.35 9.35 0.81 76944. 6.2 11. 44.1
9 10262. 10.22 9.21 0.91 91361. 7.3 12. 66.8
10 10305. 11.43 8.99 0.98 110317. 8.8 13. 85.6
11 10361. 12.47 8.70 0.75 126852. 10.1 15. 6.0
12 10419. 13.33 8.40 0.77 13808 9. 11.0 16. 26.6
13 1C 4 7 0 • 14.07 8.14 0.97 150 03 7. 12.0 17. 49.1
14 10 506. 14. 68 7.99 0.93 153485. 12.3 18. 97.7
IS 10221. 9.43 9.42 0.81 76348. 6.1 20. 19.7
16 10228. 10.00 9.38 0.87 86374. 6.9 21. 35.0
17 10275. 11.18 9.14 0.96 109818. 8.8 22. 54.0
18 10323. 12.22 8.89 0.81 128045. 10.2 23. 76.2
19 10382. 13.13 8.61 0.73 136010. 10.9 24. 95.7
20 10435. 13.84 8.33 0.94 148488. 11.9 26. 15 .6
21 1048*8 . 14.66 8.07 0.94 160478. 12.8 27. 41 .8
22 10321. 11. 74 8.91 0.82 118778. 9.5 28. 66.1
23 10139. 9.43 9.59 0. 80 78600. 6.3 29. 79.1
24 10227. 10.53 9.38 0.94 98433 . 7.9 30. 94 .6
25 10278. 11. 83 9.12 0.9 3 126361. 10.1 32. 16.9
26 10332. 12.83 8. 8 7 0.66 13 3906. 10 .7 33. 37.2
27 10384. 13.52 8.60 0. 82 147093. 11.8 34. 58.8
28 10443. 14.33 8.31 0.97 162311. 13.0 35. 85.4
29 10486. 15.06 8.08 0.85 187879 . 15 .0 37. 76.3
30 10151. 9.31 9.76 0. 75 87879. 7.0 3 9. 15.7
31 10187. 10.09 9.57 0. 36 9444 1 . 7.6 40. 31.3
3? 10225. 11.25 9.39 0.96 118360. 9.5 41. 52.2
33 10290. 12. 30 9.12 0.80 131927. 10.6 42. 74.8
34 10332. 13.15 8.86 0.73 144716. 11.6 43. 98.1
35 10391. 1*3.98 9.58 0. 95 164210. 13.1 45. 25.8
36 104 64. 14.90 3.20 0.89 185798. 14.9 46. 58.6
37 10375. 1 3.34 8.63 0.77 160422. 12.8 48. 38 .2
38 10123. 9.28 9.89 0. 77 90981. 7.3 49. 61.2
39 10171. 10.53 9 .64 0.92 110493. 8.8 50. 93.0
40 10227. 11 . 73 9.37 0.96 130233. 10.4 52. 8.6
4 1 10286. 12. 83 9.0 7 0. 72 144 34 7. 11.5 53. 34.1
42 10337. 13.57 8.83 0.84 156298. 12.5 54. 61.1
43 10403. 14. 38 8.5 1 0.97 168730.. 13.5 55. 89.3
44 10468. 15. 13 8.18 0.83 183145. 14.7 57. 21.3
45 10280. 11 .97 9.11 0.75 130014. 10.4 58. 65.0
46 10110. 9. 56 9.95 0. 80 97527. 7.8 59. 87.6
47 10152. 10.86 9.73 0.94 123317. 9.9 61. 15.3
48 10218. 12.15 9.39 0.89 137851. 11.0 62. 44 .0
49 10279. 13. 02 9.10 0.73 147515. 11.8 63. 69.2
50 10325. 13. 77 8.88 0.89 156726. 12.5 64. 96.6
51 10397. 14 . 64 8.53 0.95 168580. 13.5 66. 18.5
52 10448. 15. 18 8.29 0.82 166968. 13.4 67. 35 .3
53 10286. 1 2 . 5 2 9.09 0.77 133470. 10.7 68. 54.7
54 10078. 9.49 10.10 0.79 9 7 55 3. 7.8 69. 75.9
T 2098 186
** SHIPPING UNIT RESERVE REPORT ** 
! BTU/LB! PROXIM (?) JULII ?!
UNIT! AS RE-! MOI S- ASH I SUL­ ! OVERBURDEN S.R. BLOCK
* ! P O R T E D ! TURE ! FUR I (YARDS) C Y ✓ T ) # ?
55 10129. 10. 74 9.85 0.94 123915. 9.9 71. 4.3
56 10196. 12.13 9.51 0.90 138835. 11.1 72. 33.2
57 10248. 13.01 9.26 0.68 144644. 11.6 73. 55.0
58 1 0306. 13. 76 3.98 0.37 156771. 12.5 74. 81.1
59 10370. 14.53 8.66 0.97 168 751. 13.5 76. 4.6
60 104 35. 15.22 8.35 0.81 163590. 13.1 77. 19.0
61 10422. 15.00 8.39 0.71 16155 3. 12.9 79. 8.7
62 10044. 9. 27 10.27 0. 75 97003. 7.8 80. 32.3
63 10078. 1C. 34 1C. 11 0.88 118604. 9.5 81. 5 9.0
64 10131. 11 .60 9.8 5 0.97 138862 . 11.1 82. 91.2
65 10207. 12.73 9.4 7 0.70 142405. 11.4 84. 13.5
66 10263. 13.56 9.19 0.78 151792. 12.1 85. 36 .8
67 10318. 14.33 8.91 0.96 167792. 13.4 86. 6 3.2
68 10381. 14.99 8.60 0.38 170150. 13.6 87. 82.8
69 10439. 15.41 9. 30 0.73 169719. 13.6 88. 98.7
70 10186. 11. 68 9.5 3 0.62 129088. 10.3 90. 75.4
71 10031. 9.77 10.34 0.7 8 109065. 8.7 92. 0.4
7? 10097. 11.23 10.02 0.97 132266. 10.6 93. 30.2
73 10153. 12. 32 9.74 0.84 139587. 11.2 94. 55.7
74 10206. 13. 16 9.48 0.71 144531. 11.6 95. 77.1
75 10 273 . 13.96 9.14 0.92 163318. 13.1 97. 4.0
76 10348. 14 . 82 8.76 0.94 174057. 13.9 98. 27.5
77 10409. 15. 37 3.45 0.77 176433. 14.1 99. 45.6
78 10415. 14. 99 8.39 0.64 169502. 13.6 101. 10.8
79 9983. 9. 14 10.55 0.66 104071. 8.3 102. 41.2
80 10027. 10 .54 10.39 0.88 11859 2. 9.5 103. 66.7
81 10083. 11 . 69 10.10 0.97 131750. 10.5 104. 90.7
82 1015 6• 12. 76 9.74 0.73 139395. 11.2 106. 1.1.9
83 1 0 2 1 2 . _ 13.59 9.46 0 .80 15 5 05 5. 12.4 107. 35.5
84 102 75. 14. 37 9.14 0.96 172021. 13.8 108. 62 .6
85 10358. 15.11 3.7 1 0.86 176753. 14.1 109. 83.6
86 10420. 15. 47 3. 3 8 0.70 180476. 14.4 1 11. 7.4
87 10153. 11.49 9.69 0.62 127310. 10. 2 112. 77.2
88 9977 . 9.76 10.61 0.74 105706. 8.5 113. 96.0
89 10 041. 11.21 10. 3G 0.96 126906. 10.2 115 . 22.0
90 10099. 12. 24 10.03 0. 89 134780. 10.8 116. 43.2
91 10149. 13.11 9.78 0.75 142393 . 1 1.4 117. 63.3
92 10217. 13. 88 9.44 0.90 162624. 13.0 118. 88.6
93 10295. 14.71 9.0 2 0.95 171741. 13.7 120. 13.1
94 10366. 15. 30 3.6 7 0.76 183464. 14.7 121. 36.5
95 10352 . 14.69 8.73 0.66 172419. 13.8 123. 15.0
96 994 1 . 9. 37 10.79 0.67 96570 . 7.7 124. 30.9
97 9974. 10.40 1 1.6 2 0.83 114838. 9.2 125. 52.2
98 10026. 11.65 10.37 0.97 132076. 10.6 126. 78.2
99 10094. 12.64 10.05 0.79 135914. 10.9 127. 98.2
100 10157. 13.51 9.74 C. 79 149517. 12.0 129. 19.3
101 10218. 14.29 9.4 1 0.96 16494 7. 13.2 130. 43.3
102 10301. 15. CO 9.00 0.86 176611. 14.1 131. 65 .8
103 10364. 15.41 8.69 0.70 187171. 15.0 132. 90.2
104 10076. 11.53 10.12 0.63 124202. 9.9 134. 69.6
10 5 9928. 9. 84 1 0.8 6 0. 73 100942. 8.1 135. 85.6
106 9985. 11. 14 10.57 0. 94 126467. 10.1 137. 11.4
10 7 10047. 12.23 10.27 0.90 136139. 1 0.9 138. 35.4
108 10103. 13. 11 9.99 0.73 146573. 11.7 139. 5 7.9
T 2098 187
* *  S H I P P I N G  U N I T  RESERVE REPORT * *
I B T U / L B I  PROXIM ( ? )  1UT.TI  ?!
UNIT! AS R E - ! MO I S- ASH I SUL­ f OVERBURDEN S.R. BLOCK
ft ! PORT E D ! TURE ! FUR ! (YAROS) ( Y / T ) » X
109 1 0 1 6 R . 13.88 9.67 0.89 156590. 12.5 140. 80.6
110 102 3 8 • 14.62 9.31 0.9 7 167700. 13.4 142. 1.8
111 10344. 15 .35 8 .9 0 0. 71 179509. 14.4 143. 22.5
112 10294. 14 . 72 9.05 0.66 173579 . 13.9 145. 13.1
113 9887. 9.29 11.07 0 . 64 88787. 7.1 146. 26.0
114 992 3. 10.54 10.90 0. 85 110371. 8.3 147. 42.7
11 5 9971 . 11 .62 1 0 .66 0.97 12700 3. 10.2 148. 64.9
116 10043. 12.60 1 C.28 0. 77 14175 9. 11.3 149. 89.1
117 10107. 13.47 9.97 C. 74 148883. 11.9 151. 9.8
118 10164. 14 . 26 9.71 0. 96 154361. 12.3 152. 26.8
119 10252. 14.92 9.26 0. 89 1 72 44 5 . 13.8 153. 45.6
120 1C 325 . 15.37 8.8 9 0. 71 1 8 C 58 4 . 14.4 154. 67.0
121 10080. 12.22 10.12 0. 66 132224. 10.6 156. 57.9
122 987? . 9.8 1 1 1 . 16 0.73 9 368 5. 7.5 157. 6 9.7
123 9921 . 10.96 10.91 0.91 115613. 9.2 158. 8 7.7
124 99 35. 12.03 1 0.60 0.94 131099. 10.5 160. 10.5
125 10043. 13.01 10.26 0.63 142731. 11.4 161. 31.0
126 10109. 13.78 9.9 8 0. 82 15024 4. 12.0 162. 50.2
127 10176. 14.48 9 .65 0.97 164430. 13.2 163. 69.2
128 10255. 15.05 9.25 C .84 176159. 14.1 164. 88.8
129 10303. 15.40 8.99 0. 70 184585. 14.8 166. 6 4.5
13 0 9865 . 9.8 0 11.20 0.68 89954. 7.2 168. 1.4
131 9 86 3 . 10.31 11.21 0.81 101688. 8.1 1 69. 14.4
132 9917. 11.51 10.9? 0.97 123326. 9.9 170. 35.9
133 998 3. 12.45 10.59 0.91 134738 . 10.9 171 . 55.9
1 34 10047. I 3.29 10.29 0. 69 145 84 1. 11.7 172. 75.8
135 10103. 14. C8 10.01 0.92 166329. 13.3 174. 1.9
136 10180. 14. 82 9.61 C-.94 181453. 14.5 175. 28.0
13 7 10252. 15.25 9.25 0. 78 1 8C 596 . 14.4 176. 51.6
13 H 1 0 C 5 6 • 12.50 10.23 0.69 13612C. 10.9 178. 52.4
139 9827. 9.86 11.38 0 . 74 93456. 7.5 179. 63.0
14 0 9875. 10.91 11.13 0.91 11319 0. 9.1 18 0. 82.0
141 9934. 11.96 10.84 0. 96 129990. 10.4 192. 3.5
142 9999 . 12.99 10.5 3 0. 72 142054. 11.4 183. 24.4
14 3 10 064. 13. 79 10.21 0.84 159903. 12.8 184. 49.5
144 1013 5. 14.52 9.84 0.97 177832. 14.2 185. 77.2
145 10194 . 15.10 9.54 0.87 180823. 14.5 187. 3.1
146 10188 . 14. 6C 9.56 0. 75 172922 . 13.8 189. 14.1
147 9789. 9.43 11.56 0.67 8709 3 . 7.0 190. 23.2
148 9327. 1C.43 11.39 0.93 106666. 8.5 191. 41.6
149 9 88 3. 11.68 11.10 0.9 7 127878. 10.2 192. 65.0
150 995 6. 12. 66 10.75 0. 30 1 3 8 86 0 . 11.1 193. 8 6.8
15 1 10016. 13.50 10.44 0. 78 153112. 12.2 195. 9.9
152 10035. 14.35 10.07 0.97 165188. 13.2 196. 30.9
153 1015 7. 14. 9*6 9.71 0.91 168854. 13.5 197. 50.9
15 4 10206. 15. 35 9.47 0.7 9 180318. 14.4 198. 75.5
155 9P99 . 1C . 97 11.00 0.66 111960. 9.0 2 00. 75. 3
156 9790. 9.90 11.56 0. 74 96326. 7.7 201. 90.2
157 9845 . 11.21 11.29 0.95 123797. 9.9 20 3. 17.1
158 9908. 12. 27 10.93 0. 90 134 173. 10.7 204. 38.1
159 9971. 13.15 10.66 C. 78 145207. 11.6 205. 59.2
1 60 10036. 13.95 10.32 0.90 159534. 12.8 20 6. 80.0
161 10106. 14.63 9.96 0.9 7 15825 8 . 12.7 207. 95.6
162 10174. 15.1 9 9.62 0.91 171346. 13.7 209. 14.9
T 2098 18 8
* *  S H I P P I N G  U N I T  RESERVE REPORT * *
! 8TU/L9! P R O X I M  (?) JlJLTI ?!
UNIT! AS RE-!' MOIS- ASH ! SUL-! OV E R BU RO F N S.R. BLOCK
* ! P O R T E D ! TURE ! FUR I ( Y A R O S ) (Y/T) » Z
163 10 120. 14.26 9 .90 0.73 160617. 12.8 211. 19.9
164 9759. 9.42 11.71 0.66 87311. 7.0 212. 31.1
165 9786. 10.56 11.53 0.36 110136 . 8.8 213. 51.2
166 9838 . 11.67 11.31 0.9 7 132696. 10.6 214. 78. 1
167 9916. 12.69 1 C.9 3 0.7 9 140795. 11.3 2 16. 1.5
168 9981 . 13.54 10.60 0. 78 147589. 11.8 217. 19.3
169 10045. 14. 32 10.26 0.9 7 157661. 12.6 2 18. 36.1
170 10119. 14.93 9.89 0.88 164 22 2. 13.1 2 19. 52.5
171 10179. 15.33 9.60 0.75 170742. 13.7 2 20. 68 .9
172 9903. 11.63 10.98 0.66 116298. 9.3 222. 63 .2
173 9740. 9.7 3 11.30 0.70 91399. 7 .3 223. 82.3
1 74 9 787. 10.90 11.57 0. 92 116 786. 9.3 22 5. 3.0
175 .9856. 12.17 11.2 3 0.90 14 0 77 8. 1 1.3 22 6. 32.6
176 9924 . 13.10 10.89 0. 72 147239. 11.8 227. 55.5
177 9 993. 13.86 10.54 0.88 15170 9. 12.1 228. 72.0
178 10 056. 14.52 10.20 0.96 160859. 12.9 229. 09.8
179 10 129 . 15.12 9.85 0.81 167 37 3. 13.4 231. 5.1
180 10146. 15.16 9.78 0.72 161514. 12.9 233. 4.3
181 9 7 0 0. 9.24 12.00 0.63 82 894. 6.6 234. 16.2
182 9744 . 1 0. 33 11.78 0. 81 10458 1. 8.4 235. 34.0
103 9786. 11.48 11.58 0.97 126 62 7. 10.1 236. 58.8
1 84 9 859. 12. 56 11.22 0.75 14506 7. 11.6 237. 87.4
185 992 9. 13.40 10.87 0. 70 151778. 12.1 239. 9 .4
186 9998 . 14 .25 1G.5 3 0. 98 157 79 7. 12.6 240. 28.3
187 10 060. 14.84 10.17 0.91 16790 3 . 13.4 241 . 46.2
188 10125. 15.27 9.90 0.79 165C47. 13.2 2 42 . 59.4
189 990 2 . 12. 09 11.00 0.63 1-182C 8 • 9.5 244 . 57.6
190 9 70 3 . 9.74 11.95 0. 72 94276. 7.5 245. 73.0
19 I 9746. 10.86 11.77 0. 92 116977. 9.4 246. 94.3
192 9804 . 12.05 11.50 0.91 13274 1 . 10.6 240 . 21.2
193 9872. 12. 99 11.15 0.69 14588 1 . 1-1.7. 249. 44.0
194 994 2 . 1 3. 78 10.31 0.34 153295. 12. 3 25 C. 65.0
195 10012. 14.48 10.4 7 0.96 165 136. 13.2 251 . 85.1
196 10081. 15.10 10.13 0.84 166979 . 13.4 252 . 99.5
197 10114. 15. 40 9.96 0.77 16055 9 . 12.8 254. 94.2
198 9670 . 9.20 12.16 0.63 81766. 6.5 256. 9.2
199 9697. 10. 36 12.01 0. 84 107553. 8.6 2 57. 28.5
200 9746. 11 . 45 11.77 0.9 7 121 108. 9.7 258 . 50.8
201 9810. 12. 46 11.45 0. 79 133019. 10.6 2 59. 70.4
202 9868 . 13.24 1 1.16 0.69 14 364 7 * 11.5 2 60. 88.3
20 3 9939 . 14.06 10.82 0.95 156162 . 12.5 262. 10.1
204 10019. 14 . 76 10.43 0.94 164 14 9 . 13.1 263. 25 .4
205 10078. 15.23 10.14 0.30 16 3984 .. 13.1 264. 37.7
20 6 9925 . 13. 09 10.9 0 0.73 132 347. 10.6 266. 40.8
207 9648. 9.62 12.28 0. 72 9 3 217. 7.5 267. 53.5
208 9637. 10 .62 12.06 0.90 112 35 2 . 9.0 268. 74.6
209 9744. 11. 72 11.77 0.96 122340. 9.8 269. 95.9
210 98 10. 12.75 11.45 0. 70 133330. 10.7 271. 11.7
211 9878. . 13.54 11.11 0.76 14648 6 . 11.7 2 72. 31.1
212 9945. 14.27 10.79 0.9 6 159 2 7 R . 12.7 273. 52.6
213 10019. 14.83 10.42 0. 09 163379. 1 3.1 2 74 . 66.8
214 10071 . 15.30 10.14 0. 76 163768. 13.1 275. ■8 0.1
215 9719. 10.67 11.9? 0. 68 107382. 8.6 277. 86.1
216 9624. 9. 76 12.41 0.76 98299 . 7.9 279. 0.5
T 2098 18 9
♦ *  SHI PPI NG UNI T  RESERVE REPORT * *
! f i TU/ LO!  PROXIM ( * >  l U L T I  X I
UNI T ! AS RE— f m o i s- ASH • SUL­ 1 OVERBURDEN S.R. BLOCK
* ! P O R T E D ! TUR E ! FUR I CYARDS) CY/T) * %
21 7 969 1 . 11.14 12.04 0.97 114 129. 9.1 2 80. 21.4
218 974 7. 12. 12 11.76 0.87 122649. 9.8 281. 37.3
21 <9 9806. 12.99 1 1 .46 0.66 132201. 10.6 282. 5 0.6
22 0 9868. 13. 70 11.17 0.84 147976. 11.8 2 83. 70.0
221 8942 . 14.41 10.3C 0.98 162317. 13.0 284. 89.6
222 10024. 15.06 10.39 G.RO 162758. 13.0 286. 4.0
22 3 10013. 14. 76 10.39 0.69 1575 36. 12.6 288. 12.0
224 9534. 9.23 12.61 0.68 92666. 7.4 2 89. 31.2
225 9634 . 10 .25 12.35 0.84 102009. 8.2 290. 4 8.8
226 9693. 11.43 12.06 C.95 11355 0. 9.1 291. 66.0
227 9743. 12.37 11.79 0.79 122902. 9.8 292. 79.0
228 9 808. 13.17 11.46 0.71 133584. 10.7 293. 92 .4
229 9 9 74 . 13.93 1 1 . 1 4 0.92 150583. 12.0 295. 11.4
230 995 2 . 14 . 64 10.75 0.92 165019. 13.2 296. 30 .4
231 10016. 15. 14 10.42 0. 73 163502. 13.1 297. 47.2
232 9eC5. 12. 18 11.47 0.64 129954. 10.3 299. 62 . 1
233 9583 . 9.49 1 2.60 0.73 9 314 1. 7.5 300. 33.2
2 3 4 9 6 3 8 . 10. 75 12.31 0.91 103303. 8.3 302. 1 . 3
2 35 9696 . 1 1. 86 12. C 1 0.91 11736 5. 9.4 303. 16.4
236 9 753. 12. 79 11.71 0. 74 126915. 10.2 304. 29.2
23 7 9318 . 13.43 11.42 0.31 139217. 11.1 3 05. 4 3.9
23 8 938 5. 14.19 11.09 0.93 158082. 12.6 306. 63.8
239 996C • 14 . 86 10.7 1 C. 31 161664 . 12.9 30 7. 82 . 1
240 10009. 15.27 10.4 3 0.6 5 160 84 2 . 12.9 309. 4.0
24 1 9588 . 9.48 12.56 0.66 95 93 3. 7.7 311. 3 8 . 3
242 9603 . 10.26 12.49 0.81 9443 3. 7.6 312. 55 . 1
243 9 6 5 C . 11.38 1 2.25 0.90 10 7764 . 8.6 313. 68.7
244 9711. 12. 35 11.95 C. 78 122 314 . 9.8 314. 82.8
245 9771 . 13.13 11.65 0. 74 134389. 10.8 315. 98.9
24 6 98 34. 13.85 11.36 0.89 14754 7 . 1 1.8 317. 14.3
247 9 915. 14.65 10.9 3 0.85 159 42 0. 12.8 318 . 33.4
248 9975 . 15.14 10.65 0.70 1 5 6 36 4 . 12.5 319. 50.0
249 9 78 1 . 12.27 11.61 0.66 123426. 9.9 322. 9.0
25 0 9 609 . 10.56 12.46 0.86 95219. 7.6 323. 2 4.4
25 1 9650 . 11.52 1 2.25 0.86 110568. 8.8 324 . 4 0.0
252 9690. 12.35 12.05 0.74 124434. 10.0 325. 53.5
25 3 9765 . 13.30 11.69 0. 74 14 1 796 . 11.3 326. 80.4
254 9841 . 14.C3 11.31 0 . 84 155177. 12.4 328. 1 . 7
255 9916. 14.77 1 C . 9 1 0. 79 159 04 5 . 12.7 329. 21.5
256 9956. 15.21 13.73 0 .69 145216. 11.6 330 . 4 7.7
T 2098 190
** MONTHLY PRODUCTION RESERVE REPORT **
MONTHLY PRODUCTION TARGET = 100,000 TONS 
RECOVERY FACTOR = 90.0%
T 2098 191
* *  m o n t h l y  p r o d u c t i o n  r e s e r v e  r e p o r t  **
M O N T H !  8 T U / L 8 !  P R O X l M  ( ? )  I U L T I  ?!
& ! OS R E - ! M 0 I S- ASH ! SUL­ ! dVERaURD EN S . R . BLOCK
YEAR! P 0 R T E 0 ! TURE 1 FUR ! ( YARDS) ( y / t  ) » %
2 / 9 0 10 3 5 9 . 1 1 . 7 3 8 . 7 1 0 . 3 6 885 3 3 5 . 8 . 9 1 1 . 4 4 . 1
3 / 9 0 10 14 7 . 1 1 . 9 5 8 . 7 8 0 . 8 7 9 3 2 8 6 3 . 9 . 3 2 1 . 3 5 . 0
4 / 9 0 1 0 3 3 0 . 1 2 .  C 9 8 . 8 6 0 . 3 7 9 7 9 6 5 2 . 9 . 8 3 0 . 9 4 . 6
5 / 9 0 10 3 11. 1 2 . 2 8 3 . 9 6 0 .  8 5 I C 5 8 2 3 0 . 1 0 . 6 4 1 . 5 2 . 2
6 / 9 0 1C295 . 1 2 . 4 0 9 . 0 4 C . 8 5 11 18  7 7 9 . 1 1 . 2 5 2 . 8 . 6
7 / 9 0 1 0 2 3 2 . 1 2 . 5 6 9 . 1 0 0 . 8 4 1 1 4 1 2 2 9 . 1 1 . 4 6 2 . 44 .C
8 / 9 0 1 0 2 6 7 . 12 . 69 9 . 1 7 0 . 3 5 1 1 3 3 5 6 1 . 1 1 . 3 7 2 . 3 3 . 2
9 / 9 0 1 0 2 5 4 . 1 2 .  84 9 . 2 3 0 . 8  3 1 1 4 9 7 7 7 . 1 1 . 5 8 2 . 9 1 . 2
1 0 / 9 0 1 0 2 * 0  . 1 2 . 9 6 9 . 2 9 0 . 8 0 1 1 7 2 2 7 7 . 1 1 . 7 9 3 . 30 . 2
1 1 / 9 0 1 0 2 2 7 . 13 . 04 9 . 3 6 0 . 7 9 1 190C9? . 1 1 . 9 1 0 3 . 6 6 . 7
1 2 / 9 0 10 204  . 1 3 . 0 3 9 . 4 8 0 . 3 0 1 1 8 8 4 6 6 . 1 1 . 9 1 1 3 . 9 6 . 0
1 / 9  I 1 0 1 3 2 . 1 3 .  06 9 . 5 9 0 .  32 1 1 9 0 8 9 8 . 1 1 . 9 1 2 4 . 3 0 . 9
2 / 9 1 1 0 1 5 1 . 1 3 . C 5 9 . 7 5 0 . 8 2 1 1 8 5 2 7 7 . 1 1 . 9 1 3 4 . 6 9 . 6
3 / 9 1 1 0 1 3 8 . 1 3 . 1 1 9 . 8 2 0 . 8 2 118 749 9 . 1 1 . 9 1 4 5 . 1 3 . 1
4 / 9  L 1 0 0 8 4 . 1 2 .  76 1 0 . 0 9 0 . 8 2 1 124 19 3 . 1 1 . 2 1 5 4 . 6 7 . 0
5 / 9  1 1005 6 . 1 2 . 6 7 1 0 . 2 4 0 .  82 1 1 C 6 1 8 6 . 1 1 . 1 1 6 4 . 3 3 . 8
6 / 9 1 1 0 0 3 3  . 1 2 . 7 1 1 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 1 1 1 2 7 9 1 3 . 1 1 . 3 1 7 5 . 2 8 . 0
7 / 9 1 1 0 0 1 8 . 12 . 72 1 0 . 4 3 0 . 8  3 1133  142 . 1 1 . 3 1 8 5 . 7 7 . 2
8 / 9  1 9992 . 1 2 .  72 1 0 . 5 5 0 . 3  3 1 132 44 1. 1 1 . 3 196 . 3 0 . 9
9 / 9  I 9 9 7 7 . 1 2 .  72 1 0 . 6 2 0 .  83 1120 1 7 0 . 1 1 . 2 2 0 6 . 8 0 . 0
1 0 / 9  1 9 9 6 0 . 1 2 .  74 • 1 0 . 7 0 0 . 8 2 1 1 0 8 7 4 8 . 1 1 . 1 2 1 7 . 1 9 . 3
1 1 / 9 1 9 9 4 4  . 12 . 76 1 0 . 7 3 0 . 8 1 1 1 0 5 1 2 5 . 11 . 1 2 2 7 . 5 5 . 5
1 2 / 9  1 992 7 . 1 2 .  78 1 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 2 1100 62 4 . 1 1 . 0 2 3 7 . 8 7 . 4
1 / 9 2 9 9 1 0 . 12 .  PI 1 0 . 9 6 0 . 9  3 1 1 0 4 7 2 7 . 1 1 . 0 24 8 . 2 1 . 2
2 / 9 2 9 8 9 2  . 1 2 . 8 4 1 1 . 0 6 0 . 8 2 1 1C22 75  . 11.0 2 5 8 . 5 0 . 8
3 / 9  2 9 8 7 2 . 12 .  88 1 1 . 1 5 0 . 9 1 1 0 9 8 8 7 8 . 1 1 . 0 26 8  . 74 . 6
4 / 9 2 9 8 5 1  . 12 . 86 1 1 .  2 5 0 . 9 1 1 0 9 4 2 6  1 . 1 0 . 9 2 7 9 . 0 . 5
5 / 9  2 9 9 3 5 . 1 2 . 9 3 1 1 . 3 3 0 . 8 1 1 0 9 2 2 3 2  . 1 0 . 9 2 8 9 . 3 1 . 2
6 / 9 2 9915  . 12 . 89 1 1 . 4  3 0 . 3  1 1 0 3 0 1 0 3 . 1 0 . 8 2 9 9 . 6 2 . 1
7 / 9 2 9 7 9 3 . 1 2 . 8 4 1 1 . 5 4 0 . 8 1 10 6 0 5 2 9 . 1 0 . 6 3 0 9 . 4 . 0
8 / 9  2 9 75 6 . 1 2 . 5 3 1 1 . 7 3 0 . 7 9 1 0 1 9 1 6 4 . 1 0 . 2 3 1 9 . 5 0 . 0
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** SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT **
SHIPPING UNIT SIZE = 12,500 TONS 
RECOVERY FACTOR = 98.0%
T 2098 2 0 0
* *  S H I P P I N G  U N I T  PRODU CT I ON REPORT * *
I 8 T U / L B i  PR OX IM ( ? )  I U L T I  ? !
NIT! AS RE-! MOIS- ASH ! SUL­ ! DATE
* ! PORTEO! TURF ! FUR !MO/DA/TR
I 9561. 8. 87 12.70 0.62 1 24 90
2 9640. 9.23 12.33 0.66 1 25 90
3 9685. 9.10 12.07 0.61 1 26 90
4 9749. 9.12 11.76 0.62 1 27 90
5 9787. 9.29 11.58 0.65 1 30 90
6 9856. 9. 18 11.23 0.63 1 31 90
7 9913. 9. 08 10.93 0.63 2 1 90
8 9964. 8.89 10.64 0.63 2 2 90
9 10049. 8. 92 10.24 0.70 2 2 90
10 10119. 8. 86 9.91 0.72 2 3 90
11 10220. 9.28 9.42 0.80 2 6 90
12 9743. 8. 86 11.78 0.66 2 7 90
13 9597. 9. 15 12.54 0.66 2 8 90
14 9665. 9.07 12.18 0.62 2 9 90
15 9721. 9. 12 11.89 0.62 2 10 90
16 9778. 9. 34 11.62 0.65 2 13 90
17 9831. 9. 36 11.36 0.66 2 14 90
18 9894. 9. 17 11.03 0.63 2 15 90
19 9948. 9.10 10.74 0.64 2 16 90
20 10013. 8.90 10.41 0.67 2 17 90
21 10087. 8.95 10.06 0.73 2 20 90
22 10174. 9. 11 9.64 0.77 2 20 90
23 10045. 9.13 10.29 0.75 2 21 90
24 9569. 9.01 12.68 0.65 2 23 90
25 9625. 9.41 12.41 0.70 2 24 90
2 6 9694. 9.29 12.03 0.64 2 27 90
27 9748 . 9.59 11.76 0.68 2 28 90
28 9799. 9.61 11.50 0.70 3 1 90
29 9866. 9.53 11.20 0.69 3 2 90
30 9929. 9.55 10.86 0.69 3 3 90
31 9983. 9.4 1 10.57 0.70 3 6 90
32 10045. 9.35 10.27 0.77 3 6 90
33 10114. 9.17 9.94 0.76 3 7 90
34 10200. 9. 35 9.53 0.80 3 8 90
35 9919. 9. 39 10.91 0.77 3 9 90
36 9596. 9.56 12.54 0.73 3 10 90
37 9639. 9. 82 12.32 0.76 3 13 90
38 9725 . 10. 02 11.87 0. 76 3 14 90
39 9760. 9.94 11.71 0. 74 3 15 90
40 9817. 9. 84 11.43 0. 74 3 16 90
41 9887. 10.05 11.09 0. 76 3 17 90
42 9946. 9.82 10.77 0. 73 3 20 90
43 10007. 9.81 10.46 0. 77 3 21 90
44 10068. 9.63 10.16 0.81 3 22 90
45 10155. 9. 73 9.74 0.82 3 23 90
46 10215. 9.61 9.45 0.82 3 24 90
4 7 9853. 9. 99 11.24 0.84 3 27 90
48 9620. 10. 33 12.41 0.86 3 29 90
49 9664. 10.49 12.17 0.88 3 30 90
50 9739. 10. 59 11.80 0. 87 4 3 90
51 9786. 10.60 11.58 0.86 4 4 90
52 9848. 10.70 11.28 0.87 4 5 90
53 9913. 10.77 10.95 0.87 4 7 90
54 9980. 10.73 10 .60 0.88 4 10 90
T 2098 2 0 1
** MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT ** 





1 / 9 0
2 / 9 0
3 / 9 0
>* MONTHLY PRODUCTION -REPORT *♦
B T U / L 8 !  PROXlM C D  1U LTI  D
AS R E - I  MOTS- ASH ! SUL-1 COAL
PORTEO! TURE 1 FUR 1 CTONS)
9 7 3 6 .  9 . 1 3  1 1 . 8 3  0 . 6 3  8 3 1 0 4 .
9 8 7 2 .  9 . 1 4  1 1 . 1 4  0 . 6 8  2 5 6 9 5 6 .
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** SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT * *
SHIPPING UNIT SIZE = 12,500 TONS 
RECOVERY FACTOR = 98.0%
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* *  SHI PPI NG  UNIT  PRODUCTION REPORT * *
1 6 T U / L 8 I PROXIM (»;)  t U L T I  ?!
N I T ! AS R E - ! HOI S - ASH ! S U L - ! DATE
*  ! PORTED ! TURE I FUR JMO/DA/YR
1 9 5 6 1 * 8 . 8 7 1 2 . 7 0 0 . 6 2 1 24 90
2 9 6 4 0 . 9 . 2 3 1 2 . 3 3 0 . 6 6 1 25 90
3 9 6 8 5 . 9 .  10 1 2 . 0 7 0 . 6 1 1 26 90
4 9 7 4 9 . 9 .  12 1 1 .  76 0 . 6 2 1 27 90
5 9 7 8 7 . 9 . 2 9 1 1 . 5 8 0 . 6 5 1 30 90
6 9 8 5 6 . 9 . 1 8 11 . 2  3 0 . 6 3 1 31 90
7 9 9 1 3 . 9 . 0  8 1 0 . 9 3 0 . 6 3 2 1 90
8 99 6 4  . 8 . 89 1 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 3 2 2 90
9 1 0 04  9 . 8 . 9 2 1 0 . 2 4 0 . 7 0 2 2 90
10 1 0 1 1 9 . 8 . 8 6 9 . 9  1 0 . 7 2 2 3 90
11 1 0 2 2 0 . 9 . 2 8 9 . 4 2 0 . 8 0 2 6 90
12 9 7 4 3 . 8 .  86 1 1 . 7 8 0 . 6 6 2 7 90
13 9 5 9 7 . 9 .  15 1 2 . 5 4 0 . 6 6 2 8 90
14 9 6 6 5 . 9 . 0 7 1 2 . 1 8 0 . 6 2 2 9 90
15 9 7 2 1 . 9 .  12 1 1 . 8 9 0 . 6 2 2 10 90
16 9 7 7 8 . 9 .  34 1 1 . 6 2 0 . 6 5 2 13 90
1 7 9831  . 9 . 3 6 1 1 . 3 6 0 . 6 6 2 14 90
18 9 8 9 4 . 9 . 1 7 1 1 . 0 3 0 . 6 3 2 15 90
19 9 9 4 9 . 9 . 1 0 1 0 . 7 4 0 . 6 4 2 16 90
20 1 0 0 1 3 . 8 . 9 0 1 0 . 4 1 0 . 6 7 2 17 90
21 1 0 0 8 7 . 8 . 9 5 1 0 . 0 6 0 .  7 3 2 20 90
22 1 0 1 7 4 . 9 . 1 1 9 . 6 4 0 . 7 7 2 20 90
23 1 0 0 4 5 . 9 .  13 1 0 . 2 9 0 . 7 5 2 21 90
24 9 5 6 9 . 9 . 0 1 1 2 . 6 8 0 . 6 5 2 23 90
25 9 6 2 5 . 9 . 4 1 1 2 . 4  1 0 . 7 0 2 24 90
26 9 6 9 4 . 9 . 2 9 1 2 . 0 3 0 . 6 4 2 27 90
27 9 7 4 8 . 9 . 5 9 1 1 . 7 6 0 . 6 8 2 28 90
28 9 7 9 9 . 9 . 6 1 1 1 . 5 0 0 .  70 3 1 90
29 9 8 6 6 . 9 . 5 3 1 1 . 2 0 0 . 6 9 3 2 90
30 9 9 2 9 . 9 . 5 5 1 0 . 8 6 0 . 6 9 3 3 90
31 9 9 8 3 . 9 . 4 1 1 0 . 5 7 0 . 7 0 3 6 90
32 1 0 0 4 5 . 9 .  35 1 0 . 2 7 0 . 7 7 3 6 90
33 1 0 1 1 4 . 9 . 17 9 . 9 4 0 .  76 3 7 90
34 1 0 2 0 0 . 9 .  35 9 . 5  3 0 . 9 0 3 8 90
3 5 9 9 1 9 . 9 . 3 9 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 7 7 3 9 90
36 9 5 9 6 . 9 .  56 1 2 . 5 4 0 . 7 3 3 10 90
37 9 6 3 9 . 9 . 8 2 1 2 . 3 2 0 . 7 6 3 13 90
38 9 7 2 5 . 1 0 . 0 2 1 1 . 8 7 0 . 7 6 3 14 90
39 9 7 6 0 . 9 .  94 1 1 . 7 1 0 . 7 4 3 15 90
40 9 8 1 7 . 9 .  84 1 1 . 4 3 0 . 7  4 3 16 90
41 9 8 8 7 . 1 0 .  05 1 1 . 0 9 0 . 7 6 3 17 90
42 9 9 4 6 . 9 . 8 2 1 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 3 3 20 90
43 1 0 0 0 7 . 9 . 8 1 10 . 4 6 0 . 7 7 3 21 90
44 1 0 0 6 8 . 9 .  63 1 0 . 1 6 0 . 8 1 3 22 90
45 1 0 1 5 5 . 9 . 7 3 9 . 7  4 0 . 8 2 3 22 90
46 1 0 2 1 5 . 9 . 6 1 9 . 4 5 0 . 8 2 3 23 90
47 9 8 5 3 . 9 .  99 1 1 . 2 4 0 . 3 4 3 24 90
48 9 6 2 0 . 1 0 . 3 3 1 2 . 4 1 0 . 8 6 3 28 90
49 96 64  . 1 0 . 4 9 1 2 . 1  7 0 .  83 3 29 90
50 9 7 3 9 . 1 0 . 5 9 1 1 . 8 0 0 . 8 7 3 30 90
51 9 7 8 6 . 10 . 6 0 1 1 . 5 8 0 . 8 6 3 31 90
52 9 8 4 8 . 1 0 . 7 0 1 1 . 2 8 0 . 8 7 4 3 90
53 9 9 1 3 . 1 0 .  77 1 0 . 9 5 0 . 8 7 4 4 90
54 99 80  . 10 .  73 1 0 . 6 0 0 . 8 3 4 5 90
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* *  S H I P P I N G  UNIT  PRODUCTION REPORT * *
t B T U / l 'B !  PR 0 X IM C?> 1U LT I  ? !
U N I T !  AS R E - 1 M O I S -  ASH I S U L - I  DATE
« ! PORTED! TURE ! FUR IMO /D A /YR
55 1 0 0 5 2 .  1 0 . 5 2  1 0 . 2 5  0 . 8 8  4 7 90
5 6  1 0 1 3 5 .  1 0 . 4 3  9 . 8 2  0 . 8 9  4 10 90
5 7  1 0 2 0 3 .  1 0 . 3 2  9 . 4 9  0 . 8 9  4 10 90
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** MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT ** 





1 / 9 0
2 / 9 0
3 / 9 0
* *  MONTHLY PRODUCTION.  REPORT * *
B T U / L B I  PROXIM < * )  I U L T I  Si  
AS RE-1  MO I S -  ASH ! SUL-1 COAL 
PORTED! TURE 1 FUR ! CTONS)
9 7 3 6 .  9 . 1 3  1 1 . S 3  0 . 6 3  8 3 1 0 4 .
9 8 7 2 .  9 . 1 4  1 1 . 1 4  0 . 6 8  2 5 6 9 5 6 .
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** SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT **
SHIPPING UNIT SIZE = 12,500 TONS 
RECOVERY FACTOR = 98.0%
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* *  SHI PPI NG  UNIT P R 0 0U CT I0 N REPORT * *
1 8 T U / L B I  PROXIM < t )  l U L T I  I I
U N I T ! AS RE-1 MO IS­ ASH I SUL­ 1 DATE
« 1 PORTED! TURE 1 FUR IMO/OA/YR
I 9561  . 8 . 8 7 1 2 . 7 0 0 . 6 2 1 24 90
2 964 0 . 9 . 2 3 1 2 . 3 3 0 . 6 6 1 25 90
3 9 6 8 5 . 9 . 1 0 1 2 . 0 7 0 . 6 1 1 26 90
4 9 7 4 9 . 9 .  12 1 1 . 7 6 0 . 6 2 1 27 90
5 9 7 8 7 . 9 . 2 9 1 1 . 5 8 0 . 6 5 1 30 90
6 9 8 5 6 . 9 . 1 8 1 1 . 2 3 0 . 6 3 1 31 90
7 9 9 1 3 . 9 . 0 8 1 0 . 9 3 0 . 6 3 2 1 90
8 9 9 6 4 . 8 . 8 9 1 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 3 2 2 90
9 1 0 0 4 9 . 8 . 9 2 1 0 . 2 4 0 . 7 0 2 2 90
10 1 0 1 1 9 . 8 . 8 6 9 . 9 1 0 . 7 2 2 3 90
11 1 0 2 2 0 . 9 . 2  8 9 . 4 2 0 . 8 0 2 6 90
12 9 7 4 3 . 8 .  86 1 1 . 7 8 0 . 6 6 2 7 90
13 9 5 9 7 . 9 .  15 1 2 . 5 4 0 . 6 6 2 8 90
14 9 6 6 5 . 9 . 0 7 1 2 . 1 8 0 . 6 2 2 9 90
15 9 7 2 1 . 9 .  12 1 1 . 8 9 0 . 6 2 2 10 90
16 9 7 7 8 . 9 .  34 1 1 . 6 2 0 . 6 5 2 13 90
17 9 8 3 1 . 9 . 3 6 1 1 . 3 6 0 . 6 6 2 14 90
18 . 9 8 9 4 . 9 .  17 1 1 . 0 3 0 . 6 3 2 15 90
19 9 9 4 8 . 9 . 1 0 1 0 . 7 4 0 . 6 4 2 16 90
20 1 0 0 1 3 . 8 . 9 0 1 0 . 4 1 0 . 6 7 2 17 90
21 1 0 0 8 7 . 8 . 9 5 1 0 . 0 6 0 . 7 3 2 20 90
22 1 0 1 7 4 . 9 . 1 1 9 . 6 4 0 . 7 7 2 20 90
2 3 1 0 0 4 5 . 9 .  13 1 0 . 2 9 0 . 7 5 2 21 90
24 9 5 6 9 . 9 . 0 1 1 2 . 6 8 0 . 6 5 2 23 90
25 9 6 2 5 . 9 . 4 1 1 2 . 4 1 0 . 7 0 2 24 90
26 9 6 9 4 . 9 . 2 9 1 2 . 0 3 0 . 6 4 2 27 90
27 9 7 4 8 . 9 . 5 9 1 1 . 7 6 0 . 6 8 2 28 90
28 9 7 9 9 . 9 . 6  1 1 1 . 5 0 0 . 7 0 3 1 90
29 9 8 6 6 . 9 . 5 3 1 1 . 2 0 0 . 6 9 3 2 90
30 9 9 2 9 . 9 .  55 1 0 . 8 6 0 . 6 9 3 3 90
31 9 9 8 3 . 9 . 4 1 1 0 . 5 7 0 . 7 0 3 6 90
32 1 0 0 4 5 . 9 .  35 1 0 . 2 7 0 .  77 3 6 90
33 1 0 1 1 4 . 9 . 1 7 9 . 9 4 0 . 7 6 3 7 90
34 1 0 2 0 0 . 9 . 3 5 9 . 5 3 0 . 8 0 3 8 90
35 9 9 1 9 . 9 .  39 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 7 7 3 9 90
36 9 5 9 6 . 9 . 5 6 1 2 . 5 4 0 . 7 3 3 10 90
37 9 6 3 9 . 9 . 8 2 1 2 . 3 2 0 . 7 6 3 13 90
38 9 7 2 5 . 10 .  C 2 1 1 . 8 7 0 . 7 6 3 14 90
39 9 7 6 0 . 9 .  94 1 1 . 7 1 0 - 7 4 3 15 90
40 9 8 1 7 . 9 . 8 4 1 1 . 4 3 0 . 7 4 3 16 90
41 9 8 8 7 . 1 0 . 0 5 11 . 0 9 0 . 7 6 3 17 90
42 9 9 4 6 . 9 .  82 1 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 3 3 20 90
43 1 0 0 0 7 . 9 . 8 1 1 0 . 4 6 0 . 7 7 3 21 90
44 1 0 0 6 8  . 9 . 6 3 1 0 . 1 6 0 . 8 1 3 22 90
45 1 0 1 5 5 . 9 . 7 3 9 . 7 4 0 . 8 2 3 22 90
46 1 0 2 1 5 . 9 . 6 1 9 . 4 5 0 . 8 2 3 23 90
47 9 8 5 3 . 9 .  99 1 1 . 2 4 0 . 8 4 3 24 90
48 9 6 2 0 . 1 0 .  33 1 2 . 4 1 0 . 8 6 3 28 90
49 9 6 6 4 . 1 0 . 4 9 1 2 . 1 7 0 . 8 8 3 29 90
50 9 7 3 9 . 1 0 . 5 9 1 1 . 8 0 0 . 8 7 3 30 90
51 9 7 8 6 . 1 0 . 6 0 1 1 . 5 8 0 . 8 6 3 31 90
52 9 8 4 8 . 1 0 . 7 0 1 1 . 2 8 0 . 8 7 4 3 90
53 9 9 1 3 . 1 0 .  77 1 0 . 9 5 0 . 8 7 4 4 90
54 9 9 8 0 . 1 0 . 7 3 1 0 . 6 0 0 . 8 8 4 5 90
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• *  S H I P P I N G  UNIT  PRODUCTION REPORT * *
I B T U / L 8 !  PROXIM <?> 1ULT I  ?!
U N I T !  AS RE - ! M O I S -  ASH ! S U L - ! DATE
f ! PORTED! TURE ! FUR 1MQ/OA/YR
55 1 0 0 5 2 .  1 0 . 5 2  1 0 . 2 5  0 * 8 8  4 6 90
56  1 0 1 3 5 .  1 0 . 4 3  9 . 8 2  0 . 8 9  4 6 90
5 7  1 0 2 0 3 .  1 0 . 3 2  9 . 4 9  0 . 8 9  4 7 90
5 8  1 0 2 5 2 .  1 0 . 2 0  9 . 2 6  0 . 8 8  4 10 90
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** MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT ** 
RECOVERY FACTOR = 98.0%
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* *  MONTHLY PRODUCTION- REPORT * *
MONTH! B T U / L B I PRO X IM (T  ) IU L T I  t ! ♦
C ! AS R £ - 1 M O I S -  ASH I S U L - ! COAL
TEAR! PORTEOl TURE ! FUR 1 C TONS)
1 / 9 0 9 7 3 6 . 9 . 1 3  1 1 . 8 3 0 . 6 3 8 3 1 0 4
2 / 9 0 9 8 7 2 . 9 .  14 1 1 . 1 6 0 . 6 3 2 5 6 9 5 6
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T 2098 234
** SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT * *
SHIPPING UNIT SIZE = 12,500 TONS 
RECOVERY FACTOR = 98.0.%
T 2098 235
** SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT ♦* 
! BTU/LBI PROXIM IULTI XI
UN IT  ! AS RE-1 MOI S - ASH 1 SUL­ ! DATE
I  1 PORTEO1 TURE ! FUR IMO/OA/YR
1 9 5 6 1  • 8 . 8 7 1 2 . 7 0 0 . 6 2 1 24 90
2 9 6 4 0 . 9 . 2 3 1 2 . 3 3 , 0 . 6 6 1 24 90
3 9 6 8 5 . 9 .  10 1 2 . 0 7 0 . 6 1 1 25 90
4 9 7 4 9 . 9 .  12 1 1 . 7 6 0 . 6 2 1 26 90
5 9 7 8 7 . 9 . 2 9 1 1 . 5 8 0 . 6 5 1 27 90
6 9 8 5 6 . 9 . 1 8 1 1 . 2 3 0 . 6 3 1 30 90
7 9 9 1 3 . 9 . 0 8 1 0 . 9 3 0 . 6 3 1 30 90
8 9 9 6 4 . 8 . 8 9 1 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 3 1 31 90
9 1 0 0 4 9 . 8 . 9 2 1 0 . 2 4 0 . 7 0 2 1 90
10 1 0 1 1 9 . 8 .  86 9 . 9 1 0 . 7 2 2 1 90
11 1 0 2 2 0 . 9 . 2 8 9 . 4 2 0 . 8 0 2 2 90
12 9 7 4 3 . 8 . 8 6 1 1 . 7 8 0 . 6 6 2 3 90
13 9 5 9 7 . 9 . 1 5 1 2 . 5 4 0 . 6 6 2 6 90
14 9 6 6 5 . 9 . 0 7 12.18 0 . 6 2 2 7 90
15 9 7 2 1 . 9 . 1 2 1 1 . 8 9 0 . 6 2 2 8 90
16 9 7 7 8 . 9 .  34 1 1 . 6 2 0 . 6 5 2 9 90
17 9 8 3 1 . 9 . 3 6 1 1 . 3 6 0 . 6 6 2 9 90
18 9 8 9 4 . 9 . 1 7 1 1 . 0 3 0 . 6 3 2 10 90
19 9 9 4 8 . 9 . 1 0 1 0 . 7 4 0 . 6 4 2 13 90
20 1 0 0 1 3 . 8 . 9 0 1 0 . 4 1 0 . 6 7 2 14 90
21 1 0 0 8 7 . 8 . 9 5 1 0 . 0 6 0 . 7 3 2 14 90
22 1 0 1 7 4 . 9 .  11 9 . 6 4 0 . 7 7 2 15 90
23 1 0 0 4 5 . 9 . 1 3 1 0 . 2 9 0 . 7 5 2 16 90
24 9 5 6 9 . 9 . 0 1 1 2 . 6 8 0 . 6 5 2 17 90
25 9 6 2 5 . 9 . 4 1 1 2 . 4 1 0 . 7  0 2 20 90
2 6 9 6 9 4 . 9 . 2 9 1 2 . 0 3 0 . 6 4 2 21 90
2 7 9 7 4 8 . 9 .  59 1 1 . 7 6 0 . 6 8 2 21 90
28 9 7 9 9 . 9 . 6 1 1 1 . 5 0 0 . 7 0 2 22 90
29 9 8 6 6 . 9 . 5 3 1 1 . 2 0 0 . 6 9 2 23 90
30 9 9 2 9 . 9 .  55 1 0 . 8 6 0 . 6 9 2 24 90
31 9 9 8 3 . 9 . 4 1 1 0 . 5 7 0 . 7 0 2 24 90
32 1 0 0 4 5 . 9 .  35 1 0 . 2 7 0 . 7 7 2 27 90
33 1 0 1 1 4 . 9 . 1 7 9 . 9 4 0 . 7 6 2 28 90
34 1 0 2 0 0 . 9 . 3 5 9 . 5 3 0 . 8 0 3 I 90
35 9 9 1 9 . 9 .  39 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 7 7 3 1 90
36 95 9 6 . 9 . 5 6 1 2 . 5 4 0 . 7 3 3 2 90
37 9 6 3 9 . 9 . 8 2 1 2 . 3 2 0 . 7 6 3 3 90
3 8 9 7 2 5 . 1 0 .  02 11 . 8  7 0 . 7 6 3 6 90
39 976  0 . 9 . 9 4 1 1 . 7 1 0 . 7 4 3 7 90
4 0 9 8 1 7 . 9 . 8  4 1 1 . 4 3 0 .  74 3 8 90
4 1 9 8 8 7 . 1 0 . 0 5 1 1 . 0 9 0 . 7 6 3 9 90
42 9 9 4 6 . 9 .  82 1 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 3 3 9 90
43 1 0 0 0 7 . 9 . 8 1 1 0 . 4 6 0 . 7 7 3 10 90
44 1 0 0 6 8 . 9 . 6 3 1 0 . 1 6 0 . 8 1 3 13 90
45 1 0 1 5 5 . 9 . 7 3 9 . 7 4 0 . 8 2 3 13 90
46 1 0 2 1 5 . 9 . 6 1 9 . 4 5 0 . 8 2 3 14 90
47 9 8 5 3 . 9 .  99 1 1 . 2 4 0 . 8 4 3 15 90
48 9 6 2 0  . 1 0 .  33 1 2 . 4 1 0 . 8 6 3 16 90
4 9 9 6 6 4 . 1 0 . 4 9 1 2 . 1 7 0 . 8 8 3 17 90
5 0 9 7 3 9 . 1 0 . 5 9 11 . 8 0 0 . 8 7 3 20 90
51 9 7 8 6 . 1 0 . 6 0 1 1 . 5 8 0 . 8 6 3 21 90
52 9 8 4 8 . 1 0 .  70 1 1 . 2 8 0 . 8 7 3 22 90
53 9 9 1 3 . 1 0 .  77 1 0 . 9 5 0 . 8 7 3 24 90
54 9 9 8 0 . 1 0 .  73 1 0 . 6 0 0 . 8 8 3 27 90
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* *  S HI PP IN G  UNIT  PRODUCTION REPORT * *
1 B T U / L 8 I  PRQXIM ( ? )  I U L T I  XI
U N I T !  AS RE -1  H O I S -  ASH 1 S U L - ! DATE
$ 1 PORTED! TURE ! FUR ! MO/DA/YR
55 1 0 0 5 2 . 1 0 . 5 2 1 0 . 2 5 0 . 8 8 3 28 90
5 6 1 0 1 3 5 . 1 0 . 4 3 9 . 8 2 0 . 8 9 3 29 90
5 7 1 0 2 0 3 . 1 0 . 3 2 9 . 4 9 0 . 8 9 3 30 90
58 1 0 2 5 2 . 1 0 . 2 0 9 . 2 6 0 . 8 8 3 31 90
59 9 6 5 8 . 1 0 . 6 6 1 2 . 2 1 0 . 8 8 4 4 90
6 0 9 6 3 9 . 1 0 . 6 4 1 2 . 3 2 0 . 9 0 4 5 90
61 9 6 9 7 . 1 0 .  73 1 1 . 9 9 0 . 9 1 4 6 90
62 9 7 5 2 . 1 0 * 8 1 1 1 . 7 4 0 . 9 0 ' 4 7 90
6 3 9 8 0 1 . 1 0 . 8 6 1 1 . 5 0 0 . 9 1 4 10 90
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** MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT * *  
RECOVERY FACTOR = 98.0%
T 2098
* *  MONTHLY PRODUCTION .REPORT * *
MONTH! B T U / L B ! PROXlM C?> 1U L T I  ? !
£ I AS R E - ! MO IS­ ASH I SUL-1 COAL
YEAR ! PORTED! TURE ! FUR ! C TONS)
1 / 9  0 9 7 8 9 . 9 . 0 8 1 1 . 5 5 0 . 6 3 1 0 5 6 4 4
2 / 9 0 9 8 9 9 . 9 . 2 2 1 1 . 0 1 0 . 6 9 3 1 0 7 5 8






PROGRAM DRAGLNDIMENSION XI(200)yY1(200)yH ( 200)y K1 (200)
1 f X2 < 200 )yY2C20G)yX3(20G)yY3(200>yX4(200)2 y Y4 ( 200 )yABE < 200)yAZMUTH(200>yAX(200)yA Y(200) 3yF(16)COMMON/P1/1W1yIR1
C0MM0N/P2/J1yCWyBLCQMM0N/P3/AXy AY yIPOINTCGMMQN/P4/X1 y Y1 y 11C0MM0N/P5/X2 y Y2C0MM0N/P6/X3 y Y3COMMON/P7/X4 yY4>14CGMM0N/P8/AZMUTHC0MM0N/P9/HC 0 M M 0 N / P10 / K1
IW1=4IR1==4
JA4 = 4 -CALL OPNR (1)CALL OPNW (2)READ(1y20010) IDIR yIPOINT READ(Iy20000) F DO .1.0 I — 1 y IP01NT y 1 
READ(1y F) AX(I)yAY(I)10 CONTINUE 20 CALL ASK 30 CALL BOXPT 
CALL BNDPT JHF^l JHL-I1 
JBF^l JBL=I4
IF(11-2) 30 y 70 y 40 
40 DO 50 I=lrJHL~lfl CALL BETA (Iy BE)ABE(I)-BE 
50 CONTINUE GOTO 70 60 WRITE(IWly20020)READ(IRly20030) GO IF(GO♦NE♦ ' Y ' > GOTO 330 70 WRITE(IW1y20040)READ(IRl y 20050) NCUTS DO 320 IK4-1r NCUTS y1 IC=0
241
T 2098
XA=X1(JHF)+CW*X3< JHF)YA=Y1(JHF)-f CW*Y3(JHF)80 XB—X4(JBL-1)-X4(JBL )
YB=Y4(JBL-1)-Y4 < JBL)D=SQRT < XB*XB+YB>KYB)XB=XB/D 
YB=YB/D 90 IOIC+1GOTO (100 *100*100*140)*IC 100 A=(XB*(Y4(JBL)-YA)+YB*(XA~X4(JBL) ) )/1< XB*Y2 ( JHF)- YB.*X2(JHF))B= ( X2(JHF)*(YA-Y4( JBL))+Y2(JHF)*(X4(JBL)-XA) ) / 1(X2(JHF)*YB-XB*Y2(JHF))IF (B ♦LT ♦0) GOTO 140 
IF(B »LE*D) GOTO 110 JBL=JBL-1IF (JBL ♦ LT ;■ JBF-) GOTO 140 GOTO 80 
110 BE=G♦0IF(JHF♦EQ♦JHL-1) GOTO 120 CALL BETA (JHF?BE)120 TOT-H(JHF)+BE TOTS-TOT+A
IF(TOT+A*GT •0-) GOTO 130 JHF-JHF+1 .XA=X1 ( JHF ) +CU!*X3 ( JHF )
YA=Y1(JHF)+CW*Y3(JHF)GOTO 90 130 XS=XATA*X2(JHF)
YS==YA f A>KY2 ( JHF )GOTO 150 140 CALL HELP GOTO 330 
150 CONTINUE IC=0
XA=X1( JHL-1 )fCW*X3( JHL-1)




IF < B ♦LT »0 > GOTO 220 IF < B ♦LE ♦ D) GOTO 190 JBF=JBF+1 GOTO 160 190 BE=010IFCJHF♦EG♦JHL-1) GOTO 200 CALL BETA <JHL-2yBE)200 TOTE-A+BE
IF C A+BE♦GT * 0) GOTO 210 JHL=JHL—1XA—XI<JHL-1)+CW*X3<JHL-1>YA=Y1(JHL-1 )+CW*Y3CJHL-1)GOTO 170 210 XE=XA+A>KX2 (JHL-1)YE-YA+A*Y2(JHL-1)GOTO 230 220 CALL HELP GOTO 330 230 CONTINUEIF(H(JHL-1)♦GE ♦A) H<JHL-1)=A PTX1=X1(JHF)
PTY1=Y1<JHF)PTX2=XS
PTY2=YSIF < JHF♦EQ♦JHL — 1) GOTO 290 IfO 280 I = JHF r JHL—2 
DISTL-H <I)
IF < ABE <I )♦L T ♦0) OISTL-DISTL+ABE(I ) DISTM-0♦0 
240 IF(DISTL-DISTM.LT ♦ B L ) GOTO 250 
PTX4-PTX1+BL&X2( I ) 
PTY4=PTY1+BL*Y2CI)PTX3 = PTX4 + CW>i<X3 (I )
PTY3^PTY4+CW*Y3(I)JA-JA+1WRITE < 2 y 20060) JAyJA4 WRITE(2y20070) PTX1yPTYl WRITE(2y20070) PTX2yPTY2 
WRITE<2y20070) PTX3yPTY3 
WRITE <2 y 20070) PTX4 yPTY4 DISTM-DISTM+BL PTX1-PTX4 
PTY1-PTY4 PTX2=PTX3 PTY2-PTY3 GOTO 240 250 IF(ABE(I)♦GT♦0) GOTO 270 XI(I)-XS
243
T 2098
Y1(I)=YSPTX3= < XI < I + 1 > +ABE (I ) *X2 < I) ) +CW*X3 < I)
PTY3=C Y1<1 + 1>+ABE (I)*Y2(I))+CW*Y3<I)XS=PTX3 YS—PTY3 PTX4=X1< 1 + 1)
PTY4=Y1(1+1)JA=JA+1WRITE <2y20060) JAyJA4WRITE(2+20070) PTX1y PTY1WRITE(2 * 20070) PTX2r PTY2WRITE (2 y 20070) PTX3vPTY3WRITE(2y20070) PTX4 r PTY4PTX1=PTX4
PTY1=PTY4PTX2=PTX3PTY2=PTY3Hi I )=SQRT < < XS-X1 < I) > * < XS-Xl (I > ) + < YS-Yl (I) ) * 1(YS-Y1(I)))IF(ABS < ABE <I)) ♦ LT♦ BL) GOTO 260 
PTX3~PTX2+10♦0#X2 CI + 1)
PTY3=PTY2+10*0*Y2(1+1)PTX4-PTX3-CUI#X3 (I + i >PTY4=PTY3~QW>KY3( 1 + 1)H < 1 + 1)-H< I + 1 > +ABE(I)-10*0 PTX1=PTX4 PTY1=PTY4 PTX2-PTX3 PTY2-PTY3 260 GOTO 280 GOTO 280 270 XI (I) --XS 
Y1 (I) = Y 8 PTX4--X1 < I + 1 )PTY4-Y1(1+1)
XS==CX1 (I + 1 )+CW>KX3< I ) )+ABE(I)*X2<I )YS== CY1 (1+1)+CW*Y3<I ) >+ABEC I >*Y2< I )PTX3=XS PTY3=YS 
JA=JA+1WRITE < 2 y 20060) JA y JA4 WRITE(2?20070) PTXlrPTYl 




PTY2=PTY3H( I)-SORTC (XS-Xl (I) )*(XS-X1 (I > )+(YS-Y1 Cl.) )* l(YS-YKI) ) >280 CONTINUE 290 XI(JHL-1)=XS Yl<JHL-1)=YS DISTL=H(JHL-1)DISTM^O♦0 300 IF<DISTL-DISTM♦LT♦BL) GOTO 310 PTX4=PTX1+BL*X2(JHL-1)PTY4=PTY1+BL*Y2( JHL-1 )
PTX3=PTX4+CW>{cX3 (JHL-1)PTY3=PTY4+CW*Y3(JHL-1)JA=JA+1WRITE(2r20060) JAyJA4 WRITE(2r20070) PTXlyPTYl WRITE(2 y 20070) PTX2r PTY2 WRITE(2v20070) PTX3ypTY3 WRITE(2y20070) PTX4yPTY4 DIS T M=DIS T M+B L PTX1=PTX4 PTY1-PTY4 PTX2=PTX3 PTY2=PTY3 
GOTO 300 310 PTX4=X1(JHL)
PTY4=Y1(JHL)PTX3=XE PTY3—YE JA—JA+1 
JB=-1*JA.
WRITE(2 y 20060) JBy JA4 
WRITE( 2 y 20070) PTXI ?PTY1 
WRITE(2 y 20070) PTX2 y PTY2 
W RIT E ( 2 y 2 0 0 70 ) P T X 3 y P T Y 3 
WRITE(2 y 20070) PTX4y PTY4 
XI(JHL)=XE 
Y 1(JHL)=YEH(JHL-1)=SQRT((XE-XS)*(XE-XS)+(YE~YS)*(YE-YS)) 320 CONTINUE GOTO 60 
330 WRITE(IWly20080)READ(IRlr20030) GO IF(GO♦EQ♦" N') GOTO 340 CALL EDIT 
GOTO 20 340 STOP 20000 FORMAT(16A5)
245
T 2098
20010 FORMAT(21)20020 FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT MORE CUTS ? 'r*>20030 FORMAT(Al)20040 FORMAT(' HOW MANY CUTS DO YOU WANT ? 'r$)20050 FORMAT(I)
20060 FORMAT(21)
20070 FORMAT(2F)20080 FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT A NEW ORIENTATION ? '*.$) 
ENDSUBROUTINE BETA (ICyBETA)DIMENSION A2?iUTH (200 )
C0MM0N/P2/J1r CW y BL C0MM0N/P8/AZMUTH ANG=AZMUTH(IC-f 1 )-AZMUTH(IC)IF(ANG♦EQ*0*0) GOTO 30 IF(ABS(ANG >-3*1415926) 50 y 80 y10 10 ATEMP=6 * 2831853-ABS(ANG)IF(ANG) 20y30y40 20 ANG=ATEMP GOTO 50 
30 BETA=0♦0 RETURN 40 ANG=-ATEMP50 BETA- (SIN (ABS ( ANG/2 ♦ 0 )■)>/< COS < ABS (ANG/2 * 0 ) ) ) * 
1CWGOTO ( 60 y 70) y J1 60 IF(ANG*LT *0*0) BETA--BETA RETURN70 IF(ANG♦GT♦0♦0) BETA=~BETA RETURN80 STOP ' ERRORt HIGHWALL DOUBLES BACK*'RETURNENDSUBROUTINE HELP WRITE(4y20000)
RETURN20000 FORMAT(' CAN NOT FIND INTERSECTION NEED HELP') END .SUBROUTINE ASK CQMM0N/P1/IW1yIR1 C0MM0N/P2/J1yCWyBL 10 WRITE(IW1y20000)READ(IR1y 20010) DIR












URITEOIWD 20030)READ (IR1y 2004 0) CW 
WRITE (IWlf 20050)
READ(IR1 y 2 0 0 40) BL RETURN0000 FGRMAT(' MINING DIRECTION? (R OR L) 'r*> 
0010 FORMAT(Al)0020 FORMAT!' ** INPUT DATA ERROR ** ' t / t  
1 '  RECHECK INSTRUCTIQNS D/y 2 ' YOU TYPED A D A D '  WHICH IS INVALID' ) 0030 FORMAT*' CUT WIDTH IN FEET? D*)0040 FORMAT(F)0050 FORMAK' BLOCK LENGTH IN FEET? D$)
END
SUBROUTINE EDITDIMENSION K1(200)yXl(200)yYl(200)yAX(200) 
I t AY(200)CQMMON/P3/AX y A Y ylPOINT C0MM0N/P4/X1yY1yII COMMON/P10/K1 DO 10 1=1yII 
I3=K1(I)AX(13)=X1(I)AY(13)=Y1 (I)10 CONTINUE RETURN 
ENDSUBROUTINE BNDPT
DIMENSION X 4 (200)yY4(200)yAX(200)yAY(200) 
C0MM0N/P1/IW1yIR1 
C0MM0N/P3/AX tAY yIPOINT 
: C0MM0N/P7/X4 y Y4 y14 
14 = 0
WRITE(IWly20000)10 WRITE(IWly20010)READ(IR1y20020) IyJ IF(I) 50 ? 40 y 20 20 DO 30 K=IyJy1 14=14+1 
X4 <14)=AX (K)Y4(14)=AY(K)
30 CONTINUE GOTO 10 40 14=14+1





20000 FORMAT( ' INPUT THE BQUNDRY POINTS♦'r / r  ' DATA1 IS OF THE FORM ( I , J  ) , ' y / > '  IF I * GT *0 THEN
2 (I) THROUGH (J) IS A SERIES*'r / r '  IF I*EQ* 30 THEN (J) IS A SINGLE POINT♦ 'r / r ' IF I*LT* 40 THEN STOP »')0010 FORMAT(' IyJ = 'y*>0020 FORMAT(21)END
SUBROUTINE BOXPTDIMENSION XI<200)yY1(200 > >X2( 200>y Y2( 200>If AX(200)fAY(200)fX3(200)fY3(200)vH(200)2 y AZMUTH(200)yK1(200)y J2(2)fJX(4)yJY(4) C0MM0N/P1/IW1yIR1 C0MM0N/P2/J1yCWyBL C0MM0N/P3/AXyAYyIPOINT 
C0MM0N/P4/X1y Y1y11 CQMM0N/P5/X2 y Y2 CQMM0N/P6/X3 y Y3 COMMON/P8/AZMUTH C0MM0N/P9/H COMMON/P10/K1 DATA(J2(I)y1=1y2)/~ly1/DATA(JX(I)y1=1y4)/ly-ly~ly1/
DATA(JY(I> yI = 1y 4)/Iy 1 y -1 y ~ 1 /
10 11=0WRITE(IWly 20000)20 WRITE(IWly 20010)READdRl y 20020) IyJ IF(I) 60 y 30 y 30 30 DO 40 K = Iy J y1 
11=11+1 K1(II)=K XI(I1)=AX(K)
Y1(I1)=AY(K)40 CONTINUE GOTO 20 50 11=11+1 K1(I1)=J 
X1(I1)=AX(J)




IF < X.) 90 *70*70 70 IQUAD=1IF < Y ) 80 *110*110 
80 IQUAD=4 GOTO 110 90 IQUAD=2
IF (Y) 100*110*110 
100 IQUAD—3 110 IF(X) 120 * 170 *120 120 ANG=ATAN(ABS(Y/X))
GOTO <130*140*150*160)* IQUAD 130 AZMUTHCD— ANG GOTO 210 
140 AZMUTH(I) =3♦1415926-ANG GOTO 210 
150 AZMUTH < I.) =3 ♦ 1415926+ANG GOTO 210 160 AZMUTH(I)=6*2831853-ANG GOTO 210 170 IF < Y) 180*190*200 180 AZMUTH<I) = 1♦5*3*1415926 GOTO 210 190 - WRITE*IWl*20030)GOTO 10 
200 AZMUTH (I > ==3 *1415926/2 ♦ 0 GOTO 210 210 IQUAD=IQUAD+J2CJ1)IF ( I QUAD ♦ EQ ♦ 0 ) IQUAD̂ =4 IF< IQIJAD ♦ EQ ♦ 5 ) IQUAD=0 XTEMP-X 
X=ABS<Y)Y-ABS C XTEMP)X3 ( I ) — X* JX < I QUAD)Y3(I) JY <IQUAD)
220 CONTINUE RETURN20000 FORMAT <" INPUT THE BOX CUT POINTS*"*/*" DATA
1 IS OF THE FORM (I*J)*"*/*" IF I.GT.O THEN2 (I) THROUGH (J) IS A SERIES."*/*' IF I.EQ.O3 THEN (J) IS A SINGLE POINT ♦ ' * / * " IF I.LT.O














SUBROUTINE ATYPE <*?*?*?*> 
DIMENSION XA<15>? YA<15) INTEGER OQUAD C0MM0N/P2/IX?IY C0MM0N/P3/DELX?DELY 
C0MM0N/P4/D1ST C0MM0N/P5/X0 ? YO * OQUAD C0MM0N/P6/XIrYI?IQUAD C 0 M M 0 N / P 7 / G RID X ? G RID Y C0MM0N/P3/XA ? YA ?IA IF < XO ♦ 6T ♦ 0 ♦ O') I X=I X+l YI=YO I A-lYA <1)”Y0IF(DELX) 10?180?40IQUAD”1IX=IX”1XI-GRIDXXA < 1)-GRIDXADIS=-G RID X/D ELX
Y 0" YI+A DIS >K D £ L YIF<DELY) 20?110?30IF<YO) 130?120?110IF(GEIDY-YO) 90 ?100 ?110
IGUAD-5XI^0*0XA(1)“0♦0
A D IS := G RID X / D E LXYQ^YIf AD IS&DELYIF<DELY) 50?70?60
IF <YO) 130?140 ?70IF(GRXDY-YO) 90 ? 80 ? 70OQUAD-1GOTO 170OQUAD-2





















XO=XI+ADIS*-DELXGOTO 190XO=GRIDXGOTO 190RETURN 1TEMP=DIST-ADISIF<TEMP) 200 y 210 y 220IF <-TEMP♦LE♦0 ♦001) GOTO 210
RETURN 2RETURN 3IF< TEMP♦LE♦0 »001) GOTO 210 D1ST-TEMP 
RETURN 4 ENDSUBROUTINE BTYPE <*y*y*y*:>0I MENS ION X AX 15)y YA( 15-)' INTEGER OQUAD C 0 M MO N / P 2 /1X y IY C0MM0N/P3/DELXy DELY C0MM0N/P4/DIST C0MM0N/P5/X0y YO y OQUAD C0MM0N/P6/XIyYIyIQUADC 0MM ON/P7/GRIDX y GRIDY
























GOTO 170QQUAD-6GOTO 160OQUAD—7GOTO 160OQUAD-8
GOTO 160YO-O«0GOTO 200YO-YI-f ADIS&DELY
GOTO 200YG-GRIDY
GOTO 200RETURN 1TEMP==DIST-ADISIF(TEMP) 210 ? 220> 230
IF(-TEMP*LE«0*001) GOTO 220RETURN 2RETURN 3IF(TEMP♦LE♦0♦001) GOTO 220 DIST—TEMP 
RETURN 4 ENDSUBROUTINE ASKREG 
COMMON/P1/IW19 IR1 
COMMON/P7/GRIDX r GRIDY COMMON/P 11/XMIN r YMl'N COMMON/P12/NXBLK > NYBLK
252
T 2098
WRITE < IW1 y 10)
10 FORMAT<' GRID ORIGION? (X S Y) = 'y*)READ <IR1y 20) XMINyYMIN 20 FORMAT<2F>WRITE < IWl y 30)
30 FORMAT(' GRID SIZE? (X & Y> = 'y*>READ(IR1y 20) GRIDX y GRIDY WRITE<IWly40)40 FORMAT( ' NUMBER OF BLOCKS? < X & Y) = 'y*>READ < IR1 y 50> NXBLK y NYBLK 50 FORMAT(21)CALL OF*NR (1)CALL OPNRN <2yl5>AREAB=GRIDX*GRIDYDO 70 I.R=1 yNXBLKKNYBLKy 1WRITE(2#IRy60) AREAS'.60 FORMAT(F)70 CONTINUE80 RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE DATAIN <IDIRyICOUNTy*y*) DIMENSION XCORD < 200) y YCQF<D < 200 ) y FORMAT (16) COMM ON/ P 10 / X C 0 R D y YCORD COMMON/P11/XMINyYMIN 
READ<ly10yEND=50> IDIRyICOUNT 10 FORMAT(21)READ<ly60) FORMAT 60 FORMAT (16A5)DO 30 1 = 1 y I COUNT y l 
READ<1y FORMAT) XyY XCORD<I)=X-XMIN 
YCORD(I>=Y~YMIN 30 CONTINUEDO 40 1=1y5XCORD CICOUNT+I)=XGORD(I)
YCORD(ICOUNT-M )=YCOED<I)40 CONTINUERETURN 1 50 RETURN 2
ENDSUBROUTINE PTEXIT <XCrYCy*y*y*)INTEGER OQUAD COMMON/P3/DELXy DELY C0MM0N/P4/D1ST C0MM0N/P5/X0 y YO y OGIJAD C0MM0N/P7/GRIDXyGRIDY IF(DELX) 10y40y50 10 A DIS = -X C/D E L X
253
T 2098
Y0=YC+ADIS#DELY IF(DELY) 20V120 *30 20 IFCYD) 140 f 130r120
30 IF(GRIDY-YO) 1007 110*12040 IF(DELY > 140 r140*10050 ADIS=(GRIDX--XC)/DELXYO=YC+ADIS*DELY IF(DELY) 60* 80 *70 
60 IF(YO) 140 ?150 * 8070 IF(GRIDY-YO) 100 7 90*80
80 0QUAD=1GOTO 180 90 0QUAD=2GOTO 180 
100 0QUAD=3ADIS- (GR'IDY-YC) /DELY YO-GRIDY GOTO 170 
110 0QUAD=4GOTO 160 120 OQUAD-5
GOTO 160 130 OQUAD™6GOTO 160 140 0QUAD=7ADIS--YC/DELY Y0=0♦0 
GOTO 170 150 0QUAD=8
GOTO 180 160 X0-0*0GOTO 190 
170 XO-XC-f ADI S&DELX
GOTO 190 180 XO-GRIDXGOTO 190 
190 TEMP=DIST—ADISIF(TEMP) 200 *210 *220 
200 IF ( -TEMP ♦ LE ♦ 0 ♦ 001) GOTO 2.10 RETURN-1 210 RETURN 2220 IF <TEMP♦LE *0*001) GOTO 210DIST=TEMP RETURN 3 
ENDSUBROUTINE UNITY.(IPT)DIMENSION XCORD(200)*YCORD(200) INTEGER OQUAD
T 2098
C0MM0N/P1/IU1*IR1 C0MM0N/P2/IX * IY C0MM0N/P3/DELX* DELY COMMON/P4/D1ST CGMM0N/P5/XQ*YO*OQUAD C0MM0N/P7/GRIDX * GRIDY CQMMQN/PIO/XCORD * YCORD 10 XFRM=XCORD(IPT)
YFRM=YCORD <IPT)XT0=XC0RD(IPT+1)YT0=YC0RD<IPT+1)D EL X-X TO-X F RM DELY=YTO-YFRMDIST~SQRT < DELX>fcDELX+DELY*DELY)IF< DIST♦GT *0*0) GOTO 30 ITEMP^IPT-f 1WRITE < IWl * 20) IPT * ITEMP 20 FORMAT:' FOUNDRY POINTS '*15*' AND '*15*1' ARE THE SAME POINT♦' */*' PLEASE REMOVE2 ONE PAIR FROM THE DATA FILE♦')
IPT=IPT+1 GOTO 10 30 DELX=DELX/DIST
DEL Y=DEL Y/DI ST.XG-XFRMIX=02 IF(XO♦LT♦GRIDX) GOTO 1 XO-XO-GRIDXIX-=IX +1 
GOTO 21 IF < XO ♦ L_E ♦ 0 ♦ 0001) XQ==0*0IF < GRIDX-XO * GT♦0♦0001) GOTO 5
X0=0*0IX=IX+1
5 YG=YFRM I Y = 04 IF(YO♦LT♦GRIDY) GOTO 3YO=YQ-GRIDY 
IY=IY+l GOTO 43 IF < YO•LE « 0♦0001) Y0=0*0IF(GRIDY—YO♦GT♦ 0 ♦0001) GOTO 6
YO-O♦0IY=IY+1
6 IF < XO) 40*40*70














RETURNENDSUBROUTINE SORT DIMENSION IROW(0/99 y21)CQMM0N/P1/IWl* IR1COMM 0 N/P 9/IROWCOMMON/P12/NXBLK y NYBLK
DO 50 K“0 ? NYBLK-1y1IFCMQDCIROWCKyl)y2>♦EQ.O) GOTO 20WRITECIWl>10) K 9 IROW < Kyi)FORMAT(' ROW 'tI3?' HAS ' r l Z r '  CROSSINGS* ) 
ITEMP=IROW<Ky 1 > + 1.DO 1 1-2 rI TEMP j 1 WRITE(IWl*2) IROW < K yI)
FORMAT <I>CONTINUE GOTO 50DO 40 1 = 2 ?IROW < K y1)y1IF<IROWCKyI> * LE♦IROWC K y1 + 1)) GOTO 40 ITEMP-IROW C K yI)IROWCK yI>-IROWCKyI+1 )IROWCKy I + 1) = I.TEMP GOTO (40y40)yI DO 30 J — I --1 y 2 y — 1IF (I ROW ( K y J ) ♦ LE ♦ I ROW C K y J-i* 1) ) GOTO 30 ITEMP=IROW <Ky J)
IROW(Ky J) = IROWC K y J + l)IROW(K v J f1)~ITEMPCONTINUECONTINUE
CONTINUERETURNENDSUBROUTINE AREA1 (IDIR)DIMENSION XA(15)yYAC15)INTEGER OQUAD COMMON/P1/IU1yIR1 
C0MM0N/P2/1X yIY C0MMGN/P5/X0y YO y OQUAD C0MM0N/P6/XIy YIyIQUAD C 0 M M 0 N / P 7 / G RID X y G RID Y 
COMMON/PS/XA y YA yIA
256
T 2098
C0MM0N/P12/NXBLK»NYBLK IF(IQUAD♦NE ♦OQUAD) GOTO 150 GOTO < 30 f 10 f 60 f10 r 90 f10f120f10> *IQUAD 
10 WRITE(IWlf 20) IQUAD20 FORMAT(' INVALID IN AND OUT POINTS IN1 QUADRANT 'fI2)
RETURN30 GOTO < 4 0 f 5 0 )fIDIR40 IF < YI ♦ GT ♦ YO) GOTO. 340GOTO 180 50 IF(YI ♦LT♦ YO) GOTO 340
GOTO 270 60 GOTO (70 f80)f IDIR70 IF ( XI +LT♦XO) GOTO 340GOTO 200 
80 IF < XI♦GT♦XO) GOTO 340GOTO 330 90 GOTO (100*110)fIDIR100 IF(YI♦LT♦ YO) GOTO 340GOTO 220 110 IF(YI♦GT♦YO) GOTO 340GOTO 310 
120 GOTO (130*140)fIDIR130 IF(XI•GT♦XO) GOTO 340GOTO 240 140 IF<XI ♦ LT*XO'j GOTO 340GOTO 290 150 GOTO (160*250)fIDIR160 GOTO <170f190y190f21Of 210 *230f230f170)fOQUAD
170 GOTO ( 340 f 340 y 180 f 180 f 180 f 130 f 180 f180 ) fIQUAD180 I A:~I A +1XA< l'A)--0RIDX YA(IA)-GRIDY190 GOTO (200f200 * 340f340 f 200 f 200 f 200 f 200 f 200)f1IQUAD 
200 IA:: IA■{* 1XA <IA)=0♦0 YA(IA)=GRIDY210 GOTO < 220 f 220 f 220 f 220 f 340 f 340 f 220 f 220)fIQUAD220 IA=IA+1XA(IA)=0♦0 




270 IA=IA+lXA(IA)-GRIDX YA<IA)~0» 0280 GOTO (290>290>290>290>290>340>340>290)>IQUAD
290 IA=IA+lXA (IA)=0«0 YA(IA)=0.0300 GOTO ( 310 > 310 > 310 > 340,340 >310>310>310)>1QUAD
310 IA=IA+1XA(IA)=0•0 YA(IA > =GRIDY320 GOTO (330 > 340 > 340 > 330>330> 330 > 330 > 330)>IQUAD330 IA—IA+lXA(IA)—GRIDX YA(IA)“GRIDY GOTO 260340 AREA-XA(i > #(YA(IA > - Y A (2) )+XA(IA)#
1(YA(IA-1 )-YA Cl)>DO 350 I1-2>IA-1>1 350 AREA-AREA+XA ( 11.) * ( YA (11-1) -YA (11+1) >AREA=ABS(AREA/2.0>IR E C R D -1Y $ N X B L K +1X +1 READ(2#IRECRD > 360) AREAL 
360 FORMAT(F)IF(AREAL-AREA) 390,380,370 370 AREAL=AREAL-AREA
WRITE(2#IRECRD > 360) AREAL RETURN 380 AREA2== 0 « 0WRITE(2*IRECRD > 360) AREAZ RETURN390 AREAL- AR E A L + G RI0 X >K G RID Y - A R E AWRITE(2#IRECRD > 360> AREAL RETURN ENDPROGRAM REGRID DIMENSION XA(15)>YA<15)DIMENSION IROW < 0/99 >21)
DIMENSION XCORD(200),YCORD(200>INTEGER OQUAD a COM M 0 N/P1 /1W' 1>IR1 G0MM0N/P2/IX >IY C0MM0N/P3/DELX > DELY C0MM0N/P4/DIST 





IR1=4CALL ASKREG 10 CALL DATAIN <IDIR yICOUNT r $20 y $290)
20 IPT=130 CALL UNITO (IPT)40 GOTO (50 f 70 y 60 y 70 y 50 y 70 y60 y 70 y80)r OQUAD50 CALL ATYPE ($110y$170y$180r$230)60 CALL BTYPE ($160y$170y$130y$230>
70 CALL CTYPE ($110y$160y$170y$180y$230)80 CALL PTEXIT < XO y YO y $90 y$100 y $40)90 IPT—IPT + 1GOTO 30 
100 IPT-IPT+1GOTO 30 110 IF(DELY) 120 r 120 y130
120 MAX=IYIF(YO♦EQ ♦ 0 * 0) MAX=MAX-1IPT=IPTT1CALL UNITO (IPT)
M'IN=IYIF(YO) I f l f 21 IF(DELY♦LE♦0♦0) GOTO 32 MIN=MIN*f 1
3 GOTO 140130 MIN=IY+1IPT= IPT-f 1
CALL UNITV (IPT)
MAX—IYIF(YO ) 4 r 4 y1404 IF( DELY♦GT *0*0) GOTO 140MAX=MAX”1140 IF(MIN * GT♦MAX) GOTO 280 DO 150 I—MIN y MAX y1 IROW(Iy1)=IROW(Iy 1 ) +1 IROW(I f IROW (Iyl)+l)=IX 150 CONTINUEGOTO 280 
160 IPT=IPT+1CALL IJNITV (IPT)IF(DELY*LE*0*0) GOTO 280 IROW(IY y1) = IROW(IY y1) + 1 
IROW(IY yIROW <IYrl)fl) = IX
259
T 2098
GOTO 280 170 IPT=IPT+1CALL UNITY (IPT)IA-IA+1 XA(IA)=XD YA(IA)-YOCALL PTEXIT (XO ? YO ? $170 ? $180 ? $230 )180 IA=IA+l
XA <IA)=X0 YA( IA')=YO CALL AREA1 (IDIR)
YTEMP=DELYIPT—IPT+lCALL UNITY (IPT)GOTO (280?190?190?190?280?190?190?190)?OQUAD 190 IF(YTEMP) 210 ? 200 ? 200200 IF (DELY ) 280?280?220
210 IF( DELY) 220 ? 220 ? 280220 IROW<IY ?1) = IROW(IY r1)+1IRQW(IY?IROW(IY?1)+1>=IX GOTO 280 230 IA—IA+lXAa( IA ) -XO YA(IA)=YO CALL AREA! (IDIR)GOTO (280 ? 240 ?250? 250 ? 280 ? 260 ? 260 ? 270)? OQUAD 240 ITEMP=IY+1
I ROW ( I TEMP ? 1 > “IROW ( I TEMP ? .1. > + 1 IROW(ITEMP?IROW(ITEMP ?1)+1) -~IX + 1 GOTO 280 250 ITEMP“IY+lIROW(ITEMP?1)=IROW(ITEMP?1)+l IR0W(ITEMP ?I ROW(ITEMP ?1)+1)-1X GOTO 280 260 IROWCIY?1)=IROW<IY?1)+lIROW(IY?IROW(IY?1)+l>=IX GOTO 280 270 IROW(IY?1) = IROW(IY ?1) + l
l'ROW < IY ? IROW (IY? 1 )+l ) = IX + 1 280 IF(IPT ♦LE♦ICOUNT) GOTO 40GOTO 10 




IF <IT♦LT♦IF) GOTO 320 BO 310 IRECRD==IF> IT* 1 READ<2*IRECRDy300) AREA 300 FORMAT(F)
IF<AREAL-AREA♦GT♦TEST) GOTO 310 WRITE < 2:i:IRECRD y 300 > AREAZ 310 CONTINUE
320 J2=J2f2IF<J2*GT♦IROW(J1y1)+1> GOTO 340 IF=NXBLK>KJ1 + IRQW< J1 y J2-1 )+l IT=NXBLK*J1+IROW < J1y J2)DO 330 IRECR'D-IF y IT y 1 READ < 2#IRECRD y300) AREA IF < AREAL-AREA♦GT♦TEST) GOTO 330 WRITE(2#IRECEDy 300) AREAZ 
330 CONTINUEGOTO 320340 IF-NXBLK&'Jlf IROW ( J1 * J2—1) +1
IT=NXBLK# < Jl + 1)
DO 350 IRECRD=IF rITy1 READ< 2#IRECRD y 300) AREA 
IFCAREAL-AREA»GT.TEST) GOTO 350 WRITE < 2#IRECRDy300) AREAZ 350 CONTINUEGOTO 380 360 IF=NXBLK*J1+1IT—NXBLK# < J1+-1)DO 370 IRECRD~IFy IT? 1 READ(2#IRECRDy300) AREA IF(AREAL-AREA♦GT♦TEST) GOTO 370 
WRITE(2#IEECRDr 300) AREAZ 370 CONTINUE380 CONTINUESTOP 
ENDSUBROUTINE CTYPE <*y*y*y*y*) 
DIMENSION XA(15)yYA<15)INTEGER OQUAD COM MON/P 2 /1X yIY C0MM0N/P3/DELXyDELY C0MM0N/P4/DIST 
















IF < YO♦GT♦0♦0) IY -IY+1 I A=1IF<DELX) 10y190y40IX=IX-1XI=GRIDX
XA (1)=GRIDXIF(DELY) 20y200y30IY=IY-lIQUAD-2YI=GRIDYYA(1)=GRIDY
ADIS=~GRIDX/DELXYO=GRIDY+ADIS*DELYIF(YO) 130 y120 y110IQUAD=8
YI=0*0YA (1)=0*0ADIS=-GRIDX/DELXYO-ADIS&DELYIF(GRIDY-YO) 90yIOOy110XI=0*QXA(1)=0♦0IF(DELY) 50y200y60IY—IY-lIQUAD-4YI=GRIDY
YA(1)=GRIDYADIS-GRIDX/DELXY 0=G RIDY-f A DIS * D E L YIFCYO) 130 y 140 y  70IQUAD—6'YI=0*0YA(1)=0♦0
ADIS=GRIDX/DELXYO~ADIS>i<DELYl'F( GRIDY-YO) 90 y  80 y  70OQUAD-1GOTO 180OQUAD“2GOTO 180OQUAD-3
















DGUAD=6 GOTO 150 GGUAD-7ABIS=-GRIDY/DELY Y0=0 ♦0
IF(DELX) 160 9 190 r 1700GUAD=8GOTO 180XG=0*0GOTO 210XQ=GRIDX-f ADIS&DELXGOTO 210XO=ADIS*-DELXGOTO 210
XO=sGRIDXGOTO 210
RETURN 1RETURN 2TEMP=DIST-ADISIF < TEMP) 220 f 230 > 240




PROGRAM GRIDERDIMENSION B < 300 f 18) f X( 300) f Y (300)DIMENSION XA<50)fYA<50) fFORMAT<16) fDMAX2C18)DIMENSION A1 < 18)fA2< 18) r A3 < 18 ) f  A4 (18 ) .**,INTEGER WEITA< 18)fWEITK <18 > * DMAX <18) VDOUBLE PRECISION CC18)fD<18)C0MM0N/P1/IW1fIR1 C0MM0N/P2/B.F X f Y C0MMQN/P3/G f  D 
COMMON/P4/FORMAT- C0MM0N/P5/XAfYA 
C OM M 0 N /P 6/D M A X 2 C0MM0N/P7/WEITAfWEITKfDMAX C0MM0N/P8/A1f A2 f A3 j A4 IW1=4 
IRl—4 10 WRITE <IWlf 20000)* READ<IE1f20010) IG1
GOTO < 20 f 20' f 20') f IG1 GOTO 10 
20 WRITE(IWlf20020)READ< IRl- f 20010 ) IG2 GOTO < 30 f  40)f  IG2 GOTO 20 30 WRITE(IWlf20030)READ(IRlf20010) IG3 
GOTO < 40 f 40) 9 IG3 GOTO 30 40 GOTO <50fIOOf100)fIG1 
50 GOTO <60f?0)fIG2 60 GOTO <70 f 80> f IG3 70 CALL GRID1 STOP 
80 CALL GRID5 STOP 90 CALL GRID2 
STOP100 GOTO (110 f140 > fIG2 110 GOTO (120f130)f1G3 120 CALL GRID3 STOP 
130 CALL GRID6 




20000 FORMAT( 7 WHICH TYPE OF MINING BLOCK?'?/ 
I f '  1 = REGULAR BLOCKS'?/
2- f  ' 2 = IRREGULAR BLOCKS ' ?/3?' 3 = DRAGLINE BLOCKS'?/4?' ??? = ' ?$)20010 FORMAT (I)"-20020 FORMATC' FORM OF COAL QUALITY DATA?'?/1?' 1 = DRILL HOLE DATA'?/2?' 2 =  OUTPUT GRID <MCR) ' ? /3, ' = ' , $ )
20030 FORMAT<' GRIDDING TECHNIQUE?'?/1' 1 = INVERSE SQUARED DISTANCE♦'?/2' 2 = WEIGHTED MOVING AVERAGE♦'?/
3' ??? = '?$>ENDSUBROUTINE GRID1DIMENSION B ( 300 ?18)? X(300 > ? Y <300) 
DIMENSION DMAX2<18)?F0RMAT(16)DOUBLE PRECISION C(18)?D(18)COMMON/PI/IW1?IRl C0MM0N/P2/B ? X ? Y COMMON/P3/C ? D C 0 M M 0 N / P 4 / F 0 R M A T 
C0MM0N/P6/DMAX2 WRITE(IWl?20050)CALL OPNR (2)
READ(2 ? 20060) FORMAT 
WRITE(IWl?20020)READ(IRl? 20110) NPRAM WRITE!! < IWl ? 20030 )DO 10 1 = 1 ? NPRAM ?1 WRITE(IWl? 20040) I 
READ <IRT? 20080) DMAX DMAX2 ( I > =DMAX>kDMAX 10 CONTINUE 1 = 0 
20 1=1+1READ(2?FORMAT?END=30) X(I> ?Y(I)? ( B (I ? J ) 










r o ro 
ro
T 2098
•0 ♦ 5) GRIDX
■XCORD)'+ < Y ( K)-YCORD) *
DlST2=l♦0
WRITE(IWl920100)READ(IRly 20110) MXBLK ,NYBLK 
WRITE(IWlr20010)CALL OPNWB ( 1)IR=0DO 100 1-1rNYBLKf1 YCORD=YMIN+<FLOAT<I>-0♦5)*GRIDY DO 100 J^l? NXBLK* 1 IR=IRMREAD(2>20080) AREAIF < AREA♦LE♦0♦001) GOTO 100
XCORD=XMIN+ (FLOAT < J)DO 40 M=1f NPRAM*1 C (M)=0♦0 D (M) =0♦0 40 CONTINUEDO 80 K-l ? NDH r 1 
DIST2-(X(K)-XCORD)* < X ( K)1(Y(K)-YCORD)IF(DIST2 * LT♦1* 0)
DO 70 M=1 * NPRAM*1 IF(DIST2♦GT *DMAX2 (M) ) GOTO 70 IF(B(K*M)) 70*60*50 50 C (M) ~ C (M)FB(K * M)*1000♦0/DIST2 
60 D(M > =DC M > F1000♦0/DIST2 70 CONTINUE 80 CONTINUEDO 90 M = 1*NPRAM * 1 IF(D C M)♦GT*0♦0) C (M) =C ( M)/D (M)90 CONTINUEWRITEC1) IR * AREA ? XCORD * YCORD *CCCM)*M^l*NPRAM) 100 CONTINUE
CLOSE (UNIT-1 )CLOSE (UNIT = 2)RETURN0000 FORMAT(' 0&# READING MINING BLOCK DATA **'0010 FORMAT ( " 0## GRIDDED DATA OUTPUT FILE **')0020 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF PARAMETERS = '*$)0030 FORMAT( ' AREA OF INFLUENCE (FEET) FOR * ' )
0040 FORMAT(' PARAMETER # ' * 1 2 ^ '**)0050 FORMAT('0** READING DRILL HOLE DATA **')0060 FORMAT (-16A5)0070 FORMAT(' GRID ORIGION (X & Y) = '*$)0080 FORMAT(2F)0090 FORMAT(' GRID SIZE? (X & Y) =0100 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF BLOCKS? (X 0110 FORMAT(21)END
)





















SUBROUTINE GRID2 DIMENSION DMAX2< 18)C0MM0N/P1/IW1* IR1 CGMM0N/P6/DMAX2 WRITE < IW1 * 20000)CALL OPNR (3)
WRITE <IW1*20030)READ(IR1*20030) XMIN*YMIN WRITE< IW1 * 20040)READ! IR1 * 20080 ) GRIDX * GR'IDY WRITE <IW1*20050 >REAIK IR1*20060) NXBLK*NYBLK URITE<IU1*20010)CALL OPNRAN <2)READ <2#1*20070 > NPRAM* XCQRD * YCQRD * XSPACE 1* YSPACE* NXPTS *NYPTS WRITE <IW1*20020)CALL OPNWB <1)IBLK=0DO 10 1=1>NYBLK*1YCENT=YMIN+ < FLOAT <I) ~0♦5)&GRIDY
DO 10 J=1 * NXBLK * 1IBLK=IBLK+1
READ < 3 * 20080) AREAIF < AREA♦LE♦0♦001) GOTO 10XCENT=XMINMFLOAT(J)-0♦5 ># GRIDX'
IX=1♦001* <XCENT—XCQRD)/XSPACE IY=1♦001#(YCENT-YCORD)/YSPACE IR=NYPTS*IX+NXPTST2READ(2#IR * 20080) <DMAX2(K) *K=1*NPRAM) WRITE(1) IBLK* AREA * XCORD * YCORD 1*(DMAX2CK)*K=1*NPRAM)CONTINUE CLOSE <UNIT=1)CLOSE < UNIT=2)CLOSE <UNIT=3)RETURNFORMATC'O** READING MINING BLOCK DATA **') 
FORMAT('0*>fc READING OUTPUT GRID DATA **') FORMAT ( '  O n  GRIDDED DATA OUTPUT FILE * * '  ) FORMAT(' GRID ORIGION < X & Y) = '*$)







DIMENSION A l ( 1 8 ) fA2<18> fA3<18) fA4<18) 
DIMENSION D M A X 2(18) f XA < 5 0 ) fYA<50)
C0MM0.N/P 1/1 WIf IRi 
C0MM0N/P5/XA f YA 
C 0 M M0N/P6/DMAX2  




READ < 2 * 1 f 20000) NPRAM f XCORD f YCORD f XSPACE 
1 f Y S P A C E f NX P T S f N Y P T S 
10 R E A D < 3 f 20010 f E N D = 5 0 ) I B L K f I A  
X C E N T =0♦0 
Y C E N T = 0 ♦ 0 
DO 20 1 = 1 f IA f 1 
R E A D (3 f 2 0 0 2 0 ) X A ( I ) f Y A ( I )
XCENT=XCENT+XA <I )




ARE A=X A (1) * ( Y A < I A ) Y A < 2 ) )+XA < I A ) # < Y A < I A - 1) 
1~ Y A (1) )
DO 30 1 = 2 f I A - 1 f1 
30 A R E A = A R E A + X A <I )*(Y A (1-1)~ Y A (1+1))
A R E A = A B S (AREA/2 *0)
IX= < X C E N T - X C O R D )/XSPACE 
I Y = (Y C E N T - Y C O R D )/YSPACE 
IR1=NXPTSJK< IY) + IX+1
R E A D < 2 * I R I f 20030) C A 1 < K ) f K = 1 fN P R A M )
IR2— IR1+1READ(2*IR2f 20030) (A2 < K)f K=1f NPRAM)
IR3=IR1+NXPTSREAD(2*IR3 f 20030) (A3(K )fK=1fNPRAM) IR4=IR3+1
R E A D (2#IR4 f 20030) (A 4 ( K ) fK = 1 fNPRAM)
DO 40 K = 1 f NPRAM f.1
D M A X 2 ( K ) = (A 1(K )+ A 2 (K )+ A 3 (K )+A4 < K ))/ 4 ♦0 
40 CONTINUEWRITE<1) IBLKfAREAfXCENTfYCENT 1f <DMAX2 <K)fK=1fNPRAM)
GOTO 10 
50 RETURN 
0000 FORMAT <I f 4F f 21)
0010 F O R M A T (21)
0020 FORMAT<2F)





INTEGER D M A X ( 1 8 ) yWEITA<18)yWEITK<18) 
DIMENSION B < 300 y 18) y X < 3 0 0 ) yY<300)yFORMAT <16) 
DOUBLE PRECISION C<18)yD<18)
CQMM0N/P1/IW1y IRl 
C0MM0N/P2/B y X y Y 
CQMM0N/P3/C rD 
C Q MMGN/P4/F0RMAT 
C 0MM0N/P7/WEITA y WEITK y DMAX 
10 WRITE <IW1 y 20000)
R E A D < I R l y 20100) NPRAM 
W R I T E (IW1 y 20010)
DO 20 1 = 1 yNPRAMyl 
W R I T E (IW1y 20020) I
R E A D ( I R l 9 2 0 0 3 0 ) DMAX(I > y W E I T A < I ) yWEITK <I ) 
W E I T A C I ) = W E I T A ( I ) * * W E I T K < I )
20 CONTINUE
W R I T E <IWly20040)
CALL OPMR < 2)
R E A D ( 2 y 20050) FORMAT 
1=0 
30 1=1+1
R E A D (2 y FORMAT y E N D = 4 0 ) X(I)yY(I)y <B(IyJ)yJ=1 
lyNPRAM)
GO TO 30 
40 NDH=I-1
CLOSE <UNIT=2)
W R I T E d W l y  20060)
R E A D (IR1y20070) XMIN y YMIN 
WRITE<IWly20080)
READ < I'Rl y 20070 ) GRIDXy GRIDY 
W R I T E <IW1y20090)
R E A D C I R l y 20100) NXBLKyNYBLK
—0 ♦ 5 ) >KGRIDY
GOTO 110 -0♦ 5)&GRIDX DO 50 M=lyNPRAMyl 
C < M)=0♦0 
D < M)=0♦0 50 CONTINUE
DO 90 K=1y NDH y1
CALL OPNR < 2)CALL OPNWB <1)IR=0




DIST-(SORT < X < K >-XCORD> * < X < K)-XCORD) + < Y (K 1—YCORD ) #'<’Y (K ) —YCQRD ) )IF(DIST2*LT^1*0) DIST2=1
)
DO 80 M=1 * NPRAMr1 IF(DIST♦ GT + DMAX < M) ) GOTO 80
IF(B(K»M)> 80>70f 6 060 C < M ) =C (M) +B (Kf M >*1000 ♦ 0/ < WEITA (M) +DIST**WEITK (M 70 D<M)=D(M)+1000v0/<WEITA<M>+DIST**WEITK<M) >
80 CONTINUE 90 CONTINUE
BO 100 M=i*NPRAM*l
IF < D(M >♦ GT♦0*0 > C(M)=C(M)/D(M)
100 CONTINUEWRITE Cl) IRi AREArXCORD *YCQRD *(C < M)r M=1r NPRAM) 110 CONTINUECLOSE < UNIT=1)CLOSE (UNIT-2)RETURN20000 FORMAT < ' NUMBER OF PARAMETERS = ' r *)20010 FORMAT( '  AREA OF INFLUENCE (FEET) r WEIGHT 1 "A V AND “K“ FOR: " )
20020 FORMAT! ' PARAMETER ♦ ' t l 2 t '  = '**>20030 FORMAT(31)
20040 FORMAT(' ** READING DRILL HOLE DATA **>>20050 FORMAT(16A5)20060 FORMAT( f GRID ORIGION (X % Y> = .'**)
20070 FORMAT<2F)20080 FORMAT(' GRID SIZE? (X & Y) = '**>20090 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF BLOCKS? (X & Y) - '*$>20100 FORMAT < 21)ENDSUBROUTINE GRID6INTEGER DMAX<18)* WEITA(18>>WEITK(18)DIMENSION B(300r18)*X(.30.0>>YC300)DIMENSION XA<50)*YAC50)rFORMATC16)DOUBLE PRECISION C(13)*0(18)
COMMON/PI/IW1yIRl C0MM0N/P2/B * X * Y 
CQMM0N/P3/C rD 
COM M 0 N /P 4 / F PR M A T C0MM0N/P5/XA * YA 
CQMM0N/P7/WEITA r WEITK ? DMAX 
WRITE <IW1 * 20000)READ(IRlf20010) NPRAM WRITE!IW1*20020)





CALL OPNR (2)READC2 ? 20060) FORMAT 
1=0 20 1=1+1READ (2 ̂ FORMAT ? END=30 ) X<I)?YCI)y<B<I?J)
I tJ=1rNPRAM)
GO TO 20 30 NBH=I-1CLOSE <UNIT=2)CALL OPNR < 2)CALL OPNWB <1)40 READ<2v20010?END=130) IBLK?IA 
XC0RD=O♦0 YCQRD=0►0 DO 50 I = 1 ? IA ?1 
READ < 2 ? 20040) XA<I)rYA<I)XCQRD=XCORD+XA <I)YCORD=YCORD+YA(I)
50 CONTINUEXCORD=XCORD/FLOAT<IA)YCORD=YCORD/FLOAT< IA)AREA=XA < 1) * < YA < I A) -YA <2 ) ) +XA <IA > * < YA<IA-l> 1-YA (1))DO 60 1=2 r IA—1 f 1 
60 AREA=AREA+XA<I)*<YA<1-1>-YA<1 + 1))AREA=ABS <AREA/2♦0)IF<AREA♦LE♦ 0 ♦001) GOTO 40
DO 70 M=1r NPRAM f 1 C(M)=0♦0 
D < M > =0+ 0 70 CONTINUEDO 110 K=1y NDH »1
DIST=(SORT(X < K)-XCORD> * < X < K >-XCORD > + < Y < K >
1—YCORD > .* ( Y < K ) -YCORD) )IF(DIST♦LT♦1♦0) DIS T =1♦0DO 100 M=1? NPRAM f 1
IF(DIST ♦GT♦DMAX(M)) GOTO 100IF < B < K * M)) 100?90?8080 C(M) =C(M)+B<K?M)*1 000*0/(WEITA <M)+D I STXcXc 1WEITK < M))90 D<M)=D<M)+1000♦0/<WEITA<M>+DIST**WEITK<M)) 
100 CONTINUE 110 CONTINUEDO 120 M=1f NPRAM ?1
IF(D(M)♦GT♦0.0) C < M)=C(M)/D( M)
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120 CONTINUEWRITE(1 ) IBLK>AREA f XCORD r YCORDr(C(M> >M=1 1*NPRAM)
GOTO 40 130 CLOSE (UNIT=1)CLOSE (UNIT=2)RETURN20000 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF PARAMETERS =
20010 FORMAT/2I>20020 FORMAT<' AREA OF INFLUENCE (FEET > r WEIGHT 1 "A" AND •K" FOR:')
20030 FORMAT (' PARAMETER * ' r l 2 ? '  = 'r*>20040 FORMAT(31)20050 FORMAT< ' ** READING THE DRILL HOLE DATA **') 20060 FORMAT(16A5)
ENDSUBROUTINE GRID7DIMENSION B(300>18)rX<300)rY(300)*XA(50> 
DIMENSION YA ( 50)>DMAX2(18)>FORMAT(16)DOUBLE PRECISION CC18)*D(18)C0MM0N/P1/IW1* IRl 
C0HM0N/P2/B * X> Y C0MM0N/P3/C t D CGMM0N/P4/F0RMAT C0MMGN/P5/XA ? YA C0MM0N/P6/DMAX2 
WRITE/IW1*20070)CALL OPNR (2)READ(2 y 20080) FORMAT 
WRITE(IW1 *20020)READ(IR1?20030) NPRAM WRITE(IU1* 20040)DO 10 1 = 1 * NPRAM y 1 WRITE(IW1 ? 20050) I READ(IRlr 20060) DMAX DMAX2(I)-DMAX&DMAX 
10 CONTINUE 1=0 
20 1= 1+1READ(2 ? FORMAT t END=30) X(I)rY(I)>(B(I*J)1? J=1r NPRAM)
GO TO 20 30 NDH=I-1CLOSE (UNir=2)










40 READ(2 y20030yEND=130) IBLKyIA XC0RD=0 * 0 YC0RD=0♦0 
DO 50 1=1»IA»1 READ(2r20060) XA(I>yYA(I)
XCQRD=XCORD+XA(I)YCORD=YCORD+YA(I)50 CONTINUEXCORD=XCORD/FLOAT(IA)
YCORD=YCORD/FLOAJ (IA)AREA=XA (1)*(YA( IA > -YA (2) >+XA<IA)*(YA(IA~1)
1-YA <1))DO 60 1=2 yIA-1y1 60 AREA=AREA+XA(I)*(YA(1-1)-YA(1+1))
AREA=ABS(AREA/2♦0>IF(AREA♦LE♦0♦001) GOTO 40DO 70 M=lyNPRAMyl 
C<M)=O*0 D (M)=0♦0 70 CONTINUE
DO 110 K=1y NDH y1
DIST2=(X (K )“XCORD)*< X(K)“XCORD) + (Y(K) “YCORD) %1(Y(K)-YCORD)
IF(DIST2♦ LT ♦ 1*0) DIST2=1*0 DO 100 M=1y NPRAM y1 IF(DIST2♦GT♦DMAX2(M)> GOTO 100 IF ( B (K y M)) 100 y 90 y 80 
80 C(M)=C(M)+B(KyM)*l000 ♦ O/DIST2 90 D C M)=D ( M)+1000♦0/DIST2 100 CONTINUE 110 CONTINUEDO 120 M = 1y NPRAM y1IF(D(M)*GT *0*0) C(M)=C(M)/D(M)120 CONTINUEWRITE(1)IBLKy AREA y XCQRD y YCORD y( C ( M )y M = 1yNPRAM) 
GOTO 40 130 CLOSE (UNIT=i>CLOSE (UNIT=2)
RETURN
20000 FORMAT('0## READING MINING BLOCK DATA ■ **')0010 FORMAT('0>fc# GRIDDED DATA OUTPUT FILE * * ' )
0020 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF PARAMETERS = 'y$)0030 FORMAT(21)0040 FORMAT(' AREA OF INFLUENCE (FEET) FOR')0050 FORMAT(' PARAMETER * 'yI2y' = 'y$)0060 FORMAT(2F)0070 FORMAT(' 0** READING THE DRILL HOLE DATA **') 0080 FORMAT(16A5)
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ENDSUBROUTINE GRID8DIMENSION B(300y 18)*X C300)* Y(300)yXA < 50) DIMENSION YA <50) yFORMAT(16 )CQMMQN/P1/IW1y IRl C0MM0N/P2/B y X y Y C0MM0N/P4/F0RMAT C0MM0N/P5/XAyYA WRITE(IWly 20070)
CALL OPNR (2)READ(2y20080) FORMAT 
WRITE < IW1 y 20020)READ <IRly20030) NPRAM 
1=0 
10 1= 1+1REAIK 2yFORMATyEND=20) X(I)yY(I)y <B<IyJ) lyJ=lyNPRAM)GO TO 10 20 NDH=I-1CLOSE <UNIT=2)WRITE!IWly20000)CALL OPNR (2)WRITE < I Wl> 20010 )CALL OPNWB <1)30 READ(2 y 20030 y END=70) IBLKyIA XC0RD=0♦0 
YC0RD=0♦0 DO 40 I = 1yIA y1 READ(2y20060) XA(I)y YA(I)
X C 0 R D= X C 0 R D f X A ( I )YCORD=YCQRD+YA <I)40 CONTINUEXCORD=XCORD/FLOAT CIA)YCORD=YCORD/FLOAT!IA)AREA=XA(1)*<YA<IA)-YA(2))+XA!IA)*(YA(IA-l) 1-YA<1 ) )DO 50 I=2 yIA—1y1 50 AREA=AREA+XA(I>*<YA<I-1)-YA<I+1> )AREA=ABS < AREA/2♦0)IF( AREA « LE♦0♦001) GOTO 30DMIN=1♦0E20 > DO 60 K=1y NDH 1 1 DIST2=CX(K)-XCORD) *<X (K)-XCORD )+<Y<K)-YCORD)* 1< Y < K)-YCORD)IF < DIST2 ♦ GE ♦DMIN) GOTO 60
DMIN=DIST2 IMIN=K 60 CONTINUE
T 2098
WRITE <1)IBLKy AREA rXCORDyYCORDy < B <IMIN y M) lyM=lyNPRAM)GOTO 30 70 CLOSE <UNIT=1)CLOSE <UNIT=2)RETURN20000 FORMAT < * 0** READING MINING BLOCK DATA **') 20010 FORMATC'O** GRIDDED DATA OUTPUT FILE**') 
20020 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF PARAMETERS = 'y$)20030 FORMAT(21)20040 FORMAT< 7 AREA OF INFLUENCE (FEET) FOR') 
20050 FORMAT < y PARAMETER * 'yI2y' = 'y$)20060 FORMAT(2F)20070 FORMAT <v 0** READING THE DRILL HOLE DATA *.*' 20080 FORMAT!16A5)
ENDSUBROUTINE GRID3DIMENSION B<300y18)yX<300)yY<300)yXA<50) 
DIMENSION YA < 50)yDMAX2<18)yFORMAT<16)DOUBLE PRECISION C(18)yD(18)COMMON/P1/IW1y IRl C0MMQN/P2/B y X y Y C 0 M M 0 N / P 3 / C y D 
COMMON/P4/FORMAT C0MM0N/P5/XA yYA C0MM0N/P6/DMAX2 
WRITECIWly20070)CALL OPNR (2)READ < 2 y 20030) FORMAT WRITE-: IWly 20020)READ <IR1y 20030) NPRAM WRITE(IWly20040)DO 10 1 = 1y NPRAM y1 
WRITE<IWly20050) I READ(IRly 20060) DMAX DMAX2(I)=DMAX*DMAX 10 CONTINUE 
1=0 
20 1=1+1READ(2yFORMATyEND=30) X<I)yY<I)y<B<IyJ) lyj=lyNPRAM)GO TO 20 
30 NDH=I—1CLOSE (UNIT=2)
WRITE(IWly 20000)










40 READ(2»20030yEND=130) IBLKyIA XC0RD=0♦0 
YCORD-O♦0 
DO 50 1-1yIA y1 READ<2y20060) XA<I)y YA <I)
XC0RB=XC0RD+XA(I)YC0RD=YC0RD+YA(I)50 CONTINUEXCORD = XC0RD/FL0AT <IA)YC0RD=YCORD/FLOAT C IA)AREA=XA<!>*<YA<IA)-YA<2>)+XA<IA)*(YA<IA-l) 1-YA<1>)DO 60 I—2 yIA—1y1 60 AREA=AREATXA<I)*<YA<1-1>-YA<1+1))AREA=ABS(AREA/2♦ 0)IF(AREA * LE♦0♦001) GOTO 40DO 70 M=lyNPRAMyl C(M>=0*0 
D(M>-0*0 70 CONTINUEDO 110 K=lyNBHyl
BIST2=<X(K>-XCORD)#<X( K)-XCORD> + <Y<K )-YCORD>* 1< Y < K)-YCORD)IF <DIST2♦LT♦1*0) DIST2=1*0 DO 100 M=lyNPRAMyl IF < DIST2♦GT♦DMAX2 < M)) GOTO 100 
IF < B < K y M >) 100 y 90 y SO 
80 C<M)=C<M)+B<KyM)#1000.*0/DIST2 90 D < M) -D < M) *fl 000 ♦ 0/DIST2 100 CONTINUE 110 CONTINUEDO 120 M-ly NPRAM y1
IF(D < M)♦GT♦0♦0) C(M) =C< M)/DC M)120 CONTINUEWRITE <1) IBLK y AREA y XCORDy YCORD y < C(M) 
lyM=lyNPRAM)GOTO 40 130 CLOSE (UNIT=1)CLOSE (UNIT=2)RETURN0000 FORMAT<'<)** READING MINING BLOCK DATA **') 0010 FORMAT("0#* GRIDDED DATA OUTPUT FILE **' )
0020 FORMAT< 7 NUMBER OF PARAMETERS = ' r * )0030 FORMAT(21)0040 FORMAT(' AREA OF INFLUENCE (FEET) FOR ' )0050 FORMAT <' PARAMETER # 'yI2y' = 'y*>0060 FORMAT<2F)
20070 FORMAT ( ' 0** READING THE DRILL HOLE DATA **' )
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PROGRAM REPORTDIMENSION A1(104)*A2<26)>B1<104)*B2(26)DOUBLE PRECISION UAL(22)>DATA(22)
CQMM0N/P1/IW1>IR1C0MM0N/P2/A1? A2C0MM0N/P3/B1*B2CQMM0N/P4/VALCQMM0N/P5/DAT AI Wl=4
IR1=4CALL OPNRN (1*130)
WRITE< IW1 * 20000)10 WRITEdUl*20010)READ(IRl*20020) IGOGOTO <20*30*40*50*60>70*80>90)*IGO
20 STOPCALL RPT1GOTO 1030 CALL RPT2GOTO 1040 CALL RPT3GOTO 1050 CALL RPT4
GOTO 1060 CALL RPT5GOTO 1070 CALL RPT 6
GOTO 1080 CALL RPT7GOTO 1090 CALL RPT8GOTO 1020000 FORMAT(' WHICH TYPE OF REPORT?' > / > ' 0 = EXIT1 FROM THE PROGRAM .'*/>' 1 = BLOCK BY BLOCK2 RESERVE REPORT♦ '*/*' 2 = CUMULATIVE BLOCK3 BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT ♦'*/*' 3 = CUT BY
4 CUT RESERVE REPORT*'*/*' 4 = CUMULATIVE CUT
5 BY CUT RESERVE REPORT.'*/*' 5 = SHIPPING
6 UNIT RESERVE REPORT*'*/*' 6 = MONTHLY PROD 7UCTI0N RESERVE REPORT.'*/*' 7 = SHIPPING U 8NIT PRODUCTION REPORT*'*/*' 8 = MONTHLY PR 
90DUCTI0N REPORT.'*/)20010 FORMAT(' ??? = '*$>20020 FORMAT(I)END
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SUBROUTINE RPT1DIMENSION A1(104)?A2<26) fBi<104)>B2<26>DOUBLE PRECISION VAL<22)>COLAR>TOPCOrBOTCO
C0MM0N/P1/IW1?IR1COMMON/P2/A1r A2CQMMGN/P3/B1?B2C0MM0N/P4/UALIR=0
READ<1*1 * 20030) NQUAL WRITE(IW1 ? 20000)READ <IR1?20010) RF 
WRITE<IW1 ? 20020)READ<IRl7 20010) SG CALL OPNRB (2) 'NV=3+<NGUALT7)*2 CALL OPNBI <3?NO)I COT=N.QUAL+7 READd*2?20030> NPRAM1IF < NPRAM1♦ LT ♦ ICOT) READ <1*8 * 20030) NPRAM2 IPAGE=1IF < NPRAM2♦ GT♦0) IPAGE=2 NP R A M 2=N P R AM 2+NP R A M l GOTO (20>10)rIPAGE 
10 OPEN(UNIT=9?ACCESS= 'SEQOUT'?FILE='BL0CK2♦RES') 
RE AD <1*9 >20040) (Bid) *1=1 >26)READ <1*10 ? 20040) < Bl<I)>I=27?52)
READ<1*11>20040) <B1(I) ?I=53?7S)READ <1*12 ? 20040) <B1<I)>1 = 79?104)READ(1*13? 20040) <B2<I)?1 = 1>26 )WRITE< 9 ?20050) RF WRITE < 9 ? 20060) SG 20 OPEN ( UNIT=8 ? ACCESS- ' SEQOUT ' ? FILE= ' BLOCK 1 ♦ RES ' ) 
READ <1#3 >20040) < A 1 d )>1 = 1> 26 >READ(1*4>20040) (Aid)?1=27>52)READ(1*5?20040) <A1<I)>1=53>78)READ<1*6 ?20040) <A1Cl)>1=79?104)
READ<1*7>20040) <A2<I)?1=1?26)WRITE < 8 ? 20050) RF 
RF=RF/100*0 WRITE<8>20060) SG 30 GOTO < 50 ? 40 ) ? IF*AGE 40 WRITE(9?20070) (Bid)?1=1?104)












M=M+1VAL < M)=T0VB M=M+1
VAL < M >=T0PCQ M=M+1VAL(M)=T0PC0-B0TC0TC0AL=AREA*VAL(M>*SG*RF/2000,0M=M+1VAL(M > =TC0AL 
M-M+lVAL(M)=T0VB/TC0AL GOTO <70y60)yIPAGE 60 WRITE < 9 y B2) IBy < VAL <I)t I=NPRAM1+1y NPRAM21 70 WRITE(8 y A2) IB* <VAL(I)y 1 = 1 yNPRAM1rl) 
IR=IR+1WRITE(3#IR) IB y XCORD t YCORD y(VAL(I)y1 = 1 1y NPRAM2 yl)80 CONTINUE 
GOTO 30 90 CLOSE (UNIT=2)
CLOSE (UNIT=3)CLOSE CUNIT=8)CLOSE (UNIT=9)RETURN0000 FORMAT(7 RECOVERY FACTOR C%) = 7y*>0010 FORMAT(F)
0020 FORMAT(7 WEIGHT OF COAL <S/CU*FT,) = 7y$) 0030 FORMAT(15)0040 FORMAT<26A5>
0050 FORMAT<7 RECOVERY FACTOR = ' *.F5. 1 y 7 %.7> 0060 FORMAT(7 WEIGHT OF COAL = 7yF5*ly7 «/CU,FT 0070 FORMAT < 7 1 7 y 26A5 y // y 7 7r26A5y/y7 7y26A5y/
ly7 7 y 26A5 y/)ENDSUBROUTINE RPT2DIMENSION A1(104)yA2(26)yBl(104)yB2<26)DOUBLE PRECISION VAL(22)yDATA(22)C0MM0N/P1/IW1yIRl




READ <IRl,20010) RF NU=3+(NGUAL+7)*2 CALL OPNBI <2rNV)
ICT=7+NQUALlC0T=3*f NQUALREAD < 1*14 , 20020 ) NPRAM1IF < NPRAM!♦LT♦ICOT ) READ <1#20*20020) NPRAM2 IPAGE32!IF(NPRAM2♦GT ♦ O) IPAGE=2 NPRAM2=NPRAM1+NPRAM2 GOTO (20,10),IPAGE 
10 OPEN(UNIT=9 r ACCESS32' SEQOUT ' , FILE=' CBLK2♦ RES > READ(1*21,20030) <B1(I> * 1 = 1 * 26)READ(1*22,20030) (B1(I),1 =27* 52)READ <1*23 ,20030) ( B1(I),1=53,78)
READ ( 1*24 , 20030) (B1 (I) , 1=79,104)READ(1*25 r 20030) (B2(I)* 1 = 1>26)WRITE(9,20040) RF 20 OPEN(UNIT=8, ACCESS="SEQOUT',FILE='CBLK1♦RES/) READ(1*15 , 20030) (A1(I),1=1,26)READ(1*16,20030) (A1(I) ,1=27,52)READ (1*17,20030) (A1(I)r 1=53,78)READ(1*18,20030) (A1(I),I=79,104)
READ(1*19,20030) (A2(I),1=1,26)WRITE(3,20040) RF RF=RF/100♦0 
30 GOTO (50,40),IPAGE 40 WRITE(9,20050) (BKI), 1 = 1,104)50 WR1TE(8,20050) (Ai(I),1=1,104)
DO 60 K163=1,22,1 UAL(K163)=0♦0 60 CONTINUEDO 100 K136=l,54,1 











80 WRITE(9*B2) IB*(VAL(I)*I=NPRAM1+1*NPRAM2* 1)90 WRITE<8*A2) IB*CVAL<I)* 1 = 1*NPRAM1* 1)100 CONTINUE GOTO 30 110 CLOSE <UNIT=2)
CLOSE <UNIT=8)CLOSE <UNIT=9)RETURN
0000 FORMAT<' RECOVERY FACTOR <%) = '*$)
0 0 1 0  FORMAT(F)0020 FORMAT<15)0030 FORMAT<26A5>
0040 FORMAT<■' RECOVERY FACTOR = '*F5«1*' %♦')20050 FORMAT( ' 1' * 26A5 * // * ' '*26A5*/*' '*26A5*/*' '126A5 * / )
ENDSUBROUTINE RPT7 DIMENSION A1(104)*A2 < 26)
DOUBLE PRECISION VAL<22)* DATA(22)COMMON/PI/IW1* IRl 
C0MM0N/P2/A1*A2 C0MM0N/P4/VAL CALL OPNRB (2)
WRITE<IW1*20000)READ<IRl*20010) RATE WRITE <IW1* 20020)READ<IRl*20010) RF 
READ<1*1*20030) NQUAL 10 OPEN < UNIT=8 * ACCESS-'SEQOUT'* RILE*'SHIPIN♦PRD') READ<1*51*20040) (A1<I)* 1 = 1*26)READ <1*52 * 20040) < A1(I> * 1 =27 * 52)READ<1*53*20040) <A1<I)* 1=53*78)READ < 1 *54 * 20040 ) (AKI)* 1=79 * 104)READ<1*55 *20040) <A2<I)* 1 = 1 * 26)WRITE < 8 * 20050) RATE WRITE(8*20060) RF 











50 IF(TC0AL+C0AL-RATE) 60,80,100 60 DO 70 1 = 1, NQUAL ,1
70 VAL(I) = (VAL <I)*TC0AL+C0AL#DATA(I))/< TC0AL + 1C0AL>TCOAL=TCOAL+CQAL GOTO 40 80 DO 90 1=1,NQUAL,1VAL(I) = < VAL(I)*TCGAL+COAL>fcDATA(I))/RATE 90 CONTINUE C0AL=0♦000 TPCT=0♦000 GOTO 120 100 PCT= < RATE-TCOAL)/COAL DO 110 1=1, NQUAL ,1
VAL(I) = (VAL <I)*TCOAL+PCT*COAL*DATA<I>)/RATE 110 CONTINUECOAL=CO,AL-PCT*COAL 
PCT=PCT*TPCT TPGT=TPCT-PCT 120 IUNIT=IUNIT+1WRITE < 8,A2) IUNIT,<VAL<I>,1 = 1,NQUAL),IMG,IDA 
1, IYR 130 CONTINUE 
GOTO 20 140 CLOSE (UNIT=2 >CLOSE (UNIT=8)
RETURN0000 FORMAT(' SHIPPING UNIT = ',$)0010 FORMAT < F)
0020 FORMAT(' RECOVERY FACTOR <%> = ' , $ >0030 FORMAT(15)0040 FORMAT<26A5)0050 FORMAT("1',///,' SHIPPING UNIT SIZE = ',F7*0, 
1' TONS,')0060 FORMAT(' RECOVERY FACTOR = A,F5*1,' %♦')0070 FORMAT('1',26A5,//,' /,26A5,/,/ ',26A5,/,' '
1,26A5,/)ENDSUBROUTINE RPT8 DIMENSION A1 < 104),A2(26)DOUBLE PRECISION VAL(22),DATA<22) 












REAIK IRl>20000) RF REAIK 1*1>20030) NQUAL 10 •OPEN(UNIT=a>ACGESS=-'SEGOUT' >FILE-'MONTH♦PRD' ) READ <1*57>20040) (Al(I)>I = 1>26)REAIK 1*58»20040) (A1(I) >I=27>52)READ(1*59 > 20040) < A1<I)>I=53 > 78)
READ <1*60 > 20040) (A1(I) >1=79 >104)REAIK 1*61>20040) (A2(I)>1 = 1>26)
WRITE < 8 >20050) RF RF=RF/100 *0 20 WRITE(8 > 20060) (A1<I)>1=1>104)DO 100 K130=l>54>i 
TCQAL=0♦0DO 30 K131=l>NQUAL>1 30 UAL < K131)=0♦0IF(COAL♦GT♦ 0 ♦001) GOTO 50 40 REAIK 2 > END=110) IDA>IMO>IYR>COAL 1>(DATA(I)>1=1>NQUAL)IF(COAL♦LE ♦0♦001) GOTO 40 C0AL=C0AL.>KRFIF(IDA♦LT♦ITEMP) GOTO 70 50 DO 60 1 = 1> NQUAL>1 60 UAL(I)=UAL(I)+CQAL*DATA(I)
TC0AL=TC0AL+C0AL ITEMP=IDA IM0T=IM0 
IYRT=IYR GOTO 40 70 DO 80 1=1>NQUAL>1 UAL <I)=UAL(I)/TCOAL 
80 CONTINUE90 WRITE(8 > A2) IMOT>IYRT >(UAL(I)>1 = 1>NQUAL)>TCOAL 100 CONTINUE GOTO 20 110 CLOSE (UNIT=2)CLOSE (UNIT=S)
RETURN 0000 FORMAT(F)
0010 FORMAT(' RECOUERY FACTOR (%) = '>$)
0020 FORMAT(21)0030 FORMAT(15)
0040 FORMAT(26A5)
0050 FORMAT(' RECOUERY FACTOR = '>F5.1>' %♦')0060 FORMAT('1/>26A5>//>7 '>26A5>/>' '>26A5>/>' '





READ(1*1>20020) NQUAL NU=3+<NQUAL+7)*2 CALL OPNBI (2 > NU)
WRITE<IW1>20000)READ(IRl>20010) RFICT=7+NQUALNPRAM=NQUAL+3READ <1*27 > 20030) <Ald)>I = l>26)READ <1*28 > 20030) < A1<I)>I=27 > 52)READ<1*29>20030) (Aid)>I=53>78)REAIK 1*3.0>20030) (Aid) >1=79>104)
REAIK 1*31>20030) (A2( I)>1=1>26)OPEN < UNIT=8 > ACCESS-'SEQOUT' > FILE='CUT♦RES' WRITE<8>20040) RF RF=RF/100♦0 
10 WRITE<8>20050) <A 1 d )>1=1>104)DO 60 K136=1> 54 >1 TC0AL=0♦0 T0UB=0♦0DO 20 1 = 1> NQUAL >1 UAL(I)=0♦0 
20 CONTINUE 30 IR=IR-flREAD < 2*IR > END=80) IB>XCORD>YCORD 
1 > < DAT Ad)>I = l> ICT )OUB=DAT A(NQUAL+3)
COAL=DATA < ICT-1) >KRF DO 40 1 = 1> NQUAL >1UAL(I) = (UAL(I)&TCGAL+DAT A(I)*COAL)/< TCOAL+1COAL)40 CONTINUETCOAL=TCOALfCOAL TOUB=TOUB+OUB IF <IB) 50 > 70 > 3050 UAL < NQUAL+1)=TOUB 









80 CLOSE <UNIT=2)CLOSE (UNIT=8>RETURN
0000 FORMATC' RECOVERY FACTOR <%> = '*$)0010 FORMAT < F)0020 FORMAT(15)0030 FORMAT(26A5)0040 FORMAT<'1' *///*' RECOVERY FACTOR = '*F5.1 
1 '  X ' )20050 FORMATC'l'*26A5*//*' '*26A5*/*' '*26A5*/*' '1*26A5 */ )
20070 FQRMAT(' FOUND A ZERO BLOCK NUMBER ♦ ' * / *
1 '  TERMINATING EXECUTION.'*/)END
SUBROUTINE RPT4 DIMENSION Al(104)*A2(26)DOUBLE PRECISION VAL(22>* DATA(22>COMMON/P1/IW1* IRl C0MM0N/P2/A1* A2 C0MM0N/P4/VAL CQMMQN/P5/DAT A IR=0READ < 1*1.* 20020) NQUAL DO 10 K-1122 * 1 
VAL (K)=0♦0 10 CONTINUE
NV=3*f ( NQUAL-f 7 ) *2 CALL OPNBI < 2 * NV)WRITE (IW1 * 20000)
READ(IR1*20010) RF ICT=7 fNQUAL NPRAM = NQUAL+3-READ <1*33 * 20030) (Al(I)* 1 = 1*26)
READ (1*34 * 20030) (Al<I)* 1=27*52 )READ (1*35 * 20030 ) (AKI)* 1=53*78)READ(1*36*20030) (Al(I)* 1 =79*104)READ(1*37 * 20030) (A2(I)* 1 = 1 * 26)OPEN(UNIT=3 * ACCESS='SEQOUT'* FILE='CUMCUT♦RES') WRITE(8*20040) RF RF=RF/100♦0 20 WRITE(8 * 20050) (Al(I)* 1 = 1 * 104>
DO 60 K136 = l* 54 * 1 
30 IR = IR +1READ(2*1R * END=80) IB * XCORD * YCORD 
1 *(DATA(I)* 1 = 1 *ICT)OVB=DATA(NQUAL+3)COAL=DATA(ICT-1>*RF 








VAL < I)=(VAL (I) *TC0AL+COAL*DATA < I > > /< TC0AL+ 1C0AL)
40 CONTINUETCQAL=TCOAL+CQAL TOVB=TQVB+OVB 
IF < IB ) 50 f 70 r 3050 UAL(NQUAL+1)=TOVB VAL(NGUAL+2)=TC0AL VAL(NGUAL+3)=T0VB/TCOAL ICUT=ICUT+1WRITE < 8 ? A2) ICUT r (VAL(I)*1 = 1*NPRAM*1)
60 CONTINUE GOTO 20 70 WRITE<IW1r 20070)80 CLOSE <UNIT-2)
CLOSE (UNIT=8)RETURN0000 FORMAT< ' RECOVERY FACTOR (%) = '*$>0010 FORMAT( F)0020 FORMAT(15)
0030 FORMAT(26A5) •0040 FORMAT(•' 1' *///*' RECOVERY FACTOR = 'rFS*l 
1 ' %' )20050 FORMAT( ' 1 ' >26A5 * / / * '  ' ? 26A5*/r '  ' *26A5r/*' '
1*26A5*/)20070 FORMAT <' FOUND A ZERO BLOCK NUMBER * ' r / r 
1' TERMINATING EXECUTION♦ ' * / )ENDSUBROUTINE RPT5 DIMENSION Al(104)*A2<26)DOUBLE PRECISION VAL( 22)* DATA(22)COMMON/Pl/IW1 f IRl C0MM0N/P2/A1*A2 
COMMON/P4/VAL C0MM0N/P5/DATA 
IR--0READ( 13=1*20030) NGUAL NV=3 + ( NQUAL+7 ) #2 
CALL OPNBI (2 * NV)WRITE(IW1*20000)READ(IRl*20010) RATE 
WRITE(IW1y20020)READ(IRl*20010) RF ICT-NQUAL+7 NPRAM=NQUAL+4 10 OPEN(UNIT=3 *ACCESS= 7 SEQOUT '* FILE= 'SHIPIN♦RES' ) 
READ(1#3? *20040) (AlCI)* 1 = 1*26)READ(1*40 *20040) (Al(I)* 1=27*52)
287
T 2098
READ <1*41>20040) (Al<I)1 1=53 * 78)READ <1*42, 20040) CAKI) > 1=79 > 104)
READ <1*43 f 20040) < A2 <I)* 1 = 1> 26)WRITE < 8 f 20050) RATE WRITE < 8f20060) RF RF=RF/.100 ♦ 0 20 WRITE < 8 r 20070) < Al(I)r 1 = 1r 104)DO 130 K130=lr 54 >1 TC0AL=0♦0 
T0UB=0♦0DO 30 K131 = 17NQUAL * 1 UAL(K131)=0*0 30 CONTINUEIF < COAL♦GT♦ 0 ♦001) GOTO 50 40 IR=IR+1READ(2*IR r END=140 > IBr XCORD * YCORD 1 * < DATA (I) r 1 = 1 flC'T)TPCT=1♦00 
OUB=DATA(NGUAL+3)COAL=DAT A <ICT-l)*RF 50 IF< TCOAL+COAL-RATE) 60>80>100
60 DO 70 1 = 1f NQUAL r170 UAL(I) = < UAL Cl)#TCOAL+CQAL#DATA(I))/<TCGAL+ 
1C0AL)TCOAL=TCQAL+COAL 
TOUB=TOUB+OUB GOTO 40 
80 DO 90 1 = 1. f NQUAL > 1UAL(I)=(UAL(I)̂ TCOAL+COADKDATA(I))/RATE 
90 CONTINUE C0AL=0♦000 TOUB=TOUB+OUB TPCT=0»000 
GOTO 120 100 PCT =(RATE-TCOAL)/COAL TOUB=TOUB+PCT*QUB 
DO 110 1 = 1 ? NQUAL. r 1UAL (I) = ( UAL (I) &TCOAL+PCT&COAL>RDATA (I > ) /RATE 110 CONTINUECOAL=C0AL-PCT*COAL OUB=QUB~PCT*QUB P C T=P C T >K T P C T TPCT=TPCT-PCT 120 UAL(NQUAL+1)=TOUB





WRITEC8yA2) IUNIT yCUAL(I)y1=1yNPRAM rl)130 CONTINUE GOTO 20 
140 CLOSE <UNIT=2>CLOSE < UNIT=8)RETURN20000 FORMATC' SHIPPING UNIT = Ay$)20010 FORMAT C F)
20020 FORMATC' RECOVERY FACTOR C%) = 'y$)20030 FORMATC15)20040 FORMAT C 26A5)
20050 FORMAT C ' 1' y/// y' SHIPPING UNIT SIZE = 'yF7*0y 1' TONS*')20060 FORMATC' RECOVERY FACTOR = 'yF5*ly' %♦')20070 FORMATC'1'y26A5y//y' 'y26A5y/y' 'y26A5r/y' '
ly26A5y/>ENDSUBROUTINE RPT6 DIMENSION AlC104)yA2C26)DOUBLE PRECISION VALC22)>DATAC22)C0MM0N/P1/IW1yIRlCQMM0N/P2/A1r A2C0MM0N/P4/VAL
C0MMQN/P5/DAT AIR=0READ C1#1? 20050) NQUAL 
NV=3+CNQUAL+7)*2 CALL OPNBI C 2 y NV)WRITECIWly20000)READ CIRlr 20010) RATE WRITE CIW1y 20020)READCIRlf20010) RF WRITECIW1y20030)
READ C IRl y 20040) IMQrIYR ICT=NQUAL+7 NPRAM~NQUAL+4 10 OPEN C UNIT = 8y ACCESS='SEQOUT'yFILE='MONTH.RES') READ C1*45 y 20060) CAlCl) y1=1y26)
READ(1*46 y20060) C A1CI)y1=27y52)READ C1*47 y 20060) <AlCI)y1=53y78)READ C1*48 r 20060) CAlCI)y1 = 79y104)
READ C1#49y 20060) CA2CI)y1=1*26)WRITEC8y20070) RATE WRITECSy20080) RF WRITEC8y20090) IMOyIYR RF=RF/100♦0 20 WRITEC8y20100) CAlCI)y1=1y104)




DO 30 K131=1rNQUALr1 30 UAL(K131)=0♦0IF <COAL * GT♦ 0 ♦001) GOTO 50 40 IR=IR+1READ < 2*IR > END=170) IB» XCORD»YCORD 
1 , (DATA(I)f1 = 1 rICT)TF'CT=1 ♦ 00 
OUB=DAT A < NQUAL+3)COAL=DAT A<l'CT-1)*RF 50 IF(TCOAL+COAL-RATE) 60*80r 10060 DO 70 1 = 1 * NQUAL f 170 UAL < I) = < UAL (I) *TCOAL+COAL*DATA <I) ) / < TCOAL+ 
1C0AL)TCOAL=TCOAL+CGAL TOUB=TOUB+QUB 
GOTO 40 80 DO 90 1=1yNQUAL>1UAL< I)=<UAL<I)#TCOAL+GOAL#DATA<I>)/RATE 90 CONTINUE 
C0AL=0♦000 TOUB=TOUB+OUB TF'CT=0 ♦ 000 GOTO 120 100 F’CT = < RATE-TCOAL ) /COAL 
TGUB=TOUB+PCT*OUB DO 110 1 = 1 * NQUAL s 1UAL <I) = <UAL <I)*TCGAL+PCT*COAL*DATA(I))/RATE 110 CONTINUECGAL=CGAL-PCT#COAL OUB=GUB-PCT*OUB 
F’CT = PCT>KTPCT TPCT=TPCT-F*CT 120 UAL(NQUAL+1)=TQUB
UAL(NQUAL+2> =TOUB/RATE UAL(NQUAL+3)=ABS(IB)UAL<NGUAL+4>=100♦O-TPCT*100*0 IMQ=IM0+1
IF(IMO-12) 150 y 150 y 130130 IM0=1IYR=IYR+1IFCIYR-100) 150»140.r 140140 IY R = 0150 WRITE (8f A2) IMO r IYR* <UAL < I > r 1 = 1 r NPRAM r.l >160 CONTINUE GOTO 20 170 CLOSE (UNIT=2)
290
T 2098
CLOSE < UNIT=8)RETURN20000 FORMATC' MONTHLY PRODUCTION = 'r*)
20010 FORMATC F)20020 FORMATC' RECOVERY FACTOR C%) = '»*)20030 FORMATC' START UP DATA CMOrYR> = '»*.>20040 FORMATC21)20050 FORMATC15)20060 FORMATC26A5)20070 FORMATC'1'j / / / r ' MONTHLY PRODUCTION = 'rF7*0> 1' TONS•')










IF<109.NE♦'Y') GOTO 10111 = 1114-1101 = 1014-2
A06< IO'l) =' A'A07 <101) =' P'
101 = 1014-1 A06 <I01)='S'A07 <101)='0'
101 = 1014-1 A07 <101)='R'101 = 1014-1 
A06 <101)='R'A07 <101) = ' T '101 = 1014-1 A06(I01)=/E/
A07<101>='E'101 = 1014-1 A06<101>='-/
A07(I01)='D'10 WRITE(IWly20020)READ(IR1y 20010) 109 
IF<109 *NE♦ ' Y') GOTO 20111 = 1114-1 , 101 = 1014-3 A07<101)='B'101 = 1014-1 A06<I01)=/D/




A07 <101) =7 S 7 101=101+1 A06(101) =7 Y 7 A07CI01>=7I7 101=101+1 A07 <101) =7 S7 20 GOTO <30f40)rill GOTO 60 
30 102=102+1A08(102 > =7rF7*7 
GOTO 50 40 102=102+1A08<102) = 7 r2F7.7 110=110+3 50 A05<I10+2)=7B7 
AOS(I10+3) =7 T7 A05<110+4 > =7 U7 AOS ( 110+5 ) = 7 / 7 AOS <110+6) =7 L7 A05CI10+7)=7B7 101=101+1 
AOS<101) =7!7 A06(101>=7 !7 
A07(101) =7! 7 102=102+1 A08(102) = 7 0 >IX7 
105=105+111 60 111=0 110=101WRITE < IW1 r 20030 >
READ(IR1r 20010) 109 IF(109♦NE♦7 Y 7 ) GOTO 70 
111=111+1 101=101+2 A06 <I01)=7M7 A07 <101) = 7 T7 
101=101+1 A06<101)=707 
A07CI01)=7U7 
101=101+1 A06 <I01)=7I7 - A07 <101) =7 R 7 
101=101+1 A06 <101) = 7 S 7 A07 <I01) = 7E7 
101=101+1 A06(I01)=7-7 70 WRITE <IW1»20040)
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T 2098
READ < IR1 * 20010) 109 IF <109«NE »'Y') GOTO 80 
111=111+1 101=101+2 A06 <101) = ' 0 '
A07<I01)='T'101=101+1 A06<I01>='0y A07 <101)='I'
101=101+1 A06<101>='L'A07(101)='L'101=101+1A06<I01)=/A/A07<101) = * E/101=101+1 AO6 <I01) = /- /
80 WRITE(IW1* 20050)READ(IR1 * 20010) 109 IF <109♦ NE ♦' Y' > GOTO 90 111=111+1 101=101+1 A07CI01)=/C/101=101+1A06<I01)='F/A07(101)='A'101=101+1 A06<101>='I'A07(101)='R'101=101+1A06<I01)='X'A07<I01)='B/
101=101+1 




101=101+1 100 GOTO (1401130 ? 120 r 110') rill GOTO 160 
110 102=102+1A08 C102 > = '*4F6 ♦'A05<110+2)='P'AOS(110+3 > ='R'AOS <110+4) = 'O'A05(110+5) =' X 'AOS(II0+6) =' I' A05<I10+7)='M/
AOS(110+8)='A'A05<I10+9)='T'AOS <110+10) =7 E '
A05C110+12)='A'AOS(I10+13)='N'AOS <110+14) =' A'AOS(110+15)=' L '
AOS (lI10+16) = /Y/AOS(110+17) =' S'AOS C110+18 > =' I'AOS (110+19) =' S'AOS<110+21>='('AOS<110+22)=/%'A05<110+23)=')'GOTO 150 
120 102=102+1A08 <102) = ' , 3 F 6 . 'AOS <110+3) =' R'
AOS (110+4) = ' R'AOS(110+5 > ='O'AOS(110+6)='X'AOS(110+7) = ' I 'AOS C110+8) = ' M 'AOS(110+9) = ' A'AOS<I10+10)='T'
AOS <110+11 > = ' E 'A05(110+13)='('AOS <110+14 > =' %'AOS <110 + 15) = ')'GOTO 150 
130 102=102+1A08 <102) ='r 2F6♦'AOS (110+2)='P'AOS(110+3)=/R/
AOS <110+4)=' Q'AOS <110+5) =' X'AOS(I10+6)='I'
295
T 2098
AOS <110+7 > =7 M7 A05(I10+9)=7<7 AOS(I10+10)=7%7 
AOS <110+11) = 7)7 
GOTO 150 
140 102=102+1A08(102) =7 * F6♦7 AOS <110+1) -' p 7 AOS(I10+2) =7 R 7 A06<I10+3)=707 A07(II0+4 ) =7 X 7 
AOS(110+6) — ' %7 150 101=101+1AOS <101) =7! 7 A06(101) =7!7 A07 <101) =7! 7 102=102+1 AOS <102)=72*1X7 
105=105+111 160 111=0 
110=101 . WRITE<IW1*20070)READ(IR1r20010) 109 
IF<I09*NE*7Y7) GOTO 170 111=111+1 101=101+2 A06(101) =7 C7 A07 <101) —7 B7 101=101+1 A06 <I01)=7A7 A07<101)=707 101=101+1 A06CI01)=7R7 
A07(I01)=7N7 101=101+1 
A06 (101) =7 - 7 101=101+1 170 WRITE < IW1 *20080)
READ(IR1*20010) 109 
IF <109♦NE♦7 Y7) GOTO 180 111=111+1 101=101+1 
A07 <101) = 7 D 7 101=101+1 A07(I01)=7R7 101=101+1 A06<101)=/H/A07<I01)=/0/
296
T 2098
101=101+1 A06(I01)=/Y/A07 <I01) = "G/
101=101+1 A06 CI01) = /- /A07 <I01) = /E/
101=101+1 A07 <I01) = /N/180 WRITE <IW1r 20090)
REAH(IR1r 20010) 109 IF <109• NE♦'Y' ) GOTO 190 111=111+1 101=101+2 A06(I01)=/0'
101=101+1A06<I01)='X'A07(I01)='G'101=101+1 A06<101)='Y'A07 <I01)='E'101=101+1
A06(I01>='-'A07 <I01)='N'101=101+1 190 WRITE(IW1>20100),READ <IR1y 20010) 109 
IF<I09.NEV'Y'> GOTO 200 111=111+1 101=101+1 
A06<101)—'N'101=101+1 A06(101)='I'101=101+1 
A06 <I01) = /T/A07<I01)='G'101=101+1
A06(I01>='R/A07(101)='E'101=101+1A06(I01)=/0/A07 <101)='N'101=101+1 A06< 101 ) =' '200 WRITE (IW1 r 201 :L0 )
REAIKIRlr20010) 109IF <109♦NE♦' Y') GOTO 210111=111+1101=101+3
297
T 2098
A06<101) = 7S 7 A07(101) = 7F7 101=101+1 A06<I01)=7U'A07 <I01)=7U7 101=101+1 A06 (I01) = /L/A07(I01)=7R7 
101=101+1 A06<101)=/—'
210 WRITE(IW1>20120)READ <IR1>20010) 109 IF <109♦NE♦7Y7) GOTO 220 111=111+1 101=101+1 
A07CI01>=7P7 101=101+1 A06<I01)=7P7 
A07 <101) =7 H7 101=101+1 A06 <I01)=7H7 A07(101)='O'101=101+1 
A06<101)=7G7 A07 <101>=7R7 101=101+1 
A06<101)=7S7 A07 (101) =7 U 7 101=101+1 A06CI01 A07<101> =7 S 7 220 GOTO <230>240>250>260>270>280)>111 GOTO 310 230 102=102+1A08< 102 ) = 7 >Fr6 ♦ 7 AOS <110+1) = 7 U 7 
AOS(110+2) = 7 L 7 AOS(I10+3) =7 T 7 





AOS(I10+11) = '%' GOTO 300 250 102=102+1A08 <102) ='r3F6♦' AOS <110+4) =' U' AOS(110+5)='L' 
AOS <110+6) = ' T' AOS(110+7) =' I' A05(X10+8)=/M/ A05 <110+9) = ' A' AOS <110+10 ) = ' T' AOS<110+11) = 'E' AOS(110+13)=' (' A05<110+14)='%' 
A05<110+15) = ' ) ' GOTO 300 260 102=102+1
A08(102)='r4F6*' 110=110+2 GOTO 290 
270 102=102+1A08(102) ='r 5F6♦' 110=110+5 GOTO 290 280 102=102+1A08 <102) ='* 6 F 6♦' 110=110+8 290 A05(110+1)='U' A05<110+2)='L' 
AOS(I10+3)='T' A05<110+4)='I' A05(I10+5)='M' 
A05(110+6)='A' A05(I10+7)='T' AOS <I10+8) = 'E' A05<I10+10)='A' AOS<110+11)='N' A05(110+12)='A' AOS(I10+13)='L' A05<110+14)='Y' AOS<110+15)='S' AOS <110+16) = 'I' AOS (110+17) = 'S' A05(110+19)='(' 
AOS(I10+20) = ' %'
299
T 2098
AOS(110+21)=' > '300 101=101+1




A06(101) =7! 'A07 <101)='!'102=102+1AOS < 102) = '9 F4♦1'102=102+1 A08(102 > =' * IX '
320 111=0110=101WRITE<IW1>20140)READCIR1f 20010) 109 
IF <109♦NE♦'Y') GOTO 330 111=111+1 101=101+2 
A07(101)='G'101=101+1 A06<101)='0'
A07 <101> = 'A'101=101+1 A06<101)=' R'A07CI01) = 'N'101=101+1 
A06(101)='-'A07(I01)='I/101=101+1




111=111+1 101=101+2 A06(I01)=7I7 
A07(I01)=7G7 101=101+1 
A06(I01>=7N7 A07(101)=/A/101=101+1 A06(I01)=7G7 A07(I01)=7N7 101=101+1 A06(101) =7R 7 A07 <101) =717 101=101+1 A06(I01)=7-7 
A07(I01)=7C7 340 GOTO (350,360),111 GOTO 380 350 102=102+1A08<102) = /, F 6 ♦'
GOTO 370 360 102=102+1A08 <102) =7,2F6♦7 110=110+3 370 AOS(I10+1) =7 S 7 A05(110+2)=7U7 
AOS(110+3) =7 L 7 A05(I10+4)=7F7 A05(I10+5)=/U/AOS(110+6)=7 R 7 101=101+1 A05(I01)=/!7 A06<101) = 7 ! 7 
A07(101) = 7 !7 102=102+1 
AOS(102 >=72?1X7 105=105+111 380 WRITE(l#lf20160) 105CALL HDR1 (2)
CALL HDR2 (14)CALL HDR3 (26)










1 PRESENT? ' * / f ' ANSWER < Y > N)♦ 2/'* 7 BTU (AS REPORTED) ? '  r * >  FORMAT(Al) BASIS)? ' r % )  (PROXIMATE)? $)BTU (DRY MOISTUREVOLATILE MATTER (PROXIMATE)? '**> FIXED CARBON (PROXIMATE)? 7y*>ASH (PROXIMATE % ULTIMATE)? 7r$) CARBON (ULTIMATE)? 'HYDROGEN (ULTIMATE)? '>*■)OXYGEN (ULTIMATE)? /»$)NITROGEN (ULTIMATE)? 'SULFUR (ULTIMATE)? 7r*>PHOSPHORUS (ULTIMATE)? 7*$)







FORMAT(15f125X)ENDSUBROUTINE HDR1 (108)DIMENSION AO1(130 )* A02(130)>A03(130)>A04(20) 
DIMENSION A05(130), A06(130)*A07(130),A08(20 > DIMENSION A10(46)CQMM0N/P2/A01, A02 ,A03,A04 COMMON/P3/A05, A06 , A07 ,A08 C0MM0N/P4/101,102 ,105 
C0MMGN/P5/I03,104,106 C0MMQN/P6/A10 ,114 106-105
DO 10 107=1,6,1 A01(107) =7 7 A02(107) =7 7 
A03(107) =7 7CONTINUEDO 20 107=7,101*1 A01(107)=A05(107)A02(107)=A06(107)A03(107)=A07(107)
CONTINUE DO 30 107=1*4*1 A04(107) = 7 
CONTINUEDO 40 107=5 ,102 , 1  A04(107)=A08(107)
CONTINUE 
A10(l)=7*7 A10(2) = 7 # 7 A10(3)=7 7
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A10<4)=/B A10 (5 ) = ' L A10<6>='0 A10(7> = 'C A10(8)=' K A10<9>=' A10(10>=/ A10 <11>- ' 
A10 <12 > =' A10<13>=' A10<14>=/ A10<15)=' 
A10<16>=' AlOd?)^7 A10<18) = ' 
A10 <19 > = ' A10<20>=' A10<21>=' A10(22 > =' A10<23>=' 
A10(24)=' 
A10 < 25> =' A10(26 ) = ' 
A10C27) =' A10(28 > =' A10<29>=' 
A10 < 30) = ' 
A10<31)=/ A10(32) =' A10<33>=' A10(34)=' A10<35>=' 114=35 103=101 104=102 A02 (2 > = ' B 
A02 < 3 > = 7 L A02( 4 ) =' K 
A03(3)=/* A04(l>=/< A04 < 2) = ' I A01< 6) = 
















R' E' P' 























A04(I04>=' f F'7 ♦ 1'
106=106+1
















A04(104) =' r F 6 . 1 '
106=106+1
IF<103+9♦GT «130) CALL OUT (108)
103=103+4
A02<103)= 7C 7






A03(103) = 7 D 7 
103=103+1 
A02 <103) = 7 E 7 
A03(I03)=7S 7 
103=103+1 
A02 <103) = 7 R 7
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A03 <103) = 7 )7 
103=103+1 
104=104+1 













A03 <103> = 7 V 7 
103=103+1 
104=104+1 
A04<104) = 7 ? F8 ♦ 1 7 
106=106+1 
IF <103+6 ♦ GT♦ 130) 
103=103+3 




A03 <103) = 7 F 7 
103=103+1 
A02(103) = 7 A 7 
A03 <103) = 7 T 7 
103=103+1 
A02(103) = 7 L 7 
A03 <103) = 7>7 
104=104+1 




A03<103)= 7< 7 
103=103+1 
A02 (103) = 7 C 7 
A03(103) = 7 T 7 
103=103+1 
A02 <103) = 7 0 7 







A02 <103) = 'A'
AOZilOZl^'H'103=103+1A02(I03)='L'A03<I03)=/S/
103=103+1 A03(103) =' )'104=104+1
A04 <104) ='t F B . Q '
106=106+1IF<103+5♦GT•130) CALL OUT (108)
103=103+1 A03(103)='(103=103+1A02(I03)='S/
A03(I03)='Y'103=103+1 A02 <103) ='A03(I03)='/y 103=103+1 
A02 <103) =' R 'A03 (103) = ' T '103=103+1 
A02(I03)='♦'A03(I03)=/)'104=104+1
A04 (104) = ' y F5 ♦ 1'
106=106+1 CALL OUT (108)RETURNENDSUBROUTINE HDR2 (108)DIMENSION AO 1(130)>A02 (130)yA03<130)yA04(20> DIMENSION A05 (130) r A06(130)yA07(130)yA08(20) DIMENSION A10(46)
C0MM0N/P2/A01y A02 y A03 y A04 C0MM0N/P3/A05 y A06yA07y A08 C0MM0N/P4/I01y102 y105 C0MM0N/P5/I03 y104 y106 C0MMQN/P6/A10y114 106=105DO 10 107=1y6>l A01(107)=' 'A02(I07)=/ 'A03(107) = * '10 CONTINUEDO 20 107=7y101yl A01(107)=A05(107)
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A02<107)=A06(107) A03 <107)=A07(107) 
20 CONTINUEDO 30 107=1r4fl A04 <107) ='30 CONTINUEDO 40 I07=5rI02>1 A04 <107)=A08(107) 40 CONTINUE A10<1)='*/ A10<2)='*'
A 10 (3 ) =' 'A10<4)=/C/ A10(5)='U' 
A10<6)=/M/ A10<7)='U' A10<8)=/L/ 
A10(9)=,A/ A10<10)='T'A10 <11) ='I' A10<12)='V' 
A10(13>='E'A10 <14 > = ' 'A10 (15) =' B ' A10<16)=/L/ A10<17>='0' A10(18)='C' A10<19)=/K/A10(20) = * '
A10 < 21 ) = /Et/ A10(22)="Y'A10(23) =' '
A10 < 24 > ='B'
A10(25) = ' L 'A10(26)='0' 
A10C27)=/C/A10 < 28) = ' K 'A10 < 29 ) — '  'A10 < 30) = ' R 'A10 <31) = /E/A10 < 32) ='S' ̂A10(33)=/E/ A10(34)=/R/ AiOCSS)-'^'A10(36)='E'
A10(37) =7 'A10 < 38) =' R'
A10 < 39) = ' E '
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A04 <1) = ' (1X r 'A04 < 2) = '15 *IX' A01(6)=/!' A02Cd) = / \ 'A03<6) ='!'IF <103+13♦GT♦130)103=103+4A02C103>='0'103=103+1
A02<I03>=/M/103=103+1A02(I03)=/E/
A03<103>='('103=103+1A02<I03)='R'A03 <103) =' Y '103=103+1A02<I03)=/B'
A03 <103) =7 A' 103=103+1 A02(103)='U'A03C103)='R' 103=103+1 A02 <103) ='R'
A03(103) =' D '  
103=103+1 A02(I03)='D/A03(103)='S/ 






A04(104) = 7 0 7 
106=106+1
IF(103+12♦GT♦130) CALL OUT (108)
103=103+3 
A02 <103) = 7 T 7 
103=103+1 
A02 <103) = 7 0 7 
103=103+1 
A02(103) =' T 7 
A03 (103) = 7(7 
103=103+1 
A02(103) = 7 A 7 
A03(103) = 7 T 7 
103=103+1 
A02 (103) = 7 L 7 
A03(103) = 7 0 7 
103=103+1 
A03(103) = 7 N 7 
103=103+1 
A02(103) = "C 7 
A03(103) = 7 S 7 
103=103+1 
A02 <103) = 7 0 7 
A03(103) = 7 )7 
103=103+1 
A02(103) = 7 A 7 
103=103+1 
A02 <103) = 7 L 7 
104=104+1 
A 0 4 (104) = 7 fF12 
104=104+1 
A 0 4 (104) = '0 7 
106=106+1
IF(I03+6»GT *130) CALL OUT (108)
103=103+2
A03(103) = 7 (7
103=103+1
A02(I03)=7S 7
A03(103) = 7 Y 7
103=103+1
A02(103) = 7 ♦7
A03(103) = 7/ 7
103=103+1
A02(103) = 7 R 7




A02(I03>=7 • 7 A03(103)=7)7 104=104+1 
A04(I04)=7yF6*l7 106=106+1 CALL OUT (108)
RETURNENDSUBROUTINE HDR3 (108)DIMENSION A01(130)yA02(130)yA03(130)yA04(20> DIMENSION A05(130)yA06(130)yA07(130)yA08(20) 
DIMENSION A10(46)C0MM0N/P2/A01y A02 y A03 y A04 C0MM0N/P3/A05 y A06 y A07 y A08 
C0MM0N/P4/I01y102 y105 
C0MM0N/P5/I03 y104 y106 C0MM0N/P6/A10 y114 106=105DO 10 107=1y 6 y1 AO1(107) =7 '
A02(I07)=' 7 A03(107 > = ' '10 CONTINUEDO 20 107=7y101yl A01(I07)=A05(I07)A02(107)=A06(107)
A03(107)=A07(107)20 CONTINUEDO 30 107=1y4yl A04(107)='30 CONTINUEDO 40 107=5 y102 y1 A04(107)=A08(107)40 CONTINUE ■A10.X1 ) = '*'•A10(2) = />K-/
A10(3)=' 7 A10(4)=/C/A10(5)='U/
A10(6)=/T/
A 10 ( 7 ) = 7 7
A10(8)=7B7 A10(9) = 7 Y 7 A10(10)=7 7A10(11)=7C7 








A10 <20) = ' 0'
A10<21) = 'E'
A10 < 22) =' '
A10(23) =' R '
A10<24>='E'
A10<25)='P'
A10 < 26 ) =' 0'
A10 < 27) =' R '
A10 ( 28) =' T '
A10 (29)=' '














IF(103+26♦GT♦ 130) CALL OUT <108)
103=103+2
A02(103) = ' Q '
103=103+1 
A02(10 3) = ' V '
103=103+1 




















A01(103) = 7 E 7 
A02<I03)=7D 7 
A03(103 ) = 7S 7 
103=103+1 
A01 < I03)=7R 7 




A02 <103 ) = 7 N 7 
103=103+1 
A01(103) = 7 E 7 
103=103+1 
A01(103) = 7S' 
103=103+1 
A03<103> = 7 < 7 
103=103+1 
A01<103) = 7 B 7 
A02 <103) = 7 C 7 
A03(103) = 7 T 7 
103=103+1 
A01(103) = 7 Y 7 
A02(103 > = 7 0 7 
A03<103)=70 7 
103=103+1 
A02 <103) = 7 A 7 
A03 <103 ) = 7 N 7 
103=103+1 
A01<103) = 7 C 7 A02 <103) = 7 L 7 A03 <103) =7 S 7 
103=103+1 A01<103) =7 U7 A03(103) = 7 )7 
103=103+1 A01(103) =7 T7 103=103+2 A03 <103) =7 < 7 103=103+1- 









A03(I03> = 7 > 7
104=104+1




A04 <104) = 7 0 r F6 ♦7
104=104+1









C0MM0N/P2/A01r A02 * A03 , A04 
C0MMGN/P3/A05 *A06> A07 r AOS 
C0MM0N/P4/I01>102 * 105 
C0MMQN/P5/I03 y104 * 106 
C0MM0N/P6/A10 >114 
106=105
DO 10 107=1 * 6*1 
A01(107) = 7 7 
A02(107) = 7 7 
A03(107) = 7 7
10 CONTINUE





DO 30 107=1*4*1 
A04(107) = 7 
30 CONTINUE
DO 40 107=5 *102 *1 
A04(107)=A08(107)
40 CONTINUE 





A10(4)= 'C'A10<5>= ' U '
A10<6>= ' M'A10(7)= ' U 'A10 < 8) = ' L '
A10(9) = ' t o 'AIO(IO) = 'T'AlO(ll) = 'I'A10(12)= '0'A10 <13 >A10(14)= / ✓A10 <15)= /C/A10 <16 )~ '  U 'A10(17)= /T/A10(18) = / /
A10(19) B 'A10(20) =  ' Y'
A10< 21)SS 7 *A10(22) =  ' C 'A10C23) =  ' U 'A 1.0 ( 24) =  '  T '
A10C25) « / /A10 < 26) = 'R'A10(27)= ' E'A10 < 28) =  ' S 'A10 < 29) =  ' E 'A10(30)= /R/A10(31)=  ' K>'A10 < 32) ~ ' E 'A10(33)  ̂/ /A10(34) = 'R'A10 < 35) =' E'
A10 < 36) = 'P'A10C37) = /0/A10C38) = 'R'
A10 < 39)
A10(40)= / /A10 (41 >A10 < 4 2)= '
114=42103=101
104=102A02(2)= ' C 'A02(3)= ' U 'A02(4)= ' T'A03(3)= ' * 'A04 <1) = '  (IX
A04 < 2) =' 15 *
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A01 (6) = 7 ! 7 
A02 < 6> = 7! 7 
A03(6)=7!7





A02 <103 ) = 7 0 7 
103=103+1 
A01 (103) = 7 U 7 
A02(I03)=7E 7 
A03<103)=/<'103=103+1 A01<103) =7 M7 
A02(I03)=7R7 A03 <103) =7 Y7 103=103+1 A01(103 ) =7 U 7 A02(103)=7B7 A03(103)="A'
103=103+1 
A01 (103.) = 7 L 'A02(I03)=7U7 A03(I03)=7R7 103=103+1 
A01<103) =7 A 7 
A02(I03)=7R7 A03(J03)=7D7 
103=103+1 
A01(103) =7 T 7 A02(103) = 7 D 7 A03(I03)=7S7 
103=103+1 A01(103)='I'












A01(103) = 7 N 7
2098
A03(103) = 7 <7
103=103+1A01<103) =7 E7A02 <103> = 7 C7A03(103 ) = 7 T7
103=103+1A02 <103) =7 07A03<103) =7 07103=103+1AOl<103) = 7 R 7A02 <103 > = 7 A7A03 <103) =7 N7103=103+1AOl<103) =7 E7A02 <103 ) =7 L7





A02(103) = 7 S 7
A03 <103) = 7 Y 7
103=103+1
AOl(103) =7 E7
A02(103) = 7 ♦7
A03(103) = 7/ 7103=103+1AOl(103) = 7 S 7
A02(103) = 7 R 7
A03 <103 ) = 7 T 7103=103+1
A02(103) = 7 ♦7
A03(103) = 7 )7
104=104+1
A04( I04) = 7 fF12>104=104+1
A04(104)=70rF10104=104+1
A04 <104) = 7*0fF5104=104+1






SUBROUTINE HDR5 (108)DIMENSION A01 < 130) xA02(130) x A0'3 < 130 ) * A04 < 20 ) DIMENSION AOS(130)xA06<130)rA07<130)*AOS<20) 
DIMENSION A10(46)
C0MM0N/P2/A01x A02 x A03 xA04 
COMMON/P3/A05x A06 x A07 * AOS 
C0MM0N/P4/I01x102 x105 
C0MM0M/P5/103>104 * 106 
C0MM0N/P6/A10 x114 
106=105
DO 10 107=1x 6 x 1 
A01(I07)=/ '
A02 < 1 0 7 '
A03(107)=' 7 
10 CONTINUE





DO 30 107=1>4*1 
A04(107 > = '
30 CONTINUE



























A10 (2-3 > = 7V 7 
A10(24 > = 7 E 7 
A10(25)=' 7
A10 < 26) = ' R 7 
A10(27)='E/
A10(28) = 7 P 7 
A10<29)=70 7 
A10<30)=7R 7 
A10(31> = ' T 7 
A10(32) = 7 7
A10(33)=7* 7 ^






A02 < 4 > = 717
A02(5)=7T 7
A03<3>=7* 7
A04(l) = /(lXf 7
A04 <2)=7I5rlX7
A01 ( 6 ) ! 7
A02< 6 > = 7! 7
A03 < 6 > = 7 ! 7
IF(103+10 *GT♦130) CALL OUT (108)
103=103+1 A02(103) =7 0 7 103=103+1 A02(103) =7 07 103=103+1 A02 <103) = 7 E7 A03 <103) = 7(7 103=103+1 A02(103) = 7 R 7 
A03 <103) =7 Y7 103=103+1 A02 <103) =7 B 7 A03<103)='A7 
103=103+1 A02(103) = 7 U 7 A03(103) = 7 R7 
103=103+1 A02(103) = 7 R 7 A03(103) = 7 D7
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103=103+1 A02(103) =7D7 
A03(I03)=7S7 103=103+1 A02(I03)=7E7 A03<I03)=7)7 103=103+1 A02(I03)=7N7 104=104+1 
A04(104) =7r F l Q .7 104=104+1 A04(I04)=707 106=106+1
IF<103+6♦GT♦130) CALL OUT (108) 
103=103+2 
A03 <103) = 7(7 
103=103+1 
A02(I03)=7S 7 
A03(103) =7 Y 7 
103=103+1 
A02 <103) = 7♦7 
A03(103) = 7/ 7 
103=103+1 
A02(103) = 7 R 7 
A03(103) = 7T7 
103=103+1 
A02<103)= 7♦7 
A03(103) = 7 )7 
104=104+1 
A04 <104) = 7r F 6 ♦17 
106=106+1IF<103+11♦GT♦130) CALL OUT (108)
103=103+5A02(103) =7 B7A03(I03)=7#7
103=103+1
A02(103 ) = 7 L7103=103+1
A02(103)=70/103=103+1A02(103) = 7 C7103=103+1A02(103) =7 K7103=103+1
A03(103) = 7 %7103=103+1104=104+1
A04(104) =7 ? F6♦0 7
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104=104+1A04 <104 ) = ' f F5♦ 1'106=106+2 
CALL OUT (108)RETURNENDSUBROUTINE HDR6 (108)DIMENSION A01(130) fA02(130)fA03(130)fA04(20) DIMENSION A05(130)fA 0 6 < 1 3 0 )fA07(130)fA08(20> DIMENSION A10(46)C0MM0N/P2/A01f A02 f A03 f A04 
C0MM0N/P3/A05 f A06 f A07 f A08 C0MM0N/P4/I01f 102 f 105 C0MM0N/P5/I03f104 f106 C0MM0N/P6/A10 f114 106=105DO 10 107=1f6f1 A01(107 > = ' 'A02(107)=' 'A03(107) =y '10 CONTINUEDO 20 107=7f101fI A01(107)=A05(107)A02(I07)=A06(I07)A03(I07)=A07(107)20 CONTINUE
DO 30 107=1f 4 f 1 A04(107) = *30 CONTINUEDO 40 107=5 f102 fl 
A04 <107)=AOS(107 >40 CONTINUE
A10 (1) = ' %*
A10 (2) =
A10 (3) = ✓ /
A10 (4) = 'M'
A10 (5) = ' 0 '
A10 (6) = 'N'
A10 (7) = ' T '
A10 (8) = 'H"
A10 (9) = ' L '
A10 (10) =' Y
A10 (11) s: /
A10 (12)
A10 (13) = / R
A10 (14) =/ 0
A10 (15) = yn
A10 (16) = ' u
2098




A10(21) = ' N '
A10 < 22) = ' '
A10(23>=/R /
A10(24 ) =' E '
A10 < 25) = 'S '
A10(26)='E'
A10 < 27) = # R '
A10(28)='0'
A10(29)='E'




A10(34) = ' 0 '
A 1 0 ( 3 5 ) = ' R 'A10(36)='T'
Al0 < 37) =' '











A03(2 > =' Y '
A03<3)=/E /




A04(3) = V f  I2f '
A04(4)='1X/
A01<6>='!'
A02 ( 6 )  = ' ! '
A03<6> = / ! '
IF (103+10 t GT ♦ 130) CALL OUT
103=103+1






103=103+1 A02 <103) =' E '
A03(I03)='('103=103+1 A02 <103) = 'R'A03(I03)='Y'
103=103+1 A02 <103) =' B'A03(I03)='A'103=103+1 A02(I03)='U'A0X<I03)=/R/103=103+1A02<I03)='R'
A03(I03)='D'103=103+1A02(I03)=/D'A03(I03)='S'
103=103+1 A02<I03)='E'A03<103)=/>•'
103=103+1 A02 <103 > ='N'104=104+1
A04 (104) ='t F i O . '104=104+1 
A04 <104) =' 0 '104=106+1IF <103+6♦GT »130) CALL OUT (108 )
103=103+2AO3 (103 >= '■<' *103=103+1
A02(I03)='S/
A03(103) =' Y'103=103+1 A02<103)='♦7 A03(I03)=///103=103+1 A02CI03)='R'A03<.I03) = ,T /103=103+1 A02(103) =7♦'A03 (I03) =')•'104=104+1
A04(I04)=/
106=106+1IF(I03+11*GT♦ 130) CALL OUT (108) 103=103+5
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A02(I03)='B'AO3(103) ='* '103=103+1 A02 <103) =' L '103=103+1A02(I03)='0/103=103+1A02(I03)=/C/
103=103+1 A02(103)=/K'103=103+1A03(I03)='%'103=103+1 104=104+1 A04 <104) = '*F6♦07 104=104+1 A04 <104 ) = '* F5♦17 106=106+2 CALL OUT (108)RETURNENDSUBROUTINE HDR7 (108)DIMENSION AOI<130)*A02<130)*A03<130)*A04<20) 
DIMENSION AOS(130)*A06<130)*A07<130> *A08<20) DIMENSION A10(46)C0MM0N/P2/A01* A02*A03*A04 
C0MM0N/P3/A05 *A06 * A07 * A08 C0MM0N/P4/I01*102 r105 CGMM0N/P5/I03*104*106 C0MM0N/P6/A10 *114 106=105DO 10 107=1* 6 * 1 AOI (107 ) =' '
A02 <107) =' 'A03 (107 ) =' '10 CONTINUE
DO 20 107=7*101*1 AOI<107)=A05(107)
A02(107)=A06(I07)A03 <107)=A07(107)20 CONTINUEDO 30 107=1 *4* 1 
A04(I07)='30 CONTINUEDO 40 107=5*102*1 A04 <107)=AG8(107)40 CONTINUE A10 <1) =7 #'
2098
A10(2>=7*7 A10(3)=7 7 
A10(4)=7S7 A10(5)=7H7 A10(6)=7I7 
A10 < 7 > =7 F*7 A10(8)=7P7 A10(9)=717 A10(10) =7 N 7 
A10(11) = 7 G 7 A10(12)=7 7 A10(13 ) =7 U 7 A10<14)=7N7 A10(15)=7I7 A10(16)=7T7 A10(17)=7 7 A10(18) = 7F’7 
A10(19> = 7 R7 
A10(20) =707 A10(21) =7 B7 A10(22) = 7 U7 
A10 (23) =7 C7 A10 < 24) = 7 T7 A10 (25) =717 A10(26) =7 07 A10(27)=7N7 A10 (28) =7 7
A10(29) =7 R 7 A10(30) = 7 E7 A10(31>=7P7 
A10 ( 32) =7 0 7 A10 < 33) =7 R 7 
A10 < 34) =7 T7 A10< 35) =7 7A10 ( 36) =7)«7 A10 < 37) =7# 7 
114=37 103=101 104=102 
A02 ( 2) = 7 U7 A02(3) = 7 N7 A02(4 )= 717 A02 ( 5) =7 T7 A03 (3 ) = 7 *7 A04(1) = 7(IX 
A04(2)=715* AOI(6)=7!7 
A02(6) = 7 ! 7
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A03(6>=-/!/‘IF(103+8/GT♦130) CALL OUT (108)
103=103+1A03(I03)=/M/103=103+1 A03 <103) =' 0 '103=103+1 A02<I03) = /Ii'A03<103)='/'103=103+1 A02(103 ) =7 A 7 
A03(I03)=/U/103=103+1 A02 <103) ='T'A03<I03)='A'
103=103+1 A02(103)='E'A03<103)=,//
103=103+1 A03 <103) =' Y'103=103+1 
A03(103) = ' R '104=104+1A04<104)=", I 2 t 3 '104=104+1 A04(104)='13'
CALL OUT <108)RETURNENDSUBROUTINE HDR8 <108)DIMENSION AOI<130)rA02<130)7A03<130)*A04<20) DIMENSION A05(130)7A06C130)?A07<130)?A08<20) DIMENSION A10<46>C0MM0N/P2/A017 A02 r A03 * A04 C0MMQN/P3/A05 7 A06 7 A077A08 C0MM0N/P4/I01f 102 7105 
COMMON/P5/103 r104 7106 C0MM0N/P6/A10 7114 106=105DO 10 107=17671 AOI(107)=/ '




20 CONTINUEDO 30 107=1f 4 r1 A04 <107> ='
30 CONTINUEDO 40 107=5710271 
A04 <107)=A08(107) 40 CONTINUE A10<l)=/*/ A10<2)='*' 
A10<3)=/ ' A10(4)='M'
A10 < 5 > ='0' A10<6)=/N/ A10(7)=/T/ A10(8)='H' A10<9)=/L/ A10<10)=/Y/A10(11)=' 'A10<12)=/P/A10<13)='R' 
A10<14)=/0/ A10(15)='D'A10 <16)='U/ 
A10<17)=/C'A10(18)='T' A10<19)=/I/ 
A10<20)='0'A10(21) =' N 'A10 < 22 > =' 7A10(23)='R' A10(24)=/E/ A10(25)=/P' 
A10C26)='0' A10<27)=/Ry A10 < 28) =' T' 
610(29)=' 'A10 < 30) =' # ' A10<31)='*'114=31 
103=101 104=102 AOI(1> = 'M'AOI( 2 ) = ' 0 'AO 1 < 3 ) = ' N 'AOI< 4) = 'T'AOI< 5) = ' H '




A03 < 4 > =' A '
A03(5)=/R /
A04 (l)='<lXy'
A04 <2) = /I2flH/
A04(3 ) = ' / f I2f'
A04 <4> = /lX/AOI< 6) =' ! '
A02 < 6 > = ' ! '
A03 (-6 ) — 7 ! '
IF<103+10♦GT♦130) CALL OUT <108)
103=103+3
A03 (103 ) =' < '
103=103+1 
A02 <103) = y C '
A03 <103) = 'T '
103=103+1 
A02 < 103 ) =.' 0 /
A03 <103) = '0 *
103=103+1 
A02<103) =' A '
A03<I03)='N'
103=103+1 






A04(I04)=/y F9 ♦0 '
104=104+1 







DIMENSION A09( 100) y A10 ( 46 ) y A1.1 (130 ) 
C0MM0N/P2/A01y A02 y A03 y A04 
C0MM0N/P5/I03 y104 y106 
- CQMM0N/P6/A10 y114 
DO 10 107=1yl30yl 









All(I07+I13)=A10 <107)20 CONTINUEDECODE <100 r 20010 yA04)A09
112=0DO 30 107 = 1f 100 y1 IF<A09< 107) ♦ 7 7I12=11^+1 A09(112)=A09 <107 ) 
30 CONTINUE 
112=112+1 A09<112)=7)7 WRITE<l#I08y20000) 
108=108+1WRITE(1*108y20010) 108=108+1
WRITE <1#108*20010) 108=108+1WRITE <l# 108 y20010 > 
108=108+1WRITE < 11=108 y 20010) 108=108+1WRITE<l#I08f20010) 108=108+1 
106=0 103=6 104=4DO 40 107=7 y130 y1 AOI<107) = 7 7A02 <107) =7 7A03(107) =7 740 CONTINUEDO 50 107=1y130+1 50 All<107) =7 7
DO 60 107=5 y20 y1 A04 <107) = 7 60 CONTINUE 




< A11<107)»107=1+130 y1> 
(AOI<107)y107=19 130 * 1)
< A02 C107)y107=1y130 y1)





PROGRAM MULTIDIMENSION IFAILC10)t ISTAT CIO)yOSC <10 y 3 y 7) 
lyREPAIRC10)yNTIMEC10)y TFAIL <10)yOPHRCl'O)2yISUB (10)yMREPR <10)yMINE(10)y SCHED <10y7)3 f ISTART CIO)..COMMON/PI/IW1yIR1 
C0MM0N/P2/ISY C0MM0N/P3/IB C0MM0N/P9/ISTAT COMMON/PI1/OPHR C0MM0N/P23/IFAIL 
C0MM0N/P27/ISUB CQMMQN/P72/NSYS COMMON/F*73/OSC 
C0MM0N/P74/SCHED C0MM0N/P75/MINE C0MM0N/P76/NTIME C0MM0N/P77/MREPR 
C0MM0N/P80/LSIM C0MM0N/P84/ISTART IWI=4 IR1=4 ISHFT-1 CALL SYSIN 10 DO 270 NDA=ly7yl DO 220 NSFT=ly3yl 
DO 210 ISY;~ .1 y NS YS y 1 IF<ISTART(ISY) ♦ GT ♦NDAY) GOTO 210 IB^ISUB(ISY)GOTO <90y20)yIFAILCISY)
STOP 'INVALID FAILURE TYPE'20 SHIFT=OSC(ISYyNSFTyNDA)IF(SHIFT♦GT♦ 0) GOTO 40GOTO C210 y210 y 30)yISTAT ( ISY)30 REPAIR<ISY)=REPAIR(ISY)-8♦00IF <REPAIR CISY ).'. GT ♦ 0 > GOTO 210
ISTAT(ISY>=1CALL DISOUT<NTIME(ISY)yTEMP)
TFAILCISY)=TFAIL(ISY)+TEMP GOTO 210 40 GOTO ( 60 y 50 y 70 ) y ISTAT < l'SY >
STOP ' INVAID SYSTEM STATUS'
50 ISTAT (ISY)~160 TEMF‘=< TFAILC ISY)-QPHR( ISY) )*3600*0 IF(TEMP*GT*SHIFT) GOTO 100
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CALL DISOUT <-MREPR (ISY ) r REPAIR(ISY) )ISHFT-2RSHIFT=SHIFT-TEMP
SHIFT==TEMF*GOTO 10070 IF(REPAIR(ISY)*GE*SHIFT) GOTO 80 
DOWN-REPAIRY ISY)ISTAT <ISY)=1
CALL DISOUT (NTIME (ISY)? TEMP )TFAIL(ISY)=TFAIL(ISY)+TEMP GOTO 100 80 DOWN-SHIFTREPAIR(ISY)=REPAIR(ISY)-SHIFT GOTO 100 90 SHIFT-OSC(ISYy NSFTy NDA)
IF < SHIFT♦LE ♦ 0) GOTO 210 .100 GOTO < 120 y 110 y 110 y 110 y 110 y 1.1.0 y 110 y 110 y 110 y 110
I f  11.0* 110*110 > 110 y 1 10*110*130 y 110 y 110 y 110 >-1102y110y110y110y110y110f 110y110 * 110v110?110y1103y110y110*110f140yIlOy110).y.MINE<ISY)110 STOP ' INVALID MINING METHOD"120 CALL MIME1 (SHIFT yDOWN)GOTO 150 
130 CALL MINE17 <SHIFTyDOWN>GOTO 150 140 CALL MINE36 (SHIFT)GOTO 150 
150 GOTO <210*160)*ISHFT 160 GOTO (180 y 200 y170)yISTAT(ISY)170 STOP "INUAID SYSTEM STATUS'
180 IF(RSHIFT♦ GE ♦REPAIR(ISY)> GOTO 190l'STAT (ISY) =3 ISHFT—lREPAIR(ISY)=REP AIR(ISY)-RSHIFT DDUN-RSHIFT SHIFT“RSHIFT 
GOTO 100 190 .ISHFT — lDOWN=REPAIR(ISY)
SHIFT=RSHIFTCALL DISOUT (NTIME(ISY)y TEMP)
TF AIL(ISY)= TFAIL(IS Y)+ TEMP 
GOTO 100 200 ISHFT—lSHIFT=RSHIFT 
GOTO 100 210 CONTINUE 220 CONTINUE
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DO 260 ISY”!*NSY3 *1 IF<ISTARTCISY).GT *NDAY) GOTO 260 IF (SCHED(ISY *NDA)♦LE♦0) GOTO 260
IB=ISUB(ISY>GOTO (230*230*230*110*230*110*110*110*110*110 
If 110 * 110 *110* 110 * 1103-1101- 240 *240* 110? 110? 110 
2*110*110*110*110*110*110*110*110*110*110*110 3*110*110*250*250*110*110)* MINE(ISY)GOTO 110 230 CALL OUT1 GOTO 260 240 CALL 0UT2 GOTO 260 250 CALL C)UT4 260 CONTINUE
NDAY=NDAY+1IF(NDAY♦GE«.LSIH) STOP ' END OF SIMULATION ' 
CALL NEWDAY 270 CONTINUE GOTO 10 END
SUBROUTINE NEWDAY INTEGER DAY(12)C0MMQN/P58/IDA* IMO* IYR COMM 0 N/ P 8 2/N DAY SDATA (DAY(I)* 1 = 1 * 12)/31>28 * 31 * 30 * 31 * 30 1*31*31*30*31*30*31/I.DA=IDA + 1IF(IDA♦LE♦NDAYS) RETURN
IDA=1
IMO-IMO+lGOTO (20*10*20*20*20*20*20*20*20*20*20*20*30)* I 
STOP ' INVALID MONTH IN SUBROUTINE NEWBLK"10 NDAYS=28IF(MOD(IYR * 4)♦EQ.O) NDAYS=29RETURN 
20 NDAYS=DAY(IMO)RETURN 30 IMO-!
NDAYS=DAY(1)IYR=IYR+1IF(IYR♦EQ♦100) IYR=0
RETURNENDS U B R 0 U TINE MIN E35 (SHIFT)DIMENSION BLKUGL(IO) *ISTATCL0) *B0UND(10)
1 * DPROD(10)* OPHR(10)* MTYPE(10 * 5)
2 * GPSEC (10) *DISTAN(10) ? ADONCE (10) * NLAYER (:L0 )
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3 y MLAYER<10y 5)yNFILES <10)DIMENSION NSCRAP ( 5) y NSLOAD (5 y 1 0) y SCAPCT < 5 y 10) lyND0ZER<5)yISSEG(S)ySCPUT(5)yDOZWT(5) 
DIMENSION SCLOCKC10)yNLD<10)yNHL(10)yCAP<10)1 r D.CLOCK < 10 )DIMENSION SGCQAL <15)
DOUBLE PRECISION QUAL(10yl5)C0MM0N/P2/ISY C0MM0N/P3/IB C0MM0N/P4/BLKV0L C0MM0N/P9/IST AT 
COMMON/P10/BOUND COMMON/P11/OPHR COMMON/P12/DPROD 
COMMON/P19/MTYPE 
C0MMGN/P20/NQUAL C0MM0N/P25/NSCRAP C0MM0N/P26/NSL0AD C0MM0N/P28/SCAPCT C0MM0N/P29/ND0ZER C0MMGN/P32/DIST AN 
C0MM0N/P34/NLAYER C0MM0N/P39/MLAYER 
COMMON/P4O/QUAL C0MM0N/P41/A D 0 N C E C0MM0N/P52/ISSEG 
C0MM0N/P57/0PSEC CGMMGN/P58/IDAyIMG y IYR C0MM0N/P6S/SCPWT 
COMMON/P70/DOZWT COM M 0 N/P78/NFIL E S C0MMQN/P79/TUNIT NSP-NSCRAP<IB)ITEMP-ISSEG(IB)DO 10 1 = 1y NSPy1
SCLOCK <I)—0♦0NLD ( I)-NSLOAD< IB yI>NHL(I)-NLD(I)+ITEMP 
CAP(I)-SCAPCT(IB yI)10 CONTINUEN D Z=NO 0 Z E R(IB)







30 DO 140 I=1?NSP?1 
J=J+1
IF < J ♦GT♦NDZ) J=1
DCLK=DCLQCK<J)
IF (DCL.K ♦GE♦SHIFT) GOTO 150
IF<BLK ♦GT ♦ 0) GOTO 90
GOTO <50?40)?MTYPE <ISY ?NLAYER(ISY))
40 C0AL-PR0D&0 ♦0135#S6CQAL( NFILES (ISY ) )
WRITE(IUNIT) IDA ?IMO ?IYR ? COAL 
I? < GUAL <ISY ? K )? K-l?NQUAL)
50 DPROD<ISY)=DPROD(ISY)fPROD
DIST AN < ISY)-DIST AN (ISY ) FPROD&ADUNCE < ISY) 
PROD-0♦0
CALL BLK3 < VOL ? $70 ?$60)
60 ISTAT<ISY)~2 
DCLK-SCLK




DO 80 K==1?NSP?1 
NHL < K )-NLD< K )+1TEMP 
80 CONTINUE 









120 CALL DISOUT <NLD<I )?TEMP>
S C L K - S C L K -f T E M P 
DCLOCK < J )-SCLK 
PRGD-PROD-f CAP <I)
BLK=BLK~CAP<I)
CALL DISOUT <NHL<I )?TEMP)
SCLOCKCI)-SCLKTTEMP
IF(I»EQ »1) GOTO 130
IF ( SCLOCK < I ) ♦ GE ♦ SCLOCK < I — 1 > > GOTO 140
SCLOCK CI)-SCLOCK(I-1)
GOTO 140






150 GOTO (170 y160) y MTYPE(ISY rNLAYER(ISY))
160 CQAL=PRQD*0*O135*3GC0AL<NFILES( ISY) )
WRITE < IUNIT) IDA y IMO y I YE y COAL 
1 y ( Q U A L ( IS Y y I )y1 = 1y NQUAL)
170 BLKV0L<I3Y)=BLK
DPROD < ISY ) =DPRQD < ISY) TP ROD
OP HR (ISY) =OPHR (ISY ) -f DCLK/3600 ♦ 0
OPSEC < ISY) =OPSEC < ISY ) -f DCLK





SUBROUTINE BLK1 (VOL y THKy * y *)
DIMENSION VOLUME (10 ) y NBLK < 10.) y DISTANT 10)
1y LAYERS(10)ylCUTCIO)y NLAYER <10)yIRECRDC10)
2yIFIRST(10)yADVNCEC10)yMLAYEEY10y5)yNFILES(10) 
3 yMTYPE<lOyS)yBLKLEN(10)yIPORT(10y5)
4 y PORTON <10 y 5)y SPACE <10)
DIMENSION RWALK < 5)V WRATE(5)yTHICK<5)
DIMENSION SGCOAL(15)








- CO M MO N / P 31 /NBLK 
C0MM0N/P32/DISTAN 
COMMON/P 3 3/W EA TE 
C0MM0N/P34/LAYERS 
C0MM0N/P35/ICUT 








COM M 0 N / P 4 4 / P 0 E TON 







IF (VOLUME <ISY)♦GT♦0) GOTO 170
10 IF(NBLK(ISY)) 30>20>60
20 STOP 'ERROR:El - BLK1♦0067.
30 RWALK(IB)=D1STAN<ISY)/WRATE <IB)
DISTAN (ISY) ==0*0




IF (NLAYER<ISY>♦LE♦LAYERS(ISY) ) GOTO 50
NLAYERCISY)-l
I CUT < ISY ) = ICU-T < ISY) + 1
IRECRD<ISY)=IRECRD(ISY)+1
IFIRST <ISY) = 1RECRD<ISY)
GOTO 70 
50 IRECRD ( ISY)-IFIRST(ISY)
GOTO 70
60 IRECRD(ISY)~IRECRD (ISYV+l 
70 NUNIT=MLAYER(ISYyNLAYER(ISY))
IR-IRECRD(ISY)
NFILES < ISY >=NUN.TT-NSYS-7 
READ (NUN IT# IR ) NBLK (ISY ) y XCQRD y YCOED 
l r (QUAL(ISY ?K)»K = 1 y NQUAL )y(QUA N (K )yK= 1*7)
GOTO (80 *90')?MTYPE( ISY y NLAYER(ISY))







BLKLEN (ISY) =QUAN ( 6) * 2 0 0 0  ♦O/SGCO AL_ ( NFILES (ISY)) 
1/CWIDTH/QUAN(5)
100 GOTO ( l'l 0 * .120 y 130 y 140 ) r IF'ORT (ISY y NLAYER < ISY ) ) 
STOP 'ERRQR:E3 —  BLK1.006'





120 VOLUME(ISY)= QUAN(JO)^PQRTON(ISYyNLAYER(ISY)) 
QUAN < JO)=QUAN(JO)-VOLUME(ISY)





VOLUME (ISY ) ==QUAN ( JO > * ( 1 ♦ 0- ( PORTON (ISY y NLAYER
2098
1!ISY))/QUAN CJT) ) )
QUAN <JO)=GUAN(JO)-VOLUME!ISY)
THICK( IB)=GUAN(JT)-PORTON(ISY *NLAYER(ISY)> 
QUAN CJT)=PQRTQN(ISY y NLAYER(ISY))
GOTO 150
140 IF!QUAN(JT)1LE♦PORTON(ISYyNLAYER(ISY)))




QUAN < JT > =QUAN(JT)-THICK(IB)
150 ADVNCE(ISY)=27♦O/CWIDTH/TMICK(IB)
WRITE(NUNITfIR) NBLK( ISY> yXCGRDyYCORD 
1y(QUAL(ISY yI)y1 = 1 *NQUAL)y(QUAN(I)y1 = 1*7)
GOTO (170*160)yMTYPE(ISYyNLAYER!ISY))




IF<ICUT <ISY)♦LT♦ICUT(ISY-1)) GOTO 180
DIS T=DIS T A N (IS Y-1)-S P A C E (IS Y-1)-BIST A N (IS Y ) 
IF(BIST♦GE* BLKLEN(ISY)) GOTO 180
IF(BIST♦LE♦0 > RETURN 2
B L 0 C K1 = BIS T / B L K L E N! IS Y )
180 BL0CK2=1♦00
GOTO (190 y 200)y MTYPE(ISYyNLAYER(ISY))






IF (BLQCK2♦LT + PERCNT) PERCNT=BL0CK2
OOL=OOLUME(ISY)*PERCNT
VOLUME ( ISY ) ••-VOLUME! I SY ) —VOL




SUBROUTINE DISOUT (IPT y RANOAR)
DIMENSION ITYPE(200)yPARAM(200y3) 
C0MM0N/P81/ITYPE y PARAM
GOTO (20 y 30 y 40 y 50 y 60 y 70 y10 y 80) yITYPE(IPT)
10 STOP 'INVALID DISTRIBUTION TYPE'
20 RANOAR=PARAM(IPT y1)
RETURN
30 RANOAR = RAN ( 1) +RAN ( 2 ) -f RAN ( 3 ) TRAN ( 4 ) TRAN! 5 )
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1+R AN(6)+RAN< 7)+R AN < 8> +RAN < 9 > +RAN <10)+RAN<11) 
2+RAN < 12)
RANUAR=(RANUAR-6♦0)*PARAM( IPT * 2)+PARAM<IPT ? 1) 
RETURN
40 RANUAR-RAN<1> +RAN <2)+RAN<3)+RAN < 4)+ RAN < 5 >
1+RAN < 6)+RAN< 7)+RAN(8 > +RAN < 9)+RAN <10)+R AN <11) 
2+RAN <12)
RANVAR=EXP< < RANUAR-6♦0)*PARAM<IPT ? 2)
1+PARAM < IPT ? 1) )
RETURN
50 RANVAR=< < ALOG <RAN<1)))/PARAM<IPT ?1))
1**PARAM<IPT>2)
RETURN
60 RANVAR-PARAM<IPT? 3 ) + <<ALOG<RAN<D))/








DIMENSION ITYPE< 200)VPARAM< 200 r 3)









PARAM <IPT ? 2)=B 
RETURN
40 IF<A*LE>0) STOP "LOGNORMAL MEAN♦LE * O ' 
TEMP=ALOG < B/(A*A)+1)
PARAM< IPT ? 1) =ALOG < A ) “0 ♦ 5&TEMP 
PARAM( IPT ? 2)-SORT < TEMP)
RETURN
50 IF < A t LE♦0) STOP '2-WEIBULL ALPHA♦LE♦0'
IF < B ♦ LE ♦ 0) STOP ' 2-WEIBULL BET A ♦ LEI ♦ 0 '
PARAM <IPT ?1)--A 
PARAM <IPT? 2) = 1♦0/B 
RETURN
60 IF < A ♦ LE * 0 ) STOP '3-WEIBULL ALPHA ♦■LE ♦ 0'
IF < B ♦ L E ♦ 0 ) STOP '3-WEIIBULL BET A ♦LE♦0 7






PARAM (IPT y 2)=1♦ 0/.B 
P A R A M (IPT y 3 ) -C 
RETURN
70 I F < A ♦L E ♦0) STOP '1-EXPONENTIAL A L P H A ♦L E ♦0' 
PARAM(IPT y 1)=-A 
RETURN
80 PARAM(IPTy 1)=A~SQRT(3*B>
PARAM < IPT y 2) =2>S<A-2)fcPARAM ( IPT y1)
RETURN 
20000 F O R M A T <I v 3 F )
END
SUBROUTINE TN2 (IB)
DIMENSION NTRUCK (5) y N T L O A D (5 > 10) y T C A P C T (5 y10) 







R E A D ( 1 920000) TXQUE(IB)y T Y Q U E (IB)y TFCTOR <I B ) 
lyNSEG 
NTKS=0
READ <1? 20010) NTYPE 
DO 30 I=lfNTYPEfl 
READ (1y 20020) NT y CAP 
CALL DIST IN (ID 
DO 10 J=1 ? NT?1 
NTKS-NTKSf1 
TCAPCT<IB y NIKS)-CAP 
NTLOAD(IBrNTKS)- IL 
10 CONTINUE
I F ( N S E G ♦G T ♦10) S T O P 'E R R O R : E 5 - I N 2 ♦00 6 7 




M X T S E G (IB)=NSEG 
N T R U C K (IB)=NTKS 
RETURN 
0000 F O R M A T (3F vl)
0010 F O R M A T <I )
0020 F O R M A T (Iy F >
END
SUBROUTINE IN3 (IB)
DIMENSION NSCRAP(5).yNSL0AD(5y 10) y SCAPCT ( 5 y :L0 ) 
















DO 30 1=1y NTYPE y1 
READ(If 20020) NSyCAP 
CALL DISTIN <IL)
DO 10 J=1y NS y1 
NSP=NSP+1
SCAPCT(IB y NSP)=CAP 
NSLOAD(IB y NSP)~IL 
10 CONTINUE
IF < NSEG♦GT♦10) STOP'ERROR:E5-IN3.006'





N S C R A P (IB) = N S P 
RETURN 
0000 FORMAT < 3F yI)
0010 FORMAT(I)
0020 FORMAT <Iy F )
END
SUBROUTINE IN4 (IB)






CO M M ON /P1 8 / PR 0 R E D 
C0MM0N/P33/WRATE
READ(1y 20000) BUCKET(IB)yWRATE(IB)yTCHECK(IB) 
1yREHDLE(IB)yPRD 
PRORED (IB.) = 1 . 00/ (1 . OO-PRD)









19 0PHR< 10) 9 OPSEC (10 ) rADUNCE(lO) >NLAYER<10)2* DISTAN<10)> MLAYER(10 r 5)r DPROD(10) , DOWN(10) 3*MTYPE(10r5)yNFILES(lO)
DIMENSION NDRAG( 5)r BUCKET(5) y RWALK < 5)yWALK(5) DIMENSION SGCOAL<15)DOUBLE PRECISION QUAL<10yl5)C0MMQN/P2/ISY COMM ON/P 3 /1B 
CGMM0N/P4/BLKU0L CQMMQN/P5/NDRAG COMMON/P6/BUCKET C0HM0N/P7/RWALK C0MM0N/P8/WALK C0MM0N/P9/1ST AT COMMON/P10/BOUND 
COMMON/P11/OPHR 
COMM 0 N/ P12 /B PROD COMMON/P13/DOWN C OM M 0 iM / P19 / M T Y P E C0MM0N/P20/NQUAL C0MM0N/P32/DIST AN COMM ON/P 3 6/N L A Y E R C0MM0N/P39/MLAYER 
COMMON/P40/GIJAL COM M 0 N /1"' 41 / A D ONCE COM M 0 N/P 4 6/S G CO AL 
C0MMQN/P57/OPSEC C0MMQN/P58/IDAyIMQyIYR C0MMGN/P78/NFILES C0MM0N/P79/IUNIT CLOCK-DWN BLK=BLKUOL( ISY)NDG-NDRAG <IB)BKT-BUCKET <IB)PRQD—O♦010 IF<CLQCK*GE.SHIFT)' GOTO 90
IF < RWALK <IB)♦ LE ♦0) GOTO 30TEMP=.SHIFT-CLOCKIF < RWALK(IB)♦LT♦TEMP > GOTO 20WALK <IB)=WALK <IB)+ TEMP RWALK(IB)-RWALK<IB)-TEMP * CLOCK-SHIFT GOTO 9020 WALK < IB)-WALK < IB’) -f RWALK < IB )CLOCK-CLOCKrRW A L K <IB)RWALK(IB)“0*030 IF < BLK♦GT♦0) GOTO 80
GOTO < 50 f 40)r MTYPE <ISY y NLAYER <ISY) )
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40 C0AL=PR0D*0T0135*SGC0AL(NFILES(ISY))WRITE(IUNIT) IDA yIMO y IYR y COAL 
1y(QUAL( ISY yI)y I-l y NQUAL)50 DPROD(ISY)=DPROD(ISY)+PRODDISTAN!ISY)=DISTAN<ISY>+PRGD*ADUNCE<ISY) 
PR0D=0♦0CALL BLK1 (OOLyTHK'y $70y$60)60 ISTAT(ISY)=2BOUND(ISY)-BOUND(ISY)+SHIFT-CLOCK 
GOTO 110 70 BLK=BLK+VGL GOTO 1080 IF < CLOCK♦GE•SHIFT) GOTO 90CALL DISOUT (NDGyTEMP)CLOCK=CLOCK+TEMP P R O D=P R 0 D+B K T BLK=BLK--BKT 
GOTO 3090 GOTO (110 y100)y MTYPE(ISY y NLAYER(ISY))100 C0AL=PR0D>{<0 ♦ 0135&SGC0AL! NFILES < ISY) )
WRITE!IUNIT) IDAyIMOyIYRyCOAL 1r (QUAL(ISY yI)yl = lyNQUAL)110 OPHR(ISY)=OPHR(ISY) + <CLOCK-DWN)/3600.0 OPSEC ( ISY ) -OPSEC (ISY ) -fCLOCK-DWN DISTAN(ISY)—DISTAN(ISY)+PROD*ADUNCE <ISY)DPROD!ISY)-DPROD(ISY)fPRODBLKOOL. (ISY ) —BLKDOWN(ISY)-DOWN(ISY)+DWNDWN=0♦0RETURNENDSUBROUTINE MINE17 (SHIFT yDWN)
DIMENSION BLKUOL(10)yISTAT(10)yBOUND(10)1y DPROD(10)yOPSEC(lO)y ADUNCE(10)yQPHRCLO) 2yD0WN(10)y MTYPE!10y5)yDISTAN(10>
3yNLAYER(10)yMLAYER<10y5)yNFILES<10)DIMENSION NTRUCK(5)yNTLOAD(5y10)yTCAPCT<5y10> 1 y IT SEG ( 5) y SWA IT (5) y.TWAIT<5)DIMENSION TCLOCK(10)yNLD<10)yNHL<10)yCAP(10) 





COMMON/P19/MTYPE C0MMGN/P20/NQUAL C 0 MM 0 N / P 21 / N T R U C K 
C0MM0N/P22/NTL0AD CQMM0N/P24/TGAPCT C0MM0N/P32/DIST AN 
C0MM0N/P36/NLAYER C0MM0N/P39/MLAYER COMMON/P40/GUAL CQMMQN/P41/ADUNCE C0MMQN/P50/ITSEG 
C0MMGN/P57/GP3EC 
C0MM0N/P58/IDA ?IMOr IYR CQMMGN/P64/SWAIT CQMM0N/P65/TWAIT COMMON/P 7 8 / N FIL E S C0MM0N/P79/IUNIT NTK=NTRUCK(IB)
CLOCK=DWN BLK=BLKUGL<ISY)ITEMP-ITSEG <IB)DO 10 I=1?NTK?1 TCLOCK(1)-DWN 
NLD< I ).=NTLOAD ( IB? I )NHL < I > -NLD (I) I TEMP CAP < I ) — TCAPCT(IBy l)
10 CONTINUE SWT=0♦0 TWT-0 t 0 PROD-O♦0 20 DO 130 I~!y NTK y1IF(CL OCK * GE♦SHIFT) GOTO 140IF(BLK♦GT♦0) GOTO 80GOTO (40?30 )r MTYPE(ISY ?NLAYER(ISY))30 WRITE (I UN IT.) IDA ? IMG ? IYR ? PROD 
I f (QUAL(ISY ?K)?K-1?NQUAL)40 DPROD ( ISY ) -DPRQD (ISY ) -fPRODDISTAN (ISY ) ~D I STAN C ISY ) -f PROD* ADO NCE (ISY > 
PROD^O♦0CALL BLK2 < TON ? $60 ? $50)50 ISTAT(ISY)—2
BOUND (ISY ) =BOUND (l'SY) -f SHIFT-CLOCK GOTO 160 60 BLK:=BLKTTQNIT E M P IT S E G (IB)DO 70 K = 1 ? N I'K f 1 NHL(K)-NLD(K)M  TEMP 70 CONTINUE
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80 TCLK—TCLGCK <I)TEMP=CLGCK~TCLK IF(TEMP) 90 *110*100
90 SUT=SUT-TEMPIF (TCLK ♦LT>SHIFT) GOTO 110
CLOCK=TCLK GOTO 140 100 TWT=TWT+TEMP TCLK=CLGCK 
110 CALL DISOUT (NLD<I)*TEMP)TCLK-TCLK+TEMPCLQCK—TCLKPROD=PRGD+CAP(I)BLK=BLK-CAP<I)CALL DISOUT (NHL < I) * TEMP )
TCLOCK ( I.) =TCLK+TEMPIF Cl♦EG ♦1) GOTO 120IF(TCLOCK(I)♦GE♦TCLOCK <1-1)) GOTO 130
TCLOCK(I)=TCLOCK<I-1)GOTO 130
120 IF< TCLOCK<1)♦GE♦TCLOCK(NTK)) GOTO 130TCLOCK(1> ̂ TCLOCK(NTK)130 CONTINUE GOTO 20140 GOTO (160* 150.) * MTYPE (ISY * NLAYER (ISY > )150 WRITECIUNIT) IDAyIMO *IYR * PROD 
1* ( GUAL ( ISY * I) * I —1 y NGUAL )160 BLKUOL(ISY)-BLKDPROD< ISY)=DPROD(ISY > + PROD
OPHR(ISY)—OPHR<ISY) + <CLOCK-DUN)/3600♦0OPSEC <ISY) - 0PSEC(ISY)fCLOCK-DUNDISTAN(ISY>-DISTANCISY)+PROD#ADVNCE(ISY)SUAIT(IB)-SUAIT( IB ) + SUTTUAIT <IB)=TWAIT < IB)f TUTDOWN(ISY)-DOUNCISY)+ DUN
DUN—0♦0RETURNENDSUBROUTINE MINE34 (SHIFT)
DIMENSION BLKUOL(I0)yISTATC10)*BQUNB<10)19 OPHR (10 ) yDPROD(lO) * MTYPE < :L 0 y 5 )2 y OPSEC(10)yDISTANC10)y ADONCE(10)yNLAYERC10)3 y MLAYER(10 * 5)yNFILES(10)DIMENSION NSCRAP(5)y NSLOAD(5 * 10)*SCAPCT(5 * 10) 




COMMON/P4/BLKUOL C0MM0N/P9/IST AT COMMON/P10/BQUNB COMMON/P 11/OPHR COMMON/P12/DPRQB C0MM0N/P19/MTYPE C0MM0N/P20/NGUAL C0MM0N/P25/NSCRAP C0MM0N/P26/NSL0AD CQMM0N/P28/SCAPCT C0MM0N/P32/BISTAN C0MM0N/P36/NLAYER 
C0MMQN/P39/MLAYER COMMON/P40/QUAL C0MM0N/P41/ABVNCE 
COMMON/P46/SGCQAL COMMON/P52/ISSEG CQMM0N/P57/0PSEC C0MM0N/P58/IDA yIMO yIYR 
C0MM0N/P78/NFILES C0MM0N/P79/IUNIT 
NSP=NSCRAP(IB)BLK=BLKUOL(ISY)ITEMP=ISSEG(IB)DO 10 I=lyNSPylSCLOCK(I)-0♦0NLD(I)=NSLQAB(IB ?I)
NHL(I)=NLB(I)+ITEMP CAP<I)=SCAPCT<IB yI)10 CONTINUE PR0D~0♦0 
20 1 = 1SCLK=SCLOCK(1)DO 30 J=2 y NSP r 1IF(SCLOCK(J)♦GE * SCLK) GOTO 30SCLK=SCLOCK(J)I=J 
30 CONTINUEIF < SCLK * GE♦SHIFT) GOTO 100; IF<BLK♦GT♦0 > GOTO 90GOTO (50*40) yMTYPE( ISYyNLAYER(ISY))
40 C0AL = PR0B#0 ♦ 0135>KSGC0AL ( NFr ILES ( ISY ) ) 
URITE(IUNIT) IDA yIMO yIYR y COAL 
1 t (QUALCISYyI)y1=1yNQUAL)50 BPROIM ISY)=DPROD(ISY)I PROD
BIST AN (ISY) =BIST AN (ISY )IADUNCE ( ISY) HcPROD
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F’R0D=0 ♦ 0CALL BLK3 ( VOL r $70 r$60>60 1ST AT(ISY) =2
BOUND <ISY)=BOUND(ISY)+SHIFT-SCLK GOTO 120 70 BLK=BLK+VOL
ITEMF-ISSEG(IB)DO 80 K=1»NSP>1'
NHL(K)-NLD(K)+ITEMP 80 CONTINUE90 CALL DISOUT (NLD (I)yTEMP)SCLK«SCLK+TEM.P 
PR0D=F*R0D+CAP (I)BLK=BLK-CAP(I)CALL DISOUT < NHL(I ) y TEMP)SCLOCK(I)-SCLK+TEMP GOTO 20100 GOTO <120 y 110)yMTYPE( ISY yNLAYER (ISY) )110 COAL=PRO:0>{<0 * 0135#SGC0AL (NFILES (ISY ) )WRITE(IUNIT) IDAyIMOylYRyCOAL ly(QUAL <ISY y K)yK=1yNQUAL)120 OPHR(ISY)=OPMR(ISY)FSCLK/3600♦0 OPSEC (ISY) =0PSEC (ISY ) -FSCLK 
DISTAN(ISY)-DISTAN(ISY > +PR0D*ADVNCE(ISY)
DPROD(ISY)=DPROD(ISY)+PROD-BLKV 0 L (IS Y) - B L KRETURNENDSUBROUTINE BLK2 (TONy*y*)DIMENSION VOLUME(10)y NBLK(10)yDISTAN<10)1 y LAYERS ( 10 ) y I CUT (10) yNLAYER( 10) y IRECRD ( 1 O'.)2 y IFIRST (10 ) f MLAYER (10 y 3 ) y MTYPE ( 10 y 5 )3 y ADVNGE (10 ) yBLKL.EN( 10) yNFILESC 10) yPORTON<10r5>
4 y I PORT (10 y 5 ) y SPACE (1.0 )DIMENSION MXTSEG(S). y ITSEG(5)>TXQUE<5> y TYQUE (5 ) 1 y TF"CTOR (5 )DIMENSION SGCQAL(15)ySGOVB(15)DOUBLE PRECISION QUAL(10y15)yQUAN(7)
C0MM0N/P2/ISYC0MM0N/P3/IBCOMMON/P14/CWIDTH
COMMON/P19/MTYPE
C0MM0N/P20/NQUALC0MM0N/P30/VOLUMEC0MM0N/P31/NBLKC0MM0N/P32/DI STAN-COMMON/P3 4/LAY EF(SC0MM0N/P35/ICUT
345
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C0MM0N/P36/NLAYER C0MMQN/P37/IRECRD C0MM0N/P38/IFIRST C OMM 0 N/P 3 9/ML A Y ER COMMON/P4O/QUAL C0MM0N/P41/ADUNCE 
C0MM0N/P42/BLKLEN CGMMQN/P44/F0RT0N COMM ON'/ P 4 5 / S 6 0 V B C0MM0N/P46/SGC0AL C0MM0N/P47/SPACE 
C0MM0N/P48/IP0RT C0MM0N/P49/MXTSEG C0MMQN/P50/ITSEG C0MM0N/P53/TFCT0R COMMON/P55/TXQUE*TYQUE COMMON/P72/NSYS 
COM MO N / P 7-8 / N FIL E SIF < UOLUME <ISY)♦GT♦0) GOTO 18010 IF(NBLK(ISY)) 30r20y6020 STOP 'ERROR: El -BLK2.006*'30 DISTAN<ISY)=0*0IF < LAYERS < ISY)♦GT♦1) GOTO 40
ICUT CISY)= ICUT(ISY)+1 GOTO 6040 NLAYER (ISY) --NLAYER < ISY) + 1IF < NLAYER(ISY)t LE♦LAYERS <ISY)) GOTO 50
NLAYER <ISY)“1ICUT(ISY)=ICUT(ISY)flIRECRD< ISY >=IRECRD(ISY>+ 1IFIRST(ISY)• = IRECRD(ISY>GOTO 70 
50 IRECRD<ISY)=IFIRST<ISY)GOTO 7060 IRECRD(ISY)-IRECRD(ISY)f1 
70 NUNIT-MLAYER(ISYy NLAYER <ISY))IR=IRECRD<ISY)NFILES (ISY ) --NUNIT-NSYS-7 READY NUNIT#IR) NBLK(ISY)? XCORD ? YCORD 




BLKLEN( ISY)=GUAN( 6 ) *2000 ♦0/SGC0AL( NFILES(ISY)> 1/CWIDTH/QUAN(5)100 GOTO (110412071307140)rIPQRT(ISY7NLAYER(ISY)) 
STOP ' ERROR : E3 - BLK2.006'110 VOLUME(ISY)=QUAN(JV )QUAN(JV)=0♦0 TEMP=QUAN(JT)QUAN(JT) =0 ♦ 0 GOTO 150120 VOLUME (ISY > -QUAN (J V) &PORTON (IS Y> NLAYER (ISY) ) QUAN< JV > = QUAN <JV)-VOLUME <ISY)
TEMP=QUAN(JT)*PORTON(ISY 7 NLAYER (ISY))QUAN < JT)=QUAN(JT)-TEMP GOTO 150130 IF (QUAN (JT) ♦ LE ♦ PORTON (ISY ? NLAYER (ISY) ) )
1G0T0 10VOLUME (ISY > =QUAN ( JV) * (:L ♦ 00- ( PORTON (ISY 7 
1NLAYER(ISY))/QUAN(JT)))QUAN(JV)-QUAN(JV)-VOLUME(ISY)TEMP=QUAN(JT)-PORTON(ISYyNLAYER(ISY))QUAN(JT)=PORTON(ISY 7 NLAYER(ISY))GOTO 150140 IF(QUAN(JT)♦LE♦PORTON(ISY*NLAYER(ISY)))
1G0T0 110VOLUME(ISY)=QUAN(JV)̂ PORTON(ISY 7 NLAYER(ISY)) 1/QUAN(JT)
QUAN(JV)=QUAN(JV)-VOLUME(ISY)
TEMP=PORTON(ISY7NLAYER(ISY))QIJAN ( JT ) =QUAN ( JT ) -TEMP 150 GOTO (1y 2)y MTYPE(ISY 7 NLAYER(ISY))1 ADVNCE(ISY)=2000♦O/SGOVB(NFILES(ISY))/CWIDTH/ 1TEMPGOTO 3
2 ADVNCE(ISY)-2000♦O/SGCOAL(NFILES(ISY))/CWIDTH/ 1TEMP3 WRITE(NUNIT#IR) NBLK(ISY)>XCORDyYCORD17(QUAL( ISYyI)y1-17 NQUAL)y(QUAN(I)71-17 7)GOTO (I60yl70)7MTYPE(ISY7NLAYER(ISY))160 VOLUME (ISY ) =VOLUME (ISY) Jf'SGOVB ( NFILES (ISY ) ) * 
10.0135170 HIST=SQRT((XCORD-TXQUE(IB))* (XCORD-TXQUE(IB)
1)+(YCORD-TYQUE(IB))*(YCORD-TYQUE(IB)))ITSEG (IB ) --DIST/TFCTOR ( IB ) + 1 ♦ 0 IF(ITSEG(IB)♦GT♦MXTSEG(IB)) ITSEG(IB)1-MXTSEG(IB)





IF< DIST♦LE ♦0) RETURN 2
PERCNT=DIST/BLKLEN(ISY)
TON=VQLUME ( IS Y ) KPERCNT
VOLUME (ISY) =VOLUME (ISY) -TON
BLKLEN ( ISY) -BLKLEN <ISY)*(1♦ OOO-PERCNT )
GOTO 200 190 TON=VOLUME<ISY)
VOLUME(ISY)*0*0 
BLKLEN(ISY)=0.0 




1 f LAYERS(10)/ ICUT<10)/NLAYER(10)/IRECRD(10)
2 /1FIRST(10)/MLAYER(10/5)/MTYPE(10/5)
































IF(VOLUME(ISY) ♦GT#0) GOTO 180 
10 IF(NBLK<ISY ) ) 30r20>60
20 STOP 'ERROR J El ■ -■ BLK3♦006'
30 DISTAN <ISY)=0 »0
IF<LAYERS<ISY>♦GT♦ 1) GOTO 40 











60 I RE CRD (ISY)=I RECRD (IS Y ) +1 
70 NUNIT=MLAYER(ISY*NLAYER(ISY))
IR=IRECRD!ISY)
NFILESI ISY) =NUNIT—NSYS—7 
READ(NUNIT#IR) NBLK(ISY)*XCORD * YCORD 
1 * (QUAL (ISY * K ) *K=1 * NQUAL) * (QUANOK) *K=1*7)
GOTO (80*90)*MTYPE(ISY*NLAYER!ISY))









100 GOTO (110*120?130*140)*IPORT(ISY* NLAYER(ISY)) 
STOP 'ERROR tE3 - BLK3*006'
110 VOLUME!ISY>=QUAN(JV>
QUAN(JV) =0 ♦ 0 
TEMP=QUAN(JT)







130 IF<QUAN!JT)♦LE♦PORTON(ISY * NLAYER(ISY)))
1GOT0 10
VOLUME (ISY) ='QUAN ( JV ) * I 1 ♦ 00-- (PORTON! I SY *
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INLAYER <ISY))/QUAN(JT)))QUAN (J V)=QUAN C JV)-VOLUME(ISY)TEMP=QUAN(JT ) -PORTON (ISY y NLAYER (ISY > )
QUAN < JT)=PORTON(ISY yNLAYER(ISY))GOTO 150140 IF<GUAN(JT)♦LE*PORTON(ISYyNLAYER(ISY)))1GOTO 110VOLUME ( ISY) =GUAN(JV) tfPORTON(ISY * NLAYER (ISY)) 
1/QUAN < JT)QUAN (JV) =GIJ AN < JV) -VOLUME (ISY)TEMP=PORTQN(ISYyNLAYER (ISY))QUAN ( JT.) =QU AN (JT) -TEMP 150 ADVNCE(ISY)=27 * OOO/CWIDTH/TEMPWRITE < NUNIT^IR) NBLK(ISY)y XCORD yYCORD 
1 y (QUAL (ISY jt K ) f K~1 y NQUAL ) y (QUAN ( K ) y K«1 y 7)GOTO (170r160)yMTYPE(ISYyNLAYER(ISY))160 VOLUME(ISY)=VGLUME(ISY)/SGCOAL(NFILES(ISY) ) *  174♦074074074 170 DIST=SQRT((XCORD-SXQUE(IB))#(XCORD-SXQUE(IB)1)+(YCORD-SYQUE(IB))*(YCORD-SYGUE(IB)))ISSEG ( IB) =DIST/SFCT0R (IB-) +1 ♦ 0 IF(ISSEG(IB)♦GT♦MXSSEG(IB)) ISSEG(IB)= 1MXSSEG(IB)
180 GOTO (190)yISYIF(ICUT(ISY)♦LT♦ICUT(ISY-l)) GOTO 190 DIST=DISTAN.( ISY-l)-SPACE (ISY-l)-DISTAN (ISY )
IF(DIST * GE♦ BLKLEN( ISY)) GOTO 190 
IF(DIST♦LE * 0) RETURN 2 PERCNT=DIST/BLKLEN(ISY)VOL=VOLUME(ISY)*PERCNT
VOLUME(ISY)*VOLUME(ISY)-VOLBLKLEN(ISY)=BLKLEN(ISY ) * ( 1♦OO-PERCNT)
GOTO 200 190 VOL=VOLUME(1SY)VOLUME(ISY)=0*0 BLKLEN(ISY)=0*0 200 RETURN 1 END
SUBROUTINE INI (IB)
DIMENSION N S CRAP(5)yNSLOAD(5y10)ySCAPCT(5y10>1 y MXSSEG ( 5 ) y SECTOR( 5) y SXQUE( 5) y SYQl.JE(5)2 y NDOZER(5)





READ <1f 20000) SXGUE<IB)* SYGUE< IB) fSFCTOR <IB >
1 9NSEG 
NSP=0
READY If 20010) NTYPErNDOZER<IB)
DO 30 1=1fNTYPEfl 
READCIf 20020) NSfCAP 
CALL DISTIN (IL)
DO 10 J=1f NS r1 
NSP=NSP+1
SCAPCT(IBf NSP)=CAP 
NSLOAEi <IB y NSP) = IL 
10 CONTINUE
IF (NSEG ♦■GT.* 10) STOP' ERROR ♦ E5-.IN1*006'







20000 FORMAT < 3FrI)
20010 FORMAT<21)
20020 FORMAT(I f F )
END
SUBROUTINE MINE36 (SHIFT)
DIMENSION BLKVOL <10)fISTAT(IO )fBOUND(lO)
1f DPROD(10)f OPHR <10)f MTYPE(10 f 5)
2fOPSEC<10)yDISTAN<10)f ADVNCE <10)?NLAYER<10)
3 f MLAYER(10 f 5)?NFILES<10)
DIMENSION NSCRAP(5)yNSLOAD<5f10)ySCAPCT<5y10) 



















C0MM0N/P52/ISSEGC0MM0N/P57/0PSECC0MMQN/P58/IDA yIMO r IYRC0MM0N/P68/SCPWT
C0MM0N/P70/D0ZWTC0MM0N/P78/NFILESC0MMGN/P79/IUNIT
NSP=NSCRAP(IB )
ITEMP=ISSEG <IB >DO 10 1=1f NSP 9 1
SCLOCK(I) =0♦0NLD <I )=NSLOAD(IB y I)NHL<I>=NLD(I)+ITEMP CAP Cl)=SCAPCT(IB yI)10 CONTINUENDZ=NDQZER<IB)
DO 20 1 = 1 y NDZ r 1 DCLOCK <I)=0♦0 20 CONTINUE
BLK=BLKVOL<ISY)SWT=0♦0 DWT=0♦0 PR0D=0♦0 30 J=1DCLK=DCLOCK<1)DO 40 K=2 9NDZ y1
IF < DCLOCK < K)♦GE♦DCLK) GOTO 40J=KDCLK=DCLOCK < K)40 CONTINUEIF < DCLK♦GE * SHIFT) GOTO 150
IF < BLK♦ GT♦ 0) GOTO 100GOTO <60y 50) y MTYPE < ISY y NLAYER' (ISY) )50 C0AL=PR0D*0♦0135*SGC0AL<NFILES<ISY))
- WRITE<IUNIT) IDAyIMOyIYR y COAL 










DO 90 K=1*NSP*1 




DO 110 K=2 yNSP * 1





IF < TEMP) 120 y140 r 130
120 D W T=D W T -TEMP















URITE<IUNIT) IDA ?IMO ?IYR * COAL 
1* (QUAL(ISY * I)* 1 = 1? NQUAL)
170 OPHR (ISY ) =QPHR (ISY) -fBCLK/3600 ♦ 0 
OPSEC <ISY)=OPSEC(ISY)fDCLK 
DISTAN (ISY ) “DISTAN (.ISY)+PROD#ADUNCE<ISY) 
BLKUOL(ISY)=BLK 







1 *NBLK(10)*NLAYER(10)* MINE(10)* LAYERS(10)






rMLAYER<1075)rSPACE(10)7IFAILC10)t NTIME< 10 ) 





C0MM0N/P79/IUNITCOMMON/PSO/LSIMC0MM0N/P82/NDAYSC0MM0N/P83/IDE0C 0 MM ON/P 8 4/1S T A RTCALL OPNR (1)IUNIT=6READ(1720000 ) NSYS7NQUAL7CWIDTH7LSIM7 IDA 7IMO 17 IYR 7 NDAYS N0=3+(NQUAL+7)#2 DO 10 ISY = 17 NSYS 71 ISTAT(ISY)=1 NLAYER(ISY)=1 NBLK(ISY)=1 NLINES(ISY)=100♦IUNIT = IUNIT + 1 
IDEO <ISY)=IUNIT DO 10 11=173 7 1READ(17 20010) (TEMP(I)71=17771)
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DO 10 1=1*7rlOSC(ISY y11yI)=TEMP<I) *60♦0 
SCHED(ISY yI)=SCHED(ISY yI)+TEMP(I)10 CONTINUE
n n  s o  t r Y =  1 * N 9 y r  * t
READ(1y 20020) MINE(ISY)y NLY y1ST ART(ISY)DO 40 I = 1 y NLY r 1READ <1y 20030) IPORT (I SY yI)y POR y MTYPE(ISY yI> yIFI 
GOTO (30y20y30?30)yIPOET(ISYyI>STOP 'ERROR:E3-SYSIN♦006'20 POR=POR/100*0 30 PORTON <ISY yI)=PORMLAYER(ISY y I) =NSYS H  + IFIL+6 IF(NFIL*LT ♦ IFIL )' NFIL=IFIL 40 CONTINUE
LAYERS<ISY)=NLY 50 CONTINUEREAD (1y 20010) (SPACE(I> y1 = 1y NSYS y1)DO 90 ISY=1y NSYS y1 READdy 20020) IFAIL(ISY)GOTO (60*80)yIFAILYISY)
60 READdy 20010) AVAIL AVAIL=AVAIL/100♦0 
DO 70 11 = IV 3 y1 DO 70 12=1y7y1OSC<ISYyIIy12)=OSC(ISY y11y12)*AVAIL 
70 CONTINUE 
GOTO 90 80 CALL DISTIN (NTIME(ISY) )CALL DISTIN (MREPR(ISY))90 CONTINUEDO 100 1=1yNFILr1READY 1 y 20040 ) NAME y-SGOVB (I) y SGCOAL ( I )
NUNIT=NSYS+1 + If6OPEN (UNIT=NIJNIT ? ACCESS= ' RANDOM / yMODE='BINARYA 1y RECORD SIZE=NV y FILE=NAME)100 CONTINUEIUNIT=IUNIT+1 
DO 160 ISY = 1yNSYSy1GOTO (120y120?120y110y120y110y110y110y110y110 1 7 110 7 1 10 7 1 10 7 1 10 7 1 107 110 7 130 7 130 7 110 7 110 7 110 








GOTO 160 130 IT=IT+1
ISUB(ISY)=IT CALL IN2 (IT)GOTO 160 140 IS=IS+1ISUB(ISY)-IS CALL IN3 (IS)GOTO 160 150 IS=IS+1ISUB (ISY)-IS 
CALL INI (IS)GOTO 160 160 CONTINUE 
RETURN 0000 FORMAT(21y F y 51)0010 FORMAT(1OF)
0020 FORMAT(71)0030 FORMAT(IyFy 21)0040 FORMAT<A10*2F)END
SUBROUTINE MINE13 ( SHIFT y DUN)DIMENSION BLKVGLC10)yISTAT<10)y'BQUND< 10)1 y DPROD(10 )> OPSEC ( 10 > y DISTAN ( 10 ) y ADVNCE (10 )
2 yOPHR CIO)yDOWN(10)y MTYPE(10*5)3 1NFILES(10)r MLAYER(10*5)yNLAYER(10)
DIMENSION NTRUCK'('5) * NTLOAD ( 5y10) y TCAPCT ( 5? 10)1rITSEG(5)ySWAIT(5)yTWAIT(5)DIMENSION TCLOCK<10)yNLD(10)*NHL(10)yCAP(10) DOUBLE PRECISION GUAL(10*15)COM MON/P 2/1S Y CQMM0N/P3/IB 
COM MON/P4/BLKV0L C0MM0N/P9/ISTAT 
COM MO N/P10/B 0 UNO 
COMMON/P11/OPHR COMMON/P12/DPR 0 D COMMON/P13/DOWN COMMON/P19/MTYPE 
C0MM0N/P20/NQ.UAL G0MMQN/P21/NTRUCK 
C0MM0N/P22/NTL0AD C0MM0N/P24-/TCAPCT C0MM0N/P32/D1STAN C0MM0N/P36/NLAYER C0MM0N/P39/MLAYER COMMON/P40/QUAL CQMMQN/P4I/ADVNCE
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C0MMQN/P50/ITSEG C0MM0N/P57/0PSEC CQMM0N/P5S/IDAyIMO r IYR 
C0MM0N/P64/SWAIT C0MM0N/P65/TWAIT C0MM0N/P78/NFILES C0MM0N/P79/IUN1T NTK=NTRUCK(IB)
CLOCK=DWNBLK=BLKVOL(ISY)ITEMP=ITSEG<IB)DO 10 1 = 11» NTK y 1TCLOCK(I)=DWNNLD(I)=NTLQAD<IB y I)NHL<I>=NLD<I)+ITEMP 
CAP <I)=TCAPCT(IB yI)10 CONTINUE SWT=0♦0 TWT=010 PROD—O♦0IF < CLOCK♦ GE♦SHIFT) GOTO 130
20 IF<BLK*GT*0) GOTO 80GOTO < 40 y 30) y MTYPE <ISY y NLAYER(ISY))30 WRITE(IUNIT) IDAyIMOyIYRyPROD ly(QUAL(ISY yI)y1=1yNQUAL)40 DPROD < ISY) DP ROD < ISY ) -f PROD
DISTAN < ISY) =D I STAN < ISY) + PROD>KADVNCE < ISY) 
PROD—O♦0CALL BLK2 (TON ? $60 y $50 )50 ISTAT(ISY)=2 -BOUND <ISY)=BOUND(ISY)+SHIFT-CLOCK GOTO 150 60 BLK=BLK-fTON
ITEMP=ITSEG(IB)DO 70 K = 1y NTK y1 NHL(K)=NLD< K)+1TEMP 
70 CONTINUE 80 1 = 1TCLK=TCLOCK (1)DO 90 J=2 y NTK y1IF(TCLOCK(J)♦GEtTCLK) GOTO 90
TCLK=TCLOCK(J)I=J90 CONTINUETEMP=CLOCK-TCLK
IF(TEMP) 100 y120 y110100 SWT=SWT-TEMPIF(TCLK♦ LT.SHIFT) GOTO 120
357
T 2098
CL0CK=TCLK GOTO 130 110 TWT=TWT+TEMF*TCLK—CLQCK 120 CALL DISOUT ( NLD (I) y TEMF*)
T CL K=T C L K+T EM F‘CLOCK=TCLK PROD=PROD+CAP(I)BLK=BLK'-CAP (I)
CALL DISOUT (NHL(I)y TEMP)TCLOCK(I)=TCLK+TEMP GOTO 20130 GOTO (150y140)yMTYPE(ISYyNLAYER(ISY))140 WRITE(IUNIT) IDAyIMGyIYRyPROD 1y(QUAL(ISY y K)y K=1y NQUAL)
150 BLKUOL(ISY)=BLKDPROD(ISY)=DPROD(ISY)+PRODOPHR(ISY)=OPHR(ISY)f(CLOCK-DWN)/3600♦0OPSEC(ISY)=GPSEC(ISY)+CLOCK-DWNDISTAN(IS Y)= DIST AN(ISY)FPROD*ADVNCE(ISY)
SWAIT(IB)=SWAIT(IB)-FSWTTWAIT (IB) =TWAIT (IB ) -FTWTDOWN (I SY) =DGWN (ISY) -PDWN
DWN=0♦0RETURNENDSUBROUTINE MINE2 ( SHIFT yDWN.)DIMENSION BLKOOL(10)yISTATdO)yBOUND(lO)1 y OPHR (.1.0) y OPSEC (10) y DISTAN ( IQ) y A DUNCE ( 10)2 y MLAYER(10 y 5  > y DPROD(10)yDOWN(10)y MTYPE(10 y 5) 3yNLAYER(10)yNFILESC10)DIMENSION NDRAG(5)yBUCKET(5) y RWALK(5)y WALK(5) 1y TCHECK(5)y REHDLE(5)DIMENSION SGCOAL(15)DOUBLE PRECISION QUAL(10y15)







BLK=BLKUQL(ISY >NDG=NDRAG(IB)BKT=BUCKET(IB)PROD—O♦010 IF(CLOCK4GE♦SHIFT) GOTO 100IF(RWALK(IB)♦LE♦ 0) GOTO 30TEMP=SHIFT-CLOCK
IF ( RWALK (IB ) ♦ L.T ♦ TEMP > GOTO 20WALK < IB) -WALK( IB )+TEMP RWALK(IB)=RWALK(IB)-TEMP CLOCK=SHIFT GOTO 100 
20 WALK ( IB ) ==WAL_K ( IB > +RWALK (IB)CLQCK=CLQCK-f RWALK (IB)RWALK(IB)-0♦0 
30 IF < BLK ♦ GT *-0 ) GOTO 90GOTO (50?40)f MTYPE (ISY ? NLAYER(ISY))40 COAL-PROD'KO ♦ 0135&SGCGAL (NFILE.“S ( ISY ) )WRITE <IUNIT) IDA ?IMO ?IYR ? COAL 1 ? (QUAL (ISY ?I)?I-1? NQIJAL )50 DPROD <ISY)-DPROD( ISY)+PRODDISTAN (ISY)-DISTAN ( ISY ) +PROD>KADUNCE ( ISY ) PRGD-0* 0CALL BLK1 (VOLt THK r 70 r 60)60 ISTAT(ISY)-2BOUND(ISY)“BOUND(ISY)+SHIFT-CLOCK GOTO 12070 IF(THK♦LE♦TCHECK(-IB)) GOTO 80 V0L=YOL+REHDLE( IB)*UOL_80 BLK^BLK+VOL 




PR0D=PR0D+BKT BLK=BLK-BKT GOTO 30
100 GOTO (120y 110) r MTYPE-( ISY y NLAYER< ISY) )110 C0AL=PR0D*0*.0135#SGC0AL (NFILES ( ISY ) )WRITE<IUNIT) IDA >IMG y I YR yCOAL 1 y(QUAL < ISY > I) >1 = 1 > NQUAL.)120 OPHR(ISY)=GPHR(ISY) + < CLOCK-DWN)/3600♦0 
OPSEC (ISY ) «GPSEC (ISY )■+CLOCK-DWN DISTAN<ISY)=DISTAN(ISY)+PROD*ADVNCE(ISY)DPROD < ISY ) =DPRC)D (ISY ) +PRODBLKVOL(ISY)=BLKDOWN(ISY)=DOWN(ISY)TDWNDWN=0 4 0RETURNENDSUBROUTINE MINE3 (SHIFT>DWN)
DIMENSION BLKVOL<10)yISTAT<10)yBOUND(10)1 r DPROD (10) > DISTAN (10) > ADVNCE ( 10 )■» NLAYER ( 10 )2rOPSEC(10)yOPHR(10 )yDOWN(10)y MTYPE(10 ? 5)3yMLAYER (10 y 5 ) y’NFILES (10 ) 'DIMENSION NDRAG(5 ) > BUCKET(5)y RWALK( 5)y WALK(5) 1yPRORED(5)y TCHECK(5)yCHPV0L(5>
DIMENSION SGCOAL(15)DOUBLE PRECISION QUAL (.10 y 15 )C0MM0N/P2/ISY 
C0MM0N/P3/IB C0MM0N/P4/BLKV0L COMMON/P5/NDRAG COMMON/P6/BUCKET COMMON /F* 7 / R W A L K C0MM0N/P8/WALK CQMMGN/P9/IST AT 
COMMON/P1O/B0UND COMMON/P11/OPHR COMMON/P12/DPROD COMMON/P13/DOWN C0MM0N/P15/TCHE CK 
COMMON/P17/CHPVOL C0MM0N/P18/PR0RED COMMON/P19/MTYPE 
C0MM0N/P20/N0UAL C0MM0N/P32/D1STAN C0MM0N/P36/NLAYER COMMON/P39/MLAYER C0MM0N/P40/QUAL C0MM0N/P41/ADVNCE C0MM0N/P46/SGCOAL
360
T 2098
C0MM0N/P57/0PSEC C0MM0N/.P58/IDA> IMOrlYR 
C0MM0N/P78/NFILES C0MMQN/P79/IUNIT CLOCK=DWN BLK=BLK0QL(ISY)
CHP—CHPVOL<IB)NDG=NDRAG<IB)BKT=BUCKET(IB >PR0D=0 *010 IF(CLOCK♦ GE ♦SHIFT) GOTO 110
IF(RWALK< IB.) ♦ LE*0 ) GOTO 30TEMP=SHIFT-CLOCKIF<RWALK(IB) ♦ LT ♦TEMP) GOTO 20WALK(IB)=WALK <IB > +TEMP RWALK(IB)=RWALK<IB >-TEMP CLOCK=SHIFT GOTO 110 20 WALK<IB)=WALK<IB)+RWALK(IB) CLOCK-CLOCK+RWALK < IB')RWALK(IB) =0 ♦ 0 30 IF < CHP♦LE♦ 0) GOTO 100IF < CLOCK♦GE♦SHIFT) GOTO 110CALL DISOUT (NDGyTEMP)
T E M P - T E M P 'H fP R 0 R E D  ( I B )CLQCK=CLGCK-f TEMP PROD-PROD+BKT 
CHP=CHP-BKT GOTO 30 40 IF(BLK♦GT♦ 0) GOTO 100GOTO < 60 r 50 ) y MTYPE < ISY yNLAYER<ISY))50 C0AL=PRGD#0♦0135&SGC0AL(NFILES(ISY)) 
WRITE(IUNIT) IDA 7IMOyIYRyCOAL 1y(QUAL( ISY yI) y1 = 1y NQUAL)60 DPROD < I S Y ) = DPR0D (ISY) -f PROD
DISTAN (ISY ) =111ST AN < ISY ) fPROD&ADUNCE (ISY ) 
PROD—O♦0CALL BLK1 (OOL yTHK y 80 y 70)70 1ST AT (ISY ) *=2
BOUND(ISY)=BQUND(ISY)+SHIFT-CLOCK GOTO 13080 IF(THK♦LE♦TCHECK <IB)) GOTO 90
CHPN=(THK-TCHECK(IB))*VOL/THK YOL=VOL-CHPN CHP=CHP+CHPN 90 BLK=BLK+YOL GOTO 10
100 IF ( CLOCK ♦ GE ♦ SH I FT-) GOTO 110
361
T 2098
CALL DISOUT (NDGyTEMP)CLOCK-CLOCK+TEMP PR 0 D - P R 0 D+B K T 
BLK=BLK-BKT GOTO 40110 GOTO (130 y120)y MTYPE(ISY y NLAYER(ISY) )120 C0AL-PR0B*0 ♦ 0135:«SGC0AL ( NFILES (ISY ) )WRITECIUNIT) IDA?IMOyIYRyCOAL1y(QUALCISYyI)y1=1»NQUAL)130 BLKUOL(ISY)-BLK CHPVOL(IB)-CMP 
D PR 0 D (IS Y ) - D P R 0 D (IS Y > T P R 0 D OPHR CISY)-0PHR (ISY > + (CLOCK-DWN)/3600.0 OPSEC(ISY)-OPSEC(ISY)TCLOCK-DWN 
DISTAN (ISY ) =DI3TAN (ISY ) -f PR0D#ADVNCE ( ISY )D0WN(ISY)-DOWN(ISY)+DWNDWN=0♦0
RETURNENDSUBROUTINE MINE33 (SHIFT)DIMENSION BLKOOL(10)yISTAT(10)yBOUND(10)1y OPHR(10)y DPROD(10)y OPSEC(10)2 y DISTAN(10)y ADVNCE(10)y MTYPE(10 y 5)
3 y NLAYER(10)y MLAYER(10 y 5)yNFILES(10)DIMENSION NSCRAP ( 3 ) y NSLOAD < 5 y 1.0 > y-SCAPCT ( 5 y 10 )1yISSEG(5)y SCPWT(5 )
DIMENSION SCLOCK(10)yNLD(10)yNHL(lO)yCAP(lO) 
DIMENSION SGCOAL (15).DOUBLE PRECISION QUAL(10 y15)C0MM0N/P2/ISY COMM ON/P 3/1B C0MM0N/P4/BLKV0L C0MM0N/P9/ISTAT COMMON/P10/BOUND COMMON/P11/OPHR COMMON/P12/DPROD COMMON/P19/MTYPE COMMON/P20/NQUAL 
C0MM0N/P25/NSCRAP C0MMGN/P26/NSL0AD COM M 0 N/P 2 8/S C A P C T 
CQMMQN/P32/DIST AN 
C0MM0N/P36/NLAYER C0MM0N/P39/ML.AYER C0MM0N/P40/QUAL CQMMGN/P41/ADVNCE COMMON/P46/SGCOAL CQMM0N/P52/ISSEG
2098
C0MM0N/P57/0PSEC C0MM0N/P'58/IDAf IMO.r IYR CGMM0N/P68/SCPWT 
C0MMQN/P78/NFILES C0MM0N./P79/IUNIT NSP-NSCRAP (IB)
BLK=BLKVOL(ISY)ITEMP=ISSEG(IB)DO 10 I = 1 y N S P y 1
SCLOCK(I)-0♦0NLD(I )=NSLOAD(IB yI)
NHL(I)=NLD(I)+ITEMP CAP(I)=SCAPCT(IB yI)10 CONTINUE SWT=0♦0 CL0CK=0.0 PR0D=0♦0 20 DO 110 I== 1 y NSP y 1IF(CLOCK♦GE♦SHIFT) GOTO 120IF(BLK♦GT♦0) GOTO 80
GOTO (40y30)y MTYPE(ISY y NLAYER(ISY))
30 C0AL=PRQD#0 ♦ 0135&SGCQAL ( NFILES (ISY ) ) WRITE(IUNIT) IDA yIMO yIYR y COAL 
1y(QUAL(ISY 9K)y K"1y NQUAL)40 DPROD (ISY ) = D P R C1D (ISY ) TP RODDISTAN(ISY)=DISTAN(ISY)fPR 0 D t A D ONCE(I 
PR0D=0♦0CALL BLK3 (VOLy$60y$30)50 ISTAT(ISY) -2BOUND(ISY)-BOUND(ISY)+SHIFT-CLOCK GOTO 140 
60 BLK-BLK+VOLITEMP-ISSEG CIB)DO 70 K=1y NSP y1 NHL(K)-NLD(K)+1TEMP 
70 CONTINUE SO SCLK-SCLOCK(I)IF(SCLK♦GE♦CLOCK) GOTO 90 SWT=SWT+CLOCK-SCLK 




IF(SCLOCK(I)♦GE♦SCLOCK(I ~T)) GOTO 110SCLOCK (I ) =SCLOCK ( 1-1 )
GOTO 110100 IF < SCLOCK(1> ♦ GE♦SCLOCK < NSP)) GOTO 110SCLOCK <1)-SCLOCK(NSP >110 CONTINUE GOTO 20120 GOTO (140 7130 )?MTYPE <ISY * NLAYER( ISY))
130 C0AL-PRGD*0 * 0135&SGC0ALCNFILES(ISY ) )WRITE(IUNIT) IDA ?IMO7IYR7 COAL 17(QUAL (ISY 71)7I-I7NQUAL)140 OPHR<ISY >=QPHR(ISY > fCLOCK/3600♦0 OPSEC ( ISY ) -OPSEC ( ISY ) -f CLOCK DIST AN(ISY)=DISTAN(ISY)+PRQD#ADVNCE <ISY)
DPROD(ISY) —DPROD < ISY) -f-PROD
BLKVOL(ISY)-BLKSCPWT(IB)=SCPUT(IB)fSWT
RETURNENDSUBROUTINE MINE37 (SHIFT)
DIMENSION BLKVOL <10)71STAT(10)7BOUND(10)17 OPHR(10)7 DPROD(10)7 MTYPE(1075)27OPSEC(10)7DISTAN(10)7ADVNCE(10)7NLAYER(10), 37 MLAYER(10 7 5)7 NFILES(10)DIMENSION NSCRAP(5)7NSLOAD(5710)7SCAPCT(5710) 17ISSEG(5)
DIMENSION SCLOCK(10) 7 NLD (10') 7NML( 10) 7 CAP (10) DIMENSION SGCOAL(15)DOUBLE PRECISION GUAL(107 15)
C0MM0N/P2/ISY 
C0MM0N/P3/IB COMMON/P 4/EU_K VO L C0MM0N/P9/IST AT 
COMMON/P10/BOUND COMMON/P11/OPHR COMMON/P12/DPRGD COMMON/P19/MTYPE C0MMON/P2O/NQLJAL C0MM0N/P25/NSCRAP 
C0MM0N/P26/NSL0AD C0MM0N/P2S/SCAPCT C0MMGN/P32/DISTAN 





C0MM0N/P5.7/0PSEC C0MM0N/P58/IDAr IMO71YR 
C0MMGN/P78/NFILES COMMON/P79/IUNIT NSP=NSCRAP ('IB)BLK=BLKVOL(ISY)ITEMP=ISSEG(IB)DO 10 I — 17 N S P 71
SCLOCK(I)=0♦0NLD(I)-NSLOAD(IB 71)NHL(I)=NLD<I» ITEMP CAP(I)-SCAPCT(IB 71)10 CONTINUE SWT=0♦0 CLOCK—0♦0 PROD—O♦0 11 = 1 
T —  0J. Am An20 IF<CLOCK♦GE♦SHIFT) GOTO 120IF(BLK * GT♦0) GOTO 80GOTO (40730)7MTYPE(ISY7NLAYER(ISY))30 C0AL=PR0D*0♦0135*SGCQAL(NFILES(ISY))WRITE(IUNIT) IDA 71MO 71YR 7COAL 
1 7 ( QUAL ( ISY 7 K ) 7 lOl 7 NQUAL )40 DPROD (ISY ) = DPROD (ISY) -f PRODDISTAN (ISY) =DISTAN( ISY) +PRGD>KADVNCE (ISY) PROD—O♦0
CALL BLK3 (VOL 7$607$50)50 ISTAT(ISY)=2BOUND(ISY)=BOUND(ISY)+SHIFT-CLOCK GOTO 140 60 BLK=BLK$VOLITEMP=ISSEG(IB)DO 70 K=17 NSP 71 NHL(K > =NLD(K) +1TEMP 70 CONTINUE 80 S2CLK=SCL0CK(I2>SWT=SWT + S2CLK-*SCLQCK ( IT )
TEMP=CL0CK“S2CLK IF(TEMP) 1007100 7 9090 SWT=SWT$2*TEMP S2CLK=CL0CK 
100 CALL DISOUT (NLD(11)7 TEMPI)CALL DISOUT (NLD(I2)7TEMP2)
S2CLK=S2CLK + TEMP1-I-TEMP2 CL0CK=S2CLKPROD=PROD+CAP (1' 1 > +CAP ( 12 )BLK=BLK-CAP(II)-CAP(12)
365
T 2098
CALL DISOUT (NHL(I1)yTEMP>SCLOCK (ID =S2CLK+TEMP 
CALL DISOUT (NHL(12)yTEMP)SCLOCK (12) =S2CL_K+TEMPIF(SCLOCK(12)♦GE* SCLOCK(II)) GOTO 110
SCLOCK (12) -SCLOCK (ID 110 11=11+2 12=124-2
IF <11♦GT♦NSP) 11 = 11-NSP
IF(12♦GT♦NSP) I2=I2~NSPGOTO 20120 GOTO (140y130)yMTYPE(ISYyNLAYER(ISY))130 C0AL=PR0D>K0 ♦ 0135&SGC0AL (NFILES (ISY ) )WRITE(IUNIT) IDA yIMO * IYR * COAL 1y < QUAL(ISY fl)y 1 = 1 yNQUAL)140 OPHR(ISY)=OPHR(ISY)4CLQCK/3600♦0 OPSEC<ISY)=OPSEC(ISY) 4-CLOCK 
DISTAN (ISY) =D I STAN ( ISY ) 4*PR0DAD V N C E (IS Y)DPROD(ISY)=DPROD(ISY> +PRODBLKVOL(ISY)=BLKRETURN.END
SUBROUTINE MINE3S (SHIFT)
DIMENSION BLKVOL(10)yISTAT(IO)yBGUND(lO)1y OPHR(10) ?DPROD <10)rMTYPE(1O r 5)2yOPSEC(10)yDISTAN(10)yADVNCE(10)yNLAYER(10)3 y MLAYER(10*5)yNFILES(10)
DIMENSION NSCRAP(5)yNSLOAD(5y10)ySCAPCT(5y10) lyISSEG(3)DIMENSION SCLOCK(10)*NLD(10)yNHL(10)yCAP(10) DIMENSION SGCOAL(15)DOUBLE PRECISION (3UAL(l()y 1.5)
C0MMQN/P2/ISY C0MM0N/P3/IB COMMON/P4/BLKVOL 
C0MM0N/P9/IST AT COMMON/P10/BOUND COMMON/P11/OPHR 
COMMON/P12/DPRQD 
COMMON/P19/MTYPE C0MM0N/P20/NQUAL C0MM0N/P25/NSCRAP COMMON/P26/NSLOAD C0MMGN/P28/SC ARC T 






C0MM0N/P57/QPSEC C0MM0N./P5G/IDA? I MO ? IYR C0MM0N/P78/NFILES C0MMGN/P79/IUNIT NSP=NSCRAP(I B )BLK=BLKVQL(I3Y>ITEMP-ISSEG(IB)DO 10 I = 1 ? N S P ?1 SCLOCK(I)=0♦0 NLD(I>=NSLOAD(IB?I>NHL( I)=NLD<I)+ITEMP CAP (I)=SCAPCT(IB ?I)10 CONTINUE SWT-0♦0 PR0D=0 * 0 20 11=1S1CLK=SCL0CK(1)DO 30 K=2 9NSP f 1IF<SCLOCK(K)♦GE♦S1CLK) GOTO 30
I1=KS1CLK=SCL0CK(K>30 CONTINUESCLOCK (11) = 1000000♦
12=1S2CLK=SCLQCK(1)DO 40 K=2?NSP?1IF < SCLOCK (K ) ♦ GE ♦ S2CL.K > GOTO 40I2=KS2CLK=SCL0CK(K)40 CONTINUESWT=SWT fS2CLK-S1CLKIF (S2CLK♦GE♦SHIFT) GOTO 110IF < BLK♦GT♦0) GOTO 100GOTO (60?50)? MTYPE(ISY ? NLAYER <ISY))50 COAL=PRGD>fcO . 0135>KSGC0AL (NFILES (ISY ) >WRITE(IUNIT > IDA ?1MO ?IYR ? COAL 1 ? ( QUAL ( ISY ? K ) ? K = 1 ? NQIJAL )60 DPROD(ISY)=DPROD(ISY)-f PROD
DISTAN (ISY) =D I STAN (ISY ) +PROD>KADVNCE (ISY) PR0D=0*0CALL BLK3 (UOL?$80?*70)70 ISTAT(ISY)=2BOUND(ISY)=BOUND(ISY)+SHIFT-S2CLK GOTO 130 80 BLK=BLK-fUQL
367
T 2098
ITEMP=ISSEG(IB)DO 90 K=1 t NSP f 1 
NHL(K )=NLD(K) +ITEMP 90 CONTINUE .100 CALL DISOUT (NLD (ID? TEMPI)
CALL DISQU.T < NLD (12) ? TEMP2) S2CLK=S2CLK+TEMP1+TEMP2 PROD=PRQD+CAP(II)+CAP(12)BLK=BLK-CAP(I1)-CAP(12)
CALL DISOUT < NHL (ID? TEMP)SCLOCK(II)=S2CLK+TEMP CALL DISOUT (NHL(12 > ?TEMP)SCLOCK(12)-S2CLK+TEMP GOTO 20110 GOTO (130* 120)9MTYPE(ISY?NLAYER(ISY))
120 C0AL=PR0D#0 ♦ 0135&SGC0AL (NFIL.ES (ISY ) )WRITE <IUN-IT) IDA * IMG ?I YR ? COAL If(QUAL(ISY ?I)?1 = 1?NGUAL)130 OP HR (ISY) =OPHR (ISY ) -f S2CLK/3600 ♦ 0 OPSEC(ISY)=OPSEC( ISYMS2CLK 
DISTAN(ISY)=D1STAN(ISY)+PRQD*ADVNCE(ISY)
DPROD(ISY)=DPROD(ISY)+PRODBLKVOL(ISY)=BLK
RETURNENDSUBROUTINE MINES (SHIFT?DWN)DIMENSION BLKVOL(10)*ISTAT(10> ?BOUND(10)
1rDPROD(10)?OPSEC(10)?DISTAN(10)?ADVNCE(10)2 ? NLAYER (10)? OPHR (10) ? DOWN (10).? MTYPE (10 ? S )3 ? MLAYER(10 ? 5)?NFILES(10)DIMENSION NDRAG(S)?BUCKET(3)?RWALK(5)?WALK(5) 1 ? PR ORE D ( 5 > r TCHECK ( 5 ) ? CHPVOL ( 5 ) ? REHDLE ( S') DIMENSION SGC0ALC15)DOUBLE PRECISION GUAL(10?15)CGMM0N/P2/ISY 
C0MMQN/P3/IB COMMON/P4/BLKVOL COMMON/PG/NDRAG 
COMMON/P6/BUCKET 
C0MH0N/P7/RWALK C0MM0N/P8/WALK C 0 M M 0 N / P 9 /1S T A T COMMON/P10/BOUND COMMON/P11/OPHR COMMON/P 12/DPROD- COMMON/P13/DOWN COMMON/P1S/TCHECK COMMON/P16/REHDLE
368
T 2098
COMMON/P 17/CHF’VOL COMHON/P18/PRORED COMMON/FT 9/MTYPE C0MM0N/P20/NGUAL COM MO N / P 3 2 / DIS T A N C0MM0N/P36/NLAYER COMMON/F'3 9/ML AYER C0MM0N/P40/QUAL C0MM0N/P41/ADVNCE C0MM0N/P46/SGC0AL C 0 M M 0 N/ P 5 7 /0P SEC C0MM0N/P58/IDA?IMO?IYR CQMMQN/P78/FILES CQMMGN/P79/IUNIT 
CLOCK=DWN BLK==BLKVOL< ISY)CHP-CHPUOL<IEO NDG-NDRAG(IB)
BKT=BUCKET<IB)PROB-O♦010 IF(CLOCK♦GE * SHIFT) GOTO 110
IF < RWALK(IB)♦LE♦0) GOTO 30TEMP-SHIFT-CLOCKIF<RWALK<IEO ♦ LT♦TEMP) GOTO 20WALK(IB)=WALK<IB)+TEMP- RWALK( I B  )-RWALK <IB)-TEMP 
CLGCK=SHIFT GOTO 110 20 WALK (IB) -WALK (IB) *FRWALK (IB) 
CLOCK=CLOGK+RWALK< IB)RWALK <IB)~0♦0 30 IFCCHP* LE « 0) GOTO 100IF < CLOCK♦GE * SHIFT) GOTO 110CALL DISOUT ( NDG? TEMP)TEMF-TEMP*PRORED(IB )CLGCK=CLOCKFTEMP 
PROD = PROD-FBKT CIIP--C H F* --BKT 
GOTO 30 40 IF(BLK♦GT♦0) GOTO 100GOTO (60*50)?MTYPE(ISY * NLAYER(ISY))50 CQAL = PR0D*O*O135#SGC0AL<NFILF.:S< ISY) )WRITE(IUNIT> IDA?IMO ?IYR? COAL 1 ? <QUAL_< ISY? I) ? 1 = 1 * NGUAL)
60 DPROOXISY)=BPROD(ISY)+PROD.DISTAN(ISY)=DISTAN <ISY) -FPROD^ADUNCE < ISY) PR0D=0*0-CALL BLK1 (OOL ? THK? SO ? 70)
369
T 2098
70 IST AT<ISY)~2BOUND (ISY)-BOUND<ISY)+SHIFT-CLOCK GOTO 13080 IF(THK♦LE♦TCMECK ( IB) > GOTO 90 CHPN= (THK-TCHECK < IB) )*VQL/THK V 0 L - V 0 L - G H P N CHP=CHP+CHPN VOL=VOL+REHDLE(IB)*VOL 
90 BLK-BLK+VGL GOTO 10100 IF<CLQCK.GE*SHIFT> GOTO 110 CALL DISOUT (NDG?TEMR)CLOCK=CLQCK-f TEMP- PRO D-P R 0B+BKT BLK=BLK*-BKT GOTO 40110 GOTO (130 ?120)? MTYPE(ISY ? NLAYER(ISY))
120 C0AL==PR0B*0Y 0.135*SGCQAL< .NFILES (ISY) )WRITE<IUNIT) IDA?IMO ?IYR ? COAL 1?(QUAL(ISY ?I)?I~l?NOUAL)130 BLKVOL < ISY )-=BLK CHPVOL<IB)=CHP DPR OB (ISY) -DPROD (ISY > ■+' PROD 
OPHR(ISY)=OPHR(ISY) + (CLOCK-DWN)/3600♦0 ' OPSEC(ISY)-OPSEC(ISY)+CLOCK-DUN DISTAN(ISY)-DISTAN(ISY)+PROD*ADVNCE(ISY) 
DOWN ( ISY) - DOWN < ISY >.+DWN DWN=0♦0 RETURN ENDSUBROUTINE 0UT1DIMENSION BOUND(10> ? DOWN(10 > *OPSEC(10)1f DPROD(10)? TPROD(10)? TDOWN(10)?TBOUND(10)
2rOPHROIO)r MTYPE(10 ? 5)?NLAYER(10)?NLINES(10) 3 ? NBL-K (10 ) ? IDL-IV (10)DIMENSION WALK(5)>TWALK(5)COMMON/P 2/ISY COM M0 N/P3/1B 
C0MM0N/P8/WALK CO M M0 N/P10/B0 U ND C0MM0N/P11/0PHR 
COMMON/P12/DPROD COMMON/P13/BQWN COMM 0N/P19/MTYPE 




COMMON/P61 / T B 0 U N D CQMMQN/P62/TWALK C0MM0N/P63/NLINES 
C0MM0N/P83/IDEV ITEMP^IDEV(ISY)DDQWN-DOWN(ISY)/60 *0 DB01JND=B0UND(ISY)/ 6 0 ♦0 IiOPMIN^OPSEC (ISY) /  6 0  ♦ 0 DWALK=WALK(IB)/60-0 TPROD < ISY > “TF'ROD (ISY > +DPRQD (ISY >COPHR-OPHR(ISY)TDOWN (ISY) =TDOWN.< ISY ) FDD0WN/60 ♦ 0 CDOWN=TDOWN(ISY)TBOUND(ISY)-TBOUND(ISY)+DBQUND/60♦0 C B 0 U NB-T BO UN D(ISY)
TWALK (IB)™TWALK (IB) TDWALK/60 ♦ 0 
CWALK-TWALK(IB)TLEN-=COF:‘HE f CB0WN■+ CB0UNDPCTO^COPHR/TLEN*!00 ♦ 0
PCTD=CDGWN/TLEN>!< 100.0PCTB~CBOUND/TLEN#100 ♦ 0
PCTW=CWALK/TLEN*1.00*0IF (NLINES (ISY) * LT ♦ 51) GOTO 30NLINES(IS Y)= 0WRITE(ITEMPy20000) IBGOTO (10 y 20 > yMTYPE(IS'Y yNLAYER(ISY))10 WRITE <ITEMP y20010)GOTO 30 20 WRITE(ITEMPy20020)30 NLINES(ISY)-NLINES(ISY)+1
WRITE'<ITEMP?20030) IMOrIDA yIYR y DPROD( ISY >1 y D0PMIN y DD0 WN ? DBQUND y DW ALK y TPR0D ( I S'Y ) y C0PHR2 yPCTOf CDOWN?PCTD yCBOUND»PCTB *CWALKy PCTW3yNBLK<ISY)
DPROD(ISY)=0.0 OPSEC(ISY)=0*0 DOWN <IS Y >-0 ♦ 0 
BOUND(ISY)-0♦0 WALK(IB)=0*0 RETURN




6 ? 7WALKING7 y3Xy ' BLK 7 )20010 FORMAK7 7 * 'NO DA YR' r 2X y7( YARDS )7 y2X y7( MIN ) 7
1y 2 X y 7 (MIN) 7 * 2X r 7 (MIN)' r2Xy7 (MIN)7 >1X> 7 ! 7 * 3X2 r 7 (YARDS.) 7 y 3Xy 7 (HOUR) ( % ) 7 y 2X * 7 (HOUR-) (%> 7 y2X3 y 7(HOUR) (%)7 y2Xy 7(HOUR) (%)7 *2Xr'#'*//)20020 FORMAK 7 7 y 7M G  DA YR 7 y 2X y 7 ( TONS ) 7 y 3X y 7 ( M I N )  71y2Xy 7 (MIN) 7 y2Xy 7 (MIN) 7 y2Xy 7 (MIN) 7 ylXy 7 ! 7 y3X2 y7(TONS)7 y4Xy 7(HOUR) (%> 7 y2Xy 7(HOUR) (%)7 y2X3 y 7(HOUR) (%)7 y2Xy7(HOUR) (%)7 y2Xr 7#7 *//)20030 FORMAK7 7y12y7/7y12y7/7y12yF9♦1y4F7♦1yF13♦01 * F7 * 0 y F6♦1y 3 CF7♦ 0 y F5♦1)y14)
E N DSUBROUTINE 0UT2DIMENSION BOUND(10)yOPHR(10)yDPROD(10)1 y DOWN (10) * MTYPE (10 *.5) ? NLAYER (10) yOPSEC(lO)■2 y TP ROD-(10 ) y TDOWN (10 ) y TBOUND (10) y NLINES (10)
3 y N B L K ( 1 0 > y I D E O (10)DIMENSION. SWAIT(5)yTWAIKS)*TSWAIT(5)
1 y T T W A I T (5)C0MM0N/P2/ISYC0MM0N/P3/IBCOMM 0N/P10/B0UNBCOMMON/P11/OPHRC 0 MMON/P12/DPR0DCOMMON/P13/DOWNC 0 M M 0 N / P19 / M T Y P E
C0MM0N/P31/NBLKC 0 MM0N/P3 6 / H LAY ERC 0 M M 0 N / P 5 7 / 0 P S E C
C0MM0N/P58/IDA*IMO*IYRC 0MM0 N/P59/TPR 0DC 0 M M 0 N / P 6 0 / T D O W NC 0 MM0 N/P61/TB0U NDC0MM0N/P63/NLINESC 0 M M 0 N / P 6 4 / S W AITCQMM0N/P65/TWAITC0MM0N/P66/TSWAITC0MM0N/P67/TTWAITC0MM0N/PS3/IDEV
I T E M P - I D E U ( I S Y )DQPMIN-OPSEC(ISY)/ 6 0 ♦0
D D O W N = D O W N ( I S Y ) / 6 0 t OD B0U ND = B 0 UN D(ISY)/ 6 0 ♦0DSWAIT = SWAIT(IB >/60♦0D TWA IT —TWAIT (IB) / 6 0  ♦ 0TPROD<I BY)=TPROD(ISY)+DPROD(ISY)COPHR=OPHR(ISY)TDOWN <ISY)-TDOWN<ISY)+DD0WN/60♦0
T 2098
CDGWN=TDQWN( ISY)TBOUND(ISY)-TBOUND(ISY)TDB0UND/60♦0 CDOUND=TBOUND(ISY)TSWAIT(ISY)—TSWAIT(ISY)TDSWAIT/60♦0 CSWAIT-TSWAIT(ISY)TTWAIKISY)=TTWAIT(ISY )-f BTWAIT/60 . 0 CTWAIT = TTWAIKISY)TLEN=COPHR+CDOWN+CBGUNDP C T 0 = C 0 P H R / T L E N * 10 0 ♦ ■O
PCTD-CDOWN/TLEN* 100 ♦ 0PCTB-CBGUND/TLEN&100♦0P C T S=C S W AIT / T L E N # 10 0 ♦ 0P C T T-CTWAIT/TLEN#100♦0IF(NLINES(ISY >♦LT♦ 51) GOTO 30NLINES(ISY)=0WRITE(ITEMP y 20000 > IBGOTO < :L0 y 20 ) y MTYPE (ISY yNLAYER(ISY) )10 WRITE(ITEMPy20010)GOTO 30 20 WRITE(ITEMPy 20020)30 NL1NES<ISY)=NLINES(ISY)+1WRITE(ITEMP y 20030) IMO yIDA yIYR y DPROD(ISY)1y DOPMIN y DDOWNy DBOUNDy DSWAIT y DTWAIT y TPROD(ISY)
2 y COPHR y PCTO y CDOWN y P-C-TD y CBOUND y PCTB y CSWAIT y PCT3 y CTWAIT? PCTT y NBLK(ISY)DPROD(ISY)=0*0
OPSEC(ISY)=0*0 DOWN <ISY)-0♦0 BOUND(ISY)-0.0 SWAIT(IB)“0 4 0 TWAIT(IB)-0♦0 RETURN20000 FORMAK717ySOXy' X *  TRUCK-SHQVEL SYSTEM # 7yI1 ly7 % % ' , / / f '  7 y 16X y 7 END-QF-DAY STATIST ICS 7 y 16X2 y 7 ! 7 y 28X y 7 CUMULATIVE STATISTICS.7-* / y 7 7 y2X
3 y'DATE7 y5Xy 7 PROD 7 y4Xy 7 OPRAT 7 y3Xy 7 DOWN 7 y 2X4 y'BOUND7 y 2 X y 7 S IT WT7 y2Xy 7TK WT 7 yIXy 7 ! 7 yIX5 y'PRODUCTION7 y4Xy 'OPERATING7 v5X*'DOWN7 y7X
6 y 7 BOUND 7 y 6X y 7 SHOO WAIT 7y2Xy7 TRUCK WAIT7 yIX
7 y 7 B L K 7 )20010 FORMAT(7 7y7 MO DA YR7 y2Xy7(YARDS)7y2Xy7(MIN)7
1y2Xy 7(MIN) 7 y2Xr 7(MIN) 7 y2Xy 7(MIN)7 y2Xy 7 (MIN)72 y -1X y 7 ! 7 y 3X y 7 (YARDS) 7 y3Xy 7 (HOUR) (%) 7 y 2X3 y 7 (HOUR) <%) 7 y2Xy 7 (HOUR) (%) 7 >2Xy 7 (HOUR) (%) 74 y 2X y 7 <HOUR) (% > 7 y 2X y 7 # 7 y//)20020 FORMAK7 7y7M0 DA YR 7 y 3X y 7 TONS 7 y 4X y 7 ( MIN ) 7 y 2X 1r 7 (MIN) 7 y2Xy 7 (MIN) 7 y2Xy 7 (MIN) 7 y2Xy 7 (MIN) 7 yIX 
2 y 7 ! 7 y 3X y 7 (TONS) 7 y 4X y 7 (HOUR) (%) 7 y'2X
373
T 2098
Sr'CHOUR) <%) 7 r2Xr' (HOUR) <% ) ' y 2X * * (HOUR ) <%)'4 y2X *' (HOUR) <%)7* 2 X * r / / )
20030 FORMAT < 7 7 * 12* 7/7 *-I2*'7/7 * I2*F9"* 1 r5(F7*0>
1* F I3♦ 0y F7♦0 y F6♦1* 4< F7♦0 r F5♦1>/ *14 >ENDSUBROUTINE 0UT3
DI MENS I ON OPSEC (10 > y BOUND (10)* TP ROD < :L 0)1* DPROD <10)*OPHR(10)y TBOUND(10) y NLINES<10)2 y NLAYER< 10 > * MTYPE <10*5)*NBLK (10 ) yIDEO<10) DIMENSION SCPWT< 5)y TSCPWT< 5 >COMMON/P2/ISY COMMON/ P 3 /1B COMMON/P10/BOUND COMMON/P11/OPHR 
COMMON/P12/DPROD COMMON/P19/MTYPE C0MM0N/P31/NBLK \COMMON/P 3 6/NL AYER 
C0MM0N/P57/0PSEC C0MM0N/P58/IDA*IMO*IYR C0MM0N/P5.9/TPR0D C0MMQN/P61/T BOUND C0MM0N/P63/NLINES 
C0MM0N/P68/SCPWT C OH M 0 N/P6 9/TSCP WT C0MM0N/P83/IDE0 ITEMP-IDEO(ISY)D0P MIN - 0P S EC(ISY)/ 6 0*0DBOUND-BOUND(ISY)/ 6 0 0
DSWAIT=SCPWT<IB)/ 6 0 ♦0TPROD(ISY)-TPROD(ISY)+DPROD(ISY)COPHR-OPHRCISY)
TBOUND <I S Y ) -TBOUND( I S Y ) -f D B 0 U N D /6 0 ♦0 
CBOUND-TBOUND( I S Y )TSCPWT <IB)-TSCPWT(IB)+DSWAIT/60♦0 CSWAIT-TSGPUT(IB)
T LEN-C0 PHR + CB 0UN DP C T 0 = C 0P H R / T L E N >K 10 0 ♦ 0PCTB-CB0UND/TLEN#10Q♦0
PCTS=CSWAIT/TLEN*100*0IF<NLINES( ISY) *LT*.51) GOTO 30NLINES <ISY)-0
WRITE <ITEMP y 20000) IBGOTO (10*20)yMTYPE<ISYyNLAYER<ISY))
10 WRITE(ITEMP * 20010)
GOTO 30 20 WRITE<ITEMPy20020)
30 NLINES<ISY)-NLINES(ISY)+1
2098
WRITE(ITEMP* 20030) IMO*IDA *IYR*DPROD( ISY)1 y DOPMIN * DBGUND y DSWAIT * TPROD (ISY> y GOPHR y PCTO
2 y C BOUND y P C T B r CS W AIT y P G T S y N BL K (I S Y )DPROD(ISY) =0♦0OPSEC(ISY)=0♦0 BOUND(ISY)=0*0 SCPWT(IB)-0*0 RETURN
0000 FORMAK 71 7 *33Xy 7*r SCRAPER SYSTEM # 7yll1 * 7 **7 *//* 7 7 y 9X * 7 END-OF~DAY STATISTICS 7y9X2* 7 !7 *15X* 7CUMULATIUE STATISTICS7y/y 7 7 y2X3 y7 DATE 7 ySX y7 PROD 7y 4X y7OPRAT7 y2Xy 7 BOUND 7 y2X
4 y 7 SP WT'ylXy 7 ! 7ylXy 7 PRODUCTION 7y3X5 y 7 OPERATING 7*4X* 7 BOUND 7*5Xy 7 SCRAP WAIT7 yIX6 y7 BLK7)0010 FORMAT!7 7y7 MO DA YR7y2Xy7(YARDS>7y2Xy7(MIN)7ly2Xy 7(MIN)7 y2Xy 7 (MIN)7 yIXy 7 ! 7 y3Xy 7(YARDS)72 y 3X y 7( HOUR) (%)7 y 2X y 7(HOUR) (%)7 y 2X3 y 7 (HOUR) <%) 7 y 2X y 7 # 7 y/■/■)0020 FORMAT! 7 7y7 MO DA YR7y2Xy7(TONS)7y3Xy7(MIN)71y 2X y 7 (MIN) 7 y 2X y 7 (MIN) 7 yIX* 7 ! 7 y3Xy 7 (TONS) 72 y 4X y 7(HOUR) (%) 7 y2Xy 7 (HOUR) (%)7 y2X3 y 7 ( HOUR ) (%) 7 y2Xy Ml-’7 y//)
0030 FORMAT!7 7 y12*7/7 yI2y'/'yI2yF9*1y3F7*0yF13*0 1yF7 * 0 y F 6 ♦1y2(F7.0 y F5♦1)y14 >END
SUBROUTINE 0UT4DIMENSION OPSEC(10)yBOUND(10)yTPROD(10)
1 yDPROIK 10) y OPHR! 10) y TBOUND ( 10 )y NLINES ( 10 )■
2 y NLA YER (10)y MTYPE ( 10 * 5) y NBLK ( 10 ) * I DEO (:L 0 ) 
DIMENSION SCPWT(5)* TSCPWT(3)yDOZWTCS )1 * TD0ZWK5)C0MM0N/P2/ISY 
C0MM0N/P3/IB COMMON/P 10/E'OUND 
COMMON/P11/OPHR COMMON/PI2/DPROD C0MM0N/P19/MTYPE 
C0MM0N/P31/NBLK C0MM0N/P36/NLAYER COMMON/P57/0PSEC 





ITEMP-IDEO<ISY)DOPMIN=OPSEC(ISY)/60♦0D B 0 U N D=B 0UN D<ISY)/60♦0DSWAIT = SGPWT(IB)/60 ♦ 0DDWAIT-DOZWT(IB)/60♦0TPROD <ISY)=TPROD(ISY > +DPRQD(I SY)COPHR==OPHR ( ISY)TBOUND( ISY )=TBOUND(ISY)+DB0UND/60•0 CBOUND=TBOUND( l'SY)TSCPWT (IB ) ==TSCPWT (IB) +DSWAIT/60 ♦ 0
cswait=tsc:p w t(i b)TDOZWT(IB)-TDOZWT(IB) -f DDWAIT/60♦0 
CDWAIT=TDOZWT(IB)
tlen=c o p h r h:boundPCT0=COPHR/TLEN>SMOO ♦0
PCTB==CBGUN0/TLEN#100 ♦ 0PCTS-CSWAIT/TLEN&100♦0PCTD=CDWAIT/TLEN&:100 ♦ 0
IF(NLINES(ISY).LT.51) GOTO 30NLINES(ISY)“0WRITE (ITEMP y 20000 ) IBGOTO (10*20)yMTYPE(ISY * NLAYER(ISY))10 WRITE(ITEMP y 20010)GOTO 30 
20 WRITE(ITEMP y20020)
30 NLINES(ISY)=NLINES(ISY)+1WRITE(ITEMP * 20030) IMO * IDA yIYR *DPROD(ISY)
1 * D 0 P MIN y D BQUNDsrBSUA IT y D D Ul AIT y T P R 0 D ( ISY) rCOPHR.2 * PCTO * CBOUMD*PCTB*CSWAITy PCTSy CDWAIT *PCTD 3 r NBLK(ISY)
DPROD(ISY)=0*0 OPSEC(ISY)=0♦0 BOUND <ISY)-0♦0 
SCPWT(IB)=0.0 DOZWT(IB)=0♦0 RETURN0000 FORMAT("1"*43Xy"**. SCRAPER SYSTEM # 7 * 11 * 7 **" 
1 , / / , '  ' f l 2 X f "END-OF-DAY STATISTICS 7 *13X*7 ! 7 2 y22X y7 CUMULATIVE STATISTICS"y/y " "*2X>"DATE"3y5Xy"PROD"y 4X ? 7 OPRAT 7 *2X*"BOUND"y2 X ,"SP WT74 y 2 X y "DZ WT7 rIXy 7 ! " yIXy "PRODUCTION" y4X5 y"OPERATING" ySXy "BOUND"ySXy"SCAP WAIT" y3X
6 y"DOZR WAIT"yIXy"BLK" )0010 FORMAT(" "y 7MO DA YR"y2Xy 7(YARDS)7*2Xy"(MIN)"1y2Xy"(MIN)"y2Xy"(MIN)"y2Xy"(MIN)"yIXy"!"y3X 
2 y 7 (YARDS) " y3Xy " (HOUR) (%) 7 y2X"y " (HOUR) (%) "
376
T 2098
3y2Xy'(HOUR) (%)'r 2 X f ' (HOUR) (%) 'r 2 X r y//) 20020 FORMAK7 'y'MQ DA YR' y 2X y '(TONS)' r 2 X r ' (MIN)' ly2Xy'(MIN)'s 2 X f ' (MIN)'t 2 X r ' (MIN)'ylXy'!'y3X 
2y'(TONS)'y 4Xy /(HOUR) (%) 'y 2Xy 7(HOUR) (%)' 3y2Xy ' (HOUR) (%> ' ?2X> ' (HOUR) < 2) ' y2Xy '#■' r//) 
20030 FORMAK' ' y12 y'/'y12 * ' / '  y12 y F9♦1y 4F7♦0 y F13•0
1 * F 7 * 0 9F6♦1y 3(F7♦0* F5 * 1)y14)ENDSUBROUTINE 01JT5DIMENSION OPSEC(10)yBOUND(10> yTPROD(10>11DPROD(10)yOPHR(10) y TBOUND(10)*NLINES(10)
2 *NLAYER(10)y MTYPE(10 y 5)y NBLK(10)yIDEV(10) COMMON/ P 2 /' IS YC0MM0N/P3/IB 
COMMON/PI0/BOUND- COMMON/P11/OPHR C0MM0N/P12/DPR0D C0MM0N/P19/MTYPE C0MM0N/P31/NBLK COMMON/P36/NLAYER C0HMGN/P57/0PSEC 
C0MM0N/P58/IDA rIMO yIYR COMM 0 N/P 59/TPR0 D C 0 M M 0 N / P 61 / T B 0 U N D C0MM0N/P63/NL.INES C0MM0N/PS3/IDEV 
ITEMP-1DEV <ISY)D0PMIN:= 0PSEC (ISY ) /60 ♦ 0 DBOUN-D=BOUND(ISY)/ 6 0 > 0 TPROD(ISY)~TPROD(ISY)fDPROD(ISY)
C 0 PH R 0 P H R (IS Y )TBOUND(ISY)“TBOUND(ISY)+DBQUND/60.0 C B 0 U N Ii "= T B 0 U N D ( ISY )
T L E N - C 0 P H R+C B 0 U N DPCTO—COPHR/TLEN&l00 ♦ 0
PCTB=CB0UND/TLEN#100♦0IF(NLINES(ISY)♦LT * 51) GOTO 30NLINES(ISY)“0WRITE(ITEMP y 20000) IBGOTO (10 y20)y MTYPE(ISY y NLAYER(ISY))10 WRITE(ITEMPy20010)
GOTO 30 20 WRITE(ITEMPy20020)30 NLINES(ISY >-NLINES(ISY)f1




RETURN20000 FORMAT< ' 1' ?24X? ' % % SCRAPER SYSTEM # '?I1
I t ' **'?//?' ' ?5X?'END-OF-DAY STATISTICS'?6X
2 ?'! '? 9X ? 'CUMULATIVE STATISTICS'?/?' ' ?2X3,'DATE'?5X?'PROD'?4X?'OPRAT'?2X?'BOUND'* IX 
A t ' ! '?IX?'PRODUCTION'?3X?'OPERATING'? AX  5?'BOUND't A X t 'BLK')20010 FORMAK' ' ? ' MG DA YR'?2X?'(YARDS)'?2X1r'(MIN)'? 2X t '(MIN)'?IX?' ! '?3X?'(YARDS)' ?3X 
2 t ' (HOUR) (%) ' ? 2X y ' (HOUR) (%).' ?2X? ' H=' ?//) 





COMMO'N/P 1/1W1 y IR1 











DOUBLE PRECISION NAME 
WRITE(IWly20000)
READ(IR1 if 20010) NAME
OPEN (UNIT=IUNIT ? ACCESS— 7 SEQIN/
1y MODE-<BINARY"» FILE-NAME)
RETURN
20000 FORMAK 7 INPUT FILENAME ♦■EXT = 'y$> 
20010 FORMAT(A10)
END
SUBROUTINE GPNW (IUNIT) 
C0MM0N/PT/IW1yIR1 










COMMON/P 1/ IW1 1 1R 1 
DOUBLE PRECISION NAME 
WRITE(IWly20000)
READ(IR1y20010) NAME
OPEN (UNIT = IUNITy ACCESS-'SEQGUT'
1y MODE"'BINARY'yFILE = NAME)
RETURN













COMMON/Pl/IWlfIR1 DOUBLE PRECISION NAME WRITE(IW1 > 20000)READ<IR1r 20010) NAMEOPEN (UNIT=IUNIT r ACCESS-7 RANDOM/t M0DE='BINARY' irRECORD SIZE=NU r FILE-NAME)RETURN0000 FORMAT< 7 FILENAME♦ EXT = '**■)
0010 FORMAT(A10 >ENDSUBROUTINE OPNRN < IUNIT * NC)COMMON/Pl/IWl?IR1 
DOUBLE PRECISION NAME WRITE(IWly20000)READ <IR1> 20010) NAMEOPEN C UN I T= IUNIT * ACCESS-''RANDOM' ? RECORD SIZE 1=NC r FILE=NAME)RETURN0000 FORMAT( '  FILENAME♦EXT = '>*)0010 FORMAT(A10)ENDSUBROUTINE OPNRAN (IUNIT)COMMON/P1/IW1rIR1 
DOUBLE PRECISION NAME WRITE(IWly20000) ,READ<IR1? 20010) NAME WRITEClWlf20020)READ(IR1>20030) NCOPEN < UNI T^ I UN IT ?ACCESS-'RANDOM' yRECORD SIZE 









INPUT FILENAME♦EXT = T1*DAT
OUTPUT FILENAME♦EXT = T1EW.BLK
MINING DIRECTION? (R OR L) R
CUT WIDTH IN FEET? 120
BLOCK LENGTH IN FEET? 300
INPUT THE BOX CUT POINTS♦
DATA IS OF THE FORM (IfJ)*IF I»GT>0 THEN (I) THROUGH (J) IS A SERIES* 
IF I * EQ♦0 THEN <J> IS A SINGLE POINT*IF I♦LT * 0 THEN STOP «
IfJ = 8f10 
IfJ = Ofl 
IfJ = -1
INPUT THE BOUNDRY POINTS*
DATA IS OF THE FORM <IfJ>*IF I♦GT♦0 THEN (I) THROUGH (J) IS A SERIES* IF I♦EQ ♦0 THEN (J) IS A SINGLE POINT*
IF I♦LT ♦0 THEN STOP*IfJ =* lf8
IfJ = -1
HOW MANY CUTS DO YOU WANT ? 25 
DO YOU WANT MORE CUTS ? N 
DO YOU WANT A NEW ORIENTATION ? N 
STOP




L 1 7 t 5 2 l 3 Q J
INPUT FILENAME♦ EXT = T1*DAT
OUTPUT FILENAME♦EXT = T1NS*BLK
MINING DIRECTION? <R OR L) R
CUT WIDTH IN FEET? 120
BLOCK LENGTH IN FEET? 300
INPUT THE BOX CUT POINTS*
DATA IS OF THE FORM (IfJ)♦IF M3T;0 THEN (I) THROUGH (J) IS A SERIES*IF I»EQ * 0 THEN (J) IS A SINGLE POINT*
IF I♦LT•0 THEN STOP*
IfJ = 1y 2
If J ~ ~1
INPUT THE BOUNDRY POINTS*DATA IS OF THE FORM <IfJ>*IF I * GT♦0 THEN (I) THROUGH <J> IS A SERIES*IF I♦EQ♦0 THEN (J) IS A SINGLE POINT*
IF I♦LT * 0 THEN STOP*IfJ = 2 9 10
IfJ = Ofl
I*J = -1
HOW MANY CUTS DO YOU WANT ? 31 
DO YOU WANT MORE CUTS ? N 
DO YOU WANT A NEW ORIENTATION ? N 
STOP
END OF EXECUTIONCPU TIMET 7♦SO ELAPSED TIME{ 1:35*45 
EXIT
T 2098 383
** DATA FILE - TI.DAT **
2 r 10 
(5X*9F)
PI 850*0 350.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 992.0 -1.0 -1.0P2 850 • 0 2850.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1005.0 -1.0 -1.0
P3 1900*0 3600.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1008.0 -1.0 -1.0
P4 3600*0 3500.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1012.0 -1.0 -1.0
P5 '4650*0 3350.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1000.0 -1.0 -1.0
P6 4850*0 2300.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1012.0 -1.0 -1.0
P7 4800*0 1250.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1009.0 -1.0 -1.0
P8 4400.0 350.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1 .0 -1.0 1003.0 -1.0 -1.0
P9 3750*0 450.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1007.0 -1.0 -1.0
PI O' 2800.0 500.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1008.0 -1.0 -1.0
T 2098 384
RU RLD003.SAV C18:07:223
WHICH TYPE OF MINING BLOCK?
1 = REGULAR BLOCKS2 = IRREGULAR BLOCKS
3 = DRAGLINE BLOCKS ??? = 3
FORM OF COAL QUALITY DATA?1 = DRILL HOLE DATA2 = OUTPUT GRID (MCR)
j'?'? - 1
GRIDDING TECHNIQUE?1 = INVERSE SQUARED DISTANCE♦2 = WEIGHTED MOVING AVERAGE♦
** READING THE DRILL HOLE DATA INPUT FILENAME.EXT = DRILL.DAT
NUMBER OF PARAMETERS = 7
AREA OF INFLUENCE (FEET) FOR PARAMETER # .1 = 400
PARAMETER # 2 = 400
PARAMETER 4= 3 =400
PARAMETER # 4 = 400
PARAMETER # 5 = 400
PARAMETER # 6 = 400
PARAMETER # 7 = 400
** READING MINING BLOCK DATA ** 
INPUT FILENAME.EXT = T1EW.BLK
** GRIDBED DATA OUTPUT FILE **OUTPUT FILENAME.EXT = T1EW.GRD
STOP
END OF EXECUTIONCPU TIME: 39.07 ELAPSED TIME: 2.* 19.85 
EXIT
T 2098 385
RU RLD003.SAV C18 509 J 533
WHICH TYPE OF MINING BLOCK?1 = REGULAR BLOCKS2 = IRREGULAR BLOCKS3 = DRAGLINE BLOCKS ??? = 3
FORM OF COAL QUALITY DATA?
1 ~ DRILL HOLE DATA2 = OUTPUT GRID <MCR)??? - 1
GRIDDING TECHNIQUE?1 = INVERSE SQUARED DISTANCE*2 = WEIGHTED MOVING AVERAGE♦ 
??? = 1
** READING THE DRILL HOLE DATA ** INPUT FILENAME♦EXT = DRILL♦DAT
NUMBER OF PARAMETERS = 7
AREA OF INFLUENCE (FEET) FOR 
PARAMETER 1= 1 = 400
PARAMETER # 2 = 400
PARAMETER # 3 = 400
PARAMETER * 4 ~ 400
PARAMETER # 5 = 400
PARAMETER # 6  ^ 400
PARAMETER # 7 = 400
m  READING MINING BLOCK DATA %% INPUT FILENAME♦EXT = TINS♦BLK
** GRIDDED DATA OUTPUT FILE **
OUTPUT FILENAME♦EXT - T1NS*GRD
STOP




** DATA FILE - DRILL.DAT **
(5X * 9F)D1 900*0 1015.8 10300.0 10,4 9.0 0.9 1004.0 950.0 942.6
D2 1150.0 1035.0 10245.0 10.5 9.3 0.9 1010.0 949.5 941.0
D3 1400.0 1054.3 10195.0 10.6 9.5 0.9 1016.0 949.0 940.8D4 1650.0 1073.5 10140.0 10.6 9.8 0.9 1020.0 949.0 941.4
D5 1900.0 1092.7 10080.0 10.7 10.1 0.9 1025.0 948.5 941.3
1)6 2150.0 1111.9 10030.0 10.8 10.4 0.9 1019.0 948.0 940.61)7 2400.0 1131.2 9975.0 10.9 10.6 0.9 1020.0 947.5 940.4
1)8 2650.0 1150.4 9925.0 11.0 10.9 0.9 1023.0 947. 1 938.71)9 2900.0 1155.7 9880.0 11.0 11.1 0.9 1019.0 947.0 938.7DIO 3150.0 1142.5 9830.0 10.9 11.4 0.9 1015.0 947.2 940.1
Dll 3400.0 1129.3 9780.0 10.8 11.6 0.9 1019.0 947.6 939.3
D12 3650.0 1116.2 9740.0 10.8 11.8 0.9 1022.0 948.0 940.2D13 3900.0 1094.7 9690.0 10.7 12.0 0.9 1020.0 948,2 940.4
D14 4150.0 1056.2 9645.0 10.6 12.3 0.9 1015,0 949.0 940.9
D15 4400.0 1017.8 9600.0 10 .5 12.5 0.9 1009.0 949.8 941.0
D16 900.0 1256.5 10330.0 11.3 8.9 1*1 1009.0 945.0 937.2
D17 1150.0 1275.7 10280.0 11.3 9.1 1.1 1016.0 944.5 935.9
D18 1400.0 1295.0 10230.0 11.4 9.4 1 * 1 1021.0 944.0 936.1D19 1650,0 1314.2 10170.0 11.5 9.6 l.l 1022.0 943.7 936.7
1)20 1900.0 1333.4 10125.0 11.5 9.9 1.1 1018.0 943.2 935.9
1)21 2150.0 1352.7 10070.0 11.6 10.1 l.l 1021.0 943.0 934.6
1)22 2400,0 1371.9 10020.0 11.6 10,4 l.l 1025.0 942.5 934.7
D23 2650.0 1391.1 9965.0 11.7 10.7 1.1 1019.0 942.1 934.5
1)24 2900.0 1396.0 9920.0 11.7 10.9 1.1 1017,0 942.0 934.61)25 3150.0 1382.8 9870.0 11.6 11.1 1.1 1020.0 942.3 934,6
D26 3400,0 1369.7 9820.0 11.6 11.4 1,1 1027.0 942.6 935.3
1)27 3650.0 1356.5 9780.0 11.5 11.6 l.l 1018.0 943.0 934,6
D28 3900.0 1337.5 9730.0 11.5 11.9 l.l 1014.0 943.3 935.7
D29 4150.0 1299.1 9690.0 11.4 12.0 1013.0 944.0 936.1
1)30 4400.0 1260.6 9640.0 11,3 12.3 0,9 1014.0 944.7 937.0
1)31 900.0 1497.3 10365.0 12.0 8.7 0.9 1012.0 940.0 931.1
1)32 1150.0 1516.5 10315.0 12.1 8.9 0,9 1020,0 939.5 932.3
1)33 1400.0 1535.8 10265.0 12.1 9.2 0.9 1020.0 939.2 931.3D34 1650.0 1555.0 10215.0 12.2 9.4 0.9 1016.0 938.8 931.3
D35 1900,0 1574.2 10160.0 12.2 9.7 0.9 1022.0 938.3 931.2
1)36 2150.0 1593.5 10110.0 12.2 10.0 0.9 1024.0 938,0 930.11)37 2400.0 1612.7 10060,0 12.3 10.2 0.9 1013.0 937,5 929.8
D38 2650.0 1631 .9 10010,0 12.3 10.5 0.9 1018.0 937.2 929.3
D39 2900.0 1636.3 9960.0 12.3 10.7 0.9 1022.0 937.2 929. 1
D40 3150.0 1623.2 9910.0 12.3 11.0 0.9 1022.0 937.2 928 .7
D41 3400.0 1610.0 9860.0 12.2 11.2 0.9 1017.0 937.8 930.7
D42 3650.0 1596.8 9810.0 12.2 11.5 0.9 1015.0 937.9 930.71)43 3900.0 1530.3 9770.0 12.2 11.6 0.9 1018.0 938.2 930.1
1)44 4150.0 1541.9 9720.0 12.1 11.9 0.9 1020.0 939.0 930.3
D45 4400.0 1503.4 9680.0 12.0 12.1 0.9 1020.0 939.7 930.9D46 900.0 2219.3 10470.0 13.6 8.1 .0.9 1010.0 926.0 918.2
1)47 1150.0 2238.6 10420.0 13.6 8.4 0.9 1018.0 925.5 917.2
T 2098 387
D48 1400.0 2257.8 10370.0 13.1)49 1650.0 2277.0- 10320.0 13.
D50 1900.0 2296.3 10280.0 13.
D51 2150.0 2315.5 10230.0 13.
D52 2400,0 2334.7 10180.0 13.
1)53 2650.0 2354.0 10130.0 14.
D54 2900.0 2357.3 10087.0 14.I) 5 5 3150.0 2344.2 10039.0 14.
D56 3400.0 2331.0 10000.0 13.
D57 3650.0 2317.8 9950.0 13.
058 3900.0 2308.8 9900.0 13.
059 4150,0 2270.3 9860.0 13.
060 4400.0 2231.9 - 9810.0 13,
061 900.0 2460.1 10510 * 0 14.
062 1150.0 2479.3 10460.0 14.
D63 1400.0 2498.5 10410,0 14.
064 1650,0 2517.7 10365.0 14.
065 1900.0 2537.0 10320.0 14,
D66 2150.0 2556.2 10275.0 14.
067 2400.0 2575.4 10230.0 14.
068 2650.0 2594.7 10180,0 14.
069 2900.0 2597.6 10130.0 14.
070 3150.0 2584.5 10090.0 14.
071 3400.0 2571.3 10040.0 14.
D72 3650.0 2558.2 10000.0 14.073 3900.0 2551.6 9958.0 14.
074 4150.0 2513.2 9908.0 14.
075 4400.0 2474.7 9863.0 14.
076 900.0 2700.8 10550.0 14.
077 1150.0 2720.0 10500.0 14.
078 1400.0 2739.2 10450.0 14.
079 1650.0 2753.5 10400.0 14.
080 1900.0 2777.7 10360.0 14.
081 2150.0 2796.9 10320.0 14.
082 2400.0 2816.1 10270.0 14.
083 2650.0 2835.4 10230.0 14.
084 2900.0 2838.0 10180.0 14.085 3150.0 2824.8 10140.0 14.
086 3400.0 2811.7 10090.0 14.
087 3650.0 2798.5 10050.0 14.
088 3900.0 2794.5 10010.0 14.
089 4150.0 2756.0 9960.0 14.
090 4400.0 2717.5 9920.0 14.091 1000.0 700.0 10240.0 9.
092 1250.0 750.0 10190.0 9.
093 1550.0 600.0 10100.0 8.
094 1800.0 750.0 10060.0 9.
095 2100.0 600.0 9970.0 8.
8.7 0.9 1022.0 925.2 917.6
8.9 0.9 1015.0 924.8 917.2
9.1 0.9 1016.0 924.3 916.6
9.4 0.9 1025.0 924.0 916.7
9.6 0.9 1020.0 923.7 916.2
9.9 0.9 1017.0 923.2 914.2
10. 1 0.9 1020.0 923.2 916.0
10.3 0.9 1025.0 923.3 915.6
10.5 0.9 1024.0 923.7 915.0
10.8 0.9 1018.0 923.8 916.0
11.0 0.9 1014.0 924.0 916.5
11.2 0.9 1016.0 924.8 916.6
11.5 0.9 1020.0 925.6 916.9
7.9 x • x 1012.0 921.0 914.0
8.2 1*1 1017.0 920.4 912.3
8.5 1*1 1014.0 920. 1 912.8
8.7 1 ♦ X 1018.0 919.8 912.5
8.9 X * X 1025.0 919.2 912.1
9.1 1*1 1020.0 918.9 910.8
9.4 X ♦ X 1017.0 918.7 910.6
9.6 X ♦ X 1020.0 918.2 911 . 1
9.9 X • X 1026.0 918.0 910.5
10.0 1.1 1022.0 918.3 909.8
10.3 X ♦ X 1018.0 918.6 910.5
10.5 X ♦ 1 1018.0 918.9 910.610.7 X * 1 1021.0 919.0 911.0
11.0 I ♦ 1 1026.0 919.7 912.2
11.2 0*9 1020.0 920.7 912.4
7.8 0.9 1009.0 915.8 907.1
8.0 0.9 1009.0 915.3 907.7
8.3 0.9 1017.0 915.1 908.1
8.5 0.9 1023.0 914.8 906.2
8.7 0.9 1019.0 914.2 906.3
8.9 0.9 1016.0 914.0 906.6
9.1 0.9 1022.0 913.7 905.7
9.4 0.9 1027.0 913.3 904.4
9.6 0.9 1022.0 913.2 906.1
9.8 0.9 1015.0 913.3 904.5
10.0 0.9 1018.0 913.7 905.7
10.3 0.9 1024.0 913.9 906.0
10.5 0.9 1023.0 914.0 905.2
10.7 0.9 1019.0 914.9 906.6
10.9 0.9 1016.0 915.6 907.7
9.3 0.8 1001.0 956.0 948.9
9.6 0.8 1007.0 955.0 946.0
10.0 0.7 1009.0 9SS.0 950.4
10.2 .0.8 1015.0 955.0 946.6
































































D96 2300•0 800.0 9960.0 9,6 10.7 0.7 1022.0 954.0 945.1
D97 2550.0 650.0 9880.0 9.0 11.1 0.6 1014.0 957.0 948.3
1)98 2800.0 800.0 9850.0 9.6 11.3 0.7 1016.0 954»0 945.0
D99 3050.0 800.0 9800,0 9.6 11.5 0.7 1017.0 954.0 945.1DlOO 3200.0 600.0 9760.0 9.0 11.7 0.6 1012.0 957.0 948.2
D101 3450.0 850.0 9740,0 9.8 11.8 0.7 1013.0 953.0 944.6
D102 3650.0 650.0 9680.0 9.0 12.1 0.6 1010.0 957.0 948.4
1)103 4050.0 750.0 9610.0 9.4 12.5 0.7 1019.0 955.0 946.4
D104 4350.0 600.0 9540.0 8.7 12.8 0.6 1009.0 958.0 950,9
D105 4650.0 1350.0 9620.0 11.6 12.4 0.7 1015.0 943.0 934.0
I) 106 950.0 1850.0 10400.0 12.9 8.5 0.6 1015.0 933.0 925.1
D107 1300.0 1850.0 10330.0 12.9 8.9 0.5 1014.0 933.0 924.6
1)108 1550.0 1900.0 10295.0 13.0 9.0 0.7 1022.0 932.0 924.8
D109 1800.0 1900.0 10240.0 13.0 9,3 0.5 1024.0 932.0 923.4
1)110 2050.0 1900.0 10180.0 13.0 9.6 0.6 1018.0 932.0 924. 1
Dill 2300.0 1950.0 10130.0 13.1 9.9 0.7 1018,0 931.0 922.3
D112 2550.0 1950.0 10090.0 13.1 10.0 0.6 1023.0 931.0 923,7
D113 2800.0 1950.0 10040.0 13.1 10.3 0.5 1021.0 931.0 922.5
D114 3050.0 1950.0 9990.0 13.1 10.6 0.7 1018.0 931.0 923.5
1)115 3300.0 2000.0 9960.0 13.2 10.7 0.7 1019.0 930.0 921 .6
D116 3550.0 1950,0 9900.0 13.1 11.0 0.5 1023.0 931,0 923.7
D117 3800.0 1950.0 9860.0 13.1 11.2 0.6 1025.0 931.0 922.31)118 4050.0 1900.0 9800.0 13.0 11.5 0.5 1020.0 932.0 923.3
D119 4300.0 1850.0 9760.0 12.9 11.7 0.7 1017.0 933.0 924.4
D120 4600.0 1800.0 9700.0 12.8 12.0 0.6 1013.0 934.0 926.6
D121 4650.0 2250.0 9780.0 13.8 11.6 0.7 1017.0 925.0 918.0
D122 4650.0 2600.0 9870.0 14.5 11.1 0.6 1015.0 918.0 911 .0
D123 1400.0 2950,0 10500.0 15.3 8.0 0.8 1021.0 909.0 901 .8
1)124 1700.0 3050.0 10450.0 15.3 8.3 0.8 1015.0 909.0 900.4
1)125 2050.0 3050.0 10400.0 15.4 8,5 0.8 1022.0 907.0 898.7
1)126 2000.0 3450.0 10470.0 15.6 8.1 0.6 1014.0 901.0 892,8
1)127 2500.0 3150.0 10390.0 15.6 8.6 0.6 1012.0 901.0 892.7
D128 2350.0 3150.0 10360.0 15.4 8.7 0.7 1022.0 907.0 899.7
1)129 2650.0 3450.0 10300,0 15.4 9.0 0.7 1018.0 907.0 899.4
1)130 3050.0 3150.0 10220,0 15.4 9.4 0.8 1015.0 907.0 899.5
1)131 3350.0 3150.0 10180.0 15.4 9.6 0.7 1020.0 907.0 898.5
D132 3700.0 3150.0 10110.0 15.4 10.0 0.8 1018.0 907.0 898.21)133 4000.0 3150.0 10070.0 15.4 10.1 0.7 1015.0 907.0 898.6
D134 4300.0 3100.0 10010.0 15.3 10.5 0.6 1010.0 908.0 900.0
1)135 4550 * 0 2950.0 9940.0 15.2 10.8 0.7 1010.0 911.0 902. 1
PI 850.0 350.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 992.0 -1 .0 -1.0pr> 850.0 2850.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1 .0 1005.0 -1.0 -1.0
P3 1900.0 3600.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1008.0 -1.0 -1.0
P4 3600.0 3500.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1012.0 -1.0 -1.0
P5 4650.0 3350.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1000.0 -1.0 -1.0
P6 4850.0 2300.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1012.0 -1.0 -1.0
P7 4800.0 1250.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1009.0 -1.0 -1.0
P8 4400.0 350.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1003.0 -1.0 -1.0
T 2098
P9 3750.0 450.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1007.0
P1Q 2800.0 500.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1008.0
389
- 1.0 - 1.0
- 1.0 - 1.0
T 2098 390
RU RLD005 * SAV C18:35:0<)3
FILENAME♦EXT = T1♦HDR
ARE THE FOLLOWING QUALITY PARAMETERS PRESENT? ANSWER < Y y N) .BTU (AS REPORTED) ? Y
BTU (DRY BASIS)? N
MOISTURE (PROXIMATE)? Y
VOLATILE MATTER (PROXIMATE)? N
FIXED CARBON (PROXIMATE)? N











END OF EXECUTIONCPU TIME? 4.50 ELAPSED TIME: 53.90 
EXIT
2098 391
** DATA FILE - Tl.HDR.**
411 ** BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT **
! BTU/LB! PROXIM (X) !ULTI Z!
BLK ! AS RE-! MOIS- ASH ! SUL-! COLAR COVER COVER COAL COAL
COAL S •R «




** CUMULATIVE BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT **




** CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT **
BTU/LB! PROXIM (Z) !ULTI Z!
BLK AS RE-! MOIS- ASH ! SUL-!




RESERVES BY CUT 
OVERBURDEN COAL S.R,
(YARDS) (TONS) (Y/T)
! BTU/LB! PROXIM (Z)
CUT ! AS RE-! MOIS- ASH
* ! PORTED! TURE
(1XfI5f1XfF7.0f1Xf2F6.2f1XfF6.2f 1XfF11.0fF?.0fF6.1)
7
#* CUMULATIVE CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT **




** SHIPPING UNIT RESERVE REPORT **
BTU/LB! PROXIM (Z) !ULTI Z!
CUT AS RE-! MOIS­ ASH ! SUL-!





FUR ! (YARDS) (Y/T) * Z
(IX f15 fIX,F7.0f1Xf2F6.2fIX?F6.2rIX fF10.0fF6.1fF6.0rF5.1)
8
*# MONTHLY PRODUCTION RESERVE REPORT **
BTU/LB! PROXIM (%) 
AS RE-! MOIS- ASH 
PORTED! TURE
MONTH! BTU/LB! PROXIM <%) 




FUR ! (YARDS) (Y/T) * Z(1XfI2f1H/fI2f1XfF7.0f1Xf2F6.2f1XfF6.2fIXfF1O»0fF6.1fF6.0fF5.1> 
4




! BTU/LB! PROXIM (Z)
UNIT! AS RE-! MOIS- ASH 
* ! PORTED! TURE
(1XfI5»1XfF7.0f1X»2F6.2f1XfF4.2f1Xf12f313) 5
** MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT **
MONTH! BTU/LB! PROXIM (Z) 







(IX f 12 f 1 H / f I2f1XfF7.0f1Xf2F6.2f1XfF6.2f1XfF9.0fIX)
T 2098 392
RU RLD004 ♦ SAV C18:45:003
FILENAME.EXT = Tl.HDR
WHICH TYPE OF REPORT?
0 = EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM♦1 = BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT.2 = CUMULATIVE BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT.
3 = CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT.4 = CUMULATIVE CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT.5 = SHIPPING UNIT RESERVE REPORT.
6 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION RESERVE REPORT.7 = SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT.8 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT.
'??'? = i
RECOVERY FACTOR <%> =100 
WEIGHT OF COAL <*/CU.FT.) =80 
INPUT FILENAME.EXT = T1EW.GRD 
FILENAME.EXT = T1EW.0UT 
= 2
RECOVERY FACTOR <%) = 100 
FILENAME.EXT = T1EW.0UT 
'??'? -  3
FILENAME.EXT = T1EW.0UT 
RECOVERY FACTOR <%> = 90 
'?'?'? = 4
FILENAME.EXT = T1EW.0UT 
RECOVERY FACTOR (%> = 90 
? ? ?  =  5
FILENAME .EXT = TIELJ.OUT 
SHIPPING UNIT = 12500 
RECOVERY FACTOR ( X)  = 90
T 2098 393
??? a 6
FILENAME*EXT = TlEU*OUT 
MONTHLY PRODUCTION = 100000 
RECOVERY FACTOR <%> =90 
START UP DATA (MO ? YR) = 1>90
'?'?'? = o
STOP
END OF EXECUTIONCPU TIME: i:9*42 ELAPSED ti me: 6M0*75EXIT
T 2098 394
RU RLD004VSAV Cl 8:52♦563
FILENAME*EXT = T1*HDR
WHICH TYPE OF REPORT?
0 = EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM*1 = BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT*2 = CUMULATIVE BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT*
3 = CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT*4 = CUMULATIVE CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT*5 = SHIPPING UNIT RESERVE REPORT*6 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION RESERVE REPORT*
7 = SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT*8 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT*
?■?? = 1
RECOVERY FACTOR (%) = 100 
WEIGHT OF COAL < :B-/CU * FT* ) = SO 
INPUT FILENAME*EXT - TINS ♦GRD 
FILENAME * EXT T1NS.0UT 
777 = 2
RECOVERY FACTOR (%> 100
FILENAME*EXT = TINS*OUT 
7 7 7  ^
FILENAME ♦ EXT = TINS.OUT 
RECOVERY FACTOR <%> = 90
777 = 4
FILENAME*EXT TINS * OUT 
RECOVERY FACTOR <%> = 90 
777 = 5
FILENAME.EXT - TINS*OUT 
SHIPPING UNIT = 12500
RECOVERY FACTOR <%> = 90
T 2098 395
??? = 6
FILENAME♦EXT = T1NS*GUT 
MONTHLY PRODUCTION = 100000 
RECOVERY FACTOR <%> - 90 
START UP DATA (MO yYR) = 17 90
'?'?'? = o
STOP
END OF EXECUTIONCPU TIME: 52»88 ELAPSED TIME: 3:25*90 EXIT
T 2098 396
COPY BLOCK ♦DAT=T1 Eld ♦ OUT C19 ♦ 39 i 1611
RU RLD006♦SAU C19:39 1233
INPUT FILENAME♦EXT = SYS1*DAT 
END OF SIMULATION 
END OF EXECUTIONCPU TIME t 2 * 53 ♦ 82 ELAPSED TIME ♦ 3J47*48
EXIT
T 2098 397
** DATA FILE - SYS1.DAT **■
3 y 4 >120 y100 fIf if 90 y 31000 f 420 y420 y 420 y420 y 420y 000 000 y 420 y 420 y 420 y 420 y420 * 000
000 y 000y000 y 000 y 000 y 000 r000 420 y 420 y 420 * 420y420 y 420y 420 
420y420 y420y420 y420 ?420 > 420000 y 420 y 420 f 420 y420 y 420 y 420 000y420y420y420y420y420y000 
000y420y420y420?420y420y000
0 0 0 y0 0 0 y0 0 0 y0 0 0 y0 0 0 y0 0 0 y000 36 y1y 0
4 y 5 y 1 y 1






O f 0 y 2000 y 5
If 1
4 y382 y58 y 3 y 01 y600 y 0 y 0
ly 1200rQyO1 y ooOCOT-i
1 y2400 y 0 y0
ly 280Qy0y0
50 y 0 ♦14 6 6 6
6 0 ♦ 0 y 5 ♦ y
O f 0 y 2000 y51
4 y100
1 y2 4 0 y 0 y 01 y600 y 0 y 0ly1200 y 0 y 01 y1S00 y 0 y 0
1 y2400 * 0 y 0
ly 2500 y 0 y 0
T 2098 398
COPY BLOCK♦DAT= T1EU♦OUT C19 ♦■48 J 553
RU RLD006♦SAV C19 149 1033
INPUT FILENAME♦EXT = SYS2.DAT 
END OF SIMULATION 
END OF EXECUTION
CPU TIME: 2:33*17 ELAPSED TIME: 3129*42EXIT
T 2098 399
** DATA FILE - SYS2.DAT **
3 *4 * 120 *100 rlrif 90 * 31 000 * 420 * 420 *420 *.420 * 420 * 000 
000 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 000 
000 * 000 * 000 * 000 * 000 * 000 * 000 
420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 
420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 
000 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 000 * 420 * 420 * 420* 420 * 420 * 000
000 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 420 * 000 
000  * 0 00  * 000  * 000  * 000  * 000  * 0 00  36 * 1 * 0
4*5 * 1 * 1
1 * 1 * 10 
1 * 0 * 1*1 
17*1*20 






















1 2400 * 0 * 0
1 2500 * 0 y 0
T 2098 400
COPY BLOCK♦ DAT=T1EUI ♦ OUT C17:iO:520
RU RLD006♦ SAU 
Z 1 7 H X X 0 A 1
INPUT FILENAME♦EXT = SYS3*DAT 
END OF SIMULATION 
END OF EXECUTIONCPU TIME: 2:10*81 ELAPSED t i m e: 8M3*62
EXIT
T 2098 401
** DATA FILE - SYS3.DAT **
3>4>120>100>1>1>90>31 000 > 420>420>420 > 420 >420» 000 000 >420 > 420 > 420 >420> 420*000 
000>000>000>000>000>000>000 420 >420 > 420 > 420 > 420 > 420 > 420 420>420>420>420>420>420>420 
000 > 420 > 420 > 420 > 420 > 420 > 420 000 > 420 > 420 > 420 > 420 > 420 > 000000 > 420>420 > 420 > 420>420 t 000 
0 00  > 000  > 000  > 000  > 000  > 000  > 000  36 y 1 > 04 > 5 > 1 > 1 
l'y 1 y 10
1 y 0 > 1 > 117 >1> 20 




0 > 2000 y 5
1
38
58 > 3 v0 600 > 0 > 0 
1200 > 0 > 0 1800 > 0 > 0 2400 > 0 > 0 2800 > 0 > 0
60>0 *146667 > 0> 0 >060♦0 >5♦>0 0 > 2000 > 5
100240 > 0 > 0 
600 > 0 > 0 
1200 > 0 > 0 1800 > 0 > 0 
2400 > 0 > 01y2500>0>0
T 2098 402
COPY BLOCK♦ DAT=T 1EU ♦ OUT C17:32 Ml 3
RU RLD006 *SAU £17:32:513
INPUT FILENAME♦EXT = SYS4*DAT 
END OF SIMULATION 
END OF EXECUTIONCPU TIME: 2:17*66 ELAPSED TIME: 6:28*48
EXIT
T 2098 40.3
** DATA FILE - SYS4.DAT **
3 f4 f 1 2 0 f 1 0 0 f 1 f 1 f 9 0 f31
0 0 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 0 0 0
0 0 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f  4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 0 0 0
0 0 0 F0 0 0 f0 0 0 f0 0 0 f0 0 0 f0 0 0 f0 0 0
4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f  4 2 0  
4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  
0 0 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0  f 4 2 0
0 0 0  f  4 2 0  f  4 2 0  f  4 2 0  f  4 2 0  f  4 2 0  f  0 0 0  
0 0 0 f 4 2 0 f 4 2 0 f 4 2 0 f 4 2 0 f 4 2 0 f 0 0 0
0 0 0 f 0 0 0 f 0 0 0 f 0 0 0 f 0 0 0 f 0 0 0 f 0 0 0
3 6  f 1 f 0
4  F 5  F 1  F 1  
1 f I f I O  
I f O f I f I  
1 7  f 1 f 2 0
1  F 0  F 2  F 1 






90BLOCK♦DAT 1 4 4 f 80
0  f  0  f 2 0 0 0  f 5
1  f 1
5  f 3 8
2  f 5 8  f 3  f 0
1 F 6 0 0  F 0  F 0  
1 f 1 2 0 0 f Of  0 
1 f I B O O f O f O  
1 f 2 4 0 0  f 0  f 0
1 f 2 8 0 0  f 0  f 0
6 0  f 0 ♦ 1 4 6 6 6 7  f 0  f 0  f 0  
2 f 6 0 ♦ O f 5 *  f O
0  f 0  f 2 0 0 0  f 5
1
S f I O O  
1  F 2 4 0  F 0  F 0  
1 F 6 0 0  F 0  F 0  
1 F 1 - 2 0 0  F Of 0  
I f I S O O f O f O  
1 f 2 4 0 0  f 0  f  0  




WHICH TYPE OF REPORT?
0 = EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM♦1 = BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT♦
2 = CUMULATIVE BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT♦3 = CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT♦4 « CUMULATIVE CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT♦15 = SHIPPING UNIT RESERVE REPORT ♦6 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION RESERVE REPORT♦
7 = SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT♦8 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT*
’?'?'? = 7
INPUT FILENAME*EXT = SYSl^PRD 
SHIPPING UNIT = 12500 
RECOVERY FACTOR <%> = 98
= 8
INPUT FILENAME*EXT = SYS1*PRD 









WHICH TYPE OF REPORT?
0 = EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM♦1 = BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT♦2 = CUMULATIVE BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT♦
3 - CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT♦4 = CUMULATIVE CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT♦
5 a SHIPPING UNIT RESERVE REPORT.6 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION RESERVE REPORT.7 a SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT.8 « MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT.
'?'?'? = 7
INPUT FILENAME.EXT = SYS2.PRD 
/ SHIPPING UNIT a 12500 
RECOVERY FACTOR <%) a 98 
?•??■ = S
INPUT FILENAME.EXT = SYS2.PRD 
RECOVERY FACTOR (%) = 98 
7?'? := 0 
STOP
END OF EXECUTION
CPU TIME: 5.04 ELAPSED TIME: 41.67 EXIT
T 2098 406
RU RLD004*SAV C18:26:i73
FILENAME♦ EXT = T1 ♦HDR
WHICH TYPE OF REPORT?
0 = EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM *1 = BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT♦2 = CUMULATIVE BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT♦
3 = CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT♦4 = CUMULATIVE CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT♦5 = SHIPPING UNIT RESERVE REPORT♦6 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION RESERVE REPORT♦
7 = SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT♦8 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT*
'?'?? = 7
INPUT FILENAME♦EXT = SYS3*PRD 
SHIPPING UNIT = 12500 .
RECOVERY FACTOR <%) = 98 
V'?'? = q
INPUT FILENAME♦EXT = SYS3*PRD 
RECOVERY FACTOR (%) = 98
'?'?'? = o
STOP





WHICH TYPE OF REPORT?
0 = EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM♦1 = BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT♦
2 - CUMULATIVE BLOCK BY BLOCK RESERVE REPORT♦3 = CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT♦4 = CUMULATIVE CUT BY CUT RESERVE REPORT♦5 = SHIPPING UNIT RESERVE REPORT♦6 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION RESERVE REPORT♦
7 = SHIPPING UNIT PRODUCTION REPORT*8 = MONTHLY PRODUCTION REPORT♦
77? = 7
INPUT FILENAME*EXT = SYS4*PRB 
SHIPPING UNIT = 12500 
RECOVERY FACTOR <%> = 98
??? sr 8
INPUT FILENAME*EXT = SYS4*PRD 
RECOVERY FACTOR <■%) = 98 
777 = o 
STOP
END OF EXECUTIONCPU TIME: 4*18 ELAPSED TIMEJ 53*88 EXIT
